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ABSTRACT

A large part of this thesis consists of an
examination of Judges ch. 5 in the light of the
Versions, Rashi and Kimchi.

In addition, the tribal

situation, religious cohesiveness of Israel, as well as
the historical context and date of the battle against
Sisera, are examined.

The Song of Deborah presents a

unique situation in the period of the Judges in which
an alliance of many tribes participated in a concerted
action.
'Israel'.

These tribes are designated by the name
The God of Israel is known as Yahweh, Israel

is the people of Yahweh, and the religious unity of
Israel is based upon a common religious faith in
Yahweh.

The Song does not represent Israel as a system

of twelve tribes or as having its cohesiveness in an
amphictyony.

This historical battle against Sisera

depicted in the Song probably occurred at a time late
in the period of the Judges, at the end of the 12th
century B.C. or early in the 11th century B.C.
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INTRODUCTION

The Song of Deborah describes the joint action of
a group of northern Israelite tribes against a
Canaanite coalition, which may indicate a Sitz im Leben
late in the period of the Judges.

The book of Judges

deals with wars waged by charismatic deliverers
involving one or two of the tribes.

However, the

battle against Sisera (Judg. 5) indicates an occasion
in the period of the Judges (possibly the first
occasion of its kind) when an alliance of many tribes
participated in a concerted action.

The criticism

levelled against the tribes which did not take part in
the battle seems to indicate that all ten tribes,
participants and non-participants, were expected to
answer the call to battle, and that there existed a
link between a wide alliance of tribes.

Ephraim,

Benjamin, Machir, Zebu1un, Issachar and Naphta1i took
part in the battle, but it is clear from the Song (vv.
15b-17) that Reuben, Gilead, Dan and Asher were
expected to participate in the action.
Judg. ch. 4, on the other hand, mentions only the
two northern tribes, Naphta1i and Zebulun, as
participants in the oatt1e against Sisera.

These two

tribes are mentioned in ch. 4:6, 10 and in ch. 5:14,

2

15, and 18.

It seems probable that there existed two

distinct groups, a northern group of tribes who may
have been connected with a sanctuary located at Mount
Tabor (4:6), and a mid-Palestinian group led by Deborah
who was living in the hill-country of Ephraim (4:5),
and who may have been active as a judge in that region.
Judg. 4:6-10 suggests that the tradition about a
war against Sisera was a tradition which involved only
the northern group, whereas ch. 5:14-18 includes the
central-Palestinian group in the battle.

The reference

to Ephraim in 4:5 may have been inserted by a later
redactor to establish a connection with the
mid-Palestinian group, and to attach more importance·to
the tribe of Ephraim which became more dominant in
Israelite tradition.

l

However, according to Judg. 5,

the battle was not confined to one group, but was an
activity carried on by several tribes and at least two
major groups.

The position taken in this thesis is

that the Song of Deborah g in whole or part, may be an
eyewitness account of the battle and is probably the
older account, and as such describes a battle which was
not confined to one group, but was the experience
shared by different groups of tribes.

1 GWl.'1 ym H. Jones,

25 (1975), p. 647.

The northern

'''Holy War" or "Yahweh Warn?,' VT,

3

tribes appear to have taken the lead (5:15, leaders
come from Issachari 5:18, Zebulun and Naphtali are in
the heat of the battle), but the mid-Palestinian group
comprised of Ephraim, Benjamin and Machir play an
active role in the conflict.
Judg. 5:4-5 indicates that Yahweh marched out to
enter the battle on behalf of his people, and it is
Yahweh's actions (v. 11,

illil7

JJljJ7Y

) which are

praised and recited by his people (vv. llb and 13,
il7il 7 -OJ) )
(v.

who have mustered to fight on Yahweh's behalf

23,

il1il7

JJ1rJ);

).

There appears to be an

element of 'Holy War' expressed here which seems to
link the tribes in concerted action against a common
enemy which threatens the existence of the tribes.
Judg. 5:3 and 5 also refer to Yahweh as 'the God
of Israel'

), and this suggests

that the name 'Israel' is a reference to the tribes,
and that Yahweh is the God of the greater entity,
' 2
I srae.l..

If the tribes of Israel do have some cohesive
element, it may have existed in a traditional religious
unity.

That cohesiveness may have been rooted in a

2A . D. H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
SBT, Second Series, No. 20.
(London: SCM Press,
'1974), p. 2f.
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covenant relationship between the tribes and with
Yahweh.

However, it is difficult to reconstruct the

origin of this religious unity from the context of the
Song of Deborah, and the religious unity may have
existed prior to the establishment of individual tribes
or of a tribal system.

What is certain is that there

existed a group or groups of tribes at the time of the
battle against Sisera.

It is not certain that there

existed a unity of tribes other than that some tribes
fought a battle against a common enemy.

Judg. 5

describes a large alliance of six tribes engaged in
military action against the Canaanite enemy.

It also

appears certain from the Song that prior to the
establishment of the monarchy under David and then
Solomon there existed an entity called Israel, which
probably differed from the later use of the term
'Israel' with reference to the northern kingdom.

To

gain a picture of the tribal system, and of Israel in
the period of the Judges, an examination of the place
of the religion of Yahweh in that period is necessary.
Martin Noth believes that the cohesiveness of this
entity 'Israel' was achieved by an amphictyony rather
than the idea of a common religious consciousness.

It

is also suggested that the so-called 'wars of Yahweh'
originated from an amphictyony and so were 'holy wars',

5

having the central sanctuary as their focal point.
Opposition to the amphictyony hypothesis presented by
Noth rests upon the idea that Israel was really an
ethnic unit based upon a religious cohesiveness.
The existence of an amphictyony should find its
support in an alliance of tribes in battle against a
common enemy.

Thus the Song of Deborah either defines

Israel as a people who acknowledge Yahweh as the God of
Israel who wages war on their behalf, or demonstrates
evidence in favour of the existence of an amphictyony
in which there is a system of tribes organized around a
central sanctuary.

The organization of a group of

tribes into a 'Yahweh army' seems to indicate a period
when the tribes had sufficiently settled in the land to
be capable of mustering a sizeable force against a
Canaanite coalition.

The nature of this tribal

organization and its religious cohesion is examined in
this study to suggest a Sitz im Leben of Israel at the
time of the battle against Sisera.
If the Song of Deborah- indicates some kind of
tribal organization in the period of the Judges and
prior to the establishment of the monarchy, it may also
give evidence of the time period in which the events
corr~emorated

in the Song occurred.

Robert Boling's analysis of Judg. 5:6 led him to

6

conclude that this verse represents the disruption of
the caravan trade in the north by the Israelites.
notes:

He

'The Israelites concentrated in the hill

country were responsible for the cessation of caravans
travelling to and from the remoter regions to the south
and east, the caravans that followed "the winding
roads", not the level main roads of Esdraelon and the
coastal plain.,3

Boling sees a relationship between

this aggressive act-ion of the Israelites living in the
hill country and the Hebrew caravaneers mentioned in v.
10.

He believes that the turning point in Deborah's

day was this collaboration between the two elements
mentioned in vv. 6 and 10.

He states:

The turning point in Deborah's day was
collaboration between Israelites concentrated
in the hill country and certain Hebrew
caravaneers, as celebrated in vs. 10. In this
new situation a rally of the tribes by Deborah
and Baraq turned a prosperous and complacent
Israel into a Yahweh army once again in order
to take control of Esdraelon and other
territories ... It thus appears that the
cutting off of the caravan routes represents
the expanding power of the Israelites under
Deborah's leadership and their successful
challenge to those engaged in that sort of
trade.
In other words, Deborah had organized
the battle in which Israel for the first time
was able to defeat the Canaanites ... All this

3Robert G. Boling, Judges, AB (Garden City, New
York: Doubleday & CompafiY, Inc., 1975), p. 118.

7

suggests a time far into the Philistine
period ..•
4
Mayes suggests that placing the battle in the
period c. 1125 B.C. or earlier leaves it as an isolated
event, and he prefers to see the victory over Sisera as
the event which precipitated the Philistine-Israelite

.

confrontation at Aphek (c. 1050 B.C.).

5

Mayes attempts

to compare the battle against Sisera with other known
biblical data.
Others, such as Aharoni

6

associate the battle

against Sisera with the battle of the waters of Merom
(Josh. 11:1-2), and so date the battle late in the 13th
century B.C.

Dating of the events commemorated in the

Song range from as early as the latter part of the 13th
century B.C. to the middle of the 11th century B.C.
Sisera is mentioned in Judg. 4:2 as the commander of
the Canaanite forces, and he is referred to as the
commander of the forces of king Jabin of Hazor.

In ch.

5 Sisera is the only Canaanite leader mentioned, and as

4Robert G. Boling, Judges, p. 118.
SA. D. H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
SBT Second Series,
20 (London:
SCM Press, 1974),
p. 95f.

No.

6 y . Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, trans. by A. F.
Rainey (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1967),
pp. 201-203.
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such, may have been an independent king of a
city-state.

Judg. 5:19 refers to some kind of a

coalition, and since Sisera is the only one mentioned
by name, one might suppose (on the basis of ch. 5) that
he was the leader of it.

The fact that there is no

reference to king Jabin of Hazor in ch. 5 appears to
argue against the possibility that king Jabin is the
leader of the Canaanite coalition in both battles.
Also, Josh. ll:1-15 records the fall of Hazor ruled by
Jabin in the 13th century B.C., at the time of Joshua's
leadership of the Israelite forces.

Excavations of the

city of Hazor reveal that no city of any size existed
there from the 12th century to the 11th century B.C.
Josh. ch. 11 and Judg. ch. 4 appear to connect the
two battles because the two accounts mention Jabin.
However, if the two battles are chronologically
separated, the question arises whether or not there may
have existed another Jabin who ruled over a Canaanite
coalition late in the period of the Judges.

On the

other hand, there exists the possibility that Jabin's
name occurs in Judg. 4:2 in order to connect the event
with the conquest of northern Galilee by Israelite
forces led by Joshua.

This attempt to telescope the

two events may have been intended to suggest a quick
and decisive conquest of the land of Canaan by the

9

Joshua forces.

To determine a date of the battle

against Sisera, the apparent discrepancy in Canaanite
leadership arising from Judg. 4:2 should be resolved.
The Song of Deborah also presents a picture of
tribes who apparently have settled in Palestine and
have consolidated their position in the land.

The

battle against Sisera appears to be an attempt to
expand their occupation of the land and to consolidate
their position.

Such a situation would seem to presume

a time late in the period of the Judges after the
tribes had become settled in their respective
territories, or an earlier time when the tribes had not
yet become fully consolidated.

The Song of Deborah

mentions the tribe of Machir which later migrated to
the Transjordan and was replaced by Manasseh (Judg.
5:14), thus indicating a time prior to consolidation of
tribal territory.

Dan is described as possibly living

in the north at the former site of Laish,having
migrated from the south.

However, it must be

determined if Judg. 13:2, 25, which locates Dan in the
region of Zorah and Eshtaol, is descriptive of a time
prior to the northward migration and whether Judg. 5:17
locates Dan in the foothills leading up to the Judean
uplands, or as already settled in the north.

The point

at issue is whether the Danite maritime connection is

10

more easily explicable against the background of a
southern or a northern location for Dan.

An

examination of the tribal situation as depicted by the
Song of Deborah may shed some light on the time period
in which the battle against Sisera occurred.
In addition, the reference in the Song to the
specific sites Megiddo and Taanach (Judg. 5:19) creates
the problem of whether the battle against Sisera took
place when these cities were occupied or not.

The

stratigraphy of these sites may help correlate the
biblical data and the archaeological evidence to
determine a date for the battle.

An examination of

other known historical data does not produce a great
deal of certain evidence with which to date the battle,
but it may suggest an historical context for the
battle.
As well as attempting to date the battle itself by
reference to textual evidence which indicates a
possible Sitz im Leben for the tribes of Israel, the
linguistic evidence of the Song may suggest a specific
time period of poetic Hebrew literature in which to
place the Song.

The Song of Deborah may be

contemporaneous with the event it describes, or may
have been composed in a style of poetic Hebrew closely
resembling poetry of the period in which the battle

11

occurred.

Therefore, an examination of the style and

structure of Hebrew poetry may reveal elements of
poetry in the Song of Deborah which will provide
criteria for determining the dating of the Song, and
place it in a given period of biblical Hebrew poetry.
Stylistic parallels with the poems of Ugarit seem to
give evidence of an early date of composition.
However, the literary sequence-dating proposed by
Albright, the linguistic evidence suggested by
Robertson, and the chronological pattern of divine
names

i7iiP

0]),

;N11!l7

7i7~m

noted by Freedman in

early Hebrew poetry, all seem to point to a date of
composition either in the latter part of the 12th
century B.C. or in the 'early part of the 11th century
B.C.
It is the purpose of this study to examine not
only the Song of Deborah, but also any relevant
extra-biblical data which may provide a Sitz im Leben
for the Song and determine a possible dating of the
events commemorated in the Song.

Therefore, a detailed

study of the Song of Deborah in the light of the
Versions, Rashi and Kimchi is made, followed by an
examination of the amphictyony hypothesis as it relates
to the Song.

An attempt is made to determine a

possible dating of the battle and also a dating of the

12

poem by reference to the events commemorated in the
Song and to the linguistic evidence found in it.

An

appendix dealing with scansion of Hebrew poetry and of
the Song of Deborah itself is added to indicate the
poetic style employed by the poet and to give the
complete Hebrew text of the Song.
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CHAPTER I
A STUDY OF JUDGES CHAPTER 5
IN THE LIGHT OF
THE VERSIONS, RASHI AND KIMCHI

The prose account in ch. 4 involves Deborah and
Barak, and Judg. 5:1 should be regarded as an editorial
link between the prose and the poetry of ch. 5. 1
Repetitive parallelism, rhythm and meter, forms of
Hebrew poetry found throughout the Song of Deborah, are

. v. 1 . 2
not apparent ln

The superscription therefore

does not seem to be an integral part of the poem.
The grarrmar seems to relegate 'and Barak' to a
secondary position, or else suggests this is even a
gloss.3

However, it is a fairly common practice of

biblical Hebrew to make a verb agree with the first
portion of a double subject.

A similar link verse or

historical introduction to a poem is found in Ex. 15:1

lJames D. Martin, The Book of Judges, The Cambridge
Bible Commentary on the New English Bible. Ed. P.R.
Ackroyd; A.R.C. Leaney, J.W. Parker (Cambridge
University Press, 1975), p. 62.
2Robert G. Boling, Judges r p. 105.
3 John Gray, Joshua, Judges and Ruth (London: Thomas
Nelson and Sons, Ltd., 1967), p. 276, believes that the
original text did not include the words 'and Barak'.
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in which the masc.
sing. verb is used to give prominence to the major
singer or reciter, Moses, who speaks on behalf of the
children of Israel.

4

It is quite possible that Deborah

is represented in v. 1 as expressing the words of
thanksgiving on behalf of all the people.

Barak's name

is coupled with Deborah's in the superscription
probably because of the prominent part he played in the
battle and subsequent victory.
The ascription of the poem to Deborah and Barak is
encouraged by verses 7 and 12.
Deborah,

With respect to

(v. 7) would identify her as the

author or reciter of the Song if it were construed as
1st. person.
i71727 '!!.I1I7

This is probably how it was taken and

in v. 1 has to be related to this.

however is more probably an archaic form-of the 2nd.
..

person f emJ.nJ.ne.

5

4Cf • Num. 12: 1 71i7~1 0",72 127m
in which a fern.
sing. verb occurs before a fern. sing. and a masc. sing.
n.onn; and Judg. 1:3
jWP;, i777ii" 1mp7
in which an
entire tribe (Judah) speaks, and the masc. sing. verb
is used.
In such cases there exists a tribal interest,
and the group speaks as one.
5The relative !!.I
is used instead of
'!!)~
According to G. F. J:.foore r A Critical and Exegetical
Coa~entary on Judges, 8th ed. (Edinburgh:
T. & T.
Clark, 1966), 144f., they are of different origin, and
may have existed side by side in all periods of the
language.
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)
"""
LXX. A ana~ B avao-,;n

'she arose'

L

the two occurrences of

(v. 7) render

by the 3rd. person.

71lr.Ji'

Vulg. donec surgeret 'until she arose' agrees with LXX.
Pesh.

(dm

~ ~

dbwr)

'until I Deborah arose' and

Targ.

'until I Deborah was

commissioned' indicate the 1st. person of the verb.
Rashi comments on

'When I arose' thus

71lr.Ji'lZJ "TV

reading the 1st person.

Kimchi's exegesis gives

precedency to Deborah as the singer of the Song:
'Deborah did according to that which was first
practised when Miriam and Aaron spoke.'

Pesh., Targ.,

Rashi and Kimchi seem to have been influenced by the
theory that beborah was the author of the Song.
Instead of

71lr.JP

giving rise to

1 lZJll 1

6

in v. 1,

the reverse is suggested, that the verb in v. 7 was
altered under the influence of v.I.
is an early edi torial link,
have been influenced by

llZJ1l1

However, if v. 1
undoubtedly would

71lr.Ji'

Similar forms of the 2nd. fern. sing. with the old
ending Ii' are found in Jer. 2:20

'you broke',

6 NEB renders 'until I arose' with a footnote (or,
'you' ) .
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'you snapped I, and in Micah 4:13
7
'and you shall devote I .
discussion of

7T-lN

7

JnnniJ1
.. ! - - : - -

Robert Gordis, in his

and corresponding verb forms with

yodh, states:
In a number of instances, the older, more
original 7JJN
occurs in the Kethib. This is
also true of the corresponding second person
feminine singular of the perfect (7;:1;Vi'
) •
This final yodh was later discarded, as in
Syriac, though kept in the imperfect and before
suffixes.
8
G-K also notes:
Where the Masora apparently regards the 7A
as
the termination of the 2nd. sing. fern., e.g. in
Jer. 2:20 (twice), Mi. 4:13, it has rather
taken the form as 1st. pers. sing. (cf. Stade,
Gramm., p. 253); so in Ju. 5:7, where
713J?i2.
on account of verse 12,'must either have
originally been intended as 2nd. sing. fern., or
is due to an erroneous pronunciation of the
form JJr.Ji'
as
J?7.?fJ..
instead of 3rd. sing.
fern.
])12iJ.
(as LXX).
9

7 G- K 44 h, notes that 2nd. fern. has sometimes a yodh
at the end, as in 713?A~O
'you \vent' (Jer. 31:21; cf.
Jer. 2:33; 3:4,5; 4:19; 46:11; and so commonly in
Jeremiah; Ezek. 16:18; Micah 4!13; Ruth 3:3,4).
7;:?2~,
etc., is really intended, for the vowel signs in the
text belong to the marginal reading ~?20
(without
yodh) as in the corresponding pronoun
J?~
(713~
)•
The ordinary form has rejected the final shewa, but it
regularly reappears when pronominal suffixes are added.
j

8Robert Gorais, The Biblical Text in the Making. A
Study of the Kethib-Qere (New York: KTAV Publishing
House Inc., 1971), 101£.
9 G- K , 121, n. 1.
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v.

12 mentions Barak with the singer of the Song,

and this has been taken by some as the occasion on
which the Song was sung antiphonally by himself and
Deborah. 10

The connection between Barak and the

reciting of the Song is not made by v. 12 which exhorts
both Deborah and him to vigorous war-like action.
apostrophe in v. 12 (

iJ-'7:17

7-'7J7 7-'7J7

The

) has encouraged

the idea that Deborah is the singer aroused to utter a
song, whereas Barak (
captives.

p-,.:z

07P

The imperative forms

is exhorted to take
717J7

and

01

P

must either be taken in their usual sense as expressing
a command, admonition or request, or as self-invocation
with reference to preparation by Deborah for the
ensuing battle by self-arousal of her determination.
However, it seems unlikely that 'on the one hand Deborah
is described as addressing a summons to herself, while
in the second line Barak is exhorted to take captives
rather than to inner contemplation.

The imperative

forms appear to exhort both Deborah and Barak to
action; she to rally and encourage the troops, and he
to take war-like action.

The apostrophe (v. 12) does

not support Barak's involvement as a singer, but does

10C.F. Kiel and F. Delitzsch, Cowmentary on the Old
Testament, Vol. IIr 'Judges', trans. by, James D.
Martin (Michigan: W. B. Errdmans Pub. Co., 1975), p.
308.
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indicate his role as a warrior.

There was a desire to

mention both Deborah and Barak as associates, although
the activity of reciting the poem by Deborah is
suggested only if the verb
as first person.

However,

"nr.:"p1Zl
"m.JjJ1Zl

arose' would comply with v. 12 (

) in v. 7 is taken
rendered 'you
"")7])

), and with v.

in which Deborah is addressed either
in the 2nd or 3rd person.

'J1~jJ1Zl

is more probably an

archaic form of the 2nd person feminine.

ll

The superscription may be rendered:

Then sang Deborah and Barak, son of Abinoam,
on that day, saying:

llCf. G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 145; and C.F. Burney,
The Book of Judges (London: Rivingtons, 1918), p. 116.
Burney, p. 105, voices the opinion of most scholars
that it is hiShly improbable that the Song was actually
composed by Deborah.
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V. 2.
111ViEl ViEl:J.

The connection of
I

))'7El

with 'leader' and

leading' is old and can be traced back to early

exegesis.

One of the recensions of LXX. A (cf. Origen

and Theodotian)

J

...)/

)

\

I

l)

EV ~w
ap~aa~a~ apxnYov~ EV IapanA
L

is rendered 'in the leading of leaders in Israel'.

ViEl

if rendered 'leader' is found only in Judg. 5:2 and
Deut. 32:42, and the term is not used to indicate
'leader i

in any other biblical passage where 'leaders'

or 'chieftains' are mentioned, and both of these
passages are open to a considerable measure of
'

,

amb ~gu~ty.

12

LXX. B' s render ing
'IapanA
"

)

I

anE}(.aAU(p~n

)

I

J

ano}(.aAUlJ.lJ.a EV

'a revelation was revealed in Israel' which

introduces a reference to revelation or theophany is
not altogether clear, although it should perhaps be

12BDB I 1 renders 111 Jr:El ViFJ:J.
I for
the leading of
the leaders' or 'for the loosing of locks' (cf. BOB II
P'2~
1 long
hair of head, locks').
111 VJEl
occur s
only in this passage and in Deut. 32: 42
m ViEl 2i~jJ:J
:J.77N
where it is translated 'from the long-haired
heads of the enemy' (RSV); 'from the head of leaders of
the foe' (RV); and 'the heads of the enemy princes'
(NEB); cf. Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 108.
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related to BOB

'to uncover', but this may be

»i9

connected with the taking off of clothes rather than
\vi th revelation.

Symmachus

,

...

I

/

EV LW ava:H.a.A.vl!Jaa{]al.
to

XE~aA.as 'in the uncovering of heads' is probably a

reference to 'long locks of the head'.

Presumably

Symmachus was attempting to render the Hebrew text as a
'revelation' as did LXX. B, but as a showing forth or
uncovering of the head, and therefore is a reference to
'uncovering of heads'.

)

/

However LXX. B avaxaA. UTnw

(by itself) has no connection with 'long hair'.
Pesh. bpwr(nwt dltpr( 'ysr)yl 'Concerning the
retribution which Israel exacted' attaches the Aramaic
sense of

, retr ibution' to

»i9

il1 »i9 »i92

, as

does the Targ. paraphrase which refers to the defeat of
Sisera:
When the house of Israel rebelled against the
law, nations came against them and expelled
them from the townships. But when they
repented and were subject to the law, they
prevailed against their enemies. They expelled
them from the territory of the land of Israel.
Therefore (it is written) concerning the
retribution (involved in) the shattering of
Sis era and his armies and concerning the wonder
and salvation which was wrought for Israel,
when their sages again studied openly in the
synagogues, teaching the people the word of the
Law, therefore bless and praise the Lord.
Targ. follows the same line of interpretation as Rashi
who renders

»iEJ

as

fi9

'breeches' and understands

21

'revenge' as fwhen breeches were made against Israel'
(i.e. Israelvs territory was invaded).

Israel had

forsaken God, and only after they were punished and had
voluntarily repented of their sins was salvation
wrought by the Lord.

Rashi comments:

When breeches (njYi~
) were made against
Israel by the worshIppers of the stars (i.e.
idolators), because they (the Israelites) had
forsaken the Lord, and the people repented of
their own free will, bless the Lord for the
salvation which he wrought.
Kimchi glosses

JIJ)JiEJ

with

)JiEJ::1

Jl1 r.l j))

0'

j'l ~::l

which he

'when vengeance

renders into Aramaic
was exacted on behalf of Israel'.

Pesh., Targ. and Kimchi (cf. Rashi) associate

ViEJ

with 'avenge' and paraphrase v. 2 as the avenging of
Israel's sufferings under Canaanite oppression.
However, this sense of

ViEJ

, although common in

Aramaic, is not paralleled in MT in which
regularly used.
rendering of

OJ'lJ

is

This would place some doubt upon the
as 'vengeance l

Although the meaning of

•

13

Jl1ViEJ ViEJ:J

is obscure,

and rests upon insecure etymological conjecture, the
usage of

ViEJ

in biblical Hebrew favours the

13 Cf • Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 109.
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rendering 'long 10cks,.14

The Nazarite vow (Num. 6:5)

may be rendered 'he shall let the locks
hair (

il1EJ

) of his head grow long'

shall let his hair grow long'

of

(cf. NEB 'he

(i.e. unbound).

The

preceding line 'During the whole term of his vow no
razor shall touch his head ... ' is a reference to the
Nazarite's long hair which serves him as a mark of
distinction and consecration to service during the
period of his vow.

Judg. chs. 13-16 associate Samson's

Nazarite vow (cf. 13:5; 16:17) with the source of his
great strength which remains as long as his hair is not
shorn.

However

'the seven braids

of his head (16:19) does not use the verb

l1'~

, and

so this passage does not offer exegetical help in the
translation of Judg. 5:2.

The priests of Zadok are

commanded not to let their hair grew long:

'They shall

neither shave their heads nor let their hair grow long'
) lest it interfere in
the performance of their priestly functions.
13:45 rendered:

15

Lev.

'One who suffers from a malignant

14Moore, Judges, p. l37f.; cf. Burney, The Book of
Judges, p. 107; W.F. Albright, 'The Earliest Forms of
Hebrew Verse!' JPOS, 2 (1922), p. 69.
l5 cf . Lev. 10: 6
':)J)n!' '!5 O?,7rP.t\7'you shal,l, ,not
leave your hair dishevelled'; and Lev. 21:10
1~R'-n~
Vi,.:~ 7

.

~',
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skin-disease shall wear his clothes torn, leave his
hair dishevelled'

]}=11El
-

T

iJ7 il7

1£11'\11

"'.,"!.

;

) probably is

intended as a means of detection of the leper.

16

Laws

concerning jealousy entail the unbinding of the accused
woman's head as a sign of mourning and as a token of
shame.

17

Num. 5:18 is rendered:

IHe shall set the

woman before the Lord, uncover her head (
and place the grain-offering of protestation in her
hands; it is a grain-offering for jealousy.'
The many indications in the Old Testament of a
connection between long hair and a state of ritual
preparation for a vow or sign, or between long hair and
strength, give weight to the assumption that
refers to 'long hair'.

]}19

Burney maintains that

Babylonian (or, Assyrian) pirtu means 'long hair'
the head).

(of

The same substantive is seen in the Arabic

far' (long hair'

(of a woman), 'full, or, abundant

16Marcus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targum (N.Y.:
The Judaica Press, Inc., 1975), p. 1235, states that
!1~
is a figurative expression for leprous (cf. Lev.
13~45) and means 'bareheaded! (i.e. the disease or
shame is revealed).
17 C.F. Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 107, anaKeil-Delitzsch, Commentary on the o. T., p. 308, agree
that
]}19
has the meaning 'to let loose', 'let go'.
This sense of the verb is seen in the act of unbinding
or uncovering the head by removal of the turban, thus
signifying a state of mourning.
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hair,.18

The preference for the interpretation 'when

the leaders led' depends upon that the Arabic fara<a
has the sense 'overtop' or 'surpass in height' and then
Ibecame superior in eminence, nobility' and hence is
derived the noun far(

c.

'noble' or 'man of eminence' .19

Rabin connects Arabic far' to 'hair' and sees little

justification for an interpretation 'took the lead'
from far'

'to be lofty' or 'eminent'.

He states:

Arabic far' is not the best word to adduce as
etymological justification, for the Lisan (X,
117) shows it to mean 'eminent man! only in one
standard idiom where it is metaphorical.
The
sense of eminence exists in tafarraca min 'to
be nobler than' and tafarraca 'to marry a woman
of the chief family of a tribe'.
Some
derivations mean 'summit', or the like, and
others 'to go up' or 'to go down'.
The
original sense of the root seems to have been
'top of the head', as in fara(a ra)sahu 'he hit
him on the head' (cf. Engl. slang 'to crown
someone'). To tafarraca 'to marry the chief's
daughter', the synonyms are tana99a, from
na.$iyah 'forelock' and tadharra from dhirwah
'top of the head', also 'surr~itl.
From 'head '
seem to be derived far', Hebrew paera' 'head
full of hair (as opposed to bald) .•. There is

l8 BDB I I I
~,g
,rendered Ito unbind (hair)' and
l
'to uncover has the Arabic cognate 'to be empty,
vacant, unoccupied' and the Syriac cognate 'to
uncover'.
19 Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 108, John Gray,
Joshua, Judges and Ruth, p. 276, points out that
I leaders'
is not the natural translation of the Hebrew,
as the only justification is that the possible cognate
of the words translated 'took the lead' means 'to be
lofty' .
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thus very little support for the meaning
ileader'.
20
W. R. Smith points out that among the Semites and other
ancient peoples the hair-offering is common, not only
in mourning but in the worship of the gods.

He notes

that Achilles allowed his hair to remain long as a
dedication to the river god, and it was cut as an
honour to the god only upon his safe return from Troy.
The Semites practised iniatory rites of admission into
religious and civil communities, the hair offering
being one of the oldest acts of dedication to the god.
The Pentateuchal law, however, recognizes the
hair-offering only in the case of the peculiar vow of
the Nazarite.

Smith states that the hair-offering is

made the subject of a vow, and the vow is the
recognized way of antedating a future act of service
and making its efficacy begin at once.

One is

committed to active participation in or preparation for
the service once the act of dedication has been made.
If a man dedicates himself to a particular service
(e.g. warfare) his hair becomes the visible mark of his
consecration and is inviolable until the vow has been
discharged.

Arab pilgrims who had resolved to journey

20 C • Rabin, 'Judges V, 2 and the "Ideology of
Deborah's War",' JJS, 6 (1955), p. 131 f.
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to a religious shrine, were bound by that resolve, as
to a vow, and were not allowed to either cut or comb or
wash the hair until the pilgrimage was fulfilled.
John Gray suggests that the-long 'love-locks'

2l

(nuwas)

of the Bedouin, which were a sign of their manhood and
the loss of which was a particular disgrace, may have
been a practise retained by the Israelites, and might
symbolize a reversion to desert conditions.

However,

relationship between Bedouin and Israelite is tenuous,
and attempts to prove desert origins for Israel, other
than the exodus experience, are vague and
.
l
'
22
lnconc
USlve.

R. C. Thompson and R. W. Hutchinson

note that a tablet from Ashurnasirpal's palace, dated
no later than the ninth century B.C. 'gives in poetic
form the details of the wars of early Assyria,
particularly against the Kassites who had occupied
Babylonia.

Column II deals with the events of the

reign of Ashur-aballit II (c. 1386 - 1369 B.C.), the
king of Assyria ..• opening with the address of the

2lwilliam Robertson Smith, The Religion of the
Semites (London: A. & C. Bla.ck, Ltd., 1927), p. 325
and p. 332 f.
22 John Gray, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, p. 276.
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Assyrian troops to their king.,23

Column II, lines 39

and 40 are rendered:
Baring (their) breasts,
they throw aside their clothing,
Gathering up (their) flowing hair,
they bound (their) shields behind (them). 24
Evidence is given here of the practice of warriors
gathering up their long hair when going into battle.
According to P. C. Craigie this does not give positive
evidence of growing long hair as a specific act of
consecration to warfare.

Line 39 of the tablet

indicates that the more obvious display of aggressive
action is the discarding of clothing which might be a
hl'ndrance l'n battle. 25

However, l'lne 40 con talns
'
a

reference to the flowing hair of the warriors, and
implies that warriors wore long hair.
The philology which associates

Vi~

with

!leading' and 'leaders' is dubious, and the two
biblical occurrences (Deut. 32:42; Judg. 5:2) are
better explained on the assumption that the reference

23 R . Campbell Thompson and R.W. Hutchinson
Excavations on the Temple of Nabu at Nineveh,'
Archaelogia, 29 (1929),126 f.
j

24

IThe

Thompson and Hutchinson, p. 132.

25 P • C . Craigie,
(1968), p. 398.

'A Note on Judges V2,' VT , 18
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of

is to 'long hair', and

J]j£l

is best

rendered 'when long hair was unbound in Israel'.

LXX. A renders

as

OJ] :J.7JJliJ:J

/

)

sv npoaLpsaSL Aaou

'in the choosing of the people' and has the meaning 'to
choose a deliberate course of action'

(cf. vv. 13-1Sa,

18 which commend those who chose to respond to the call
to battle).

LXX. B

,

sv

""'"

1

~w

_

J

axouaLaaanvaL Aaou

I..

refers

to 'involuntary action' and has the sense of committing
'unintentional sin' or 'sin through ignorance' which
does not agree with MT or LXX. A.
1

.....

The verb

as a rendering of

axouaLaaanvaL

be an inner Greek corruption of
freely offer'

(cf. Aquila).

offerings' and

)

.....

(

sxouaLa.aanvaL

'to

The Sept. rendering of II

us~~ ~xouaLaouou

Esdras 7:16 has

appears to

:J.7JJln

I

sxouaLa~ousvwv

'with free-will
'freely offered',

concurring in the meaning of Judg. 5:2b.
Vulg. Qui sponte obtulistis de Israel animas
vestras ad periculum 'You Israelites who freely put
your lives in peril' gives the sense of the people
freely offering themselves to battle against
oppression.

Pesh. btsbwl;1t j

d'm)

: sbl;1w ImryJ

'Concerning the praise of the people, praise the Lord'

29

is a paraphrase of MT.
Targ.

lUJ711~

12n

7:J.J)v;

'and when they

7:J1

repented and were subject to the law' and Rashi
'and the people repented of
their own free will' associate
willingness to repent.

OJ) :J.7Jni7:J.

with a

Kimchi on the other hand

associates the verb with a willingness to fight and win
the war.

He comments on

OJ)

'When Israel

:J.7Jni7:J.

willingly mobilized her strength to go out to w&r'.
There can be little doubt that Rashi and Kimchi
understood

as Poffering freely' and this is

:J.7Jni7:J.

certainly true of LXX. B (corrected) and Vulg.

2 Ch. 17:16

is used in reference

i71i77; :J.7JnVi7

to military service, possibly as a mercenary. 26

In

Neh. 11:2 the sense is given of men volunteering for a
special service (

o;nZJ1"'P:J. n;llZJ;

07:J.7JnVi7

).

The verb

is used 'to offer a free-will offering' for the first
temple (1 Ch. 29:5, 6, 9, 14, 17) and for the second
temple (Ezra 1:6, 2:68, 3:5).
LXX. A and B

27
and Vulg.

26BDB I J.7 J
'to incite, impel' is rendered
'volunteer' for war in the Hithpael.
27 c . Rabin, 'Judges V, 2 and the "Ideology of
Deborahfs War",' p. 129, notes that these passages
(Ch., Ezra, Neh.) are from post-exilic usage, but it is
quite probable that the late use is derived from the
fern. noun i7J.7J
0
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benedicite Domino see the people's rising against
oppression as the occasion to 'bless the Lord'.

Targ.

suggests that Yahweh is blessed and praised for the
'wonder and salvation which was wrought for Israel'.
Kimchi comments on

'When Israel

DV 27Jnn2

willingly mobilizes to go to war.

As if to say "for

the evil and for the good, bless the Lord".'

The

meaning of this is perhaps 'whatever the outcome of the
struggle may be, bless the Lord.'
n1n' 1~12

seems to mean 'celebrate his praise by

reciting his might acts'.

Thus v. 3 following calls

kings and princes to hear of Yahweh's righteous acts on
behalf of his people.

'Bless the Lord' is addressed to

those who hear the Song and the story of his mighty
acts.

It does not concern those who take part in the

events described in the Song.

This appears to be the

interpretation of LXX. A and Band Targ.

Kimchi's

comment could be interpreted as prophetic and
anticipate what is to eventuate.

This may be Rashi's

exegesis as well ('bless the Lord for the salvation
which he wrought').

However the Song is cne of

thanksgiving for the victory, and the more reasonable
interpretation of 'Bless the Lord' is that of grateful
celebration and praise of Yahweh.
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V. 2 may be rendered:

;~~~?f

n1n7

~~1~
-:JT

nip;f
OP
,. T

~1f~

2~Jnn~
•• -

: • :

When long hair was unbound in Israel,
when the people freely offered themselves for warfare;
Bless the Lord.
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V. 3

LXX. A and B (cf. Origen) render
'kings'

(cf. Vulg. reges).

rendered by LXX. A and B as

and

07JT1

is

07JTi

/

I

rulers'

Targ. renders

'kings' and 'rulers'

following MT):

28

aa"tpana.1..

Vulg. principes 'leaders'). 29

as

07~;~

(cf.

07~;~

(as does Pesh.,

'Bear, 0 kings, who came with Siserai

give heed, 0 rulers, who were with Jabin, king of
Canaan.'

Targ. understands the summons to be directed

to Sisera and the coalition of Canaanite kings, and to
Jabin, a king of Canaan, and the rulers who accompanied
him.

Kimchi interprets

O";~;~

as

fiNiJ

7

~;~

'the

28BDB TTl
which has the Aramaic cognate 'to be
weighty, grave, firm of judgment' renders the m. Pt.
07JTl
'rulers, potentates' in Old Testament poetical
diction. It is parallel to 'kings' in Bab. 1:10 "At
kings (07~;~2
) they scoff, and of rulers
(07.JT7l7
) they make sport" (cf. Ps. 2:2i Provo
8:15, 31:4), and parallel to "judges of the earth" in
Isa. 40:23:
"Who bring princes (07.JT7;
) to nought,
and makes the rulers ( 7V9~
) of the earth as
nothing".
29 S • Langdon, 'The Assyrian Root rasanu, Hebrew
"
AJSL, 28 (1911-12), pp. 144-5, connects THl
'honourable, noble' with the Assyrian root russunu
'important, dignified' and hence 'rulers'. cr.-w.F.
Albright, 'The ~narna Letters from Palestine', CAH, 2
(1966), p. 20, "In Canaanite circles ... the prince was
called 'king' -- Akkadian ;arru, Canaanite milku".
TTi
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kings of the earth' and adds:
interpret it:

'And there are those who

He (the poet) speaks with reference to

Israel after the manner in which they say, "All Israel
are sons of righteousness".'

This explanation is

somewhat obscure, but Kimchi's meaning is perhaps that
'all Israel are sons of righteousness' is hyperbole and
by a similar hyperbole Israel is addressed as 'kings
and rulers'.
The first stich

07':11

1)7T~i7 '07~;1:J 1JJ1:J1ZJ

clearly

is a bidding to 'kings and rulers' to hearken to the
victory celebrations in which are recounted the
triumphal acts of Yahweh on behalf of his people.
Moore understands these words to be addressed to the
rulers of the nations of the world who not only learn
of Yahweh's mighty acts but who become witnesses of his
greatness.

30

As a rhetorical invocation, the line

introduces the hymn of praise to Yahweh which follows.
Yahweh's sovereignty over all rulers is acknowledged, a
conventional motif in passages on the kingship of
-1
Yahweh.~
prophetic writings exhibit a similar devise
in which the universal power of Yahweh is stressed, and
kings and princes of other nations are summoned to

30 G.P. Moore, Judges. p. 137.
31 J • Blenkinsopp, 'Ballad Style and Psalm Style in
the Song of Deborah,' Bibl, 42 (1961), p. 66.
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witness to his universal rule (Isa. 40:23, 41:1-5,
52:15, Hab. 1:10, Ps. 2:10-12).32

The Song of Deborah

echoes the universal call proclaimed in the opening
invocation of the Song of Moses to discern the
greatness of Yahweh (cf. Isa. 1:2):
Give ear to what I say, 0 heavens,
earth, listen to my words
When I call aloud the name of the Lord,
you shall respond, 'Great is our God
the creator whose work is perfect,
and all his ways are just,
a faithful God, who does no wrong,
righteous and true is He.
The formulatic phrase, having the same pair of
imperatives in the same sequence as in v. 3a is
standard in the Psalms:
Hear this ( n~r
Listen (nJr~n

33

7V~~

),

) all you nations;
all who inhabit this world

These imperatives are often coupled in poetical
parallelism:

35

32James D. Martin, The Book of Judges, p. 64.
33 R.G. Bo I'~ng, Ju d ges, p. 107 .
34ps . 49:1; cf. Pss. 54:2, 143:1.
35 G.P. Moore, Judqes, p. 137.

34

35

Up, Balak, and listen:
hear what I am charged to say, son of Zippor. 36
The nouns 'kings ... rulers' are often coupled together
in the same word sequence:
The kings of the earth stand ready,
and the rulers conspire together
37
against the Lord and his anointed king.

"

LXX. A Eyw

""
~w

,}I
KUp~W aao~a~

L

..

Lord' omits a second

10

7;1JN

38

'I shall sing to the
LXX. B

J

,,)

syw

E~~~

""

~w
10

uses more words than are
necessary to express the meaning (in LXX, pleonastic
for

",~)

EYW EYW

E~~~

."

~W

..

/

,

KUp~W

}.39

Repetition here is

for emphasis (cf. Gen. 37:-30b; Ps. 76:8) and to give it
the force of 'I am to (i.e. I belong to) the Lord'.
The Hebrew text is interpreted as having the intention
to emphasize

7;1J N

as the poet and as the one who

belongs to and extols Yahweh.

Targ. understands the

36Num . 23:18; cf. Gen. 4:23.
37 p

s. 2:2; cf. Provo 8:15, 31:4; Isa. 40:23; Hab.

1:10.
38 BH Stutt. n. 3b, indicates that the second
is omitted in certain Greek versions.
39

L-S, G, p. 489.

7;1JN

'

KUP~W
,

36

line to represent Deborah as the speaker who expresses
the praises of the assembly:
prophecy before the Lord:

'Deborah spoke in

I give praise, thanksgiving,

and blessing before the Lord God of Israel.'
follows MT:

Pesh.

'I will give praise to the Lord, and I

will sing to the Lord, the God of Israel.'

Vulg.

indicates a setting in which a psalm of praise is sung:
'I, I to the Lord will sing, I will sing a psalm to the
Lord God of Israel.'
Moore suggests that the repetition of the pronoun
lends a note of force and therefore triumph in the
treatment of the subject:

'Observe the repetition of

the pronoun, which has a weight in Hebrew that we
cannot give it in translation.
.

r~ngs

.

~n

. exa 1 ta t ~on
.
t h ~s

states that the first

0

The note of triumph

f th e su b ]ect.
.
, 4a

7~JN

Burney

of stich two is dependent

upon and properly the 'over-hanging subject of the verb
(a nominativus pendens) and therefore can not
be separated from the verb and rendered:
will sing" but should be read:
sing".,41

"I, even I

"I, to Yahweh, I will

Boling considers II to Yahweh / II an

40 G.P. Moore,

~udges,

p. 138.

41 C • F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 109.

37

exce 11 en t examp 1 e

0

. .
f ear 1 y repetltlve
para 11 e 1·lsm. 42

NEB indicates the repetition and the nominative pending
by repeating the subject and the verb:
will sing to the Lord.'

'I will sing, I

Martin suggests that

7~JN

probably indicates the cultic leader who proclaims the
Song on behalf of the congregation and as such is the
prototype of later cultic prophets. 43
be, it is certain that

7~JN

However this may

is the poet whoever that

poet may be.
Repetition either has the purpose of identifying
the speaker as one who belongs to Yahweh and who extols
Yahweh, or simply of adding force to the note of
triumph in the Song.

The intention of the speaker or

poet seems to be"to direct attention from self to
Yahweh who is exalted, which is apparently the way MT,
Pesh. and Vulg. understand the stich.

LXX. A also

seems to have the intention of directing attention to
Yahweh by omitting the second 'I'.

'I (who) belong to

the Lord, I will sing' is awkward, and lacks a sense of
rhythm and parallelism.

The stich has better balance

42 R.G. Bo 1·lng, Ju d ges, p. 107 .
43James D. Martin, The Book of Judges, p. 64. Cf.
Artur Weiser, 'Das Deboralied' ZAW, 71 (1959), 73.
Weiser maintains that
il1iP 7')JI'<:-- is a cultic
interjection ich will dem Jahwe and is found in the
tcultic renewal ceremony', cf. Josh. 24:15:
"But I and
my family, we will worship the Lord".

38

and rhythm when rendered:

'I to the Lord, I shall

sing' .

LXX. A and B equate

with l./JaAw

~VT

'to

strike, twitch with the fingers' hence 'to strike
musical strings', a term used in LXX as the technical
expression for singing with an instrumental
accompaniment (cf. Ex. 15:20 'And Miriam ... took up
her tambourine, and all the women followed her, dancing
to the sound of tambourines; and Miriam sang them this
refrain ••. ').

Vulg. psallam also is rendered:

'a

song sung to the accompaniment of stringed instruments'.
The Hebrew roots

and

~7~

~VT

are found in

sequence in the Psalms:
Sing the praises
raise a psalm (
The verb

i'7~
7Ir.lT

o~ God,
44
to hls name.

is used of singing to the accompaniment

of an instrument in Ps. 33:2; 3:

44 Ps. 68:4; cf. Pss. 101:1, 104:33, 105:2.

39

Give thanks to the Lord on the harp;
sing to him psalms ( 1?-nlJT
)
to the ten-stringed lute.
Sing to him a new song;
strike up with all your art
and shout in triumph.
45
Thus

llJT

denotes singing to the accompaniment of a

musical instrument, and is rendered in v. 3 'I shall
raise a psalm',

'I shall strike up a song!, or 'I shall

make melody'.

v.

3 may be rendered:

D7~r7

il17l!j~

...

--:;-

D7.J?lJ
.,.;

.

=7v1??7

7.Jj~

illi172

7.JJ ~

·IJ7T~il

• T

?~1i77
...... ! .

T

T

7il'~ illil7? l~!~!

Hear, 0 kings; give ear, 0 rulers;
I to the Lord, I shall sing;
I shall make melody to the Lord God of Israel.

45 cf . Pss. 144:9, 147:7.
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Vv. 4 - 5

7J70 iH

The Versions reproduce MT, stichs one and two,
precisely.

Rashi comments on

17JJliJJ:l

lJHCl:1

In

This is a reference to the giving of the Law,
as it is said (in Deut. 33:2), he shone forth
for them from Seir. And what is it's meaning?
Then spoke Deborah: The Torah is severe on
those who diverge from it, and good to those
who cleave to it, for in terror and power it
was given. And so Israel is delivered into the
hands of the idolators because she has deviated
from it (the Law). When she freely resolves to
occupy herself with it, she will be saved.
Deborah, according to Rashi, infers that the oppression
which is realized in war upon Israel is punishment for
the people's disobedience of the Torah.

Rashi's

commentary is important because it is indicative of one
interpretation of vv. 4-5 that it refers to the giving
of the Law at Sinai.

Rashi interprets

7J70

nr

as:

' ..• abbreviated scripture (which) refers to what
happened to it because of the fact that the Lord
descended on it.'
Targ. (Sperber) reads:
before the Lord.

'The mountains shook

This Sinai was shaken.

Smoke arose

like the smoke of a furnace because the Lord, the God
of Israel, was revealed on it.'

It should be noted

41

that Targ. interprets vv. 4-5 as a reference to the
giving of the Law at Sinai, and the natural phenomena
which attended the theophany.

There is nothing in

Targ. which connects vv. 4-5 with the coming of Yahweh
from his seat on Mount Sinai to Canaan in order to lead
the Israelites in their wars of conquest.
The editor of the Song of Deborah apparently
assumed that Seir, the poetical reference to Yahweh's
ancient seat, was actually Sinai, as he included the
words

7)70

~T

. v. 5 . 46
ln

Deut. 33:1 connects Sinai with Seir:
The Lord came from Sinai
and shone forth from Seir.
He showed himself from Mount Paran ...
Mount Paran is identified as one of the mountains in
the mountain range of Edom.

Hab. 3:3 also identifies

Seir with Yahweh's seat:

46 G . F . Moore, Judges, p. 140 notes:
'The ancient
seats of Yahweh were not in Canaan, but in the south,
at Sinai ... or Horeb ... the latter is the tradition
of the northern tribes ... and is probably to be
assumed here. Horeb was in the land of Midian, i.e. in
Arabia, east of the eastern prong on the Red Sea, the
gulf of 'Aqabah ... from Horeb Yahweh would come into
Canaan from Seir, from the plateau of Edom, as in our
verse.'

42

God comes from Teman,47
the Holy One from Mount Paran ...
Targ. and Rashi compare vv. 4-5 to the event depicted
in Ex. 19: 18 f. ( c f. 2 0 : 18 - 21) :

'Mount Sinai was all

smoking because the Lord had come down upon it in fire;
the smoke went up like the smoke of a kiln; all the
people were terrified, and the sound of the trumpet
grew even louder.

Whenever Moses spoke, God answered

him in a peal of thunder.'

Kimchi's commentary offers

a different interpretation from that of Targ. and
Rashi:
The reference to
017N iJ71ZJr.J 17])Y:l j 7 V1ZJr.J lJ1NY:l
is explained by the circumstance that Israel
began to fight against the nations after they
had passed the mountain of Seir. They fought
against Sihon and Og, and the Lord went ahead
of them, and so they (Israel) were victorious
over their enemies, and in his (the Lord's)
power they prevailed in all these battles.
Here Yahweh the warrior God is associated with the march
of conquest seen to have begun in the southern mountains,
extending from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of Aqabah, and
located in the Song of Deborah in Seir, in the field of
Edom, the two poetically linked to one geographical

47 i . e . the district of Edom, parallel to Seir; cf.
Ezek. 25:12-15; Ob. 9.

43

area. 48

Kimchi's comment on

/il

7J9~

1::JTJ 071il

refers to the trembling in fear of the Canaanites
before Yahweh:
••• just as when Sinai trembled before the God
of Israel, so trembled all the world before
him, as scripture says:
'Terror falls upon
them, and all the inhabitants of Canaan
dissolve in fear' (cf. Ex. 15:15-16).
He is also offering an exegesis of

7J 7 0

ilT

here.

It

is of note because his general interpretation (unlike
that of Rashi) does not presuppose a reference to
Law-giving at Sinai.
Rashi and Targ. view vv. 4-5 as a reference to
manifestations of theophany on the occasion of the
Law-giving at Sinai, whereas Kimchi suggests it is a
reference to Yahweh's journeying from his seat in Seir
with the conquering armies of Israel and with
theophanic accompaniments.

There is no suggestion in

Judg. 5:4-5 of Law-giving, and the Song itself deals
with the Canaanite war against Sisera.

Yahweh's march

from Seir, from the plains of Edom, is to Canaan where
he led his people in battle against the forces of
Sisera.

In this battle, Yahweh employs storm and

48prank M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1973), p.
86, n. 17. Cf. Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 109;
Moore, Judges, p. 140.
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tempest (vv. 20, 21) to succor Israel.

The Song is an

account of the recent deliverance of Israel and the
circumstances surrounding that event, and it is assumed
that vv. 4-5 deal with that same event.

Kimchi's

reference to earlier wars against Sihon and Og are not
a part of the events described in the Song.

Therefore

it can not be concluded that the war against Sisera is
an extension or part of the conquest of Cana'an.

One

can only say that as Yahweh helped his people Israel
enter and conquer Canaan so he now marches out against
the forces of Sisera.

Likewise, as Yahweh once

appeared on Sinai in theophany, so he now manifests his
presence and leadership of his people in the storm
theophany at the river Kishon.

49

Yahweh's action at Megiddo may have reminded
Israel of his appearing to Moses on Mount Sinai, but
the present battle is the focus of attention, and
Yahweh is praised for the immediate victory.

The

improbability of vv. 4-5 being a reference to the
theophany at Sinai, and the probability of the verses
being a reference to Yahweh's present help of Israel

49Alexander Globe, 'The Text and Literary Structure
of Judges 5:4-5,' Bibl, 55 (1974), p. 176, suggests
that in addition to the traditional formula, a new
element 'the clouds' is added which stresses the
uniqueness of a new historical event.

45

with theophaic accompaniments, negate the possibility
that the mountains mentioned in v. 5 are actually
Sinai.

Moore states:

'The words "that is Sinai" are a

gloss to "the mountains" in the preceding clause;
originally, as its form shows, a marginal note, made by
some one to whom the language of v. 3f. suggested Ex.
19.

Subsequently it intruded into the text in the

wrong place.

The rhythm of the passage also gains by

the removal of the words. ,50
that

7.J70 iH

Burney does not doubt

is a scribe's marginal note which has

crept into the text, but must have been an early gloss
because of its appearance in the Versions and in Ps.
68:8.

51
Gray, on the other hand, suggests that 'the close

affinity in language and conception with Deut. 33:2f.
and Ps. 68:8f. (cf. Ps. 77:18f.; Mic. 1:3f.; etc.)
indicates the stereotyped language of the liturgy, and
relates not to the coming of Yahweh to the particular
battle with Sisera, but ... to his presence in the
Sacrament of the Covenant.'

52

Gray appears to be

50 G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 141. Moore also sees
fSinai' in Ps. 68:8 as a gloss in the same way as in
Judg. 5:5; cf. NEB 'the lord of Sinai' which appears to
be a gloss to 'mountains'.
51 e . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 113.
52 John Gray, Joshua, Judges, and Ruth, p. 277.
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saying that the reference is to the Law-giving at
Sinai, or to cultic language associated with a Renewal
of the Covenant Festival.

However, there is no

evidence in the Song itself of a Covenant Renewal
Ceremony, and the improbability of the event being a
reference to Law-giving at Sinai has been mentioned
above.

The Song is closely linked to the event (the

battle against Sisera) and its literary style and
content give evidence of an account of the event by a
poet who was either an eye-witness or not far removed
in time and place from the event.
It seems probable that

7)70

~T

is exegetical

comment (a marginal note which has got into the text),
and rests on the exegesis of vv. 4-5 which is' found in
Targ. and Rashi.

LXX. A and B
and Targ.

)

'(T)

iil<iJJi YiN
~PJJJi

YiN

, Vulg. terra mota est,

CPesh. agrees with Targ. and uses

JJJJT NJJiN

zet)
the same verb, --

I

EOE l.o{}T)

,

all agree upon the rendering of

as 'the earth shook' .

Kimchi interprets

as

'the earth quaked

l'i~~

PJJJiJJl PJJJ.lJJl

and shcok'f citing Ps. 18:7 and 2 Sam. 22:8, and he
takes this as an allusion to wars.

NEB renders

iiPJJJi

47

'trembled'

(cf. Ps. 68:9 NEB 'the earth trembled l ).53

In agreement with the Versions and Kimchi

n~p1 Y1N

is rendered 'the earth shook'.

LXX. B renders
I

opoaou(,';
)I

reinforces

~

I

e:EEa~aaT'l

.

opoaou(,';

()

and

oupavo(,';

0

11

)'

e:a~aE;e:v

LXX. Bread

e:a~a.E;av

(I

uowp

iEVJ

and

by the addition of the accusatives

i EVJ

.
b ot h cases. 54
ln
~

as

07r.3~

'the heavens dripped dew'.
e:a~aE;e:v

twice,

iEVJ

LXX. A interprets the phrase

'were put in confusion' or 'were agitated'.

Footnotes of LXX. B (cf. BH Stutt.) record the variants
e:a~aAaEe:v
JI
e:a~aEe:v
I
~apaaaw

)

(

I

a~aAa~w

'dropping, dripping') for

'dripping'), and

e:~apaXaT'l

'disturb, trouble') for

I

e: Et. a~Tn.J. t.

'confound'}.

These variants are

synonyms of the LXX verbs (and appear to be a scholar's
view of the text rather than original Ms).

Vu1g.

cae1ique ac nubes disti11averunt aquis telescopes the

53 NEB renders n~p1
in 2 Sam. 22:8 and Ps. 18:8
'quaked'; in lsa. 13:13 'shaken'; and in Ezek. 26:18
I quake' .
54 G . F . Moore, Judges, p. 141, suggests that
'dripped' might have been taken up accidentally from
the next hemistich.

48

two occurrences of

in MT.

1 EJVJ

lEJVJ

(cf. LXX. B)

is taken in the sense of 'falling rain', and depicts
Pesh. smy ~ 'the

rain falling from the clouds.
heavens dripped' follows MT.

Targ. (Sperber) reads:

Your law which you gave to them, to Israel,
when they transgressed against it, the nations
held sway over them, and when they repented
with respect to it, they prevailed against
their enemies. Lord in the day which you
revealed yourself in connection with the giving
of the Law from Seir, when your glory was
manifested in the regions of Edom, the earth
shook, also the heavens were humbled (D1:J
) ,
also the clouds dropped ( 177~J
) rain.
and Targ.
qVJ

1

differently from

commen ts on

'1 EJVJ

qVJ

2

or to

072,V

Rashi briefly

'Tpey drip refreshing dew'.

is not clear whether the comment on
IJ71:Jl!J

apparently derive

1::m

1~VJ

It

refers to

and does not elucidate MT.

Other

than Targ. and LXX. A, the Versions (LXX. B, Vulg.,
Pesh.) support 'dripped' in MT.
Burney translates
i.e. with thunder. 55

7EJVJ D71:Jl!J

'heavens rocked'

Moore maintains that

is

J'11:J

not 'melt away' as commonly affirmed, but 'move in
waves, be violently agitated' reading

with

S5 e . F . Burney, The Bock of Judges, p. 112.
According to Burney 'dropped, dripped' does not
properly describe a turbulent sky; cf. BH Stutt. n. 4a,
prp.

49

LXX. A
V111

)

"

56

E~EOl:"a{]n

Albright suggests

'were shaken' be read instead of

=lV11J
T

1EJVJ

'dripped' as he believes 'drip' to be an anticlimatic
and absurd depiction of Yahweh's appearance as Lord of
the thunder. 57

Boling renders the text:

With thunder the skies rained,
with thunder the clouds rained water.
Boling interprets

'sound, voice, thunder,.58

O~

Boling, along with Burney and Albright, place emphasis
upon the turbulance of the skies seen in the lowering
clouds, and the commotion created by the thunder.
also vocalizes

as

quaked' apparently from

NEB

'heavens
, a verb not recorded in

56 G • F • Moore, Judges, p. 141.
57william F. Albright, 'The Earliest Forms of Hebrew
Verse 1 y JPOS, 2 (1922), p. 75.
58 R • G . Boling, Judges, pp. 101 and 108; cf. Mitchell
Dahood, Psalms III, AB (1970), 137:1, n. 4, and p. 268,
comments on Ps. 137:1.
'Just as sam, "there",
describes the place, adverbial gam descr.ibes the manner
of weeping.' He therefore renders Ps. 137:1
1J2~7

717y-nN

O~ ;12 n11nJ
7Jl~T2

;p

lJ7~2-0~

Beside the rivers in Babylon, there we sat;
loudly we wept, w'hen we remembered you, 0 Zion.
Dahood further comment.s on gam in Psalms II, on Ps.
85:13 - 'with a loud voice the Lord gives rain'; and on
Ps. 71:24 - 'aloud will my tongue rehearse your
justice' .

50

the Lexicons.
:j9VJ 0'1])
: IT

The second

1£]VJ

is rendered by NEB

'the clouds streamed down in torrents'.

a.,.

NEB may have been influenced here by LXX. A in which
the heavens are depicted as being agitated in tempest
and storm, and possibly by Targ. in which the heavens
are humbled (brought low), which may have the sense of
being 'under the control of Yahweh' to be used to help
Israel through the storm and the rain.
79V;

07~E1

seems to give

~he

imagery not only of

storm but of Yahweh coming in the storm.

Yahweh

descends from the heavens in storm theophany and the
earth shakes, and beneath him mountains 'dissolve'.
The dropping (lowering) of the skies may well have
suggested to the poet the descent or approach of the
Lord (in the storm) from the heavens.

In a similar

way, Micah describes Yahweh's advance from his
dwelling-place to bring his judgment upon Israel and
Judah:
For look, the Lord is leaving his dwelling-place;
down he comes and walks on the heights of the earth.
Beneath him mountains dissolve
like wax before the fire,
valleys are torn open,
as when torrents pour down the hill-side.
(Mi. 1: 4)

Ps. 97:5 describes the approach of the Lord from the
heavens:

51

The mountains melt like wax
as the Lord approaches,
the Lord of all the earth.
The heavens proclaim his righteousness,
and all peoples see his glory.
Judg. 5:4-5 appears to be a statement by the poet
of Yahweh's cosmic activity originating from the
heavens.

It is a description of Yahweh's advance from

heaven to earth, as the preceding lines 'when you went
out from Seir ... marched out from the plains of Edom'
are descriptive of Yahweh's advance from his ancient
seat in Seir to the battlefield.

Therefore

lEJVJ

071':)EJ

may be rendered 'and the heavens lowered'.

LXX. Breads
Targ. has

177.:u

)1

(I

ldropped water', and

Eo-raEa;v UQWP

'dropped rain'.

BDB

gVJ

is

rendered Idrop, drip', and with the accusative 'of
clouds dropping water (

071':)

in storm'.

The rain

storm is apparently indicated here (cf. vv. 20-21), and
rain is dropped upon the battlefield in great torrents.
The stich is therefore rendered 'also the clouds
dropped rain,.59

59 G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 141 renders 'the clouds
dropped waterl.

52

)/

)

J

LXX. A and B OPT) EOaA.Eu{)T)Oav
shook' read

T

60

and not
I

/

'the mountains
'shake' ,

the Niph. Pf. of
'EA.CUEl.

)

\

/

(LXX. B ana npoocunov

which does not appear in LXX. A is

JiUPI.OU 'EA.WEI.

apparently a transcription of

These

translators were reading an unpointed text. 61

Vu1g.

montes f1uxerunt 'the mountains melted' supposes that
the reference is to the dissolving or 1iquidifying of
.

t h e mountal.ns.
7;rJ

62

Pesh., like LXX., supposes that

071i7

is a reference to the shaking of the mountains

(wtwr) d1w 'and the mountains shook'), and like Vu1g.
(et Sinai) it eases the syntax of

7J70 iiT

(whn

~).

Targ. (Sperber) also renders 'the mountains shook
before the Lord.,63

60 Isa . 63:19 'the mountains shook (~orf
you'i cf. Isa. 64:2 and BH Stutt on Judg. 5:5.

)

before

61 G_ K 67 t, dealing with
p//p
verbs states that
beside the ordinary form of the perfect with pathah
there is a form with ho1em, e.g. ~ojJT
'they are
rolled together' (Isa. 34:4).
62BDB
;rJ
'to flow' is normally used in reference
to waters, e.g. Num. 24:7
07r.l-;P
'waters will
flow'; cf. Job. 36:28 (the rain clouds pour down in
torrents ( .7;'f?
); Ps. 147:18; Isa. 45:8; Jer. 9:17;
and Ex. 15:8 and Ps. 78:16 for the poetic use of
0 7 ~JT7 J
' streams' .
63 NEB 'mountains shook in fear'; cf. RSV 'quaked'.
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Rashi's view of vv. 4-5 follows the line of Targ.,
although he takes
'shook!.

On

as 'melted' rather than

7;rJ

7;rJ 07..,iJ

water, melted'

.:lEU).

he comments:
On

'Like flowing

7;rJOni1

Kimchi

comments that this has to be connected with the thought
of a cosmic battle

nm;J

0711EJ

711

),

Judg. 5: 20.

It

is not clear whether Kimchi's comments on vv. 4-5 is
Ibn Ezra's exegesis or whether Kimchi himself is
contributing to it.

In any case the interest of it is

that all the imagery is explained in connection with
the thought of Yahweh fighting Israel's battles.

These

are battles against historical enemies, but there is
also the thought of cosmic conflict in connection with
which the mountains dissolve.

The reference to Sinai

itself is not related only to the giving of the Law;
rather the trembling of Sinai on the occasion of the
theophany and giving of the Law is explained as a
parable or illustration of the terror which fell on
Israel's enemies ('Fear and terror falls on them, all
the inhabitants of Canaan dissolve (in fear)!, cf. Ex.
15:15-16).
The picture which seems to be given in this text
is of torrential rain pouring down the hills (Vulg.,
cf. Rashi), rather than of mountains shaking.

The

flowing water would give the impression of mountains
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dissolving into liquid (cf. Ps. 97:5).
'flowed' expresses the idea of torrential rain, as well
as the imagery of the fabric of the mountains becoming
liquid, the stich may be rendered:

'The mountains

flowed in torrents ... '
Vv. 4 - 5 may be rendered:

17~~~ ~f~~¥ 070 7

Oi7~: il1r1?
~~VJ
Ar T

07V~-0~
• - T

-

070 7 7JElV
;~lb?
.. T:

70';~

'.

;:IP;!?-

0~V1 Y1~
T T r

.: -:

:j;r J 0 7 10
• T
: ,y
070 7 7.:f

71?

o Lord, when you went out from Seir,
when you marched out from the plains of Edom,
the earth shook, the heavens lowered,
also the clouds dropped rain.
The mountains flowed in torrents before the Lord,
before the Lord God of Israel.
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V. 6

i.;Wl!J

71:37 2

LXX. A and B

,

EV

(

"

Tll..LEpal.{;

Ea~Eyap

(

.....

ULOU

Avafi,

)

EV

Vulg. In diebus Samgar, filii Anath, in
diebus Jahel, and Pesh. bywmwhy dsmgr br tnt. wby wmy
Cn'yl, are simply rendering MT.

Targ. mentions Shamgar

and Jael as living in the period of oppression:
When they sinned in the days of Shamgar, son of
Anath, in the days of Jael, there ceased those
who travel the roads, and those who travel on
the chief paths (main roads) again travelled by
circuitous tracks. The unwalled villages
ceased, which the inhabitants of the land of
Israel abandoned, and their inhabitants were
scattered, until I was sent, I Deborah was
sent, to prophesy to the house of Israel.
Kimchi connects Shamgar with Jael as a judge in Israel:
Shamgar ben Anath was one of the Judges of
Israel as is mentioned above (Judg. 3:31).
Although he delivered Israel, it was not a
great deliverance, for in his days mniN l~nn
By mentioning Jael he intends to say that some
of the credit for the deliverance (wrought by
Deborah) must be allowed to her, for she was a
clever (resourceful) woman and a lover of the
Lord. Through her was brought this
deliverance, although it did not begin until
'Deborah arose and I was a mother in Israel'.
Rashi comments on

;])7

71:)72

],)J])

72

'j.:t1:)~

71:)72

'It

shows that Jael was also a judge in Israel in her
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days. '
Shamgar is not identified in the Song as either an
oppressor or a deliverer of Israel.

64

Jael,on the

other hand, is identified in vv. 24-27 of the Song as
the heroine who killed Sisera.

If 'in the days of

Jael' is original, the intention of the poet is almost
certainly to allude to the part played by Jael in
achieving deliverance.

Simply put, Jael is mentioned

because of her heroic deed.

Moore notes that the

asyndeton would imply that Shamgar and Jael are
contemporaries. 65

G. A. Cooke suggests that either the

poet names the two most famous characters of the age,
both of whom brought deliverance from the oppression,
or that the words

;JJ7

71:,.,;1

must be struck' out as a

· h crept ln
. f rom t h e marglns.
.
66
g 1 oss wh lC

If

is a gloss, the assumption that Shamgar was a hero and
not an oppressor would be wrong, as 'In the days of
Shamgar' would be connected with 'caravans ceased'
(i.e. the period of oppression).

W. F. Albright

depicts Shamgar as an oppressor who robs caravans and

64 For a discussion of Shamgar!s role in Israel, see
the chapter 'The Dating of the Song of Deborah.'
65 G . F . Moore, Judges, p. 142.
66 G . A • Cooke, The History and Song of Deborah
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1892), p. 32.
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extracts taxes from the villages in his role as feudal
overlord.

67

However, in this view, either

must be omitted or emended to
profit' or

;2 i v

;v7 7~72

'he gained

'he dealt severely', otherwise the

stich does not make sense if Shamgar, the tyrant, is
paired with Jael, the heroine.

Martin suggests that

Shamgar is ranked with the heroes of Israel (Judg.

3:31) and that Jael is the heroine mentioned later in
the poem (v. 24f.), thus accepting the two as
'
h eroes an d not as f
'
non-Is rae l 1te
ore1gn
oppressors. 68
As Shamgar is not mentioned as an oppressor in the
struggle of Israel against the Canaanites, and is
coupled with Jael, a deliverer, it may be assumed that
these two are associated as heroes or deliverers, and
mention of both is retained.

is usually rendered 'roads,
highways ceased'.

LXX. A appears to render n7nlN

as

67 W. F . Albright, 'A Revision of Early Hebrew
Chronology,' JPOS, 1 (1920), p. 60.
68James D. Martin, Judges, p. 65; cf. F.C. Fensham,
'Shamgar Ben 'Anath,' JNES, 20 (1961), p. 197.
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,

renders m
)

/

sTtau{7noa:v

' (,w h"lC hlS
" 'lnexp 1"lca bl e). 69
"
k lngs

as

n'~

(

LXX. B

\

GOOus

'roads'

(cf. Symm.

(I'

'the roads ceased').

060 t.

Vulg.

quieverunt semitae 'paths ceased' agrees with MT
(

JJin'~

as

).

TT:

JJini~

TT:

Pesh. 'caravans ceased' also reads
(Srgt J

).

Targ. also interprets

JJ1n,~

1'7n

When they sinned in the days of Shamgar, son of
Anat, in the days of Jael, travellers ( JJ7n7k
rendered a.s ln1i~ 77])
)
disappeared, and.
those who were: makIng journeys again travelled
by circuitous tracks.
comments:

'Israelites were

afraid to travel openly because of hordes of Gentiles
and so they journeyed secretly (in a clandestine
manner) by circuitous routes.'
'cease, come to an end' does not mean
'cease to be used', an idea expressed more naturally by
the verb

'be desolated (deserted)', as in Isa.

33:8 'the highways are deserted'
travellers tread the roads (

n1~

), no
)'.

This verse, on

the other hand, describes the merchant travellers who
cease to travel the roads, rather than the roads which

69 0ne may hypothesise that 'king's way', the
principal trade route, is meant, but this can not be
proved from Judg. 5:6.
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cease to exist.
pl. Abs.

Jll11'1~

BDB

'way, path' is found in the

and is rendered in the Hebrew text

f

T T!

l1}N

'the highways ceased'.

-,.

strictly a fern. sing. Part. of
'caravans'

11"7~

BDB

is

meaning

(cf. Gen. 37:25 and Isa. 21:13).

The act.

Pt. is used collectively to denote a travelling
.
70
company, 1.e. a caravan.
Judg. 5:6 seems to be a description of roads which
are empty of traffic, and of wayfarers who took
circuitous paths to avoid harassment by oppressors.

NEB, in agreement with Targ. and Pesh., render
Jll11"7~

.1~~~

'caravans plied no longer', meaning that the

caravans, not the roads, ceased.
appears to assume the pointing

The rendering

Jll11"7~

Jl111"7~

(Judg. 5:6) is rendered literally
'goers on paths', i.e.
l:"PL!30U~

'travellers'.

Although LXX. A

'beaten track, path' is a satisfactory

rendering of

m::17JJ.J

'those who travelled beaten tracks' does not convey the
sense of

jJ12 7 J1J

'wayfaring men', nor does it

7:J7i71

70 BH Stutt. reads
Stutt. Kethib
Jlil1"7N
:"1"

Jll1"7~

; Qere

i

cf. Job 6:18,19, BH
'caravans' .

Jlirni~

60

indicate that in these troubled times the only people
who travel are individuals who have to use circuitous
and unfrequented paths.

LXX. B does not make good

')

I

sense of v. 6, and xaL ETIOpEU&naav

}

I.

a~paTIOU~

'those

who travelled straight paths' is an odd rendering of
(

paths' ).

is translated 'straight

Jl127JlJ

In Pesh.

1l12 7 JlJ

wdmh1kyn hww bsbyl' trY9)

'and those who were

journeying on straight paths'.
agreement

•
w~ th

)
I
a~paTIOU~

is paraphrased

7,;:);;77

Thus trYj) is in

(LXX. B).

LXX. A and B

'crooked

roads' is a rendering of

Targ.

1l1;j7;j7J) mn'1N

'circuitous tracks', Pesh. b'wr9tJ
m(gmt)

'by roundabout paths', Vulg. per calles devios

'by unfrequented foot-paths' also follow MT (in
repeating

Jl1niN

), as does Rashi

'circuitous routes'.

'they journeyed secretly by

circui tous routes I i . e. glossing

BDB

7'17

(Rashi is offering a comment on

and he says:

71Jl;j7J) 7'17

71Jl~j7J)

with

111 ;j7;PJJ 111 niN

) •
;j7J)

renders

paths' a fern. pl. adj.

Jli

!Ji';i'J.'
-: --:

(Ps. 125:5

as 'roundabout
rtheir
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crooked (way)'; cf. Isa. 27:1; Hab. 1:4).
believes m

Moore

is erroneously repeated from the

niN

preceding line (dittography) to the detriment of both
the poetical expression and the rhythm. 7l
feels that the insertion of mrl"7N

Burney also

'paths' before

spoils the rhythm by introducing a fifth
beat into the stich, and therefore should be omitted. 72
However, Isa. 27:1
and Hab. 1:4

71JJ~PV l1JnJ

;pvr.J V£Jl1Jr.J KY7

'the twisting serpent'
'justice goes forth

perverted' employ the use of a noun to denote the
object, whereas Ps. 125:5, which does not have a noun
with the adjective, denotes a manner or character
('their crookedness'; cf. BDB
substantive.

~p~pv

) rather than a

From common usage (and in agreement with

the Versions and Rashi) it would appear that

JJ7n'N

is necessary in this stich.

71 G . F . Moore, Judges, p. 144.
72 C . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 115; cf. BH
stutt. D.. 6c.
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v.

6 may be rendered:

n;~-7~ 1~~~ 7~7¥

nin1N ~;7n ;v7 7~7~
njbp;pv nin1N ~~;7 ni272J 7~;hl
- : - -:
TT:
: ...
':"::
:

G"

IT

., T

In the days of Shamgar, ben Anath,
in the days of Jael, caravans ceased,
and wayfaring men travelled
by roundabout paths.
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v.

7

7H1EJ 1 ?J7n

LXX. B ( c f. 0 .)

'mighty men

ceased' has to be connected with the rendering of
as

1 r1EJ i!Jln

'chief man, warrior'

in Bab. 3:14 (Kethib
'chiefs' and BDB

Qere

lr1EJ

The same sense for

r1EJ

cf. NEB

)i

71r1EJ

is indicated by a group of miniscules and Theod.
'chiefs').

(

(OL

which is the reading

of LXX. A and two miniscules and which means
'counsellor',

'guide' is reflected in Eth. interpretes

(see L-S), but it derives from an inner-Greek
cpapa6WV

corruption as is clear from the reading
one miniscule.

What originated as a transcription of

was corrupted to

nT/EJ

identif ied as

in

cppa6wv

and this was

'counsellor' .

cppa6wv

(

~

01, }(.a-rOL}('OUVTEb

'dwellers' represented by uncials and miniscules (cf.
Aliter:

J

(

....

0., OL }(.a-rOLJ1.0U'V-rEb

f

'Fields, Hexaplorum),

appears to be an attempt to give the rendering of

iH1EJ

in LXX, and it also appears in the Armenian and the
Syro-Bexaplar (see L-S).

Vulg. translates

7HiEJ

fortes 'the strong' and agrees with LXX. B.
Targ. however understands

71r1~

as lopen

as
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settlements' i.e. unwalled settlements, and not as
'dwellers' which is the meaning of

-

(cf.

}{.a-rol..}{.ouv-rs~

'a dwelling place, a habitation').
Targ. on v. 7 reads:

'The open settlements (i.e.

unwalled villages), which were inhabited in the land of
Israel, were abandoned and their inhabitants were
scattered ... '
in the Arm.

On the other hand the marginal reading

(~L-S)

'regions' agrees with Pesh.

(~~) and Targ. which render

fields' or 'unwalled villages'.
~

'open

7HiEJ

L-S probably means by

'inhabitants of open settlements' or 'those who

inhabit open settlements'.
On

7HiEJ

7~nn

Rashi comments:

which were unwalled.

'Open towns

They were abandoned by their

inhabitants because of the hordes of Gentiles and they
were assembled in the fortified cities.'

This is a

further development of the exegesis of Targ.
explains

7HiEJ

in the same way as Rashi (

There are two ways of understanding
'open settlements'

J77 TJEJi1

7JV).

7HiEJ

(Targ., Pesh., Rashi, Kimchi), and

'leaders' or 'strong men'
7HiEJ

Kimchi

(LXX 1 Vulg.).

Burney reads

!villages', i.e. the unwalled villages which

were easily overwhelmed by the Canaanites (cf. Judg.

65

6:2; 1 Sam. 13:6).

73

Gray suggests reading

, or

strict agreement with the pl. verb 7;7n
as in Ezek. 38:11 'unwalled villages'
Esther 9:19).74
'mighty men'

in

07T""1£l

Jl7T..,£l

(cf. Zech. 2:8;

Moore states that the rendering

(cf. Vulg. fortes, LXX. B

/

6uvaLO~

is

recommended because it would 'be possible in v. 11
also, but has no support in usage or etymology, and in
v. 7 is less appropriate to the context and
parallelism.
rendering of
Anastasi:

75

Albright believes that evidence for the

77T1£l

as 'warrior' is found in Papyrus

'The word perazon does not mean 'villages'

as formerly thought, but is a collective from a
Canaanite word for 'warrior' which appears in Papyrus
Anastasi 1, 23, line 4, in the correct consonantal
. t 'J.on. ,76
t ranscrJ.p

If there is a Canaanite gloss

73 C . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 115.
74 John Gray, Joshua, Judges, and Ruth, p. 279.
75 G . F . Moore, Judges, p. 144.
76 w. F • Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan
(London: The Athlone Press, 1968), p. 43, n. 101; cf.
E.A. Wallis Budge, An Egyptian Hieroglyphic Dictionary
(London: John MurraYf 1920), pp. 232, 240, 241, where
Budge transliterates the word found in Anastasi I, 23,
4, from Egyptian hieroglyphics as Eartha; cf. perif
'warrior' and pera 'he who attacks', pera tWa.rrior,
hero'. The terms pera, peri also signify 'he who comes
forth, he who attacks'. Albright says that 77T..,£l
is
Canaanite and Budge presumably is explaining it as
Egyptian. Albright thinks that it is a Canaanite gloss
in an Egyptian papyrus, and other Canaanite glosses
have been found in it.
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meaning 'warrior' and written perazon in the Papyrus
Anastasi, Albright's find is the best piece of evidence
available for this rendering.
j7r19

C. Rabin notes that

corresponds exactly to the Arabic verbal noun

barazan in form and meaning, and that the translation
'championship' fits in both v. 7 and v. 11.77

However

barazan only resembles perazon and does not appear to
be the same verbal root.
'unwalled settlements ceased to
exist (in Israel)' is an ancient rendering and makes
good sense.

It supports that

refers to

the abandoning and depopulating of these settlements or
villages.

This would also mean that the open

settlements were indefensible and the chief men were
unable to muster the villages in defense of their
(LXX and Targ. may have been referring to

attackers.

this condition in the settlements rather than to
'warriors'.)

At any rate it seems that

77r19777n

is a reference to the depopulated villages, and is best
rendered 'open (i.e. unwalled) settlements ceased to
exist' .

77r19

rendered 'warriors' has no support in

biblical Hebrew, and the etymological evidence offered
by Albright is inconclusive.

It appears as well that

77 C . Rabin, 'Judges V,2 and the "Ideology of
Deborah's War",' p. 127.
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the open settlements of the Israelites were in fact
being attacked and rendered uninhabitable by the enemy,
and 'open (i.e. unwalled) settlements' seems more
appropriate to the context.
Targ., Pesh. and Rashi explain 'open settlements'
as places 'inhabited' or 'abandoned by their
inhabitants'.

11 TiEl

rendered 'open settlements'

also seems to have the understanding that it also means
the inhabitants or dwellers of the open settlements.
victory of these inhabitants of the open settlements
over the oppressor would seem appropriate to the
context of v. 11.
V. 7 may be rendered:

71T1El
T:

.7:nn
,,".,.

:j~nn
:,T

'~1izJ7:2
.. T: . :

ini::::.:r
IV
.,. . 7J:)~(itd
.: --

Open settlements ceased to exist,
they ceased to exist in Israeli
until you arose, Deborah,
you arose, a mother in Israel.

A
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V. 8

LXX supposes the subject of
f.

/

(LXX. A T)ps""Cl.oav

is Israel

1n27

LXX. B

'they

'"

chose'), and in this it agrees with Pesh. ngb' )lh)
sdt) 'one chooses new gods' which is an exact rendering
of MT.

Targ. opens its long paraphrase of v. 8 with

'When the house of Israel chose to worship new idols'
(cf. Rashi 'When Israel chose for herself new gods' and
Kimchi 'When Israel chose new gods').

This is the view

of v. 8a which appears in NEB ( 'They chose new gods'
-

where it is matched by 'They consorted with demons'

D7?.pf on,
-r
None of the Versions deals satisfactorily with

LXX. B
""Cwv

war'

<I

)

I

O""CS STIOASUnOav

/

TIOAEI.~

}

/

apxov

is translated 'When the cities of the rulers made
(against Israel).

LXX. A

()/

w~

ap""Cov

1

XPI.~I.VOv

'then barley bread' which appears to be a rendering of
is also found in Pesh. (\vhvdyn ~ ds' r ') .
It makes poor sense and cannot contribute to the
elucidation of the text.

Targ.

'Nations came against

them and drcve them from their settlements' agrees with

LXX. B, as also does the exegesis of Rashi 'They were

69

forced into war at their own city gates' and Kimchi
'They experienced war in their gates'.

Kimchi explains

as a noun (a verbal noun, formed from the Piel

on)
~T

on)

and signifying 'conflict, war'i cf. BOB
u~n)~

the same sense as

with

~T

He observes that the

segol is anomalous and he appears to explain
the analogy of

y~n

"T

on)

on

(which, however, is not a noun).

should be regarded as pars pro toto and so
J

TIOAE~s

(LXX. B) is not an indication that the Greek

translator read a text other than MT (cf. Rashi who
cites Oeut. 17:2 'If so be that, in anyone of the
settlements

which the Lord your God is

giving you' to make the point that

071»~

is used in

Oeut. 17:2 in the sense 'towns, settlements').
has a different understanding of

071»~

on)

Vulg.
from

Rashi 'they were forced into war' and Kimchi 'they
experienced war' and reads:

'The Lord chooses new wars

(nova bella) and himself overthrows the gates of the
enemies.'

Nova bella is a poor translation of

07~7n

and has no parallel meaning in the Hebrew bible.
The Versions, Targ.

T

Rashi and Kimchi all refer to

the sin of idolatry which is the principal cause of the
deplorable conditions in Israel, and the translation
'They chose new gods' followed by 'then did Israel
attach themselves to demons'

(cf. NEB) is not

70

discordant with the context, and offers excellent
parallelism.

Such a translation does not change the

consonantal text and merely requires change in pointing
to

on;
--r

and

o 711Jl!J"
"T:

to

G. R. Driver suggests that the second stich may be
made parallel in meaning to the first stich ('they
chose new gods') by an alteration of the pointing
rather than of the consonantal text:

071• 7 1Ji:7
• :

on;
-T'"

TN
,..

'then did (Israel) attach themselves to demons'.
Qal Pf. (

The

) has in Driver's opinion the sense of

Syr. lpam, Pee 'applied oneself', Pa. 'joined', the
equivalent of Arab. laOima I
(cf. BDB Ion;

).

'clung to', III 'joined'

The sense is that Israel

'attached herself to, became a follower of 'satyrs)',
(cf. Lev. 17: 7

01 7 1JW;

.. :-

, 2 Chron. 11:15

Driver and NEB 'They chose new gods, they
consorted with demons' offer a translation of v. 8 a-b
with the least emendation of the text.

The following

lines (v. 8 c-d) are not at variance with the thought
of v. 8 a-b if the lack of visible armament is
considered to be the result of apostasy and a lack of
will to resist oppression.

78§ R
ALVOS :

Driver, 'Problems in Judges Newly Discussed,'
p. 7f.

4 (1962-63),

71

ON

is probably the

of the oath (cf. NEB

ON

'Not a shield, not a lance was to be seen') and has
nega ti ve force.

BDB

2, interror. part., (a),

ON

expects the answer 'No', especially in a rhetorical
style (cf. Gen. 38:17

'will you give!).

7]J]J-ON

Pesh

sword or a spear was seen among the forty thousand of
rm

has

and Vulg. si.

LXX.

Israel' is the only version to pick this up.
been rendered 'if' by LXX. B

) \

Ea.V

A reads
'fixed' is the consequence of an inner Greek
corruption which can be traced from the apparatus of .
LCS.

The

,

}

of

a.v

a.vncp-8'n

is derived from

Eav

or

}

is a variant of
Ea.V ocp8n
miniscules).

Ea.V

and

ora.v ocp8n
a.vwcp-8"n

a.vncp8n

is a corruption of

(both of which are found in
which is also found in one

miniscule may represent an intermediate stage of the
corruption.

"
aXETIn

LXX. Luc. is given by Field

vEa.v~6wv

He notes that
is a corruption of

Ea.v!~6w

secondary reading of

and

>\

)

...

av ocp8nI.

vEa.v~6wv

a

consequent on this

72

.
79
corruptlon.
Rashi comments on
See you, when they offer themselves freely to
the Lord, whether a shield or sword can be
found in Israel as necessary to fight against
the forty thousand chiefs of the armies which
the Gentile coalition has brought against them.
God terrified them all in the battle of the
stars and the Wady Kishon swept them away (v.
21) .
Kimchi comments:
There are those who interpret
ilWJ7 ON 7.oW
in
order to ascribe praise as if to say:
'When
Israel did the will of the Creator and did not
go after alien gods (this was in the days of
Joshua) they had no need of the swords and
spears among the forty thousand Gadites and
Reubenites (cf. vv. 15-17). Although they were
equipped for war, they had no need to display
shields or spears, for the Lord was fighting
for them ... There was no adversary or evil
assailant, because they were doing the will of
the Creator.
The distinctive aspect of Kimchi's exegesis is that he
associates the 'forty thousand in Israel' with Gilead
and Reuben which did not answer the call, whereas Rashi
identifies the forty thousand with the Gentile enemies

79 F. Fle
. ld , Orlgenls
. . Hexap 1 orum, Tomus I ,
Genesis-Esther (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1875),
p. 412; cf. C.F. Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 120,
who believes that the variant av o~~n
was a marginal
reading, copied into the text. Since sav ~ow
was
superfluous by the side of av o~&n, axsn~n sav lOW
w'as corrupted into (})o(.snn vsavlowv
ttus supplying a
subject for
o~3n
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of Israel.

The thought that deliverance was consequent

on keeping the Law which appears in Kimchi is found in
Targ. which reads:
When they returned to the Law, they (the
enemies) did not prevail over them, when they
came with the forty thousand chiefs of their
armies, wielding shields and spears, they were
not able to wage war in Israel. 80
Kimchi, however, gives a second interpretation:
When Israel chose new gods, then they
experienced war in their gates and were not
able to find a shield and a spear to fight
against their enemies. Although Israel were
numerous, forty thousand and more, and this was
thought to be a protection, nevertheless, they
fled before their enemies and were shut up in
their cities, with their enemies pursuing them
up to the gates.
If v. 8 is a reference to apostasy, and that
apostasy is coupled with an absence of any will to
fight Yahweh's war, then 'not a shield nor spear was
seen among the forty thousand in Israel' means that
their morale and resolve was sa.pped by apostasy.

Hence

apostasy is associated with a kind of cowardice
resulting in a loss of patriotism and religious fervour
such as 'holy war l demands.

80 Cf . Rashi 'the forty thousand chiefs of their
armies I .
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V. 8 may be rendered:

07~7n

. T-: C7ri~N
. ... ln~7
- ..
jJ 7 17.J]i?J
.
• :

on~
--r

TN
T

nD;l
nNl7-DN 7JD
-.,.
·:T,··
•
·-T

~~+~?f g?:~ D7P~7~1

They chose new gods,
then did they attach themselves to demons.
Not a shield nor lance was seen,
among the forty thousand in Israel.
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V. 9

'(the laws) which were
laid down' would seem to indicate that
been connected with
Here

has

'i'i'in;

) 's ta tu te ( s )

i'n

I

•

is translated by the acc. pl. part.
oLa~aaow

perf. pass. of
(cf. Syrnrn.

)

ELO

'\
~a

'to give orders, charges'
I

)

npoo~ay~a~a

.

Field records 0'.,
, which according to

o'~qn?

Walters, indicates Hebrew Poel
'cornrnanders,.8l
LXX. A.
for

ouvao~aL

O':17JJlr.JiJ

'rulers' in the second stich

suggests that the translator had been

influenced by the sense of

:1'7J

I

"T

sense is also present in Pesh.

nobleman I

•

This

'You who are nobles

among the people (dprysyn b'm»), bless the LordI.

This

contrasts with the thought of offering oneself freely
(

which is indicated by LXX. B
'volunteers I

I

E}('ouoLar:o~EvoL

•

Vulg. renders

as principes 'leaders' and

8lpeter Walters (formerly Katz), The Text of the
Septuagint (Cambridge University Press, 1973)f p. 206;
cf. BDB i'i'n
4(a), Poel Part. pl.; and G-K 52, s: a
few examples occur in the Part. Pual without the
preformati ve f
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inserts diligit 'esteems highly':

'My heart esteems

highly the leaders of Israel, you who of your own free
will offer yourselves in a time of danger (crisis)'.
Pesh. supposes that

'ppln

(mbdqn') as does Targ.

means 'law-givers'

Targ.'s paraphrase runs as

follows:
Deborah said in prophecy, I am sent to give
praise to the scribes of Israel, for when
distress prevailed, they did not cease to
expound the Law; and when it was fitting for
them that they should study in the synagogues
openly, they taught the people the words of the
Law and blessed and gave thanks to the Lord.
Thus
the

is thought to refer to the scholars of
, and similarly

are those who

supply a kind of spiritual leadership.
found in Rashi and Kimchi.

On

This is also
Rashi comments:

I, Deborah, with reference to the Law-givers of
Israel, that I should love the wise men of
Israel who offer themselves freely (who freely
offer leadership) to the people saying:
'Bless
the Lord and return to him'.
In this Rashi gives a picture of Deborah who shows
respect for the wise men of Israel who aroused the
people to repentance.
those who interpret

Kimchi notes that there are
as her scribes and

wise men, who suppose that they are being addressed and
urged to bless the Lord for the victory which he has

77

won.

In connection with this interpretation

OJJ2 07::17,JJJrJil

and

JJ1~rJ

is then understood as 'those who teach
to the people'.

another interpretation of

ililJJ

Kimchi, however, records
which is in

!'l-n!?77 7i'i'1 n

accord with Vulg. principes, since he glosses it with
;Ni!?77

7;77~

07V£1l!?7

and

They are

l7~7il,JrJ

those who lead the people out to war.

'My heart and my

will goes out to them and says to them, IIBless

O!?7il

who has humiliated your enemies before your eyes. II ,

He

makes the transition to his other interpretation, given
above, by observing that the
called

07i'i'7n

people.

Kimchi envisages that

07;17~

or

are

07V£11!?7

because they lay down precepts for the
is both war

V£11!?7

leader and legislator, and it is probable that
is a military term in his view as is

i£110

i'i'1n

in Judg.

5:14.
There are two lines of exegesis presented above f
and the translation is either 'My heart goes out to the
commanders of Israel'

(LXX. B), or 'Those among the

people who exercise leadership (cf. LXX. A, Vulg.),
bless the Lord (for what they did)'.

'My heart goes

out in admiration of the commanders of Israel' is more
probable as the poet seems not to be directly
addressing

07pi'1n

and

0727,JJirJ

,

but rather the

poet is asking his audience to bless Yahweh (

il1il7

1~i2
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because of what these commanders achieved in a decisive
battle.
Burney's translation 'Corne ye commanders of
Israel'

(

'ppnl:J 7;);

also suggests that the

commanders are urged to corne and bless Yahweh in the
victory celebration, and his emendation of the text
for

,~;

) makes sense.

82

7;);

However 'Corne' does not

convey the pride of the poet ('my heart goes out') in
arousing the audience to give thanks.
to the text also is to amend

to

NEB's solution
,7 ;;:;

'be proud

of heart,83 and supposes that the commanders or leaders
are directly addressed.

This, however, is not a

logical parallel to the following lines 'You among the

82 C . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 103.
83 The verb form '73';
is not found in bibl ical
Hebrew. The verb ~J;
'to ravish the heart' is found
in the Niph. 'to get a mind' (cf. Job 11:12 ~'D~ 1!)'~7
J~t?
'and a vain man gets a mind' i.e. NEB:
ICan a
fool grow wise?'), and in the Piel 'to encourage' (cf.
Ct. 4:9 7?~r~?
'you have ravished my heart
(encouraged me)1 i.e. NEB:
'You have stolen my
heart'). The verb ~~J
'to be exalted, proud' is
used with the noun~;
in 2 Ch. 17:6 i3? j:]~~':2
!and his heart was exalted' (cf. Job. 36:7; Isa. 5:16);
and ~n
is used in Jer. 13: 15 :ji1~1~-;B
'be not
proud' (cf. Ezek. 31:14) to express speech or
proclamation (of flow of words under excitement of
inspiration). The noun~;
is always coupled with
the finite verb to express 'gladness of heart' (Ex.
4:14; Judg. 19:5; 1 K. 21:7; etc.); 'uplifting of the
heart! (Ex. 35:21>; 'rejoicing of heart' (Pss. 13:5,
105:3; etc.); 'joy of heart r (lsa. 65:14); 'pride of
heart' (Isa. 9:9). The use of
:ji;
by NEB appears to
rest upon doubtful philology.
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people who freely offer yourselves for service, bless
the Lord'.

NEB, line one, praises the leaders, whereas

line two depicts the volunteers praising Yahweh.

It

would seem logical that both the 'commanders' and the
'volunteers' are called upon to 'bless Yahweh' in
accordance with poetic parallelism.

v.

9 may be rendered:

... .,.,

O.J)!2 07::J.=TJJ1l>Ji1

.:-,.-

i11 i17 ·1.Y7!!
_:,T

My heart goes out to the commanders of Israel,
you among the people who freely offered yourselves,
bless the Lord.
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Vv. 10 - 11

LXX. B renders
'you that mount upon a
female ass at noon', apparently reading
'tawny' as
'noon'.

84

and connecting it with

JJ11jJ:Y

071jJ:Y

LXX. A has nothing corresponding to

JJ11n:Y

Apparently the Greek translator did not know how to
translate

and he paraphrased

as 'beasts of burden'

(

)

/

ETtI.. UTtoouyl..OU

perhaps excluded as a gloss on

)

.

is

which is

JJl1n:Y

understood as 'beasts of burden'.

Targ. similarly

renders

'she

JJl1n:Y JJ1.J1 JJN

as

asse~'.

Vulg.

nitentes asinos 'glistening asses' and Pesh. ltn) Qwrt)
'white asses' are translating MT

JJ11n:Y JJ1.JJJN

support the inclusion of both words.

and

The more probable

explanation is found in Rashi and Kimchi who both gloss
with

mn;

'white'.

Kimchi indicates that

this is on the bas is of Ezek. 27: 18 (
which he understands as 'white wool'

84

) \

}/

/

1!J:;'

(

/

l~n

1n:Y "'):]:Y1

Hl.J JJ1.J:J;

LXX. BETtI.. OVOU ,:rnAEl..a~ 1-LEan~L(3pl.a.~ ,according
to Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 124, seems to prove
that Jil"'}n:Y JJ1JnN
must ha\Te stood in the Hebrew Ms.
used by the translator in the abbreviated form
/1n:Y/:JJN
vlhich was read as 1i7:Y/.JJJN
and then
interpreted as 07jjj:Y
lJJN
( 'an ass at noon') •
• -'7": '7"
r
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'white as white wool').
Keil-Delitzsch note:
Those who ride upon white, i.e. white-spotted
asses, are the upper classes generally, and not
merely the leaders (cf. Judg. 10:4, 12:14).
iOY
, lit. 'dazzling white'; but since there
were no asses that are perfectly white, and
white was a colour that was highly valued both
by Hebrews and Arabs, they applied the term
white to those that were only spotted with
white. 85
G. A. Smith considers

nllOY

form of the same root in Arabic

to be equated with a
()a9~ar)

which is the

name of an ass of a reddish colour (roan).86
notes that

Jl1l0Y

Burney

occurs only in Judg. 5:10, and

comparison with the Arabic shows that it denotes a
light reddish-gray, or white speckled with red

($u~ra,

the colour, 9a~ar, ~ she-ass which has a mixed white
and red colour).87
The most probably reading of

Jll10Y JJ1JJlN

is

'tawny she-asses', as is implied by Burney, Smith and

85Keil-Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament,
II, p. 314; cf. Barnabas Lindars, 'Some Septuagint
Readings in Judges,' JTS, 22 (1971), p. 7. According
to Lindars, the hexaplaric reading Aa~nouawv
is best
regarded as an equivalent of 111 OOY
'glowing,
dazzling' .
86George Adam Smith, The Early Poetry of Israel in
its Physical and Social Origins (Oxford University
Press, 1927), p. 87.
87 c . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 124.
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Keil-Delitzsch.

This also accords with the translation

of Vulg. and Pesh. and the cOlnmentaries of Rashi and
Kimchi. 88

LXX. A and B differ in their treatment of
LXX. B connects
I

renders

xa~n~EVO~

judgment seat'.

..
En~
)

....

A.a~nnVWv

with

Pi1:3
)

,

En~

Pi
I

xp~~np~OV

Pi1:3

;v

'judgment' and
'you that sit on the

LXX. A has the inexplicable rendering
'on chariots'.

A.a~nnVwv

also means

'covered wagons' but the connection between the Greek
and Hebrew words is difficult to establish.

However,

there is implied in both the idea of textile
coverings. 89
lii

)

The remainder of MT in v. 10 ( ;v 7~;n

is net indicated in LXX. A, Old Latin,

Ethiopic and Theodotian.
Vulg. follows LXX. B in its understanding of
(in judicio 'in judgment').

88Cf . B. Lindars,
Judges,' p. 8.

Targ.

'Some Septuagint Readings in

89Charles Goodwin, 'The Meaning of Judges 5~8b-13y'
JEL, 63 (1944), p. 259, suggests that the explicit
'she-asses' is unnecessary as 'tawny' can also mean
ltawny she-asses'.
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incorporates interpretations corresponding with both
LXX. A and B, and applies the idea of 'coverings' to
the asses which are draped with coloured cloths.
takes

as a synonym of

7.:IE17

7.:IY1

al though

is never used in this way in biblical Hebrew.

Targ.

.:IE17

The

paraphrase of Targ. is:
Since they were wasting their time riding
(77.:I7~'
) on she-asses saddled with
(different) kinds of embroidered cloths and
travelling over the whole area of the country
of Israel and sitting to dispense justice when
they chose to do so, they went their own ways
and had regard to Powers which they themselves
had made.
V. 10 in Targ. is criticizing the behaviour of those to
whom it refers:
etc.

'Since they were wasting their time'

Targ. renders

and LXX (

N.J 77 ;1) 2J1r.J;

as 'judgment' as in Vulg.
'sitting to dispense

justice'), and 'saddled with (different) kinds of
embroidered cloths' is a paraphrase of

]77r.J;1) 721117

Hence there is in the Targumic paraphrase a double
Pesh. wytby bbt'

rendering of

'and

those who stay at home' is difficult to understand.

It

might reflect the influence of Deut. 6:6 which appears
in Pesh. as m' dytb :nt bbvtk

WID)

d'zl )nt blwrh).

The interpretation 'justice administered' is
carried on by Rashi.

However, the pejorative reference

in v. 10 of Targ. which is perhaps connected with the

84

thought of apostasy/oppression followed by
repentance/deliverance (cf. v. 11, Targ.) is not taken
up by Rashi who in other respects is influenced by the
~e

exegesis of Targ.
07J777

explains

as a legal term

Ijudges') and in one respect he reads a

different text from Sperber (it is the result of
Sperber preferring the Mss. which read
those which read
Gedolot).

17in2n~

, agreeing with Miqroat

Rashi explains this as a resumption of the

giving of legal verdicts publicly
public' ).

to

17i2nn~

That is,

NJ77;V 2m~;

N70i7i£l2'

]7i2nn~

in

means that

a college of judges dispensed justice in public, so
that Rashi relates v. 10 to the changed circumstances
which were consequent on Deborah's victory.
glosses

7n 7 l?J

with

i7V7l?Jni7 nN 7i£l07

Hence he

'and narrate

this victory'.
Kimchi comments on v. 10:

'You merchants who ride

on asses of the first quality who were not able to
travel because of the enemy, now speak and sing to
God.'

He notes that

777~

is used in three different

senses; a place name (Josh. 15:61); the name of a road
(Judg. 5:11); a legal term (Isa. 10:2).

He says:

'It

is the name of a road familiar to them on which they
were afraid to go because of the enemy.

Now, in that

you travel in safety, speak and sing praise to the

85

Name. '
The ancient Versions and the Jewish exegesis in
Targ., Rashi and Kimchi leave us with unanswered
problems.

The connection of

with

be right and it must rather be associated with
(m.n.)

cannot
7~

'measure, cloth, garment' and have the sense of

'saddle cloths,.90
NEB, in agreement with

777~

as the m. pl. of

'saddle-cloths), reads:

'You that ride

your tawny she-asses, that sit on saddle-cloths ..• '

v.

10 is most likely addressed to those who travel by

ass and those who travel by foot (

v.

1/7;J) 7.;J;i1

) •

11 is concerned with the celebration of

90 G_ K 87e, notes that
77.
as a termination of the
m. pl., as in Aramaic, is found almost exclusively in
the later books of the Old Testament, apart from the
poetical use in some of the older and even the oldest
portions, as in Judg. 5:10; cf. G.F. Moore, Judges, p.
148, who states that the noun 777~
is unknown, and
although the older interpreters, by an impossible
etymology, explain it 'judgment' or 'place of
judgment', most moderns derive it from iD
with
Aramaic pl. ending; and, Barnabas Lindars; 'Some
Septuagint Readings in Judges,' p. 9, notes that the
plural form of the translation of LXX. A
AaunnVwv
'covered wagons' corresponds with the traditional
punctua tion of MT
F~l?
as an Aramaic pl. of 7~
(
77~
'measure I , Jer. 13: 25;
p~~
'his clothes',
Judg. 3:16; etc.) and here perhaps 'rich carpets'.
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Yahweh's victory over the enemy, and of the debt which
the people owe to Yahweh and to Deborah in that they
are able, in virtue of the great victory, to travel the
roa d s

'

~n

sa f ety (c f • Ras h'~ an d

'

h')
K~mc.~.

91

On l
y '~n LXX

and the Old Latin has this connection been discerned.
LXX. B o~nYE~O~E

'recount' is presumably a rendering

which, contrary to MT, has been connected
with what follows rather than with what precedes it.
The sense of LXX. B
)

~

avaXpOU01J.EVWV

,

~s

~

O~nYE~O~E

obscure, but

)

)

I

'those who strike up a tune', L-S avaxpOU1J.a
LXX. A, with a different verb
indicate the
-

(i.e.
,2).

, does not
I

cp~Ey~ao~E

,

cpWvnv

I

'Utter (the) sound of those who strike

the strings').

J

')

looks as if

\

I

Also LXX. A has ava 1J.EOOV

'among those who rejoice' for

of

I

cp~Ey~ao~E

of the Hebrew text (

avaxpot)01J.EVWV

)

~

~Wvn~

apparently has the meaning 'Recount

from the sound of those who strike the strings'

,

\

ano

.-

Eucppa~V01J.EVWV

07:lN!!Jr.J

)

I

Eucppa~V01J.EVWV

and it

17::1.

may be a misplaced doublet

I

avaXpOU01J.EVWV

'those who make merry'.
)

\

I

)

I

is correctly indicated by LXX. B ava 1J.SOOV UOPEUOUEVWV
'in the midst of the watering places'.

Old Latin

91 Cf • Ps. 105:2 (and Pss. 69:13, 77:7, 145:5):
Give the Lord thanks, and invoke him by name,
make his deeds known (1V 7 71n
) in the world around.
Pay him honour with song and psalm
and think upon all his wonders.
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connecting

ln7~

with v. 11, respondete vocative

percutientes organa 'Give reply with the sound of
beating upon a musical instrument' is nearer to LXX's
i

,/

Q.'VQ.}(,POUOl-LE'Vu)'V

) understanding of
1

(cf. the addition of E'V

)

,/

opya'VOL~

'upon musical instruments' in one miniscule).
Vulg. follows the syntax of MT in respect of

ln7~

(loquimini 'speak' attached to what precedes it).

For

Vulg. has Ubi collisi sunt
currus et hostium suffocatus est exercitus 'Wherever
chariots are defeated and the army of enemies is
snuffed out' which has no apparent correspondence with
MT.

In Pesh.

is connected with v. 11 as in

LXX, but the rendering which follows bears as little
resemblance to MT as Vulg. and is an indication of the
difficulty caused to the ancient Versions by

Reflect (rnw) on the word of the heretics
(b~wyJ) among the teachers (mlpn)).
There they
give (ntlwn = IJXX owaoueJL'V
) the righteous
deeds of the Lord, the righteous deeds which he
multiplied in Israel.
'Reflect on the word of the heretics among the
teachers' has a midrashic flavour.
'heretics' and
iJ7::1N~r.l

. -:T:

07JR~D

(al though

I

.lR~

teachers , is perhaps read as
does not occur as a Piel in

88

biblical Hebrew) .
Targ. paraphrases v. 11:
Because the customs of officials and robbers
who lurked beside the cisterns from which
drinking-water was drawn were oppressing them
and taking their property. There they
celebrated the righteous deeds of Yahweh, his
righteous deliverances on behalf of those who
dwell in the unfortified cities of the land of
Israel. Then the people of Yahweh came down
from the strongly fortified cities to dwell in
the unfortified cities.
Targ. is remote from MT.

has perhaps been

taken in the sense of dividing spoil (i.e. 'taking
their property,).J°2

'beside

the cisterns from which drinking-water was drawn' is a
paraphrase of
Rashi's exegesis of
influence of Targ.:

shows the

'Those who ambush you, robbers and

customs officials who take up position in force to
ambush you at the places where you cross water.'
offers yet another explanation of

He

07yynv ;lpV

'You were afraid to draw water because of the sound of

92BDB II yyn
supposes that this is a denominative
of
fn 'arrow' and argues that the sense in Judg.
5:11 is 'archers' rather than those 'dividing spoil';
c.f. KB 3, I
yyn
, Piel Part. 'Wasser verteilen'
('apportion water') which is an interesting suggestion.
If the philology of KB 3 is adopted the meaning is:
'Those who divide out the water at the watering
places' .
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the stones, the pebbles of the wady, because whoever
treads on them makes a noise, and you were afraid lest
the idolators would become aware of you.

Now there is

no one to notice this, and therefore he commands you
that you should give praise to his name.'
that the lexicographer Menahem explains
nJ:Jn~m 7:JilJJ

and

.:lij7

Rashi adds
07:y:~mJ:J

as

'those who draw up

7:J71D

formations for battle' and that he associates it with
Provo 30:27:

'locusts, which have no king, yet they

all sally forth in detachments (i.e.
the meaning is
Kimchi on

07717.l

'bands')'.

Hence

'marauders' .
comments:

o7:Y:YnJ:J ;1j7J:J

'Because of

the sound of those who shoot arrows they were not able
to draw water.

And now let them recount there the

victories of the Lord.'

The meaning here is that the

horsemen and archers shout and raise a war cry in order
to make the people afraid.

Kimchi cites Jer. 4:29:

!At the noise of horseman and archer every city takes
to flight •.• '
is found only in Judg. 5:11, and as
noted above, is taken by Kimchi as a denominative from
yn

' arrow',

'gravel'.

i. e.

I

archers

f,

and by Rashi

y:yn

Rashi's interpretation can not be taken

seriously as philology.
interpretation of

The more probable
is that of LXX and Old

90

Latin 'those who strike up music'

(i.e. the players of

stringed instruments) as the context apparently has to
do with sound or music.

Hence

probably

refers to the playing of stringed instruments by
musicians at the watering places.

NEB 'Hark the sound

of the players striking up in the places where the
women draw water' is also in basic agreement with LXX
(although NEB's philological reasons for its rendering
are not known).

is best rendered:

'When the players of stringed instruments make music at
the watering places'.

Although

is attached to

v. 11 by LXX and Old Latin (cf. Pesh.) it is retained
with v. 10 as MT.

However, it has been seen that

7n7~

'recount' is connected to what follows (i.e. the
musicians who recount the victories of Yahweh at the
watering places).

u7u7 n7ppy 7Jn 7
;~'~7J

7J7r'~

D~

np7Y

Both LXX. A and B
read

as

;

.

I

6waoua~v

'will give' have

(cf. Pesh. ntlwn).

Vulg. Ibi

narrentur iustitiae Domini 'Let the story of the Lord!s
mercies be told' indicates that
correctly read as

has been

and converted into a passive.

91

In Targ.

is rendered

1.JJl'

7171 ,

'they celebrated'

and this also supposes the pointing of MT.
)

I

is read as a verb by LXX. A ( EVl,ax.uaav

1.H1£l

u

'they strengthened') and by LXX. B ( aUGnaav
(cf. Pesh. zdyqwth d)sgy b)ysr)yl 'his

'increase').

righteous deeds which he multiplied in Israel').
imperative
that

N

aUGnaav

iJ1iJ'

The

(LXX. B) goes with the assumption

is a vocative which connects with what

follows and that it is not in a construct relationship
;

1 ) 1 )

I

( XUPl,E, 61,xal,oauvas aUGnaav EV 'IapanA

with

'Lord, increase righteous acts in Israel').
Vulg. Et clementia in fortes Israel 'And (his)
forbearance among the leaders of Israel' shows a
different translation of

th~

second occurrence of

JlP7Y

(first, justitiae 'mercies'; second, clementia
'forbearance'), and a rendering of
accords with that of
'leaders').

71T1£l

71r1£l

which

in v. 7 of Vulg. (fortes

Even so, MT is handled freely:

Et

clementia in fortes Israel is the render ing of

In Targ.
who lhTe in the
Israel'

'~1!!}7:::Z

1JT1£l

~ndefended

is paraphrased as:

Jlp7Y1

'Those

settlements in the land of

(cf. Targ. on v. 7), and the last stich of v.

11 is taken as a reference to a condition of peace and
security which enables these places to be resettled.
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Rashi, in reference to 'the places where you cross
water', which formerly were places of ambush, comments:
'There recount now, you who ride on asses and you who
go on foot, the victories of Yahweh.'

He asks:

'And

what are the victories of Yahweh?' and his reply
indicates that he takes
sense as Targ.:

]Ni~72 1JTi9

in the same

'In that he has restored tranquility

to Israel, so that the undefended settlements are
inhabited and one can go out individually from these
settlements and not in connection with a muster of the
people.'

His exegesis of the last stich of v. 11

agrees with that of Targ.:

'They returned to the

settlements from which they had fled that they might
assemble in the fortified cities.'

Kimchi follows

Rashi in his explanation of

which

is a reference to dwelling in safety in unfortified
settlements.
, following the exegesis of v. 7, and in
agreement with Targ., Rashi and Kimchi, probably means
Chis) unfortified or open settlements.
'peasant soldiers' goes well with

iT19

meaning

meaning

'victories', and assumes that the basic sense of
is a military one and that

71Ti~

Yi9

means 'peasant

soldiers' and this is generalized into 'inhabitants of
open villages' or 'open villages'.

The sense of v. 11

93

is that the villages, aided by Yahweh, won a victory
over the encroachments of the enemy, thus allowing the
inhabitants to return to their settlements.
Vv. 10 and 11 may be rendered:

niiDr

niJh~ '~1~

P-=[1?-;E

';!~'

~n'~ ~i~-;V
-:-:'.
- '~;h1
.. : :

D'¥~~~ 7'~ D7~rQ~

;ip1?

n1n' nip7Y
~~n'
o~
: •
-:
T
;~J~?r 1JT:~ np7~

You that ride upon tawny she-asses,
you that sit upon saddle-cloths,
and you that walk on the roads, recount it!
When the players of stringed instruments make music
at the watering places,
it is Yahweh's victories which they recount there,
the victories of his open settlements in Israel.
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Vv. llb - 12

LXX. A and Brender

'cities'.

07"J172i;

as

TtOAEI.G

'Gates' can mean 'cities' on the principle

pars pro toto, and this was how the matter was
understood by the Greek translators (cf. v. 8
).

Pesh. reads:

hydyn nQt ttr()

TtOAEI.G

(mh dmry)

'Then the people of the Lord came down to the gates'.
The paraphiastic addition of Vulg. tunc descendit ad
portas populus Domini, et obtinuit principatum 'Then
went down the people of the Lord to the gates and
asserted supremacy' implies an attack against the gates
of the enemy.

Targ. (cf. Kimchi) interprets 'gates' as

those of the Israelites to which they return after the
victory in peace and security.

Targ. reads:

'Then

they came down from the strongly fortified cities to
dwell in the unfortified cities of the people of the
Lord. '
This part of the Song (vv. 12 - 22) deals with the
march of the tribes into battle against the enemy.
also

se~ms

It

probable that v. lib is a description of the

preparation or muster for the battle, and is connected
with what comes after, that is, a call to Deborah and

95

Barak to arouse the people for battle and to attack the
enemy. 93

This is the view taken by NEB which read:

'Down to the gates came the Lord's people' followed
immediately by the invoking of Deborah and Barak.

The

exegesis of Targ. and Kimchi which refer to a return of
the inhabitants to unfortified settlements, consequent
on Deborah's victory, seems to be out of place at this
point of the Song if taken with v. 12.

If taken with

v. lla, it could mean that the people gave thanks at
the gates of their settlements, in line with the
description of the victory songs sung at the watering
places.

However, the stich appears to fit better with

v. 12 as an introduction to the battle itself (cf.
Vulg.) .

711]] 711]]

)

I

LXX. B e:Ge:-ye: I.POU
'arise' follow MT.
)

I

)

'arouse' and Vulg. surge

LXX. A also supports MT, but after

I

)

I

I

adds e:Ge:ye:I.POV uupl.a6a~
e:Ge:-ye:I.POU e:Ge:-ye:I.POU ~e:eewpa
\
,..
ue:-ca Aaou
'Arouse the myriads of (Hebrew) people',
which seems to be a reference to the assembly of troops

93 Cf. G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 149.

96

prior to the battle rather than to the battle itself or
to the victory.

Targ.

'Give praise, give praise,

Deborah, give praise and celebrate, sing forth praise'
points to a victory celebration.

Pesh. )ttCyry )ttCyry

dbwr 1 , Jtt(yry w)tyydy wmlly tsbwQt)

'Arouse, arouse,

Deborah, arouse and celebrate and sing forth praise'
agrees with Targ., as does Rashi who comments on
'The meaning here is "praise".
explained as "Sing with all your strength.'"
interpretation of

'11)]

as

probably subsequent to the battle.

It is
Rashi's

indicates a time
04
J

The exegesis of v. 1 has given reasons for
believing that Deborah is addressed in the 2nd person
in vv. 7 and 12, and she is not the author of the Song.
Therefore, i t may be assumed in v. 12 that Deborah is
not being exhorted to sing the victory song, but is
called upon to arouse her people to battle, and the
setting is prior to the battle (cf. LXX. A, whereas
Targ., Pesh., and Rashi indicate a setting after the

94Kimchi does not contribute to the elucidation of
the text and merely comments on the pointing:
'Arise,
Arise.
(Repeated) twice in pairs. The first two are
milra and the last two are milcel.'
Cf. G-K 72s in
whic~the same point is made:
'Judges 5:12 is
intentionally varied from
'!~JJ
to
'7
(cf. Zech.
13:7; Isa. 51:9; Isa. 21:2) for rhythmical reasons.'
0

,])

97

.

v~c

t ory ) . 95

Lines one and two of v. 12 are parallel

summons, and it does not seem logical that line one is
addressed to Deborah to participate in the victory
celebration while Barak is summoned to participate in
the battle (two separate events).

The more probable

interpretation is that lines one and two are addressed
to the leaders in a setting prior to the battle;
Deborah to inspire the people to battle, and Barak to
lead the people in the battle.

96

Targ., LXX., Vulg. and Pesh. all follow MT
'Arise Barak, and take captive

95 R • G • Boling, Judges, p. 111, suggests that the
reference here is to the song of celebration offered by
the women upon the return of the warriors with the loot
(cf. Judg. 11:34; Ps. 68:12).
(However, there is no
mention of women singers (as in Ps. 68:12) in the Song
of Deborah, and
7ilV
is addressed to Deborah.) Cf.
G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 149 who comments:
interpreters who assume that in these words ( 7ilV
niDi 717V
) Deborah calls upon herself to sing the
Ode of Victory find it hard to explain why this
invoca~~on stands thus in the middle of the Ode,
instead of beginning it.'
96 F.M. Cross, CMHE, p. 95, notes that the assonance
between
niDi
and
7i::1.i
points to the possibility
of their deliberate use as a word-play. Also i::1.i
and
17l1J
are found together in biblical Hebrew as a
not unusual combination (Deut. 31:30 til71?Ji1 71::1.7-;'JN
cf. 2 Sam. 22:1; Num. 21:17; etc.).

98

your captives, son of Abinoam.,97

It does seem clear

from the following words ('Take captive your captives,
son of Abinoam ' ) what is the purpose for which Barak is
aroused.

01P

itself probably is no more than a

summons to action, and the nature of the action is
indicated by

98

97

u2i~
G-K 10gCb) notes that the pointing with
oateph-Qathah is often found under initial sibilants
after waw copulative to emphasize the vocal character
of the sewao
F.M. Cross, CMHE, p. 95, n. 19, suggests that O~p
is terminology of Holy War associated particularly with
the Ark (cf. Num. 10:35) which signals,Yahweh's
presence with his armies, and is here addressed to a
war-leader Barak. Cross adds:
'One may compare
Pi:! 01P
in Judg. 5:12, or of the deity in relatively
early contexts, Pss. 132:8, 74:22, 82:8, and in general
the use of gum in the sense of 'attack' and gam in the
sense of 'attacker'.
(Ps. 132:8 is probably connected
with a procession involving the Ark, and although Judg.
5:4-5 are a description of Yahweh's presence and his
succor to his people, there is no mention of the Ark in
the Song.) Cf. Delbert R. Hillers, 'Ritual Procession
of the Ark and Ps. 132', CBQ 30 (1968), p. 50f., who
also sees the background ~ O·lp
in the language of
Holy War, when the Ark sets out before the people.

98 D~P
signifies 'arise (for action)', i.e. for a
specific deed (Ex. 32:1 07u;N 1.J;-iJl!JJ) D1P
) and more
specifically 'to rise against' (Ob. v. 1 iJJ::1P.Jl iJr.,-:p
nr.m;1j; u 7 ;J)
)
I Rise up!
let us rise against her for
battle'; Judg. 8: 20
;:iiJ 01P
I Rise and slay I ;
Deut.
19:1; Judg. 9:18, 20:5; Ps. 27:3.
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Vv. llb - 12 may be rendered:

u1u?-OV 07iVW; ~7i7 TR
"T: :,T T

u11:lV

7-PV 71·1 V

i7~-7?¥~ 77~V 711V

i'1!J. O:ji'
OVj72R-7~ ~720 o2~~
. -: .... : : -: .. -:

-

Then down to the gates came the
Rouse yourself, rouse yourself,
rouse yourself, rouse yourself,
Rise up, Barak;
take captive your captives, son

people of the Lord!
Deborah;
sing a song.
of Abinoam.
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V. 13

LXX. B

I

I

~O~E

nnJ

'Then carne down
and Pesh.

'then went down'; Targ.

xa~ESn

one of the armies of Israel';

'Then carne down'

Vulg. renders the first

99

(nQt), indicate

by Salvatae sunt 'are

7"

saved', and the second by dimicavit 'contend'.

Its

testimony is therefore puzzling and inconclusive.

LXX.

7"

A apparently renders the first

'Then his strength is exalted', and the second by an
imperative

I

/

~aTtEl,VWaOV

'0 Lord humiliate for me those

who are stronger than I am'.

This evidence is also

difficult to interpret.

So far as sense goes

'humiliate' suits

but

~7'

the imperative from this root.
wrongly interpret

, J1:J

cannot be a form of

7"

Both LXX. A and B

as 'from me' and connect it

wi th v. 13.
The Masoretic pointing of

7"

is understood by

Rashi and Kimchi as an apoc. impf. Piel from

99 BH Stutt. n. 13 a-a, also suggests

7"

-1"

~7'

TT

'to

101

··
·
,100
h ave d om~n~on
over, t 0 ru 1 e, to d
om~nate.

Rashi's exegesis of
means

7"')7

is:

as in:

il7j7

0

7

1.:1

( lito

17JEJ? TJ?

subdue nations before him", Isa. 45;1).

The remnant of

Israel became dominant over the nobles who worshipped
idols.'

Rashi quotes the Hebrew text

He then comments:

'He will make subject to me the

mighty ones who worship idols.'
Kimchi comments on
form is

77",)EJ 7",)7

'The full

TN

The interpretation is:

il7",)7

The Lord

made Israel, which is being called a remnant, dominant
over the mighty peoples, even the nation of Jabin, king
of Canaan.'

Kimchi illustrates a grammatical point by

citing two passages where he alleges that
used for
of the

.

:2
:2

!

And the

?

in

07"')77N?

is being
is in place

as in "They shall dwell in the land (

Y",)N?

with him" (Ezek. 28:25), and III have slain a man for
wounding me ll

(

Kimchi take

ii7",)

100

7

VYEJ?

(Gen. 4:23).'

Both Rashi and

as a reference to the domination of

G-K 69g, states:
7];
Judg. 5:13 (t'Vvice)
is not intended by the Masora either as a perfect (for
717
,which reallv should be restored) or as an
imp"t'erative of 7"1;
., but as an apocopated imperfect
Pi' el from
iJ71
(=
il:r2?
) to have dominion.'
Cf.
W.F. Albright, tThe Eariiest Forms of Hebrew Verse,' p.
76, notes that the pointing
72?
would suggest that
the Masoretic tradition derives· the verb from
il7",)

102

the Israelites over the Canaanite kings.

10l

NEB 'Then down marched the column and its
chieftains,102 understands

in agreement with

LXX. B, Targ. and Pesh., and makes good sense at this
point in the Song, subsequent to the muster for battle
(v. 12) and prior to the description of the tribes who
either joined in, or refused to come, to the conflict
(vv. 14-18).

It does not make sense to insert a

description of the victory (i.e. had dominion over the
enemy) prior to an account of the battle which gave
them that victory.

The Versions are in difficulty with

ov

07777N~

LXX. B solves the grammatical difficulty by changing
the punctuation of MT and connecting

ov

with

iJliP

101BDB I, iJ77
,does not occur in the Piel.
7j7
is therefore pointed 7:2;
or 71?
(of vb. 777 - : ) .
Cf. C.F. Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 130, who
suggests that if the verb were employed causatively
(i.e. 'cause to have dominion') we should expect 17~
the apoc. impf. Hiphil in such a sense (cf. Isa. 4i:2);
and G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 152, who believes that the
context requires in both instances the perf. 72~
as does R. Boling, Judges, p. 111, who considers the
Qal. perf. to be in conformity with usage after r~
at the other parts of the Song (5:8, 11, 13, 19, 22).
~02

~

NEB renders

1770

for

7 7 7V

103

..

AaO~

/

XUPI.OV

is paralled to

).

I

xa-raAnUua

LXX. B
\

Aao~

,

XUPI.OV

problem by ignoring
stich:

'the remnant'

Vulg. solves the
and renders the first

Salvatae sunt reliquiae populi 'the remnant of

the people were saved,.103
taking the words together

MT

(apparently in a construct relationship) leaves us with
a serious grammatical problem.

Targ. deals with the

problem by translating

as if it were

and reads
the people'.

'the mighty ones of

The correct construct form of

connected with

07177N

However this

ov

rendering would still leave the verse unbalanced and
lacking in parallelism.

Targ.

Israel' apparently understands
to Israel, as does Rashi

/1~7

'one of the armies of
771~
717jlZ7

as a reference
'the remnant of
'Israel which is

Israel', and Kimchi
being called a remnant'.

Rashi 'over the nobles who

worshipped idols' along with Kimchi 'over the mighty
peoples (

0 7 1771'0

) even the nation of Jabin, king of

103
BH Stutt. n. 13 a-a,
07T;7!5,!J ;~~~? 7"l~
gives
as an alternative the placing of the athnah at 07177N
and attaching
ov
to the beginning of the next stich
(

i1/iP

OV

) •

104

O~

Canaan', connect
Pesh. mp9yn)

with the enemy forces.

104

'deliverer' is a rendering of
j7i~

but the relation of mp9yn' to

· 105 as ~s
. t h e re l
'
exp 1 a~n,
at~on
praise' to

0f

is difficult to

1msvb QW 'to

Pesh. has read

and hence the translation qdm mry'

j7i~

.

g~ve

O~

as

oJ!

'before the Lord'.

with LXX. B (cf. NEB) the alternative of placing
the athna1;l at

07i?j~

and attaching

beginning of the next stich

o~

at the
is preferred

il1il7-0~

in order to solve the grammatical difficulty presented
by

, and to balance the lines.

prefix

;

The

probably means 'with respect to' or

'together with'

(the nobles or chieftains) and stich

one is rendered:

'Then the survivors came down with

?) (their) chieftains.'
In stich two

7;

is in reference to the subject

and is probably the ethical dative which is
not usually expressed in English translation, as
il7i77-0~

gives the complete thought.

ethical dative referring to

i77i77

7;

as an

would be possible

104 BDB notes that j7i~
'survivor' is a term
. .,
normally applied to a survivor or survivors from a
defeat.
In this passage the reference probably is to
the survivors of oppression by the enemy force.
105 mPiyn' may refer to one of the heroes (Barak or
Deborah), but this is speculative.

105

only if Yahweh is the speaker, and

has to be read

to get an ethical dative referring to
Stich two is rendered:
down like warriors'

v.

i71iP-OJJ

'The people of the Lord came

(lit. 'as warriors',

essentiae).

13 may be rendered:

07?i~~~

;;-717
-T

i7ii7

7-OE

Then the survivors came down with their chieftains,
the people of the Lord came down like warriors.
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V. 14

LXX. A

)

I

'the people who are

l..aX\lPOl::e:pOUs

stronger than I am' and LXX. B
wrongly interpret
with v. 13.
take

7JJ:J

7J~

)

)

e:E

El-.I.0U

'from me'

as 'from me' and connect it

Vulg. ex Ephraim and Targ.
to be a longer form of

07i£m JJ7:J.7J:J

and begin v.

7J:J

Pesh. correctly understands
as a longer form of the preposition

7JJ:J

,but connects

7J:J

with v. 13 and the passage is rendered:
'Who came down with respect to me among the mighty men
of Ephraim'.
of

Kimchi explains

as a longer form

·7JJ:J

Rashi

7J:J

as
rendered literally is:
'From Ephraim their root in Amalek'.
( '

o Aaos
J

I

e:v }('OI..AaOI..

LXX. A and€>o

\)

/

)

\

'E~pal..~ e:nl..~wpnaa~o au~ov~

'the people of Ephraim punished them in

the plain', a free rendering or paraphrase of the
verbal form

0i~

'rooted them out', which is rendered

more literally by LXX. Band 0'.,
'rooted them out (in

~~alek)'.

);

e:~e:pl..~wae:v

)

\

au~ou~

Pesh. w'bdwhy b(mlyq

'they served him against Amalek' apparently read

OJJiV

107

instead of

Pesh. may be an avoidance of the

ORllRl

difficulty created by
emendation to

o:rn0
... : ..

(i.e. a conjectural

ORllRl

on the part of the Syriac

translator).
Targ. paraphrases v. 14a:

'From the house of

Ephraim arose Joshua, son of Nun, who was the first to
wage war against the house of Amalek.

After him arose

king Saul from the house of Benjamin who destroyed the
house of Amalek ..• '

Rashi and Kimchi, with Targ.,

detect a reference to the military exploits of Joshua
of the tribe of Ephraim against Amalek recorded in Ex.
l7:9f.

Ol1J1Rl

'their root' is equated with Joshua

(i.e. Joshua is the 'root' of Ephraim).
comments:

Rashi

'By conjoining it (v. 14) to the preceding

verse (it is possible) to offer the exegesis:

Yahweh

came down with respect to me among the warriors.

He

raised up Joshua to exercise dominion over Amalek.'
The paraphrase of Targ., Rashi and Kimchi cannot be
regarded as serious exegesis.
Both LXX. A and Bread 00ii
T

:..,.

as oEh0
T

: ..

(cf.

0'.

and Theod.) and offer the most probable rendering
'rooted them out'.
verbal form (pointed

Vulg. also treats

..

ORllRl
..,. : ..

)

:

ORllRl

as a

Ex Ephraim delevit eos

in Amalec 'From Ephraim he destroyed them in

108

Amalek' .106 LXX. A
0

e. i

1
• ;

iv

'X.O l.. A<fOl..

lin the plain'

Syr iac Hexaplar b (WIng)

agrees with

(differing from LXX. B which reads
original meaning probably was:

(cf.
jlr.:J])2

), and the

'Ephraim rooted them

out in the plain', a reference to Ephraim's
participation in the battle against the forces of
Sisera.
to

Virtually all scholars have emended

P13»:El

·.. ··7

'in the plain', as there is no historical

evidence of the tribe of Ephraim having settled among
the

&~alekites

and evidence points to the desert region

south of the Negeb as the region inhabited by Amalek
(cf. 1 Sam. 15).

107

'In the plain' rather than 'in

Amalek' affords excellent sense to the text.

LXX. B

,

/

~

OITl..OW oou BEVl..aUEl..V

Benjamin' attempts to follow MT.
reads

17inN

as

.;pnN
'T

l

'behind you
LXX. A apparently
,,'

EV 'X.Ol..AaOl..

,..

aOEA~ou

oou

'in the plain of your brother
Benjamin, with your clansmen' which makes poor sense.

l06BH Stutt. n. 14a, indicates that DW?~
corruption of the original text, and emends
~i0N
'they advanced'.
: ,.

is a
OEJiEJ

T:"T

107 W. F • Albright, 'The Earliest Forms of Hebrew
Verse,l p. 77; cf. G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 152 f.

to

109

Symm. reads:

'I shall follow you, Benjamin, with the

people who are around you' which emphasizes the
leadership of Benjamin in the battle.

This is probably

a correct understanding of

(cf. NEB

'With you, Benjamin!'; also, NEB at Hos. 5:5

~7J4~

'Benjamin, we are with you').
Vulg. renders et post eum ex Benjamin in populos
tuos 0 Amalec 'And after him (i.e. after Ephraim) those
from Benjamin into (the territory of) your peoples, 0
Amalek' •

Vulg. post eum apparently reads

connects the suffix with

and

in v. 14a.

The

insertion of an additional '0 Amalek' is connected with
the circumstance that Vulg. supposes

refers to

the forces of Amalek, an interpretation which is not'in
agreement with other texts, and is hardly an
appropriate rendering.

Targ. takes

in the

same sense as Vulg. and renders 'and Amalek waged war
against the remainder of the nations'.
must be Targ.'s paraphrase of
Vulg. have associated

17~~V

Targ. and
with Inations' conquered

by Israel, but they misinterpret the grammar and text
of the Hebrew.
Kimchi paraphrases the text:
... Joshua, the son of Nun, who was a root of
Ephraim, and their leader. And after Joshua,
Benjamin fought against Amalek. Then Benjamin

110

fought with Amalek, that is Saul, who was from
the tribe of Benjamin. The ~
of 77~nN
refers to Ephraim, and the
~
of 77~~V2
refers to Benjamin.
It is difficult to understand Kimchi's reasoning here
and to see how the first suffix (

77~nN

can refer
(77~~V2

to a different party from the second suffix

).

If Kimchi is correct, the rendering would have to be,
'After you, Ephraim, you, Benjamin, with your clans'.
Ephraim would have been the first to go out to the
77~nN

battle, followed by Benjamin (the suffix of
referring to Ephraim and the suffix of
Benjamin).

77~~V

to

This would also appear to be Rashi's view.

Pesh. btrk bnymyn bbwbk IAfter you with your love' is a
confusion of

17~nN

and does not make

any contribution here.
LXX. Band Symm. refer the suffix of

77~nN

to

Benjamin, and LXX. B, Symm. and Kimchi suppose that the
refers to Benjamin.

suffix of

As the text

can only refer to Benjamin and the
most probable rendering is 'After you Benjamin, with
your clansmen'.
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l08 BDB I, 5, ov
is rendered 'fellow-countrymen,
kinsmen' (cf. Gen. 25:8; Jer. 46:16; Ps. 45:11; Ruth
1:10,15, 16). BDB includes Juag. 5:14 under 2c,
perhaps 'a fighting band'.

III

LXX. A and B

...

)

EEEPEUVWV~Es

'examiners'

apparently was reading a text with
misread

(cf. Pesh. mbdqn'

07ppnn

'examiners,).109
)

Symm.

J

The Greek translations of Aquila

,

I

I

( aKp l. i3akw

aKpl.i3a.a~al.

or else

07"7pnn

,

,

En:l.~aaaOV~Es

'a lawgiver, inquirer') and
/

En:l.~aaaw

'to enjoin, order,

set in command over') when used of persons, are used in
reference to 'commanders' or 'marshalls' responsible
for the muster of troops.
agree with MT

07ppnn

Aquila and Symm. appear to

as does Vulg. de Machir

,

principes descenderunt 'out of Machir come leaders'.
Targ. renders

'those who

07ppnn

kept the records of the war'.

Rashi comments on

'Great princes who subdued
the heathen' and glosses

o7ppnn

with

07"7EJ

Kimchi describes those who go down from Machir as 'the
great and wise ones' rendering
(which appears to agree with LXX. A and B).

l09G-Buhl. suggests 07?f!!P?
(Piel ij'ln
) •
Yet
because this is found elsewhere only in Eccles. 12:9,
and the participle 7E~h
wi thout the initial n
is
found in the vicinity Judg. 5:9, it is more likely that
they mistranslated o7?~h
instead of o7~?h
Cf.
W. Gesenius, Handworterbuck uber das AT16, ed. by Fr.
Buhl (Leipzig, 1915), as quoted by Peter Walters, The
Text of the Septuagint, p. 206.
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Kimchi adds:

'And although they were across the

Jordan, she encouraged them to come to this battle.'
Kimchi believes Machir to be in Transjordan, and that
the tribe came to the battle despite the distance from
the area.

probably is a reference to

mili tary commanders (cf. v. 9
rendered:

7i7i71 n~

) and is

'From Machir came down commanders.'

LXX. B 'And from Zebulun those who draw with the
~

scribe's pen of record'

6~nYnaEw~

which is

difficult to translate), and LXX. A 'From there with a
)

O~~

apparently reading

)
,

as

as

v.:z~.:z

render ing

C

I

Ev~axuov"to~

07 .J~~

instead of

,

EV aJ.<.TlTt"tpw
Co

""

E}{'E~.a-EV

sceptre when leadership gains strength'

and render ing

1£10

I

nYnaEw~

) do not make good sense of

the text.
Vulg. '

leaders came from Machir, and from

Zebulun those who lead the army into battle' gives a
military reference to the text.

Pesh.

'From Zebulun

those who write with the pen of the scribe'
(corresponding to LXX. B) is a reference to learned men
or scribes.

Targ.

'From the tribe of Zebulun those who

wrcte with the writing pen of a scribe!, with Pesh.,

113

sees a role for the 'learned men' or 'scribes'.
comments on

"Hl1D V:1.l1J.1

'That means the

07.Jl1J12:n

wise men and the scribes'; and on
the stylus (pen).
pen of the scribe.'"

Kimchi

Thus Targ. Jon.:

'It means

V2l1J

"With the writing

Rashi does not give as much

prominence to the idea of 'learned men' or 'recorders'
as does Kimchi, and the thought of leadership is
presented:

'God selected this scripture reading for me

to explain how the Lord subjugated for me the mighty
men, Joshua to dominate the adversary Amalek.'
However, there is something incongruous with the idea
of scribes or penmen going into battle. 110
NEB

'From Machir down come the marshals, from

Zebulun the bearers of the musterer's staff' agrees
with Vulg.

The Versions show that

i~D

was already

in the Hebrew text which was being translated, although
this is not clear in respect of Vulg. since qui
exercitum ducerent ad bellandum may be a free rendering
of

V2l1J2

0 7 .Jl1Jl:J

"'~D

is attested early and it is

probably best to retain the word in v. l4b.

110BDB i/g?~
( 3) renders
V2l1J2 07.Jl1Jl:J
' those
marching with the staff' and connects this verse with
Judg. 4: 6 (~?~~~
'and gather r) having the sense of
'marching wi-th' or 'wielding I (the staff) \vhich is more
acceptable than 'drawing' (with a pen). The sense may
also be taken here of 'drawing after them 'recruits'
and therefore signifying the enlisting of troops by the
marshall.
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There are two lines of interpretation in the
Versions, Rashi and Kimchi in relation to
1 EJD V2E72

and

rJ7j1j1nY.J

A reference to 'learned men' or

0' .JE7Y.J

'scribes' is made by LXX., Pesh., Targ. and Kimchi, and
to 'war leaders' by Vulg. and Rashi.

If

is

D7 i'j1nY.J

rendered 'commanders' and is the parallel of

V2E72

D 7 .JE7Y.J

then the second stich would make reference to military
leaders rather than to 'scribes' to maintain the
parallelism of the lines.

In v. 14

l~D

appears to

be the title of a military official, and the
evidently the symbol of his authority.lll
McKane notes that the title of

l~D

is

V2E7

William

was given to high

officials, as is attested in lists of officials in the
Old Testament.
Seriah who is

A member of David's establishment,
lp'O

is ranked with the highest
l~b

officials (2 Sam. 8:16-18); a 'Royal Secretary'
p7~n
..... _
l~

) who is probably king Joash's Secretary of State

(2 K. 12:10); and Shebna the scribe

('P~Q

2 K.

18:18; Isa. 36:3) who is one of the king's leading
advisers.

McKane points to other passages where

is apparently the title of a military official.

l~D

He

lllCf. Isa. 14: 5
D,,0Y.J v~p.
'the scepter of the
rulers'; and Jer. 52:25 "Dp'-n!5 7¥~1E[] 1'\~;[] l~ -'@D n~1
which NEB renders:
'the adjutan't.-general ('i. e.'
commander-in chief) whose duty was to muster the people
for warl.
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translates

~2~i7
iE7 iElEoi7
T'r... -

'The Secretary, Commander of

the Army' (2 K. 25:19), which he paraphrases as
'Secretary of State for war,.112
further on

McKane comments

iElO

It is stated in both passages (Jer. 52:25; 2 K.
25:19) that the soper was responsible for
levying the people for military service and he
is mentioned in company with several others who
were considered by Nebuchudrezzar sufficiently
influential to be singled out for deportation.
Among these were the principal ecclesiastics, a
military officer and five (seven according to·
Jer. 52:25) leading advisers of the king.
Soper also appears in the Song of Deborah
(Judg. 5:14) as the title of a military
official and the seQet of this soper is
evidently a symbol of his authority. We must
conclude in this case that either he is
responsible for mobilization or that he is a
high-ranking military officer. The parallel
word in this v~rse (me~oqeq) appears elsewhere
in the Old Testament with the meaning 'staff',
but its literal translation would be
'inscriber' or 'one who promulgates a decree'
which would tend to support the conclusion that
this is an official who is responsible for the
muster. 113
The evidence points to 'war leaders' rather than to
'scribes' as the more probable rendering of

iElO

l12william McKane, Prophets and Wise Men, SBT, 44
(London: SCM Press, 1965), pp. 17-19.
113 McKane, Prophets and Wise Men, p. 22.
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v.

14 may be rendered:

p~p.¥

Of?¢'

O?}~~

~'~~E,~ 7'~;i~ ~'{Q~
o'pph~ ~7j'
.::

: IT

j'~~
• T

,~~
....

Ephraim rooted them out in the plain,
after you Benjamin, with your clansmen;
from Machir came down commanders,
and from Zebulun those who wielded
the marshal's staff.
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V. 15

\)

LXX. B

Ka~

\)

apXnYo~

\

EV 'Iaaaxap

\

,I

UE~a ~EBBwpa~

'And the leaders in Issachar (were) with Deborah'
suggests

. .,.

07"~

be read.

114

Vulg. Duces Issachar

fuere cum Debbora 'The leaders of Issachar were with
Deborah'; Pesh. rwrbn) d'yskr 'm dbwr)

'The leaders of

Issachar were with Deborah'; and Targ. 'And the chiefs
of Issachar

who were obedient to the

commands of Deborah' indicate

ili1:17

i;)~~7

OJ]

Rashi first indicates that
to

is equivalent

However, he then makes a

grammatical comment on

i;)~~7:1

7i~1

, or more

specifically, a comment on the yodh
says:

7i~1

7//1 7

).

He

'The yodh is redundant, it is not fulfilling any

function,' and so appears to treat
to the singular

l!i.7

7i~

as equivalent

Rashi's reasoning is difficult

114 G_ K, 1, g, suggests that either the construct
state 7J~
be read, or the pl. form
o77~
G-K
130, a, indicates that the construct state is
frequently employed in rapid narrative as a connecting
form, even apart from the genitive relation.
Sec. 130,
a, 1, states:
'Before prepositions, particularly in
elevated (prophetic or poetic) style
thus before
~ , 17~~~ n[]r;J!p"
'the joy of the harvest I , Isa. 9: 2 i
2" Sam. 1:21;" Ps. l36:8f.
'

.c.
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to follow and does not make much sense.
the interpretation of
doubtful.

115

07~~

,

7~~1

as a short form

and quotes Jer. 22:14 to show

is like (or, is the masc. pl. poetic of)

7Jl;n

0 7 .n ;n

as a defective plural is

Kimchi explains

of the absolute
that

7~~

In any case,

,

and is similar to the noun

20:4, and other nouns like them. 116
as

in Isa.

7EJ1~n

NEB renders
'Issachar joined

with Deborah' by deleting the yodh and supplying a verb
117

Although the rare form of the plural

suggested by Kimchi (cf. G-K) offers a more suitable
translation than 'my princes', and the NEB rendering
supplies a logical verb, Vulg., Pesh., and Targ.

l15 G . F • Moore, Judges, p. 153, states that 7]~1
'and my princes' is obviously impossible, and the
correction 7]~
(constr. before a preposition)
'princes in Issachar' though grammatically admissable
is otherwise not much better.
'The princes of
Issachar' gives a satisfactory sense, but we cannot be
confident that this restores the original text. Cf.
C.F. Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 136; and G.A.
Cooke, The History and Song of Deborah, p. 44.
116

.
G-K, 87, 1, g, alternately suggest 71~
comparable to the rare form of the plural as
(Jer. 22:14), 7'}ln
(Isa. 19~9) and 7EJil<ln
20:4), forms also quoted by Rashi and Kimchi.

7Jl;n

(Isa.

lI7 C . A . Simpson, Composition of the Book of Judges
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1957), p. 95, n. 51, also
reads ~;l~l<I7 2"~1
for ~;l~~7 7~~1
taking 2~~
as
the equivalent of ~~o
(=Syriac srab 'rebelled'; cf.
2'0
'rebellious' F Ezek. 2:6), and renders the text
'and Issachar joining in the revolt'.
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support the construct form

7"')V
""T

which involves no

change in the consonantal text, and

"');;VV 7 2

is a

7",)l1Jl

possible construct relationship which may be rendered
'The leaders of Issachar were with Deborah'.

LXX.

A

\

)

EV 'Icrcra.xap lJ,E-ra AE!3!3wpaG

'in Issachar
\)

with Deborah' does not mention Barak.
)

' \

I

EV 'Icrcraxap lJ,E-ra AE!3!3wpaG

\

xa~

LXX. B

xa~

/

Bapax

'And the

leaders in Issachar were with Deborah and Barak'
followed by

(I

\

ou-rWG Bapax

apparently read

v",)21

in the following line, has
where MT has

It is

"')Jl1Jl1J7

quite possible that the Greek translator had the same
text as MT before him and decided to alter it in order
to get better sense in his translation.

Vulg. 'The

leaders of Issachar who were with Deborah and who
followed the footsteps of Barak' is not quite correct,
although the matter is complicated and obscure.

'And

Barak' in Vulg. goes with vestigia sunt secuti, and the
syntax of Et Barac is equal to that of
in LXX.

(/

ou"tWG Bapax

Et Barac vestigia sunt secuti apparently
, ac barathrum is

perhaps

i'r.J]):l

, and the rest is additional to MT.

Both LXX and Vulg. have no representation of

,

apXnYo~

"')Jl1Jl1J71

120

~

Pesh. w)yskr

brg b(mm)

'And Issachar, and thus

Barak with the people' represents MT

~'2

7~ '~~~71

but apparently has a different punctuation from MT, and
renders

07~V2

understand

instead of

P'2

7~ 1~~~71

P~V

Targ. attempts to

by paraphrasing MT:

'The

chiefs of Issachar who were obedient to the commands of
Deborah, and the remainder of the tribe of Issachar who
were similarly loyal to (i.e. served) Barak
According to Targ., the meaning is that one part of the
tribe of Issachar fought with Deborah and another part
with Barak.

This also is the opinion of Rashi who
'The remainder of the

explains

people who are serving with Issachar, they are with
Barak and obey his every command.'

Kimchi takes the

text differently from Targ. and Rashi, and comments on
MT:

'And so the tribe of Issachar in its entirety went

out, and so Barak went out with Deborah.'
probably a comment on

P'2

i~ '~~~71

.)

(This is
The meaning

here is that Barak was as loyal to Deborah as was
Issachar to her.
NEB 'Issachar stood by Barak' more or less agrees
with Pesh. and Targ. which represent

'~~V71

The

only difference is that NEB indicates the joint
leadership of Deborah and Barak over the one force.
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Some commentators

118

suggest that the second occurrence

is a scribal error inadvertently repeated
from the first stich (cf. LXX. B) and that Naphtali in
connection with Barak (cf. Judg. 4:6) was originally
intended.

However, the mention of Barak, the military

leader from the tribe of Naphtali, may have been
sufficient notice of the presence of that tribe to the
'
' 1 '1S t ener. 119
d 1scern1ng
Burney suggests that

7P'

translated 'so' or

'thus' appears to be impossible.
of

I

steadfast, reliable, honest'

It also has the sense
(cf. Gen. 42:11; Provo

15:7; 2 K. 17:9), and could have that sense in Judg.
5:15 'And Issachar was faithful to Barak'.
Burney observes, a preposition ( ;
b e f ore

P12

would be required

· ren d
'
120
er1ng.
f or t h 1S

evidence in biblical Hebrew to support
transitive of

71~

However, as

Also, there is no
7~

as a Qal

There is no doubt that LXX. B,

Targ., Pesh., Rashi and Kimchi have all understood

7?

l18 G . F . Moore, Judges, p. 153; C.P. Burney, The Book
of Judges, p. 137; John Gray, Joshua, Judges, and Ruth,
p. 286; C.A. Simpson, Composition of the Book of
Judges, p. 20; and James Martin, Judges, p. 71.
l19 R . Boling, Judges, pp. 103, 112, considers
as an example of repetitive parallelism, and
renders the text:
'Issachar's captains were with
Deborah, Issachar was Baraq's support ... '

1~~~71

l20 c . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 137.
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as 'thus'.

NEB has rendered the adverb

'fllith'

1~

and has interpreted this to mean 'stood by'.
to indicate the joint leadership of Deborah

pOD P

and Barak, may be rendered 'And Issachar was with
Barak' •

as
\

ne:k:ou~

)

aU1:"OU

)

( e: I.. ~

\

1:"T)V

I

}(.O I.. Aaoa

)

I

e:~ane:a1:"e:

I..Ae:V

), 'he (Issachar)

sent forth his (Issachar's) footmen (i.e. infantry)
into the plain', which is connected with v. 14 'When
leadership gained strength in Issachar' and identifies
the troops as those of the tribe of Issachar.
»

e:~ane:a1:"e:I..Ae:v

no mention of Barak in LXX. A v. 15.
rather than

is a rendering of
is rendered by

,

with nothing corresponding to
as
)

.....

au-rou

in another line.

corresponding to the line

, and

nb!?i
- ....

'''''
aU1:"OU

ne:k:ou~

There is

I

'his footmen'

LXX. A also

~
)

I

e:~e:1:"e:l..ve:v

'....

EV

1:"OI..~

\

noal..v

There is nothing in MT
(I

I..va

/

\

1:"1.. au

...)./
}(.a1:"OI..}('EI..~

EV

~Eaw
I.

'in order that you might dwell on the edges'
('edges' is obscure and may mean 'the sea shore').
l

\)

....

LXX. B EV noal.. v a.u-rou

is a literal rendering of

and does nothing to elucidate it.

Vulg. et
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Barac vestigia sunt secuti 'And the feet of Baraq
pursue (are pursuing)l is presumably an interpretation
of 'Barak was sent with his feet'.

Pesh. has a

different punctuation from MT and the other Versions,
since it separates

n;lZJ

from

and renders:

jJr.JJJ

l~tdr byglwhy lplgwt) drwbyl 'He (Barak) was sent on

foot (with his infantry?) to the divisions of Reuben'.
'were being dispatched' confirms MT

-

nbld~..

and is a rendering of

07;.:li.J

n;lZJ

and

the remainder of the tribe of Issachar who were serving
with Barak were dispatched into the villages of the
plain to every place where it was necessary to send a
detachment.

I

Rashi comments on

17;';(",).J

n;7lZJ

jJr.JJ).J

'He (Barak) sent them (Issachar) on every kind of
military assignment, and to muster the people on all
necessary tasks of the war.'

Rashi points differently

rather than n;1lZJ

).

However, there

is nothing in Rashi which shows conclusively that
is identified with 'foot soldiers'.

Kimchi

'In that he did not
ask for a beast to mount so great was his appetite for
the battle!, a reference to Barak, which shows that he
takes Barak as subject of

n;lZJ

LXX. A and Targ. suppose that 'Issachar' is
subject of

n~llZJ

, whereas LXX. B, Vulg., Pesh., Rashi

124

and Kimchi understand 'Barak' to be the subject.
A

renders

(possibly Rashi,

n£~

LXX.

); Vulg.

I

The

feet of Barak are pursuing' may be an attempted
translation of 'Barak was sent with his feet', but this
is not clear; Pesh. )stdr renders

; and Targ.

n!nd
- ...

'were being dispatched' confirms MT

nbTd
- -..

does not seem to mean 'foot soldiers' or
'infantry' (cf. LXX. A) as the text would have to be
rather than
foot'

77'.l1.J

which is rendered 'on

in Judg. 4:15, 17:

'fled on foot'

(cf. Num. 20:19; Deut. 2:28).

V. l5b rendered 'Barak

sent (them) on foot into the plain' is possible.
However, this does not give the proper sense of troops
being sent or dispatched into battle.

The NEB reading

of Judg. 4:10 'Barak summoned Zebulun and Naphtali to
Kadesh and marched up (

p'..n.J

'1'

7

) with ten

1

thousand men .•• ' is treated as a reference to military
action.

also appears to

Judg. 5:l5b

indicate a possible military phrase, and

n'~

taken

seems to be a reference to troops
dispatched into battle, and may be rendered 'marched
forth, advanced, rushed, attacked'.

121

77'.1I.J n'~

used in the sense 'to march forth' or 'to advance'

l2l Job 30:12 :)nkTP 7,7";:1
attack' with note following,

(rendered by NEB 'they
'they let loose my feet').
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indicates an active rather than a passive verb (cf.
LXX. A), i.e. either 'Barak attacked' or 'Issachar
attacked'.

In agreement with LXX. A and Targ.

(cf.

NEB), 'Issachar ' is taken as the subject as it seems
logical to assume the movement of troops rather than
the movement of an individual leader into the battle,
and the stich may be rendered:

'Issachar advanced into

the plain.'

LXX. A

)

SV

I

Ol.Ul.psoso\,v Pou!3nv

'in the divisions

of Reuben' refers to 'divisions (or, differences) of
opinion' •

LXX. A v. 16

...

"')

""

\

~

"tou o\,SA.{J-s\,v s\'s "tu "tou Pou!3nv

presumably means 'to go through the (areas) of Reuben'
and is a reference to the territory of Reuben (but the
sense is obscure).

LXX. Breads

'in the factions of Reuben'

\ "

)

/

s\'s "tus usp\,ous 'pou!3nv

(cf. v. 16

,

'among the divisions'; LXX. Breads

s\'s

"

)
s\'s
o\,u\,psos\'s

in both

verses indicating the dissenting groups within the
tribe).

Vulg. diviso contra se Reuben 'when Reuben was

divided against itself (in both verses) renders
in the same way as LXX. A.

n7~;9

Pesh. as Vulg. also renders

exactly the same way in both verses 'with respect to
the divisions (lplgwt)

of Reuben, there were great

126

(~lb»,

searchings of heart
hint for

but gives no exegetical

Targ. renders

T2Hn n1ol;,9;

P1W7 n1.:l;,92

(v. 15) and develops the sense of
deceit in v. 15 'Among the clans of Reuben there was
great duplicity (deceit) of heart', and the sense of
internal disagreement in v. 16 'Is this a right thing
for you to do, 0 house of Reuben?

Do you not know that

the thoughts of your heart are revealed to Him?'

Rashi

and Kimchi comment upon Reuben's duplicity, but do not
, probably because they do not
draw any distinction between
Kimchi comments on

n1ol;,92

.

p u n n1.:l;,92

'Reuben, who was

divided and disunited on the other side of the Jordan
and did not come to the battle. ,122

Rashi renders

'in the divisions of
his heart' and is in basic agreement with all the
Versions, including Targ. which indicates that

n1.:l;EJ2

122 C • F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 139, notes
that the tribe of Reuben, associated with a pastoral
setting amid quiet brooks, suggests the pointing of
n1ol;,9
as ni:~2~
'water-courses, channels, brooks i •
Hence Reuben wou·ld be content to remain in their
pastoral setting rather than respond to the summons to
battle. Burney points out that there are only two
occurrences of ni~2~
and one of them is shown by the
parallelism (Job 20:17) to mean 'streams'.
(The pl. of
~1;Ei
'channel' is 07.:l;,9
not Jiiol;,9
, and only in
,Job 20 ~ 17 does n1.:l;,9
mean' streams'. BDB renders
~ol;,9
as (1) 'stream' (2) 'division' and reads
perhaps ni~;,9:
'division', cf. 2 eh. 35:5.)
.~
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is a reference to 'factions' since what it

721W7

indicates is probably internal disagreement.
'among the factions of Reuben' has
)
)

I

LXX. A altP LSaauo L }tapo Las;

,

)

'

E ~ LXV LaOl-LO L

v. 16)

""
(

E~E"'(;aOl-LO l.

and LXX. B a}tp LSaO"l-Lo L }tapo Las;

v. 16)
(cf.O;'.

'searchings of heart' are renderings of
and Sywm.).

123

.

Vulg. diviso contra se Reuben,

magnanimorum reperta est contentio in both verses 'when
Reuben was divided against itself, the striving of the
great souled (or:
seeks out', i.e.

'the (mental) strife of the great
) investigates' supports the

07 !" 7.:l

interpretation 'heart searching'.
apparently a rendering of
as a genitive.
out of

7PPi1

est points to

2;

Coritentio is
is taken

and

It is not clear how reperta est is got
or
iPi1

7iPi1

, but the sense of reperta

ra ther than

Pj7i1

follows closely MT, but is a reading of
has the same translation

Pesh.
2;-7ij7i1

and

(E£gy Ib') in both verses.

All the renderings in the Versions probably
reflect

7"'jPi1

rather than

(in both vv. 15 and

123 A ,. 6.}tPLl3o).. oyCaL
may be a combination of two
words, ~t}LPLS6c.u
'investigate accurately' and AOYECa
'a contribution, collection' in an attempt to represent
both 7PPi1
I decrees
of' (cf. Isa. 10: 1) and 7ii7i1
'searchings of'.
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16).

Only in Targ. and Rashi do you get

2;-7ppfl

interpreted in terms of craftiness and deceit.
and reads:

Targ.
'Among

the clans of Reuben there were great hypocrisies of
heart' indicating that Reuben acted deceitfully by
holding back from participation in the battle until it
was obvious who the victor would be.
as

lJ71'J11'J1])

Rashi understands

'craftiness'.
(cf. Targ.

heart') and adds his own gloss
He comments:

J7 7 1'Jl1'J1])

Rashi glosses
'hypocrisies of
'craftiness' .

'In what did his craftiness consist?

He

remained behind the battle lines in order to ascertain
which side would be victorious so that he might join
it. '

Kimchi explains

7ppfl Oil 07;17.l

'and my heart-searchings concerning him'

17;])

Reuben).

(i.e.

Kimchi supposes that the heart-searchings are

not Reuben's but those of the author of the poem.
It is doubtful whether
biblical Hebrew.
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2;

7PPfl

makes sense as

None of the Greek renderings are

l24 G_ K 93, b-b, explains 7 t 2Q
as a secondary form
of 7i?~Q.
( il~.r!..
) expanded to a trili teral form with
abnormal weakening of the l U i to Ii' (cf. Isa. 10:1
q~ 7 i?~l!
I decrees
of iniquity'). BOB ph
3,
'action prescribed (for oneself), resolve' renders
2; 7PPfl
'resolves of heart r . KB3 emend to 2; 7iPfl
st~tt. n. l5e, indicates that
7PjJfl
should be
emended (with a few Hebrew Mss. and Pesh.) to 7iPfl
as in v. 16 'searchings (of heart)'.

sa·
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2; 7pi'n

explicable on the basis of
a}(.p I. SaOlJ.o I.

They all

as well as the others) presuppose

We do not really know what 7pi'n

means if

it is not 'statutes', and none of the renderings in the
Greek Versions seem to point to this (cf. the
renderings of 7ppn

(v.

9)

and D7f!pnY.l

(v. 14) in

LXX. B which do pick up the 'statute' nuance of

ppn

).

Therefore we can only assume that the Greek translators
were not reading a different text in v. 15 from what
they read in v. 16, and both verses are rendered

V. 15 may be rendered:

n112~-DV
T

1~~~73

T'T':

••

T'" 7E>..

vi!!

"'1":

1~~i;J77
. ,. -r.:

17;.l13
nb~
T : -:
_.

.J2-7]~Q

71~7

jJY.lV3
•....
T"

D7?i7f 7~~N? ni~27~

And the leaders of Issachar (were) with Deborah,
and Issachar (was) with Barak.
(Issachar) advanced into the plain.
Among the factions of Reuben,
there were great heart-searchings.
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V. 16

"" lJ.oa<pa{1a LlJ.
LXX. A lJ.S/ 00V l:"WV

of

I

LXX. B lJ.S00V

is a transliteration

...,

l:"n~

I

6LYOlJ.La~

renders

as 'double burden' (cf. L-S p. 421, col. 2).
This rendering gives some support to KB 3 ,S 'two
saddle-bags' (of the pack donkey):

'der 2 Sattelkorbe

der Packesels, mit den en er sich oft storrisch
niederlegt' ('the two saddle-bags of the pack-ass, with
which it often lies down stubbornly,>.125
interpretation probably is:

KB 3 ,s

'why do you ride your

mules and continue with the usual pattern of your life?'
LXX. B's translation agrees with KB 3l s philology.
Symm. attempts to locate Reuben's position during
the battle and interprets

as

;

lJ.El:"a.LXlJ.LWV

'the spaces between two armies' or lin the middle of
no-man's land' (cf. L-S, 112).

Vulg. Quare habitas

inter duos terminos 'Why do you dwell between the two
termini' indicates that the meaning of

D7n~~nn

is

'termini' and that Reuben is taking up a position
between the termini (

}, perhaps the

125 Cf • W.F. Albright, 'The Earliest Forms of Hebrew
Verse,' p. 82.
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battle-lines of the rival armies.
as bynt sbyl)

Pesh. renders

'between the ways'

indicating that Reuben is between 'two somethings'.
Targ. renders
and reads:

as

07J1EJl!Jr.JiJ

'borders'

p1?=In~

'Why do you turn back from the front-line

of war to sit between the borders (boundaries)
Targ. expands upon MT:

' .•. waiting to hear the news,

so as to know which army is victorious, so as to
associate yourself with it.

Is this a right thing for

you to do, 0 House of Reuben?

Do you not know that the

thoughts of your heart are revealed to Him?l

Reuben

waited between the borders to see which side was likely
to be victorious before committing himself to the
battle.
Kimchi comments upon Judg. 5:16:
(Reuben), Why do you si t between
goes on to define
(

JI1 :n 1m

71U'iJ

Jl1'17.:l7

(cf.

as a dual of

07 JlEJl!Jr.J

JlEJl!J

Jl1'17.:l7

with

'sheep-folds', Num.

7N.:i JI'17.:l

32:16, 36; 1 Sam. 24:4).
07J!EJJ!)r.J

'and they are the folds

07J1EJl!Jr.JiJ

Kimchi glosses

JI1.J'1Vr.J

He then

07J1EJl!Jr.JiJ

) and the pens for the sheep
). '

'I said to him

Kimchi seems to render
I

to set, place I , used to

indicate that 'pens' or 'folds' were divided into two
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parts (layers) which formed an enclosure.1 26
omits any reference to

07nElEl~i1

in v. 16.

comment on v. 15 seems to associate
and reads:

Rashi
His
wi th

07nEll:)~

07 ElEl

'Reuben took up his position between the

battle lines'

) a possible reference

to 'borders'.
LXX. Band KB3 suppose

to mean

'between the two saddle-bags'; Vulg., Pesh., Targ. and
Rashi suppose 'battle-lines' or 'borders'; Kimchi
renders 'sheep-folds'.
Kimchi render

07nEll:)~

All the Versions, and Rashi and
as meaning 'between two

somethings' •
Gen. 49:14 lends some support to the view that
07nEll:)~

07nE3l:)13i1
',T :

~

. -

means 'saddle-bags':

17~

p~,

o,~

~:4T

'~n

'Issachar is a strong ass sitting

between (two somethings)'.

'~Tl:)~r?

p:n

is used of an animal

at rest, and this suggests Issachar, the strong ass, at
rest, or in his subservient yet comfortable position
(i.e. riding his mules and continuing with his usual
pattern of life, and indisposed to answer the call to

l26 BDB connects nEll:)
(which is itself obscure)
with I
i1ElrJ
and 07nEll:)~
vlith II i1Ell:)
BDB
supposes that 07nEll:)~
is 'fireplaces' or 'ash heaps',
but gives the sense 'sheep-folds'. KB3 has
, saddle-bags' and also men-tions I cauldrons' and
'sheep-pens'.
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battlcl.

127

However Gen. 49:14-15 is not set in a war

context as is Judg. 5:16 and vv. 14-15 constitute an
aetiology of

l~~

'hire' rather than the position

assumed by Issachar in regard to the call to battle
against the oppressor.

The Versions (Vulg., Pesh.) and

Targ., Rashi and Kimchi do not support the rendering
'saddle-bags' .
The cognate forms found in Gen. 19:14 (
and in Ps. 68:14 (

o7n~~

07n~~~n

are rendered by Albright

as the dual form meaning 'hearth, fire-place'.
(However, Ps. 68:13f. is so obscure that not very much
can be built on it.)

The two hearths, Albright

suggests, were customary in antiquity as today among
nomad Arabs.

He sees the dual

07J7~~

as identical

with Ugaritic mtpdm which he renders 'the two
fire-places'.

rendered 'hearth' by Albright

is, according to his interpretation, a description of

127 0 . Eissfeldt, 'Gabelhurden in Ostjordanland,' in
Kleine Schriften, III (Tubingen, 1966), p. 64,
describes Issachar, once free, as having submitted to
foreign domination and has forfeited his independence
in return for safe and comfortable living conditions in
a restr icted area; NEB reading D:~
(cf. KB3) thinks
that the meaning is 'castrated ass'. This is probably
in reference to Issachar's submission to forced labour.
But there does not seem to be a case for changing
o~~
and the meaning is probably 'strong ass'
!Ji::!
(cf. RSV).
·.~JT
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tribesmen sitting between or among the campfires. 128
The meaning 'hearth-places' also is strongly defended
by Paul Haupt who writes:

'Die Steine, auf die der

Kochkessel gestellt wird, nicht bei den Viehkeerden
oder Viehhurden ... ' (The stones upon which the pot
stands (is meant), not, beside the herds of cattle or
cattle-pens ... ).

129

G. R. Driver, however, renders mtpd '

'layer' and

mtpdm 'two layers':

.

.

lrhq.elm.hkp(t.lrhq.~lnym)
)

tn.mtodm.tht.('nt
ars.t It mth)
c
- ...
•
•
gyrm.idk.l yt(n.pn
m.'ml tpn)
V'
•
el d ped.tk brs(n . . .
~

,I.

)

128W. F . Albright, 'A Catalogue of Early Hebrew Lyric
Poems (Psalm 68),' HUCA, 23, No.1 (1950-51), p. 22.
129 C . F • Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 141, suggests
that
07J).9E1r.l
is a dual form and may refer to a kind
of double pen with an inner and outer enclosure, and so
gives credence to the interpretation 'sheep-pen' or
'sheep-fold'. Burney fails to see any connection
between the village ash-heap and pastoral pursuits and
the tending of flocks. The use of the dual, he
believes, is abnormal if in reference to the ash-heap
as this would indicat.e an unusual situation in which
there were two ash-heaps to each encampment.
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for the most distant of gods, Egypt (for the
most distant of ghosts),
two layers beneath (the springs of the earth,
three spans)
(under) the rocks.
Then verily he set (his) face
towards Lutpan)
130
kindly god toward the cosmic mountain.
Cyrus H. Gordon renders tn.mtpdm 'two stages under'
(the springs of the earth).131
reference to mtpdm in KB3.

J. Aisleitner 2918 mtpd:
Quellen der Eide.'

There is also a

Driver is cited, as also is
'2 Schichten unter den

Aisleiter agrees with Driver's

rendering of tn.mtpdm as 'two layers'

(2 Schichten).

In the above lines of Ugaritic poetry, Anat, who
has been summoned by Baal, announces her intention to
make her way down into the depths of the earth (a space
between two layers).

Ancient cosmologies, such as that

of Sumer, viewed the universe as one of cosmic levels.
The Babylonians viewed the universe as layers separated
by space.

Apparently Driver and Gordon see mtpdm as

'two layers'

(below the surface of the earth).

Driver

translates both occurrences 'for the most distant of
ghosts (or, chthonic deities) two layers beneath the

130 G . R . Driver, Canaanite Myths and Legends, OTS, 3
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1956), p. 75 (Baal VI, iii,
20); 89 (Baal V, iv, 3 5 ) •
131cyrus H. Gordon, Qgaritic Textbook (Rome, 1965),
p. 255 (rnt 111:20); cf. Cyrus H. Gordon, Uqaritic
Literature (Rome, 1949), p. 25.
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springs of the earth'.

According to this the reference

is to the degree of depth below the surface of the
earth where the chthonic deities have their home.
The Ugaritic evidence and the interpretations of
mtpdm 'two layers' by Driver and Gordon do not support
Albright's view that mtpdm means 'fire-places'.
However, in respect of phonemic equivalences it is
certainly reasonable to equate mtpdm with

07nE~~

,

and that the reference to an enclosed space is achieved
by the preposition

17:::Z

in conjunction wi th

07J19~~

and is a reference to 'between the two somethings'.
John Gray interprets

07Ji9~~iJ

17:::Z

'between the

converging fold-walls', a feature found in ancient
drystone sheepfolds.

132

A. S. Kirkbride pointed out

the purpose of the structure known as 'kite' found in
the fertile hills to the north-west of Transjordan.
The 'kite' was the name given to what appeared to be an
enclosure built of rough blocks of basalt or lava, 30
to 40 meters across, with an outer wall which extended
outward from the more-or-less circular enclosure in a
V-shape upwards to 400 meters in length.

The entrance

to the circular enclosure was only at the point of
convergence of the outer walls with the inner

l32 John Gray, Joshua, Judges, and Ruth, p. 287.
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enclosure, a gateway 2 or 3 meters wide.

Kirkbride

noticed that these enclosures were adjacent to good
grazing land.

In the event of danger, primarily from

raiding bands of nomads, the sheep could be quickly
herded or stampeded from the adjacent pasture into the
pen for safety.

The walls of the inner enclosure

contained a number of small enclosures, built in the
wall, which were designed for the defence of the pen
from attack by raiders.

133

The shape of these 'kites'

and the purpose to which they were put led Eissfeldt to
identify them with

07J1EJl!Jl'J

and interpret them as

'sheepfolds', a term suggested early by Kimchi.
Eissfeldt noted that these antique stone structures in
Transjordan which Kirkbride talks about, and whose
characteristics are the two long walls coming from the
circle, are referred to by the dual form of the noun
which means 'placing' (Setzung) .

134

Eissfeldt

describes the tribe of Reuben as sheep-herders who
lived in an area threatened by attack from bandits, and
who had always to be on watch to guard the sheepfolds.
He suggests that they acted differently from their

133 A.S. KJ.r
. kb rl'd e, 'Desert Kites,' JPOS, 20, No.1
( 1946), pp. 1-5.
134 0 . Eissfeldt, 'Gabelhurden im Ostjordanland,' p.
63: cf. Y. Yadin, 'The Earliest Record of Egypt's
Military Penetration Into Asia,' IEJ, 5 (1955), p. 8.
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forefathers (cf. Gen. 32 and Josh. 22).

At that time,

when the Israelites took their land, the Reubenites who
were able to fight went with their brother-tribes into
west Jordan land after having built 'hurdles' for their
cattle, and cities for their wives and children in the
Transjordan which had been given to them.

They went

there (West Jordan) in order to help them conquer their
portion, and only after having completed their task
they returned to their lands.

They now think it is

impossible to leave, and think their own interests are
more important than those of the Israelite coalition.
They believe they have to leave their able-bodied men
near and in the sheepfolds, watching and guarding
. t th rea t enlng
.
attacks. 135
agalns
A cairn, built over a Safaitic grave, near the
main Baghdad road in the Transjordan, and discovered by
Lankester Harding, contained the following inscription
scratched on a stone:

'By Mani'at, and he built for

Hani'.'

And he drew a picture of the pen (or,
.
136
enclosure) and the animals pasturing by themselves.
The drawing shows one of the stone-walled enclosures
known as 'desert kites' described as follows:

135 0 . Eissfeldt, 'Gabelhurden im Ostjordanland,' p.
65.
136 0 . Eissfeldt, p. 69.
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On the left is the fortified enclosure in which
a number of animals are already assembled; it
has seven defensive embrasures in the walls and
at the entrance the walls are turned inward to
make escape of the animals more difficult.
From the corners of the enclosure two long
walls are shown extending ... The vertical
strokes along these walls suggests that they
were palisaded ... On the other side of the
entrance, within the long walls, stands a man
with arms upraised, directing the animals into
the pen. At the mouth of the palisaded walls
... are other animals being driven or stampeded
towards the enclosure by a man with arms
upraised. Outside the limit of the walls, a
few animals have succeeded in escaping and are
making off in the opposite direction. 137
The drawing represents the same structure as Kirkbride
saw and establishes that it is indeed a kind of
sheep-fold.
The Safaitic period produced a literary language
classified as North Arabic dating from about 500 B.C.
to 300 A.D.

138

Clark suggests that these grazing

enclosures are 1500 or so years old. 139

Eissfeldt

maintains that the inscription 'By Mani'at, and he
built for Hani' ... ' merely informs us that Mani'at took
part in the building of the cairn and was the artist
responsible for the drawing on the stone.

Similarly

l37 J • Desmond Clark, 'Desert Kites,' Antiquity, 28
(1954), p. l65f.
l38 cAH 3, Vol. 1, pt. 1, p. 137.
l39 J • Desmond Clark, 'Desert Kites,' p. 166.
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the names of other artists are mentioned on other
inscriptions on the stone.

Eissfeldt states that the

purpose and age of these structures, which has been
disputed, are now answered by this drawing which dates
back to the time when the structures were in use.

This

theory and the shape of the enclosures led Eissfeldt to
suggest their identification with
5:16.

D7n~~n

in Judg.

140
The evidence points to the use of these structures

in the Safaitic period, and perhaps earlier.

Yadin

suggests that the archaeological evidence, although
definite in dating the 'kites' to the pre-Safaitic
period, does not enable us to come to a firm conclusion
concerning the date when these unique structures were
established.

Yadin admits that 'circumstantial

archaeological evidence for the dating of these kites
is very scanty indeed'.

However, from observation of

the slate-palette of Narmer, one of the most important
documents from the beginning of recorded history in
Egypt (beginning of the third Millennium B.C.),
characteristic objects and buildings were seen to be
depicted.

One was an enclosure composed of a

140 0 . Eissfeldt, 'Gabelhurden im Ostjordanland,' p.
70; cf. Y. Yadin, !The Earliest Record of Egypt's
Military Penetration Into Asia,' p. 5 and p. 9, n. 33.
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semi-circular construction from which two long walls
spread out fanwise and the only entrance was through
the converging long walls.

These structures, Yadin

believes, are similar to the 'desert kites'
photographed by Group-Captain Rees, and the date of the
'kites' may therefore be pushed back to at least the
beginning of the third millennium B.C. and possibly to
the latter half of the fourth millennium.

This

suggests to Yadin the possibility of these 'kites'
already early in existence, being used by the Reubenite
shepherds in the 12th century B.C.

141

Kimchi's commentary, supported by modern evidence
of 'desert kites' is probably the closest to an
explanation of the meaning of

07JlEJl!Jr.Ji7

p:J.

and also

gives credence to the phonemic equivalent expressed by
Ugaritic mtpdm 'two layers', and the Versions inference
to 'between the two somethings'.

Kimchi sees Reuben

preoccupied with duties at home, and did not answer the
call to war, and describes the sheep-herders of the
tribe of Reuben as sitting 'among the sheepfolds'.

l40 y • Yadin, 'The Earliest Record of Egypt's
Military Penetration Into Asia,' pp. 1-10.
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LXX. A renders

as

07i7JJ Jl7j7i1?J

aup l,alJ.o~!;

tthe sound of the pipes of those who
.
1~2
ralse the alarm'. -

,

)

/

}

e:~e:ye:l,pov"twv

e:~e:ye:I,PW

'to

excite, arouse, awaken') is not the equivalent of
It looks as if the Greek translator read

07i7JJ

. T-:

which (if it is a Poel Part. of
should be
"')

LXX. B renders

07?;JJ~
/

aupl,alJ.OU ayye:Awv

ilJJ

as

07i7JJ Jl7 jJil?J

'the whistling of messengers'.
J

,

is very probable that ayye:Awv

It

is an

inner-Septuagental corruption for

)
""
aye:Awv

which is

attested by miniscules (see Lower Case Septuagint) and

...

)

....

that aupl,OlJ.OU aye:Awv
rendering of MT
explanation of

'whistling of the sheep' is a

07i7JJ Jl7jJil?J
I

ayye:Awv

, and is the correct

(cf. Field:

)

~

fort. aye:Awv

)

.

'Whistling of the sheep' does not necessarily imply
that sheep 'whistle', but may refer to 'whistling' as a
method of controlling sheep (the constr. relate can
mean Iwhistling for flocks' as well as 'whistling of

142 L_ S (p. 1731) lists a~pl,ywa
as 'the sound of a
pipe', and the verb aupC~w
as 'to play the pipe' or
'to make a whistling sound', interpreting .TJljJl!!]
as
'the whistling of an alarm' to call the sheep together.

143

flocks,).143

Origen also reads

)

~

aysAwv

, and another

text which existed in Or igen' s day ()/AAi\.O~
I

has

'flocks' •

TtOl,lJ.Vl,WV

Vulg. ut audias sibilos gregum 'in order to hear
the whistling of the sheep' is reading MT, and as LXX.
)

,....

aysAwv

B (corrected to

whistlings of the sheep'.

understood MT to mean 'the
Pesh. swq' aCrd)

'the

snuffings of wild asses' cannot be regarded as a
rendering of
of

but is rather a rendering

'0 7 17]) JJ1Pl"

It is clear that the Syriac

'07/,{IEl JjEi/,{"

translator of Judg. 5:16 is influenced by Jer. 14:6
where 'wild asses'
to

~

rwO)

~

(

'07/,{IEl

yrwr'

rendered as 'rd J

'0771])

are said

'snuff the wind like jackals'.

In Judg. 5: 16 it looks as if
read as

)

'0 7 17])

'flocks' has been

and thus equated with Syriac 'rd)

'wild ass'.
Rashi explains

'0 7 17]) JJ1Pl"

from Ex. 32:18 which he renders:
the flocks of

717])

by quoting verbatim
'to hear the sound of

)war, which has the sound of the

cry of power, and which has the sound of the cry of
weakness. '

'0 7 17])

armies of the field'.

is taken by Rashi to mean 'the
With Targ., Rashi interprets

l43 BDB i'J"
indicates that the constr. niP'?f
is interpreted as r signal hissings (or
whistlings, pipings) for flocks'.
jJ 7

17])

144

this to mean (cf. Rashi's comment on v. 15 'to learn
who was victorious') that Reuben listened to the noise
of battle to discern from which side came cries of
victory or of defeat.

Both Targ. and Rashi go beyond a

gentle censure of Reuben and portray the tribe as
deceitful to the point of treachery.

Kimchi comments

'As if to say, you dwell in
security and showed no concern for the battle of Israel
in the land of Canaan and you did not come to help in
this battle.'

Kimchi's

co~~entary

is probably correct

in that Reuben was preoccupied with duties at home and
did not answer the call to war.
Burney notes that Latin sibila 'hissings' or
'whistlings of (i.e. for) the flocks'

is used of piping

to flocks upon a mouth-organ of reeds.

He says:

Latin term is also employed by Columella,

'The

'De Re

Rust.', ii, cap. 3, of "whistling" to oxen to induce
them to drink more freely after work ... cf. the way in
which whistling or music will cause cows which are
difficult milkers to yield their milk more
f ree 1 y •••

i

144

The idea of 'shepherd's pipes' seems to be
probable only if

07T!P Jl7P?lP

is read.

There are two

144 C . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 141.
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main possibilities:

(1)

0 7 ..,7]) Jl1 i771?
-T-:

which refers to

a method of controlling the sheep or of driving them
back into their pens; (2)

077~E. Jl1i7"?~

which refers

to 'shepherd's pipes' and Reuben is portrayed as
preferring the pastoral life to the harsh realities of
battle.

In either case, the sound is produced by the

shepherds, not the sheep.

In view of the reference in

v. 16a to 'sheepfolds' and the activity of tending
sheep, the second stich maintains a balance of thought
by continuing the reference to pastoral activity (i.e.
the whistling for sheep).

It does not seem to mean

that Reuben sat about playing pipes, but seems to
indicate the active engagement in the watchin'g and
guarding of sheep.

The scorn poured upon Reuben by the

participants in the battle is described by G. A. Smith:
'It was a poor thing to listen to the flocks being
whistled for, when God's call was abroad. ,145
'To hear the whistling of those who give the
alarm'

(cf. LXX. A) fits in quite well with Eissfeldt's

interpretation.

He maintains that 'bleating of the

herds' can not be expressed by

0 7..,7]) Jl1i7"'l!)

any more

than can 'whistling by (near) the herds' which is
attributed to the flutes of the shepherds.

It can only

145 G . A. Smith, The Early Poetry of Israel in its
Physical and Social Origins, p. 88.
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mean, Eissfeldt maintains, 'Herden-Zischen'

(whistling

for the herds) in the sense that 'herds' is the object,
and they are made to move by the whistling.

He writes:

The Herden-Zischen can only refer to noises by
which the herds are driven (stampeded) either
by the thieves who want to drive them away, or
by the owners or shepherds who drive them into
the sheepfolds in order to protect them. And
both is possible. But more likely it is the
latter possibility. The able-bodied Reubenites
stay at their posts near the sheepfolds to
listen to find out if the shepherds whistle and
drive the animals togethI~6in order to be
prepared to defend them.
The evidence (LXX. B

)

....

aye:A.wv

; Vulg. sibilos; cf.

LXX. A) seems to point to the rendering 'whistling for
the sheep', and v. 16 may be rendered:

07ng~~~
0_::,-

77~ A2~7 u~?
.. T : - r
TT

0 717»
nip10
»b~?
o.,..T-:
.: - :'
2;-71pn
07?i7~ 7~~N? ni~?~?
I"
•• : .
•
:
-:.

Why do you sit among the sheepfolds
to hear the whistling for the sheep?
Among the factions of Reuben
there were great heart-searchings. 147

146 0 . Eissfeldt, 'Gabelhurden im Ostjordanland,' p.
66.
147NEB deletes
2? 71pn 07?77J !27N1 n1J~9?
16) and reads
71i'n
in v. 15 with 5 Mss.

(v.

147

V. 17

,

LXX. A and B
/

EaxT)VWOEV

,

)

rUAUUO EV

.....

~w
L

I

nEpuv

.....

~ou

/

'Iopouvou

'Gilead dwelt across (on the other side

of) the Jordan' renders MT accurately.
trans Jordan quiescebat renders
'reposed, dwelt peacefully'.

1~~

Vulg. Galaad
as quiescebat

Vulg. may have been

attempting to illustrate the selfishness and
irresponsibility in the attitude and culpability of
Gilead, Dan and Asher in the rendering of the verbs in
v. 17 (guiescebat 'dwelt peacefully (at ease)'; vacabat
'pottered about'; morabatur 'delayed, dallied'}.

S£

Pesh.

b'br) dywrdnn reads Gad instead of Gilead, and no

reason is given for the tribe's failure to respond to
the call to battle.
Targ. follows MT and reads:
remained (
on
battle'.

'The House of Gilead

across the Jordan.

Rashi comments

'And he did not come to the
Kimchi's first comment agrees with Rashi,

'Similarly Gilead remained across the Jordan'.

Kimchi

attempts to deal with the reference to Machir (v. 14)
who apparently came to the battle:

148

There is a problem here. It is not said that
Machir came to the battle. But Machir is the
father of Gilead, and the territory of Gilead
belongs to the House of Machir. As it is said
(he quotes Num. 32:40), ihe gave Gilead to
Machir r son of Manasseh'. And there are those
who interpret that when he says, 'Gilead
settled across the Jordan', he refers to the
House of Jair, son of Manasseh. As it is
written (he quotes Deut. 3:14), 'his portion
was in the land of Gilead, as it is said,
'Jair, son of Manasseh, went and captured their
tent-settlements.
Kimchi is saying that Gilead is the name of a region
and its population.

Gad is listed as one of the twelve

tribes, whereas Gilead refers to the geographical area
east of the Jordan, north and south of the river Jabbok
(cf. Num. 32:34-41;

Ju~g.

10:4, ll:lf.).

There is another interpretation offered by Kimchi,
that the expression

PI!) pvn

is one of

T1V:I 717;;'

surprise and a way of saying to Reuben:
Why did you remain in your house and did not
come to the battle? Gilead did the same thing
as you did, for he settled and abode across the
Jordan. Did not he show concern and come to
help in the battle of Israel. And now why did
you do as you have done? And although you are
on the other side of the Jordan, was not he
also on the other side of the Jordan?
Kimchi gives a further interpretation of this
expression ( PI!)

7TJ7i7 .,:117:1 717;;'

according to which

it is not one of surprise, but a way of saying:

149

Did not Gilead settle across the Jordan? Like
you, his portion and protection is there.
Nevertheless he crossed and came to the help of
Israel. But you, why did you not act so?
The reason why Kimchi is occupied with these
interpretations is that he is worried about the lack of
agreement between v. 14 (Machir) and v. 17, if v. 17
means that Gad did not respond to the call.

But Kimchi

has another interpretation of this (his first
interpretation) and he does not really commit himself
to anyone interpretation.

MT

7~l!J 71-PiJ "')::217::2 JJJ;:t

is best rendered <cf. LXX. A and B)

'Gilead dwelt <had

settled) across the Jordan'.

LXX. A and B

"

xa~

\

~av

,

E~G

,

~~

(A,

a,

~va ~~)

....

napo~xE~

'And Dan, why did he dwell beside the ships'
supports MT.

Vulg. et Dan vacabat navibus 'And Dan was

pottering about in ships' emphasizes Dan's
preoccupation with his own concerns.
represent MT

~v;

Pesh. wdn lm)n)

Vulg. does not
~

spyn'

Dan draws ships (to the?) harbour' is obscure.

'And
'To the

harbour' is not legitimate because the reading is not
llmln

but lm1n

'harbour'.

inner Pesh. corruption.

It certainly looks like an

It possibly may have been

150

confused with MT

, or it may have been

deliberately introduced into the text to fit the context
..

.

o f marLne actLvLty.

148

However, Pesh. is too obscure to

offer exegetical help here.

g)r 'draws'

looks like an attempt to reproduce

~7J7

(or,

'drags')

of MT.

Targ. connects the reference to ships with the
river Jordan:

'The House of Dan migrated and crossed

the Jordan, and they put their goods into ships'.
Kimchi also sees Dan's location to be not by the
Mediterranean but across the Jordan.

He comments on

.
It is not being said that he (sailed) on ships
for he was not settled by the sea. For
Zebulun's territory was there as it is said:
'Zebulun settled by the sea-shore' (Gen.
49:13). Although it is written concerning his
(Dan's) allotted territory 'opposite Joppa'
(Josh. 19:46), yet Joppa was not within his
tribal area but 'ships of the Jordan'.
That
means, he crossed the Jordan because of fear of
the enemy and removed his possessions to the
other side of Jordan.
Rashi agrees with Targ. and Kimchi, and comments:

'And

similarly Dan loaded up his wealth on ships to prepare
to flee.'
Gray suggests that MT

m

7 .JN ~1J7

without the

148 C.F. Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 142.

151

preposition before

;)l'JN

is suspect.

149

However

11J

followed by the accusative of place is found in Ps.
'that I dwell in Meshech' and
suggests that the rather obscure
'dwell in ships'

(cf. Ps. 5:5

33:14

)

.

means

])1'JN 11.:1'

and Isa.

Only LXX in virtue of

.....

l1ap0l.XEl.

suggests rather 'dwelling beside ships' (i.e.
presumably on the coast).

This seems to be the more

reasonable interpretation, and

])1'JN 11.:17

probably

is rendered 'dwelt (i.e. had his home) beside
Ships,.150
Interrogative
Targ.

151

~~;

is deleted by Vulg. and

and therefore suggests that the verse does not

consist of recrimination, but is simply a statement of
facts.

We would have to suppose that

~~;

came into

the text in connection with a supposition that the

149

John Gray, Joshua, Judges, and Ruth, p. 287.

l50 R . Boling, Judges, p. 112, states that the
reference is either to the settlement of Dan in the
north at Laish, or to the early attempt. 2.t settlement
in the area adjacent to the Sharon and Philistine
plains.
The parallel line dealing with Asher seems to
place Dan and Asher in a maritime context. Boling
suggests that many Israelites found employment as
crewmen aboard the merchant vessels of the Peoples of
the Sea.
(The location and occupation of Dan during
the period of the Song of Deborah will be dealt with in
the chapter on the possible dating cf the battle.)
l5l ef . Bh Stutt. n. 17a, 2 MSS, Targ., Vulg. dl.
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verse did consist of recrimination.

But, with nv,

deleted, all we have is a statement that certain tribes
were settled in areas removed from the battle and that
this explains their absence, without any intention to
attach guilt to them.

The second stich containing nv,

as recrimination does not fit into the context of
stichs one and three which merely describe the dwelling
places of Gilead and Asher and do not consist of
recrimination.

appears to be an

Therefore

aberration in the second stich, and is deleted in
agreement with Vulg. and Targ.

LXX . A an d B ooAacrcrwv
)

for

07
T

LXX. B.

'the sea'

,

), and LXX. A at... y l..aAOV
/

TtapaAl..aV

(in LXX chiefly

'the sea-shore',

'the sea-coast' (MT

C)1n

)

,

associate Asher with the Mediterranean, in the region
west of Naphtali, where the tribesmen possibly hired
themselves as labourers in the coastal ports of the
Sidonians and in Tyre.

\

LXX. A OLaXOTtas

literally

'gash, cleft, opening' is picking up the sense of
Hebrew

Yi£)

'creek' for

which means 'to breach' and has the sense
Yi£lV

LXX. B renders

Yl£)V

as

153

6~axoTIas

'openings, outlets, ports'.

Vulg. renders

71-'!lI7

1"Yi£)1:3

'Asher inhabited

!nJ1

the shore of the sea, and in havens he dallied.'

The

thought of 'dallying' is a special feature of Vulg.
Pesh. 'Asher dwelt upon the sea-shore, and upon its
breaches (twr(th) he was dwelling' is a literal
render ing of

']7Yi£)1:3

Targ. interprets

']7Yi£)1:3

as

'breached' settlements damaged by Asher in the process
of conquest and then restored and settled by them:
'The House of Asher dwelt on the sea-shore.

They

settled in the villages of the Gentiles whom they
destroyed.
them.'

They restored their buildings and lived in

Rashi comments on

undefended places

(JJ1Yi£)

1 7 Yi£)1:3

!nJ1

:

'To guard the

'breaches') of his land.'

Both Rashi and Kimchi interpret the text to mean that
Asher stayed to guard his unfortified villages instead
of going to the battle.

Kimchi comments on

2!l17

'!lI~

'For there was his portion and his lot,
as it is written concerning his lot:

"It touched on

Carmel as far as the sea" (Josh. 19:26).
said:

And it is

"Its limits go to the sea as far as Achzib"

(Josh. 19:29).'

Kimchi further comments on
'He remained beside those places of

his settlements which had been breached (or, whose
walls had been breached).

And Targ. reads:

HThey

154

settled in the villages of the Gentiles, etc.'"

Kimchi

is not necessarily indicating that Targ. agrees with
him.

In fact, the interpretation of Targ. is different

from Rashi and Kimchi.
MT

is connected with 'creeks' or

17YiEJr.J

'harbours' by LXX, Vulg. (Pesh. is obscure), and with
'breached' towns by Targ., Rashi and Kimchi, although
Targ.'s exegesis is different from that of Rashi and
Kimchi.

Such 'creeks' or 'inlets' are natural

harbours, and this appears to be the meaning of
All that is being said is that Asher

1 7 YiEJr.J

continued her maritime activities, her commercial
pursui ts, and did not come to the war.
1 7 YiEJr.J

is best rendered 'sea-shore' and

MT

o71jl2 'li n?

'creeks' .

nlr.J7 l~EJJ 'lin OV 7172T
n7~ 7r.Jlir.J 7V

MT

7;nEJJl

means (cf. BDB)

'lln

and risked death'
LXX. A

)

'despised his own safety

(NEB 'risked their very lives').

I

OVEl.Ol.aas

are translating MT.

, LXX. B

)

I

WVEl.01.0EV

'reproached'

Pesh. is just as literal as LXX

and reads 'insulted (hsd) their lives to death'.

Vulg.

on the other hand is a more satisfactory translation,
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and reads 'Meanwhile Zebulun and Naphtali offered their
souls to death'.
Rashi comments:

'They (Zebulun) risked their

lives in the battle with Barak.'

Kimchi comments on

'He went forth and risked his life
and offered himself unto death, so great was his will
to do battle.'

Targ. reads:

with respect to the Gentiles

'The House of Zebulun,
who blasphemed

N7VVV

before the Lord, gave up their lives unto
death.'

Targ. identifies

with the Gentiles and

DV

then makes it the subject of

qin

which is rendered

'in connection with the Gentiles who
blasphemed'.

But the subject of

1iDV

surrendered' is 'Zebulun and Naphtali.
understands
the war.

n1V; 1~DJ

'they
Hence Targ.

as the 'supreme sacrifice' in

Vulg. picks up the Hebrew idiom, and like

Targ. it thinks in terms of 'giving up one's life',
that is, making the supreme sacrifice in battle.
LXX. A, LXX. Band Pesh.

'and Naphtali upon the

height of the field' are a literal rendering of MT.
Vulg. in regione Merome, a reference to a geographical
area, is an illegitimate translation of MT.
renders the text:

Kimchi

'And similarly Naphtali set himself

there in the high places to fight' and he quotes Targ.
Jon.:

'Concerning the House of Naphtali, all the

156

people of the land praised them.'

Rashi reads:

'And

similarly Naphtali on the high places on Mount Tabor.'
Here

i77PJ 71:]711:]

is equated with Mount Tabor.

However, Mount Tabor is not mentioned in the Song, and
v. 19 locates the battle in the plain (of Esdraelon)
with its low rolling countryside of mounds and
hillocks, where groups of enemy warriors could assemble
to gain advantageous positions for an impending battle.
Zebulun and Naphtali attack these positions without
fear or risk of life.
i77PJ

NEB appropriately renders

71:]711:]

'heights of the battlefield'.
Vv. 17 and 18 may be rendered:

7~PJ
•• T

7~1~i7 12V~
•• : -

-

":..

7V;~

T:·

~

]Ji·7.J~ 1,7.P
. T:

T

777
'T:

77 3~:
]J:]r.J;
T

i PJ'£l.J
: -

'J7¥~7"t? ;!:?;
en,...n OJ]- 7=1; 2-•• r:

i77~ 71:]711:]
,': r
..'

;J]

7;~£l.J7
. ,.: -:

Gilead had settled beyond the Jordan,
and Dan had its home beside ships.
Asher resided by the sea-shore,
and was settled on its creeks.
The people of Zebu1un risked their lives;
also Naphtali, on the heights of the battlefield.
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V. 19

711n;,J

07;';11 71e1.

TV;;' 7;';11 711n;,J

r~

LXX. A
)'

nA~OV SaaLAE~~
I

LOLE

)

I

EnOAE~naaV

\

XaL

/

napELa~aVLO
....

SaaLAEL~

I

xavaav

Kings came and. fought;
then fought the kings of Canaan
is a rendering of MT (see Vu1g., Pesh., which reproduce
the sense of MT).
kings' rendering

07;';11

....

....,
SaaLAEL~

'their

as if it were

'the kings came' Targ. adds
with Sisera'.

)

aULWV

LXX. B adds

~jD7D

OV

77 iH

To
'who were

The Versions understand 'Kings of

Canaan' to be a reference to the Canaanite coalition,
presuma b1 y compose d

17.:W

0

II'
152
'
an d .,
nLS aLes.
f SLsera

711-1V l,JVJJ::l

LXX. A and B, Vu1g., Pesh., and Targ. precisely
render MT
of Megiddo'.

'at Taanach by the waters
Rashi comments on

152Jos h . 10:3f., 11:1-6, refer to gatherings of
kings against Israeli cf. Josh. 5:1 'kings of Canaan'.

158

Quoting Targ. Jon.:
'By Taanach they were
encamped, and reached unto the waters of
Megiddo'. The encampment began beside Taanach
and extended as far as the waters of Megiddo.
Kimchi also comments on

17.l1'J 71;1

:)J)

lJJ)JU

Taanach and Megiddo are two places in the
territory allotted to Manasseh and it is clear
that they are distant from one another, as it
is said:
'And the inhabitants of Taanach and
its villages, and the inhabitants of Megiddo
and its villages (Josh. 17:11; Judg. 1:27).
Hence when he says Taanach by the waters of
Megiddo, the proper interpretation is that the
kings of Canaan came to wage war, that is
Sisera and those who came with him, to wage war
at Taanach; and their forces (armies) were so
numerous that they extended as far as the
waters of Megiddo. According to Targ. Jon.:
'They were encamped by Taanach, and reached
unto the waters of Megiddo'. 153

LXX. A renders

')0,:)

J)Y2

'booty of silver', whereas LXX. Breads
'gifts of silver'
, f ees,
'

I

(Origen and L.S.

b r.l..~ b es ') • 154

owpa

""

,

I

owpov apyupl-OU
can mean

LXX. B might be thought to lean

towards Rashi's view that the reference is to the kings

153Taanach and Megiddo (less than five miles apart)
are named in Josh. 17:11 as two cities allotted to
Manasseh. Judg. 1:27 mentions that the two cities were
under the control of the Canaanites despite efforts by
Manasseh to conquer them.
154 p . Field, Origenis Hexaplorum, Tomus I, p. 415,
J)~f.
Praedam. 0'. owpov.
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who make up Sisera's coalition and who take part
without monetary payment.
lOP;

N,;

Rashi comments on

~Y2

'Freely they came to help Sisera.

,]0:;)

did not seek wages from him.'

They

Vulg. et tamen nihil

tulere praedantes 'the spoilers took away nothing'
renders

~Y2

'spoil' as praedantes 'spoilers'.

Pesh. wnyn' wksp) l ' nskw 'They took neither loot
nor silver' supposes that
other than 'silver'.

is

~Y2

I

loot I

(2!~3.

This establishes that Pesh.

understood the last stich of v. 19 as a reference to
the repulse of the Canaanite kings who were not
victorious and did not get the loot which they had
anticipated.

This is also the view of Vulg. 'spoilers

took away nothing' and Targ.

1 ;72P

N,;

,]0:;)7

'booty of silver they did not receive'.
comments on

71r.m

Kimchi

'They did not take

money from the children of Israel who were fallen into
their hands, but they slew them.'

According to this

interpretation the reference is to the circumstance
that the Canaanite armies slew all Israelite prisoners
and did not give them the chance of ransoming their
lives by means of a money payment.

The battle was so

fierce that no quarter was given.
Rashi's interpretation that the enemy force was
not composed of paid mercenaries is perhaps supported

160

by LXX. B; Kimchi stands alone in his interpretation of
'ransom!.

LXX. A, Vulg., Pesh. and Targ. which render

go~ VY2

as 'spoil of silver' or 'plunder of silver'

has the most support, and appears to refer to the
unprofitable campaign by the Canaanite forces in which
the normal spoils of war were denied them.

This

meaning seems to be the real intent of the last stich.
V. 19 may be rendered:

i~J~ 7~-jv ~Jvn3
.:

01 ni' j

JT 1"

It

N°j

_

g ~oo Po'

_ : .....

:

v~ #

Kings came, they fought;
then fought the kings of Canaan.
At Taanach by the waters of Megiddo,
no plunder of silver did they take.
(cf. NEB)
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V. 20

LXX. A observes the punctuation of MT

and

reads:
)

EX

....,

....)

~OU

,.

)

ap~EpEG

,

,

)

EX

EnOAE~naaV

,.

EnOAE~naaV

oupavou

...."

~nG

~aGEWG

~E~a

}

'"

au~wv

IapanA

From the heavens they fought,
the stars in their order
fought with (on the side of) Israel.
LXX. B on the other hand reads in the first stich:
)

)..,

EG oupavou

,.

napE~aGav~o

()

o~

/

aa~EpEG

'From heaven the

stars were drawn up in battle order ... '
with LXX. B:

Pesh. agrees

(bdw grb' kwkb' mn dwrythwn 'The stars

from their courses waged war'.
A and MT and reads:

Vulg. agrees with LXX.

de caelo dimicaturn est contra eos

'From heaven war is waged against them.'
follows MT in the second stich but expands

Vulg. also
Dn7?D~~

into rnamentes in ordine et cursu suo 'remaining in
their ordered course! (i.e. path)', thus following the
punctuation of MT.

Vulg. supposes that the stars

remained in their established path through the sky and
did not deviate from their course.

Targ. also supports
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the punctuation of MT:
with them.

'From the heavens war was waged

From the place where stars go forth, from

the paths of their courses, there war was waged against
Sisera.'

Targ. in a way somewhat similar to Vulg.

expands the second stich.
Rashi comments on

nJn~JJ

071:32'

'Also the

71:3

Holy One, the Lord, sent among them his armies which do
not desire any pay.'

The heavenly host, according to

Rashi, were, like the Canaanite forces (v. 19), not
mercenaries.
OEl'1.l

Kimchi has a long midrash on

(v. 21) which he attaches to

71:3n'.J

0 7 1:32'

71:3

155

He follows his midrash with pe sat which reads:
According to the mode of the pesat, since the
battle was in the plain which is beside the
banks of the Wadi Kishon, (the enemy) was
assembling in the wady, some to flee, and some
to engage in battle against Israel, and the
chariots faltered as in Egypt, as it is said,
'And he diverted the wheel of his chariots'
(Exod. 14:25), and the horsemen fell into the
wady and the wady swept them away and they were

l55Kimchi's midrash reads:
'The stars made them hot
and they were clad in their armour; and because the
heat was so intense they assembled in the Wady Kishon
to cool themselves off, and the vlady swept them away.
Therefore
OEl'1.l ]72'7fJ 'n.J
(v. 21) is to be connected
with
71:3n'.J 0 7 1:32' 71:3
(v. 20).'
Kimchi means that the
stars made the enemy soldiers hot and they (the
Canaanite army) plunged into the water to get cool and
they were drowned. This was the way in which the stars
fought against Sisera. However, this is midrash and
can only be taken as such.
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drowned. But it was not thus with Israel.
Rather they negotiated the wady in strength and
crossed it without accident or loss; and this
is what is meant by the scripture, 'Let my soul
go on with strength' (v. 21), as if to say, the
wady which swept them away I have negotiated
with strength, for from the heavens they (the
stars) fought against them when I crossed.
Kimchi interprets

to mean that it was

a 'miraculous' victory like the deliverance from the
Egyptians.
LXX. A, Vulg., Targ. support the punctuation of MT
).

The meaning of

is 'the

stars located in the heavens' and it does not seem to
make any difference to the exegesis if
put in the first stich.

is

Even with MT punctuation the

must be 'the stars'.

There is no

indication in the Versions that the stars deviated from
their fixed courses.

Rather the passage presents the

idea of 'cosmic war', of the involving of the universe
in the fight against Sisera, and is a poetical
description of the intervention of Yahweh in the battle
which was won not by Israel alone (
probably include the 'host of heaven' or 'the heavenly
bodies'; cf. Pss. 8:4, 136:9, 147:4, 148:3, etc.).
Even if the means of defeating the Canaanites is a
storm, the cosmic elements, the ultimate reference is
to Yahweh.
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Josephus describes this passage as a poetical
description of a great storm:
So the forces met, and amidst the clash of arms
there came up a great tempest with torrents of
rain and hail, and the wind drove the rain in
the face of the Canaanites, obscuring their
vision, so that their bows and their slings
were of no service to them, and their infantry
by reason of the cold could make no use of
their swords. But the Israelites were less
hampered by the storm, which was at their back,
and they took courage at the thought of this
succor from God; and so, thrusting into the
midst of the foe, they slew multitudes of them.
Thus, some beneath the hand of the Israelites,
others discomfited by their own cavalry, the
enemy fell, many being crushed to death beneath
the chariots. 156
Although Josephus understands the statement 'the stars
fought against Sisera' as a precise indication of a
rainstorm which was the means of defeat, there is the
further indication of divine intervention in Josephus
(i.e. 'this succor from God') and this seems to be the
thought of the poet who understands Yahweh as
harnessing the elements to perform his will.

Kimchi

best expresses this thought of miraculous intervention.
The idea of Yahweh's march to the aid of Israel is
expressed in vv. 4-5 and v. 20 further describes the
nature of that aid.

l56 p . Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, trans. H.St.J.
Thackeray and Ralph Marcus (London: William Heinemann
Ltd., 1934), Bk. V(4), p. 93f.
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LXX. A reads

.

1J.E-ra IapanA.

, and it looks as if

the translator of LXX. A was worried by the ambiguity
\

of 1J.E-ra

z:::

However

t.aapa

\

1J.E-ra

accusative can mean lin pursuit of'
sensei cf. L-S).

wi th the
(in an unfriendly

All the Versions understand

as 'against' in the hostile sense (LXX. B
Vulg. adversus Siserami Pesh.

\

lJ.E-ra

(m sysr'i Targ.

ov

N1070

z:::

t.aapa

n.vm

i

1~J1

157
V. 20 describes the intervention of Yahweh in the
battle by giving a poetical description of cosmic war.
The subject of
Pesh.).

is 'the stars'

1~n~J

Therefore

0

7

.1':)1 :Ji1

(cf. LXX. Band

, denoting 'the host of

heaven' is placed in the first stichos to indicate the
idea of 'divine intervention' rather than to give an
impression that the stars somehow deviated from their
fixed courses and were drawn up in battle order to wage
war.

157 Ex • 17:8
~N11!J7-0V on~71 j7~~v N.171
'The &~alekites came and attacked Israel'
20:3i 1 Sam. 17:33; Isa. 3:14).

(cf. Num.

166

v.

20 is rendered:

0 7/I'T
::z:" JJil :mn~.J 07r.Jl!J-7r.J
-T
.
N'1070 OJ)
IT:

..
"r.Jn~.J
-....

~

OJJib01:Jr.J
T

From heaven fought the stars;
from their courses they fought against Sisera.
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V. 21

Pesh . attaches

]71?ni'

;nJ

to v. 20 (bnl;11)

dqytwn), and begins v. 21 ~ 'nwn ~ dqyswn 'The Wady
Kishon swept them away'.

He may have wanted to put one

of the two occurrences (the first one) of v. 21 into v.

20.

He does this by reading the Hebrew as if it were
other than a spelling error (dqrmyn

for dqdmyn) Pesh. follows MT.
'The
)

I

torrent Kishon cast them out'; LXX. B EEEaupEv

)

/

au~ou~

'dragged them away'; Vulg. Torrens Cison traxit
cadaver a eorum 'The river Kishon dragged off their
corpses'; and Targ. 'The Wady Kishon shatters them'
), are clearly interpretations of MT
Rashi comments on

OS,J

'They were swept from the

world like the shovel which sweeps ashes from the
stove. '

clearly means that the rushing waters

of the Wady Kishon 'swept away' the enemy warriors.

LXX. A and Theod. transliterate

O'~17i'

as

168

xa6nuE~u

(a corruption of

which appears in two miniscules; also 0'. according to
Field).

Thus

is understood as a proper noun,

071'.J17P

perhaps an al terna ti ve name for

071'.J17P

;n.J

(cf .

Vulg. torrens Cadumim and Pesh. dqrmyn; properly
dqdmyn).

I

x.E~uappou~

LXX. B

)

I

aQx.a~wv

I

x.E~uappou~

/

KE~awv

'The torrents of the ancients (or, of antiquities),
the torrent Kishon' follows MT precisely and renders
'ancient men (or, times)' • . Aquila renders
by

/

xauawvwv

the sense of

He connects

with

, the hot east wind or sirocco. 158

Aquilla may have understood

to mean

'the wady of the hot easterly winds'

(i.e. the wady

dried up by the hot easterly winds), and which now
overflowed its banks (because of the rain storm) to
trap the enemy.
Targ. renders the passage:

'The Wady at which

were performed the wonders and mighty deeds from
is

ancient times for Israel.'
interpreted by Targ.

'wady of ancient wonders', i.e.

the Wady where wonders and mighty deeds were wrought

1 c:: 8

~)/

I

Cf. Jer. 18: 17 where LXX w~ a\iEUO~ xauawva~
is
a rendering of
077~-!1:j"f
I like
an east wind' i and
other occurrences where
07"!~
is rendered by xalw
or formations of xaCw
in the Greek versions: Jonah
4:8
}(.auawv~
Hosea 12:2 and 13:15 uauawva
i Job
/
27: 21 xauawv
.J
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from of old.

Kimchi comments on

'The

071J17P :JnJ

Wady which was there from all time, just as it was
created.

It was created there to take vengeance upon

the enemies of the Lord, just as it was said:
Everything that the Lord does has its purpose.'
interprets
Targ.

Kimchi

as 'the ancient Wady', as does

'appointed from the very beginning to fulfill its

destiny'

(i.e. to destroy Israel's enemies).

LXX. A, 0'., Pesh. and Vulg. understand

D 7 r.J17P

as a proper name, perhaps an alternative name for
Kishon.

LXX. B, Targe, and Kimchi understand

as 'ancient'.

It appears that

all the translators'.
to connect

D7 r.J17P

07r.J17P

was read by

Moore believes that it is simpler
1\

D7P

with Arabic kadum 'one who is always

in front of the fray' or 'one who is first in attacking
the foe' hence a 'brave, dar ing man'.

Thus

could be rendered 'the torrent of heroes'.
this could be only if

07r.J17P

;nJ

However,

was employed in Hebrew

in the Aramaic sense, and this appears to be very
unlikely according to Moore.
the second occurrence of

159

Burney suggests that
is an erroneous

insertion made to explain the noun

159 G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 148.

which has

170

replaced the verbal form uV7P
7ivhp
.

v. 2lb:
Kishon.'

:n7.J

--

uy'FTi'

r:"

160

Burney renders

'It faced them, the torrent

He explains his emendation:
As MT stands o'J:?'I7~ ;.rn
is a source of great
difficulty. The root fdm in Semitic has the
meaning Ito be in front, or, before'.
Hence,
in Hebrew, the subst. ~edhem means, locatively,
'what is in front' ... Ps. 139:5, Job 23:8;
and, especially, the 'East' ... was regarded as
'in front' in reckoning the quarters of the
compass; or, temporally, 'what is before', i.e.
'ancient, or, former time' ... From ~edhem
comes the denominative verb fiddem, which means
'to be in front' and also 'to confront' in a
hostile sense (cf. the Ar. )a~dama, 'cause to
advance against the enemy') •
... the sense obtained through the emendation
involves something of a hysteron-proteron;
since, strictly speaking, the torrent 'came in
front of' the Canaanites in their flight before
it 'swept them away' in their attempt to cross
it: yet ... it is legitimate to explain the
second verb as to some extent explanatory of
the first -- the torrent swept them away
because it confronted them in their flight. 161

NEB renders the passage:
flight' reading

u~~2

'The torrent barred his
(interpreting

as

uv7i'

'blocking' instead of 'confronting' or 'to be in front
of').
to

Boling also suggests that

Ov-:rp
T

:

~

and rendered 'overwhelmed them'.

be emended
162

l60 C . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 148; cf. BH
Stutt. n. 2l a deletes the second ;n.J
and has the
emendation
u~1~
for the supposedly corrupt form
C'V17P

161 C.F. Burney, The Book of Judges, p. l45f.
l62R . B0 I'lng, J u d ges, p. 113 .
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However, the verb

iJO;)

is normally used in this sense

(cf. Ex. 14:28, 15:5, 10; Josh. 24:7; Pss. 78:53,

106:11; and in reference to waters overwhelming or
covering:

Job. 22:11, 38:34; Ps. 104:9; Jer. 46:8; Ez.

26:19) .
Although

is read by the ancient

translators, and there is the suggestion of a proper
name (which is difficult to reproduce), the possible
rendering 'the ancient wady' is very weak.
probably better to understand

It is

as a verb

which is the verbal parallel to

of

O£l'1:l

,,"r:

stich one, and to describe the Wady as an obstacle to
flight Ccf. NEB), and omitting the first occurrence of
;nJ

in the second stich, and rendering stich two:

'The Wady Kishon barred (his) flight'.

TV 7E'£lJ 7;)'1711

LXX. A and B

I

y.a~ana~naE~

)

\

au~ov

wuxn

~ou

"

'Trample him down my strong soul' interprets
as the accusative 'the enemy' and

TJJ

I

ouva~n

)
au~ov

as an adjective

'my strong soul' presumably reading it as

TV
T

Vulg. Concula, anima mea, robustos "rread down, 0 my
soul, the strong ones' (i.e. the enemy), connects
robustos with hostium 'enemies' of v. 22, and reads TV

172

as the direct object robustos 'the strong one' and
interpreted it as a collective 'strong ones'.

Pesh.

tdrk npsy ~ 'Tread my soul with might' is an exact
reading of MT.

Pesh. does not give a definite

indication of the meaning of
ambiguity as MT.

, but has the same

Targ. takes

as an accusative of

'The same Wady Kishon where

manner used adverbially:

the lives of the slain (of their) warriors were
·
tramp 1 e d d own 1n
strengt h'

Rashi comments on

(.1.e. v1gorous
.
1 y). 163

'With the feet;

7 ::rn JJ

7!!JEJ.J

the strength of the warriors of Canaan.'

He takes the

text in the sense 'to tread down the strong (enemy)',
but the interpretation of
in v. 20 understands

rv

TJJ 7!!JEJJ

is not clear.
7:;)..,7JJ

Kimchi

to refer to the

safe negotiating of the wadi by the Israelites.

He

continues:
And this is what is meant by the scripture
rp 7!!JElJ 7:;)..,7JJ
as if to say 1 I The Wady which
swept them away I have negotiated with strength
( rn
), for from the heavens they fought
against them when I crossed. And Targ. Jon.
renders
rp 7Zl.9J 7 ::niJJ
as etc.
Kimchi does not take

i..,7

in the sense of 'tread

down' but in the sense of 'making safe progress'.
163 Cf . G-K 118, q,:
'Substantives in the most
varied relations: thus, as describing an external
state, e.g .. Mic. 2:3
ilr.11i 7:;);JJ IX;'
II ne ither shall ye
walk haughtily".'
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LXX., Vulg., Targ. and Rashi understand
TV

7l!JEJ

7:JijJl

to mean 'Tread down the enemy', i.e. a trampling

under foot of the enemy warriors.
)

,

in LXX ( a.u-r:ou

The object is given

), Vulg. (robustos), and Targ.

(

'vigorously'), and in MT the object is implied but
not explicit ('Tread (them) down').
other hand , understands
T1J]2 7l!JEJJ

7:JjjJJ

Kimchi, on the

as an exhortation

iJ:Jjj

) meaning 'Let my soul march on with

strength' or the like

addressed to

iJ:Jjj

7l!JEJJ

)

.

NEB renders the stich with an imperative 'march on in
might my soul'.

NEB considers the line to be a call to

courage and to attack.
the

l!JEJJ

The exhortation is addressed to

The meaning is that victory is assured,

but press home the victory, and take advantage of the
straits to which the enemy has been reduced, i.e •

.

trapped by the flood-waters.

T J]

taken as an

accusative of manner rendered 'in strength, might,
vigor I

(cf. Targ.

and Kimchi

Cpj7JJ2

r1 J]Ji

requires no emendation of the text (cf. Vulg. robustos
apparently reading

TJ]

).164

MT

T

7::njJl

rendered

'tread down' is supported by LXX. and Vulg. (cf. Targ.
and Rashi), but requires an accusative, implied or
explicit.

However, if the exhortation is addressed to

164 Cf • Ps. 93:1

lrNJJiJ

TV

clothes himself with might'

iiliP l!J2.7

TJ]) •

lthe Lord
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the

!!JEJJ

it is best to understand

7~i7n

as

directed to the individual Israelite warrior (!my soul
be strong l ) to press the attack (i.e.

Imarch onl)

rather than an exhortation to trample the enemy.

v.

21 may be rendered:

O~i:.1
Tor:

7iEhi'. jnJ

riJ 7!!JElJ
I

7~i7]:)
••

The Wady Kishon swept them away,
the Wady Kishon barred (his) flight.
March on in might, my soul.
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V. 22

l

I

LXX. A anExonnaav

'were cut off'

(i.e. a

mutilation of the horses' hooves) and LXX. B
)

I

EVETtOOl.a{Jnaav

'were entangled'

together) render

l~;n

(i.e. were tied

...

(a Pual, not found

elsewhere), but appear to guess at the meaning of the
Hebrew verb.

Vulg. renders the stich Ungulae equorum

ceciderunt fugientibus unpetu 'The hooves of the horses
stumbled (i.e. lost their footing) while fleeing in
panic'.

Pesh.

'Then fell (npl, i.e.

'stumbled') the

hooves of the horses' agrees with Vulg.
the line:

Targ. renders·

'Then the hooves of their horses slipped as

they retreated before you in front of (i.e. pulling)
the chariots of his (Sisera's) warriors.'

Targ. is

could mean 'detached', but Targ.
seems to intend the meaning 'slipped'.
on
loosened

:

Rashi comments

'The hooves of their horses were
because the heat cf the stars

made the mud boil and the hooves became unfastened,
just as the feet are scalded in boiling water, and the
hooves became detached as a consequence of the
loosening and striking of their feet.'

This Rashi

176

passage is very obscure, but Rashi seems to understand
1~;n

in the sense 'detached' and since he translates
(the same word as Targ.

) he

probably understands Targ. in this sense also.

.

comments on

Kimchi

'A Qal Stative, as though he

said, the hooves of the horses were bruised (or,
battered) because of so much galloping in the battle.'
Kimchi is saying that
i.e. to the Hiphil.

is equivalent to

1~;nJ

He describes the hooves as bruised

and broken because of the frantic retreat of the
chariots.
1~;n

is treated by the Versions as a passive,

and by Kimchi as a stative; and the subject is
Moore prefers the passive sense and
renders

'were battered,.165

Burney, on the

other hand, notes:

... we may remark that horses' hoofs are not
very likely to be injured by excessive
galloping, more especially on a plain which
must have been largely in the condition of a
swamp owing to the heavy rain-storm ... and
further, if the poet meant that they were
broken or bruised, he would scarcely have
expressed this by stating that they were

165 G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 161.
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hammered through themselves striking the
ground. 166
The verb is not found as Pual elsewhere in biblical
Hebrew, and is treated as a Qal Stative (cf. Ps. 74:6
'They ripped the carvings clean out, they smashed them
with hatchet and pick').

There is no

must be taken intransitively or

object, so

absolutely (cf. BDB and NEB

is rendered 'hammered ' , 'kept hammering'
hammering noise'.

and probably

'ha~rnered'),
r

or 'make a

The stich is more intelligible if

rendered as a Qal intransitive as the interpretation of
NEB clearly indicates:
(his) horses'.

'Then hammered the hooves of

The alliteration ('hammered, hooves,

horses') in this line of the NEB translation attempts
to reproduce the sound of the hoof-beats.

LXX. A

a~a6apw3

167

is a transcription of

n1'~jn

166 C • F • Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 150 has the
footnote:
I •••
in ancient times horses appear to have
aone unshod.
lsa. 5:28 refers to the hardness of the
hoofs in the Assyrian horses ('like flint'), as a proof
of their power to resist wear and tear; but whether
this implies that trouble was common with the feet of
ordinary horses is doubtful.'

167 James MartLn,
.
~
JUu.ges,
p. 74 •
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(Hebrew

is not shown in transcription).

i1

It would

appear that LXX. A did not read the second occurrence
of

The resort to transcription may indicate

Jl11i17

the difficulty presented to the translator by the
Hebrew text.

......

)

r.

Quva.-rwv a.u-rou

LXX. A

indicates 'warriors' not 'horses'.
JI

,

EOTIEuaa.v

\)

~axupo~

....

a.u-rou

'his mighty ones'
LXX. B

'while his strong ones

furiously hastened away' similarly points to 'warriors'
for

Vulg. et per praeceps ruentibus

1717.:2N

fortissimis hostium 'and when their strongest enemies
fled headlong' interprets
warriors'.

Vulg. connects

as 'enemy

"J717.:2N

with what precedes

J711i17r.J

and renders it fugientibus impetu 'when they fled in
panic'.

Targ. also reads 'before the chariots of his

warriors'
nhmt'

renderi~g

d~yl)

as

1717.JN

Pesh. mn

'i7113:l
•
T'

dtgypwhy 'from the roar of terror of his

mighty ones' is ambiguous, although it probably refers
to 'warriors'.
comments on

Rashi cites

1i17 0101

'For they were making

/ /1i17 r.nii7r.J

their horses prance in the battle.
for the prancing of a horse.
to refer to 'horses'.

(Nah. 3:2) and

I

It is an

exp~ession

Rashi understands

Kimchi comments on

1r.J;i1

j777.:2N

and

1i17 JJ11ii7r.J

The heels of the horses were bruised because
they had galloped so hard in the battle ... In
that a horse bangs its feet into the ground

179

when it is galloping and when it is not
galloping.
i7j7i77
=
7pjr.J
, hence jil7 070
and
i77pjr.J 1l,l.::ljr.Jl
(Nah. 3:2) ••• 010 7,lpJ)
are mentioned because there is no hoof on the
heels.
Kimchi says that the heels of the horses were bruised
because of the force with which the horse beats on the
ground.

Thus

17j7JN

refers to either horsemen or

horses.
The only other occurrence of the verb

is in

jll7

'horses galloping and

Nah. 3: 2

chariots bounding' where the verb is used in reference
to 'horses', which gives weight to the assumption that
in v. 22 is used in reference to 'horses'

ji77

('stallions, chargers', i.e. a horse ridden in battle).
Support for the rendering 'horses' for
found in Jer. 8:16 (cf. Jer. 47:3)

is

'the whole land

quakes at the sound of the neighing of their stallions'
17j7,lN

).

MT reads

'because of' in

of

J17iil7r.J

(cf.

Vulg. fugientibus impetu; Kimchi 'because of the force,'
etc.).

The sense of MT is 'the hooves of his horses

made a hammering noise because of the constant
galloping of his charges.'
the
010

r.J

of

J17ii77

C. A. Simpson suggests that

should be affixed to the preceding

of the first stich to form the plural

He states:

1

Taking

07010

(rendered 'by reason of') from

180

and affixing it to

before
plural

'(his) horses'.

0(7)010

, to form the

010

The pronominal

suffix is omitted from one of two parallel terms, as
often in Ugaritic and occasionally in Hebrew poetry
,168

Burney also suggests that ' ... the

belonging to

at the end of the preceding

0 7 010

stichos came erroneously to be prefixed to
and this was treated as

/1"1i77 /1"1i77rJ

1ii77 1ii77

, i.e. as an

abbreviated plur. substantive ... Adopting our
'1"1i7~ '11i7~

emendation (
th e coup 1 e t

-:jI"

0

-:,T

ff ers t wo

'off galloped t off galloped'),
S-LC
t ' h 01'

'
para 11 e 1 1n
sense ..• ,169

The second stich rendered 'galloping, galloping'
denotes the action paralleled in the first stich (i.e.
'of the horses galloping or frantically striking their
hooves on the ground.

The words are onomatopoetic and

intend to reproduce the galloping of horses.
Repetition

JJ1"Ji77 J11"Ji77

) serves to intensify the

expression to the highest degree.

170

The plurals of names of animals or things, and of
abstracts, whether they be masculine or feminine, are
frequently construed with the feminine singular of the

168 C .A. ~1mpson,
c'
Compos1't'10n 0 f th e BOOK
. 0 f J U d ges,
p. 96, n. 64.

169 C . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. l50.
170 G_ K 123, e; cf. Ex. 8:10

Oir.Jn o"JrJn
-T,:
.,.. or:

181

verbal predicate.

171

Hence the verbal form

nl~~
--:'

'galloped' (3 fern. sing. Pf.) is suggested instead of
as an archaic form which would be quite
natural in so old a poem.

Then

7"i7~t\

construed as the subject of the verb

could be
nl~7

172

NEB suggests that the horses galloped away from
the battle in defeat and turmoil and correctly reads
'galloped, galloped away'.

Here

is rendered

'steed', i.e. a stallion (cf. Jer. 8:16), to indicate a
high-spirited horse.

v.

22 may be rendered:

070~O-7~pV

,

... :.

1717~t\
T
• -

~~;~

:.r

n;~~

--:T

Tt\
T

nl~~

--:T

Then hammered the hooves of (his) horses,
his steeds galloped, galloped away.

171 G_ K 145 k; names of things with the fern. sing.
predicate occur in Ps. 37:31
7"~rp'!i 7.P1?!l t\';
'his steps
do not slide', and 2 Sam. 24:13; isa.'34:13; Jer. 4:14,
51:29; Ps. 18:35; Job 14:20, 27:20.
172 BOB and KB3 give
i1';D::!
dashing' and KB3 'pursuing'.

, a noun; BOB 'furious
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V. 23

LXX. B has a different punctuation from MT 'Curse
Meroz, says the angel of the Lord, curse.'

.

reads

as

111N
or

who dwell in it.'

(pass. part'>r 'Cursed be all

1:71N
T

LXX.

and renders

A

( }(.a-rapacrE l.

, a noun from

Theod. is similar to LXX.
/

follows the punctuation of MT

as 'Curse with a curse'

,

}(.a-rapacr8E

Then it

...

-rw~

)

I

EVOl.}(.ouv-ra~

A

, see L-S).

}(.a-rapacrl.~

,

}(.a-rapacrEl.

and reads:
J"

au-rnv

Vulg. 'Curse

(maledicite> the land of Meroz, said the angel of the
Lord, curse (maledicite> its inhabitants •.. ' has
rendered

111N l1N

(I>

in the same way as it rendered

Vulg. has not given any weight to the

infin. absol.

in its rendering.

Pesh. lwtr

lmrwd 'mr ml'kh dmryJ 'Curse Meroz, says the angel (or
messenger) of the Lord' is an exact rendering of MT.
In the second stich Pesh. is probably reading MT
,i7N

l1N

and is expressing the idea of continuance in

the info absolute by means of a second imperative, and
reads:

lwtwh wlwtw lytbyh 'Curse him and curse its

inhabitants.'
is added to

Pesh. reads
l1N

.

111N
r

, and also a suffix

183

Targ. represents the info absolute of MT by the
addition of a new word
identifies

1-'2])1

as

11'{~n'

il1il7

'and shatter'.

777 1'{72.J

Targ.

'the prophet of

Yahweh' and reads:

'Curse Meroz, spoke Barak the

prophet of Yahweh.

Curse and shatter her

. h a b'l.tants. ,173
l.n

Rashi agrees with Targ. Jon. on

'Barak spoke concerning his commission

lil IN;rJ -'rJl'{

which he had from the Holy One, Blessed be He.'
comments on

n-'rJ

'The name of a city near

n11'{

the place of the battle.

They (its inhabitants) did

not come to (Israel's) assistance.
(Deborah) cursed them.

il;;P

T

T:

Therefore she

But those afar off who did not

come, she did not curse.'
wi th Deborah ( - 0])11'{

Kimchi

,T'

Kimchi identif ies

iii il7

IN;rJ

'she cursed them' . . He
'The interpretation

comments on

according to its plain meaning is that Deborah was a
prophetess, and by words of prophecy she spoke thus.'
It is plausible to identify

with Deborah.

But all that can be said is that Deborah is represented
as exercising leadership, but not that Deborah is
envisaged as the speaker in v. 23.
LXX. A, 'rheod.
absolute

-'1-'1'{

r

1

Pesh., and Targ. support MT (inf.

), and the idea of continuance adds

l73'Barak' does not appear in Sperber's text but is
noted in his apparatus.
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force and severity to the curse proclaimed against
Meroz, and suggests the rendering:

'Curse Meroz, said

the messenger of the Lord, curse forever her
inhabi tants. '

v.

23 is not a continuation of the battle scene,

but is a reflection upon the action of Meroz, as vv.
lSb - 17 are a reflection upon the lack of response of
certain tribes.

It is implied that Meroz was expected

to cooperate with the Israelites, and therefore may
have been an Israelite settlement, or else a Canaanite
town in league with the Israelites.
Paul Haupt points out the severity of the 'curse'
by suggesting that

l1N

is an archaic equivalent of

'to put under the ban' (i.e. 'to destroy
by burning!).

Instead of the imperative

reads the perfect
utterly banned.'

·1 '7N
or

.nk

and renders the text:

he
'They

Meroz, he believes, is a corruption

of Megiddo which must have been Sisera's capital, and
the Israelites did not 'curse' the city, but destroyed
it (cf. Mal. 3:4 'smite the land with a ban'
.

~.e.

01n

. , . 174
'utter 1 y d estroy lt

Albright suggests that Meroz probably is to be
identified with Meron (read

l74paul Haupt,
419.

il1~

rather than

Tn~

iArmageddon,' JAOS, 34 (1914), p.

)

,
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the town mentioned in Josh. 12:20 (

71~in 711n~

the edge of the plain, north of Megiddo.

) on

He further

speculates that the town was close by Harosheth, and so
exposed to Canaanite vengeance in the case of an
Israel ;te defeat.175
4

At any ra t e, v. 23'~s d escr~p
' t '~ve

of the failure of the city, lying near the scene of the
battle and along the route of Sisera's flight, to help
destroy the fleeing enemy (cf. Judg. 8:5-9, Succoth and
Penuel refused to help Gideon).

The verse is in

contrast to vv. 15b - 17 where failure of tribes to
respond to the call to battle is met with rebuke, while
here failure to help evokes the more severe 'curse'.
The conduct of Meroz also is sharply contrasted with
that of Jael in v. 23 who prevented Sisera's escape and
therefore is 'blessed'.
H. C. Brichto understands the 'curse' to involve
the imposition of a specific penalty, and that the verb
11~

has the basic force of a verdict and not an

imprecation.

He connects Joshua's declaration

regarding the Gibeonites (Josh. 9:23) and the Israelite
proclamation regarding the Benjaminites (Judg. 21:18)
with v. 23.

The Gibeonites were banned (i.e. not

permitted to mingle and become assimilated to the

175W. F . Albright, 'The Earliest Forms of Hebrew
Verse,' p. 79.
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people of Israel), and the Benjaminites were banned
from intermarriage with the Israelites.
interprets

Brichto also

v. 23 to mean that the people of Meroz were

punished by banning or excommunication.

176

The 'war'

which the Israelites are envisaged as fighting is
'Yahweh's warl.

It is his 'war' and so the curse is

directed against a kind of apostasy, a desertion of
Yahweh, and probably is understood as an
'excommunication' of the offending group rather than a
'destruction' through the application of the 'ban'.

LXX. A for

has

\

i30T){}o~

(
....
T)'J..l.WV

'The Lord is our help
with mighty warriors'
nl~7

uiiP; = 'as a

(as if the Hebrew were

(our) help is the Lord'.

There is an

, and it may mean

ambiguity in
either 'with'

(the Israelites) or 'against'

Canaanites).

The latter is probably the correct
)

rendering.

LXX. B

I

(the

)

E~s i30T){}E~av EV 6uva~o~~

'to help

with the mighty ones' is ambiguous, and does not render

l76Herbert C. Brichto, 'The Problem of "Curse lt in
the Hebrew Bible,' JEL, Monograph Series 13 (1963, cor.
reprint 1968), pp. 89-90, 101-102.
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the second

~10'

Vulg. ad auxilium Domini, in

adjutorium fortissimorum ejus 'to the help of the Lord,
to the help of his mighty ones' avoids the difficulty
of

by not rendering the second

1:P11.:z.l.:z

and

010'

by the inclusion of a suffix (ejus) which clearly
understands the phrase as a reference to Yahweh's
warriors.

Pesh. bgbr) simply reproduces MT.

It does

not therefore resolve the ambiguity of MT, as Pesh.
could be rendered 'with the (Israelite) warriors' or
'against the (Canaanite) warriors'.
his comment on Meroz:

Targ. continues

' •.• for she did not come to the

help of the people of the Lord, to the help of the
people of the Lord when they (Israel) waged war against
the mighty warriors.'
of

as

il10 7

'fought' is

777
OJ]

Targ. renders both occurrences
Hence the subject of

l'{]JJ]

n'.ll'{

and the meaning is 'when they

(Israel) waged war against the Canaanites'.
Rashi is obscure but his comment on

010 7

J7iTJJ]

is 'When my name is able to help Israel, it is as if it
were helping the Shekinah'.

This does not enable us to

determine how Rashi understood

07j1.:z.l.:z

There are two lines of exegesis in regard to
(a)

'with the valiant

0711.:I ..:t.:z i11i17 Jj"'Hj)]

,

(Israelite) soldiers'

(Vulg., Targ. and possibly LXX.

B); (b)

'against the powerful Canaanite forces'
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(possibly LXX. A and Targ.).

LXX. A, LXX. B, and Pesh.

may be taken either way, and Targ. has both ('when
Israel waged war against the Canaanites' but emphasizes
the Israelite warriors).
07il.J.:l.J

Only Vulg. clearly indicates

as 'Yahweh's warriors'.

The contrast is

made in Vulg. between the inhabitants of Meroz, who
lacked the courage to act, and the valiant warriors of
Israel, and it seems probable that the poet intended to
emphasize the valour of the Israelite warriors.
battle is described as 'Yahweh's battle'

(

iili77

The
JJiTJl'

and the Israelite warriors are described as entering
the battle 'with Yahweh' (i.e.

'coming to the help of

the Lord'), whereas the people of Meroz are contrasted
as holding back and as not coming to the help of the
Lord.
V. 23 may be rendered:

.

"

jp.JJ:J7 il1N ·liN
'T

i71i77

.::

'T

)1iT.v; 'IN!l-N', 7£]
- : ... :

T

o??i!l~!l i71i77

•

)1iTJl'
-: .: ;

Curse Meroz, said the messenger of the Lord,
curse forever her inhabitants;
for they did not come tQ the help of the Lord,
to the help of the Lord along with (his) valiant
soldiers. 177
177NEB reads 'and the fighting men'.
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V. 24

)

LXX. A renders

as

as does LXX. B

EV

...,

oxnvn1..

'in tents'

, and possibly read

rather than

(although this is not certain), as

( axnval.s

means 'women who are

tent-dwellers' rather than 'in her (Jael' s) t·ent'.
Vulg. et benedicatur in tabernaculo suo 'and may she be
blessed in her tent' supposes that the reference is to
Jael's own tent.

Vulg. however does not render

0

7

l:7.J 1:J

a second time in stich three, and benedicatur in
tabernaculo

~

seems to imply 'may her household be

blessed' i.e., 'may she enjoy domestic blessedness'
rather than 'may she be the most blessed of women in
tents.'

Pesh. dbmskn 'those who dwell in tents' is

essentially the same as LXX. A and B.
translates:

Targ.

'May Jael, the wife of Heber, the

Shalmaite, be blessed with the blessedness of good
women.

With the women who serve in the schools may she
is rendered as

be blessed
).
exegesis of

Targ. makes no contribution to the

:in/,\::l

Rashi comments on

'Sarah of whom

190

it is written, "Behold in the tent" (Gen. 18:9),
Rebecca of whom it is written, "And Isaac brought her
to the tent" (Gen. 24:67), Rachel and Leah, of whom it
is written, "And Leah emerged from the tent", and so
on. ,178

Commen t '~ng on

Rashi says:

'Referring to Jael in so far as women give birth to
children and rear them, and if it had not been for Jael
this evil would have come and destroyed them - and so
it is in

N~j

Another interpretation:

J17l!JNj~

Jael also was a tent dweller, therefore he mentions her
in connection with the blessing of tents.
Kimchi comments on

lj1.JJ1

:

179

'Meroz will be

cursed, but Jael will be blessed, because she was eager
to come to the help of the Lord.

She is the most

highly blessed of women in the place where she was,
namely, in her tent.

Highly blessed is she above women

who dwell in tents.'

Kimchi agrees with Vulg. 'in her

tent', but he appears to have a double exegesis because
he includes the idea that she is the most highly
blessed of women who are tent dwellers.

The latter

aspect of Kimchi's exegesis is perhaps the more

l78There is no verse in Genesis referring to 'And
Leah emerged from the tent.'
179 0ne of the exegesis of Rashi (Jael as the one who
assured the safety of the children growing up) is in
line with that of Midrash Rabbah.
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important as it indicates that Jael is the most blessed
of the women who live in tents.

At this poetic moment

praise and blessing are focused on Jael in virtue of
her heroic deed and she is acclaimed as 'most blessed
among women'.

This is then made more precise 'Most

blessed among women who live in tents'.
LXX. A and B, Pesh., Rashi and Kimchi render
11::1J) ;iJN::1 jJ7!1},HJ

'Most highly blessed of nomadic women'

and closely follow MT.

V. 24 is an exclamation or an

apostrophe of blessing addressed to Jael, and may be
rendered:

.. -

...7J(1ii
'
F)12;J:J

,T:

l::1n J)!1}N

;i7k;:z
:. r

\' \.

','.'

07~::Jr.]

. r·

May Jael be the most blessed of women,
the wife of Heber, the Kenitei
may she be the most blessed of women in tents.
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V. 25

All the Versions regard

as a liquid and

as a solid (LXX. A and Brender
'milk', and render

I

as

Sou-rupov

2;n

,

as yaAa

'butter';

Vulg. lac 'milk' and butyrum 'butter'; Pesh. wQlb'
'milk' and Q'wt)

'butter,).180

Targ. suggests that

Jael gave Sisera milk to test the state of his
consciousness.

Targ. reads:

'He asked her for water.

She gave him milk to drink, that she might find out if
he had his wits about him.'

Rashi in his comment on

is apparently developing Targ., 'to find
out if he had his wits about him', i.e. she did not
give him what he asked, in order to discover if he was
aware that he had been given milk and not water.
Kimchi interprets Jael's action as an attempt to make
Sisera sleep.

He comments on

'To make him drmvsy that he might fall into a slumber

180 BDB supposes that 2;n
and i7l'Wn
are parallel
in this verse, i.e. synonyms, but observed that the
indications elsewhere are that iHwn
is mac.e from
2;n
; cf. esp. Provo 30:33 i7fFQ N.,~i7 2l.!1
'milk
produces butter' (NEB, 'curds'), and Isa. 7:22 lhe
shall get so much milk (2;n
) that he eats curds
TT
( i7xr.m
)
•
I
T' : -:
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quickly with fatigue.

And the milk which he drank

would make him unaware when she struck him.'

Kimchi

then proceeds to offer another commentary to explain
"that Jael first gave Sisera a liquid (a drink of milk
from a skin), and then offered him a solid <curds in a
bowl}.

He comments on

2;n is a gloss on ~N~n
which is mentioned
first and
~;n
which is mentioned in the
second place (cf. Gen. 18:8): And I offered
milk (to drink) which was left after the curds
because it makes (one) drowsy, and induces
sleep, and confuses the mind. And it is proper
to interpret that she gave him curds to eat
after she had given him a drink, for she gave
from a skin of milk. As one says, she opened a
skin of milk and gave him to drink, and in a
lordly ~owl she gave him to eat.
Burney connects

~N~n

with leben the choicest

drink of the modern Bedouin which is delicious and
" e ff ect. 181
"
b u t h as a s t rong 1 y sopor1" f 1C
re f res h 1ng,
This agrees with Kimchi's exegesis, and seems to be a
logical rendering of the text.

Boling suggests that

the effect of the verse is to focus attention upon
Jael's cunning in giving Sisera a mild sedative before
l.J.r.g h"1m. 182
k 1"l-"

It is doubtful if Jael tested Sisera's

awareness, as his fatigue after the flight from battle

181

C.F. Burney, The Book of Judges p p. 93.

182 R. Bo I"1ng, Ju d ges, p114
..
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probably would be obvious to her.

It is more likely

that she offered Sisera a bowl of simmering fresh
"
. l'1ty. 183
h
seep
s l
ffi1k as norma 1 h osp1ta

T h at t h'1S

created a sense of security for the fleeing chieftain,
and induced sleep, is probably a result of her
hospitality rather than a premeditated plan of murder.
Whether she first intended to dispose of Sisera is not
known, but she was afforded the opportunity to perform
the deed and she carried it out.

184

All the Versions regard
~Nvn

as a liquid and

as a solid ('butter' or 'curds').

indicates that Sisera was offered

The verse
in a bowl,

but it is not certain whether this was a drink to

183 G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 163, interprets
~Nvn
as
a reference to sour-milk, a refreshing drink offered as
Bedouin hospitality.
184 E • Power, 'ltHe asked for water, milk she gave"
(Jud. 5,25),' Bibl, 9 (1928), p. 47, (Kitab al-Agani
XXI, p. 143, trans. by E. Power), suggests a similar
situation which he observes in the narrative of a
Bedouin woman who plays a part in the slaying of a
famous chieftain named Shanfara. In this narrative the
woman fed the chieftain curds to increase his thirst
and gave him thick, sour milk, but kept water from him.
This increased his thirst, and on his way he was
obliged to seek water at the watering-places guarded by
his enemies, which he hitherto had avoided. The woman
informed her people of the chieftain's plight (his
thirst) and they easily found and killed him.
(However, the parallel of this story to that of Jael is
not very close. Jael was presented with the
opportunity to kill Sisera because of weariness which
forced him to rest at her tent.)
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quench the thirst, or a solid to eat.

It is probably

best to say with BDB that in poetic parallelism
is being used loosely as a synonym of
are rendered 'milk, curds'

n~vn

and they

(cf. correlated synonyms in

Gen. 18:8; Provo 30:33).

The Versions render

0717j~ ;90:1

)

in a fairly

J

I

'"'

EV AaxaVnL LOXUPWV

literal way (LXX. A

used by the mighty'; LXX. B

)

I

EV AExaVnL

'in a dish
(

/

UTIEPEXOV~WV

'in a dish used by the elite'; Vulg. in phiala
principum obtulit 'in a dish of great men!; Pesh. bks)
dgnbr)

'in a drinking vessel of mighty men'

Targ. reads:

'She brought to him cheese in a bowl

= Gk.

cpl..aAn

fit for chieftains'.

uses the same word as Vulg.
gnbr).

(gnbr').

Targ.

(cf. Pesh.

Vulg. phiala (Targ.

i

Gk.

cpl..aAn

is apparently a saucer-shaped drinking vessel, and
Pesh. ks' is a cup.

LXX

)

AExaVn
L

is indeterminate.

It is not really possible to be sure how precisely the
Versions envisaged

, whether as the kind

of vessel which a nobleman would use, or to indicate
the generous proportions of the vessel intended.
Rashi comrnents on

!A bowl from

196

which water is drunk, because water is called
as it is written,
93:4).'

07i77N

(Exod. 15:10; Ps.

07i77N 07r.J2

That is, because

is found in

scripture as an attribute of

, he supposes that

means la bowl from which water is
d run k ' . 185
Kimchi comments on

07177N

~£j02

'In a large

bowl from which great men and nobles drink.
sage Rabbi Jonah interpreted
shepherds' as in
36). ,186

7NYi7

7i77N

that Targ. used

5:25,

as 'the wealthy

07i77N

(Jer. 25:34, 35,

The exegesis of Kimchi and R. Jonah are based

upon similar principles.

Hebrew

And the

01.:l
~£}O

7~77£j

i'iTr.J

qnUAn

7~77£j

and

N7V.:)7~7

NO.:l

) to render

'bowl' and, in Judg.

Thus Isa. 51:17, 22

i'~NiJJi7 01.:l

NO.:l "~77£j

is

'vessels of

are doublets>.

Amos 6:6

'those drinking from bowls of' is

7i'iTr.J2 D7JJlt:Ji7

rendered as

(=Greek

'cup' and

rendered by Targ. as
cursing'

Kimchi goes on to explain

ir.Jn

7~77£j2

077JJ1!J7

Kimchi concludes

this section by saying 'In the Greek language

07.:l

185

~£jO
occurs once again in Judg. 6:38 and
denotes a dish or bowl for holding liquids.

l86 R . Jonah anticipates the NEB rendering 'masters
of the flock' (Jer. 25:34,35,36); Encyclopaedia
Judaica, 10, p. 179, describes R. Jonah (Jonah ben
Abraham Gerondi), c. 1200-1263, as a Spanish rabbi,
author, and moralist.

=
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The exegetical principle by which R. Jonah

<Pl..a.A.ll

concludes that

07"')'71'< ;£10

means 'a vessel used by

flockmasters' is somewhat similar to the principle
which Rashi concludes that it means 'a vessel from
which water is drunk.'
Targ., Rashi and Kimchi understand

as a

;£10

shallow bowl used for drinking purposes (Gk.

<Pl..a.All

' 1 a. 187
as d oes Vu 1 g. p h 1a
is taken by the Versions to mean 'a
bowl such as noblemen use' and this implies 'a handsome
bowl'.

It would seem logical that Jael would offer

Sisera sustenance from her 'finest' vessel as a gesture
of her hospitality.

The bowl she offered him was the

best she had (i.e. a bowl fit for a nobleman) and
indicates a large and handsome vessel or dish.
James L. Kelso comments on

;£10

:

'The most

difficult identification is the bowl family ... the
identification for bowls herein suggested will be

187 KB 3 renders
;£)0
Schale (f. Wasser, Milch)
'bowl' (for water, milk), ak. saplu, ug. magpum vas
aeneum. Cf. Encyclopaedia Judaica, 13, p. 939, which
mentions a type of vessel used for drinking purposes
from the Late Bronze II period (1300-1200):
fThere is
an abundance of imported pottery in this period, mostly
of Mycenean and Cypriot origin. Two main groups - (1)
White Slip ware, which includes the "milk bowls",
half-globular bowls with wishbone handles and a
white-slip and ladder decoration painted brown or black
... The Late Bronze pottery seems to continue in the
first phase of the Iron I period (1200-925 B.C.E.).'
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accurate as to size although not too specific as to
exact shape, i.e. profile.

Taking them in order from

large to small, they are as follows.

,

The sefel, the

'aggan, and the mizraq are great banquet bowls.'

188

He

,

further comments:

'S€fel is the large two-handed

banquet bowl of Iron I.

It was large enough to hold

the water wrung out of Gideon's fleece (Judges 6:38).
It was apparently an expensive piece of ware for it is

,.

~

called Jaddirim in the Sorrg of Deborah (Judges
5:25).,189

E. L. Sukenik, during a visit to a modern

pottery shop at Jeba, discovered a large bowl used as a
wash-basin.

It was called sifl (Arabic) which he noted

is similar to

There is no derivation for this

name sifl in Arabic, and Sukenik concluded that it is
probably a loan-word borrowed from Aramaic
Hebrew

N;~O

or

Sukenik comments on sephel which he

describes as a pottery vessel of large size:

!In the

Song of Deborah ... Jael was trying to show great
hospitality to Sisera ..• Her good intentions were not
only shown by the fact that instead of water she
offered him milk, but also by the large quantity of

188 James L. Kelso, 'The Ceramic Vocabulary of the
Old Testament,' BASOR Supplementary' Studies, Nos. 5-6
(1948), p. 11.
189

Kelso, p. 28.
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food she put at his disposal.

The same would apply to

the second passage (Judges vi. 38) where the miracle
shown to Gideon was such, that whereas the ground all
around was dry, the fleece was so wet that Gideon could
wring a large basin full of water out of it.,190

The

evidence presented by Kelso and Sukenik (cf. Kimchi)
points to the rendering of

;~D

as a large banquet

bowl.

v.

25 may be rendered:

~JnJ ~;n
T"T T

~N~n
IT:":

T"7

;N0
- T

07~

,-

n27'p~ 07'7~N ;~D~
or

••

t

,.-

.....

He asked for water, she gave him milk;
in a large bowl fit for nobles, she offered
him curds.

190 E. L. Su k enl'k , 'Note on a Pottery Vessel of the
(1940), p. 60.
Old Testament' PEQ
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V. 26

LXX. A and B
'her left hand ... and her
right' along with Vulg. Sinistram manum •.. et dexteran
clearly interprets MT
right hand'.

i777

as 'left hand

Pesh. reads 'her hand ()ydh)

... and

her right hand (wymynh)', as does Targ. 'her hand
) •.• and her right hand
Kimchi comments on

i177

i1Jn7E}]J

father's interpretation):

)

(this is given as his

'And my lord, my father (may

his memory be blessed) has interpreted
as follows:

i1n7E}

mallet.

,.

i1J 7r.J71

i177

i1Jn7E}]J

"Because of the peg and the

Her left hand was needed for the peg and her

right hand for the hammer (mallet)."'

LXX, Vulg. and

Kimchi understand the use of both hands by Jael (i.e.
one to grasp the tent-peg and the other to grasp the
hammer) as MT 'her hand to ... her right hand to'
clearly indicates.

The Versions understand

i1Jn;~]J

as 3rd. fern.

201

sing. and do not suppose that the

ending

i7.J

indicated a 3rd. fern. sing. suffix with nun energicum.
LXX. A and B read

)

I

EEE~ELVEV

'stretched forth'; Vulg.

misit 'reaches'; Pesh. Jwstt 'she reached out'; and
Targ. renders
forth'.
n;~n

as

'she stretched

Kimchi comments on

'Equivalent to

and the nun and he are additional.'

comment cites
(Judg. 3:22).

i7.Jl'170r.l

Kimchi's
i7.Jn~"'EJ

(Judg. 3: 23) and

The two forms which he cites are nouns

not verbs and they throw no light on
G-K proposes

as an alternative to the

.
t use a f f em. p1. f or f em. slng.
.
191
lncorrec

G. R.

Driver, disagreeing with G-K reads

i777

not as a fern. pl. but a sing. form with the emphatic
-nah (the energic fern. sing. form), cf.
shall be trodden down'

(Isa. 28:3).192

states that in Ugaritic the energic

~

i7.JOr.l'1J.1
T: - T··

'it

W. F. Albright
is very common

and cannot be distinguished from the energic form with
pronominal suffix (-nnu for -nhu) except in the light
of the context.

He sees the verbal forms

~~1~~~

191G_ K 47k.
192 G . R . Driver, '"Another Little Drink" in Isaiah
28:1-22,' in Words and Meanings, ed. by Peter R.
Ackroyd and Barnabas Lindars (Cambridge University
Press, 1968), p. 50; cf. C.F. Burney, The Book of
Judges, p. 152, takes
i7.Jn;~n
as a sing. form.

and
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(Num. 23:19), and
(Nu.m. 23:20), as energic forms.

The first

two verbal forms have no antecedent to which they can
refer as they stand, and the last two forms are
correlated with forms which have no object at all (
and

).193

1"72

127

M. Dahood also observes that the high

incidence of energic forms in Ugaritic has led to the
postulation of such forms in biblical Hebrew.

194

The

accentual pattern (3:3) and the equal syllable count
(9:9) has been attained in v. 26, according to David N.
Freedman, only by the addition of the energic ending of
the verb

He believes that the poet

deliberately used this form of the verb to lengthen the
first stich so that it balanced the second. 195
~

examples of
I'1J7"7J.1
T' : - ••

i7 iFT"'J'"
,.., .. 1-

.

,

) i
) i

energic Freedman found in Job 17:16

Provo 1:20 and 8:3
196

Other

and Gen. 3:17

(
(

i7:J:'J.)
,.
r

) i

i7:J ~7:J rd:,

)

T·.. -;

Lam. 1:13

.197

The

193W. F . Albright, 'The Oracles of Balaam,' JBL, 63
(1944), p. 212, n. 23.
194Mitchell Dahood, Psalms I, 1-50, AB (1966), pp.
Introd. xxxviii, 12, 99, 128 , 241, 275.195David N. Freedman, 'Archaic Forms in Early Hebrew
Poetry,' ZAW, 72 (1960), p. 102.
196 Freedman, 'Archaic Forms in Early Hebrew Poetry,'
p. 102.
197 DaV1'd N. F ree d man,
lI952), p. 191.

'Notes on Genesis,' ZAW, 64
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existence of fem. sing. verbal forms with energic nun
in biblical Hebrew (cf. Driver, Albright, Freedman) and
similar energic forms found in Ugaritic, give weight to
the possibility that

nJn~~n

is such a form, and may

be rendered Ishe stretched forth'.

as

)

/
}(.Q. 1:" a.}(. 0 TtulV

out'.

Ito cut down the weary', and LXX. B

,

~

a~upa.v

J)
,
E l. (,;; a.Tt01:"01J.a.(;

}('OTtl.WV1:"WV

El.(,;;

'to hammer those who are tired

Vulg. ad fabrorum malleos 'to the hammer of

carpenters' and Pesh. l'rzpt' dngr)

'to the mallet of

as 'workmen' and

carpenters' understands

precisely with a carpenter's
mallet.

Targ.

'to the hammer of the

smith' associates the hammer with the trade of the
Keni tes who were smiths (
in Sperber).

is in M.G. but not

pnEJ1i

'to break

Targ.'s expansion of

wicked men and oppressors' shows that it is
interpreting
oppression I .

as 'those who cause mischief or
Rashi comments on

07~r.J]) nn:~n~

'Sisera, who was weary and was struck.'

On

n7r.J~n

Kimchi comments that it is the name of a tool with
which men strike blows.

On

07~~])

he offers the
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gloss

, i.e. 'workmen' or 'artisans'.
Two lines of exegesis are evident:

Ca) hammer or

mallet of workmen, and Cb) hammer or hammering of the
weary.

LXX and Rashi take

in the sense of

'weary', and against Vulg., Pesh., Targ. (and probably
Kimchi) which support the rendering 'workman's hammer
(mallet)', and

could be rendered 'to

the workman's mallet'.

The commonly received

translation is that of Aquila
I

}('OTtI.WV'"t"wv

198

ELs o~upav

Judg. 4:21

land she took a hammer in her hand' clearly indicates
that the weapon is a hammer or mallet.
There are four occurrences of
5:26, and Provo 16:26 (
the sense 'workman'

(KB

1; il;r.JV

2

;r.JV

;~V
.. r

2'EU

i

for Judg .

), BDB gives

also gives the sense 'workman'

at Judg. 5:26 and Provo 16:26); for Job 3:20 (
l1N

;r.JV;

7117 ) ,

ilr.J;

and Job 20: 22 the sense 'sufferer' is
is taken as 'weary' then it is

possible to understand
'hammering'.

as an abstract

This is probably behind NEB's rendering

'to hammer the weary'.

Moore suggests:

does

not mean "artisans" (smiths, carpenters) but men who
are worn out, or wear themselves out, with toil and

198 Cf . G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 165, and C.F. Burney,
The Book of Judges, p. 153.
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hardships; "hammer of hard working (or weary) men" is a
singular (sic. unique) metonymy for a heavy hammer. ,199
However, the sense of 'weariness' is late in biblical
Hebrew and 'hammering of the weary' appears to be
contrived.

Targ. with reference to

'smiths'

probably is closest to the sense of the term, and with
Vulg. and Pesh. understand the meaning to be 'hammer of
workmen' .

LXX. A renders
'And she cut off (down) Sisera, and wiped him
out; and she crushed and pierced his jaw.'

LXX. A 'cut

off' is understandable, but does not make good sense
here.

is a hapax legomenon.

cognate

ma~a~a

The Arabic

suggests 'wipe out, obliterate'

(cf.

BDB), and it may mean 'beat his head to a pulp' in
Judg. 5:26.
pn~

G. R. Driver on the other hand states that

is not cognate with Arabic

maqa~a

but is an

Aramaic loan word and is the equivalent of Hebrew
'struck,.200

199 G • F • M
_oore, J u d ges, p. 165 .
200 G . R . ?river , 'Hebrew 30etic Diction,' VTS, 1
( 19 5 3), p. 2 6, n . 3; c f. KB .
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LXX. Breads:

'And she hammered Sisera; she pierced

his head and struck a deadly blow; she pierced his
temple.'

LXX. B punctuates differently from MT,

connecting

with what precedes.

il:ln1.n

The most

interesting thrust of this is the different senses
attributed to
)
/
aTtE"tE~EV

ilD;il

, LXX. A

i7pnD
)

'cut off', LXX. B

'hammered'i
LXX. B

and

)

, LXX. A
I

OI.T)A.WO"EV

(twice)

I

EO"q)UpOX.OTtT)O"EV
/

aTtE"tpl.l/JEv

'wiped out',

'pierced'.

Vulg. gives a free but idiomatic translation:
percussitgue Siseram quaereus in capite vulneri locum
'to strike Sisera (i.e. she struck Sisera) seeking in
his head a place to inflict a wound'
rendering

(apparently

as 'seeking in his head a place

to inflict a wound'), et tempus valide perforaus land
piercing the temple with great violence.'

Pesh.

'She

struck Sisera, she shattered his head, she struck and
she pierced his brain' renders

as pkt

pnD

'shattered' .
Targ. 'She struck Sisera, she shattered his head,
she cracked open his brain, she caused the tent peg to
pierce his temples' renders
I

shattered I

•

-pnD

by

Rashi cormnents on

ilE1;nl

out the other side ( i. e. pierced) , .
on

127/'{"1 il i' Ii D

JJl::J.JJ
I

Coming

Kimchi commenting

'she removed his head' indicates the
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sense

!

sever' for

cites
I

1JJ:JV

Commenting on

pnv

(Isa. 30:26).

ynv

n~nv

Commenting on

she penetrated the temple with the nail.

may be associated with

17.l0 7 1

he
nEJ;n

Or

1EJ;n

(Job 11:10),

C]7;n7

that is, it is an expression for "cutting".'

The

important points here are that Kimchi renders
'severing' for

pnv

and 'piercing' or 'cutting' for

However, there is no reason to believe (from

q;n

the Song itself) that Sisera was decapitated.
LXX. B 'hammered' (cf. Pesh., Vu1g., Targ.
'struck') makes good sense of
Targ.

is rendered 'smashed' and

npnv

rendered 'shattered'
blow').

(cf. LXX. B 'struck a deadly

All the Versions understand

'pierced'.
Vulg.

with Pesh. and

nv;n

LXX. A renders

1JJpi

nEJ;n

as

'jaw'; LXX. Band

'temple'; Targ. and Pesh. 'brain'.

NEB takes

as subject of ('his brains ebbed out') and

1JJpi

attributes to

nEJ;n

the sense 'passed away' and 'his

brains ebbed out'.
Boling suggests that

npi

refers to some portion

of the head visible from the outside.
nVl

1

Location of the

he says, is behind the veil in the Song of

Solomon passages, and therefore it refers to some
vulnerable spot such as the upper neck behind the lower
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, nec k' . 201

jaw, and hence renders

The visible

part of the head described in Cant. 4:3 appears to be
the lower half of the head (i.e. the lips and jaw).
The passage is rendered:

' ... your mouth is lovely,

your lips as a thread of scarlet.

Your cheeks ( lnpi

are like halves of a pomegranate behind your veil.'
The veil worn by Bedouin women covered the upper part
of the head and the eyes, leaving only the mouth
clearly visible.

The poet apparently is-describing the

delicate and fragile part of a woman's face, the
temple, partly hidden by her veil, which he views as a
silhouette, beautiful as the halves of a pomegranate
behind her veil.

does not appear to mean

'brains' which may have gushed out (cf. NEB), and the
usage of the word in Song of Solomon supports 'temple'
(cf. LXX. B, Vulg.).
V. 26 may be rendered:

il?3th

ilPnlJ Ni070 iJr.I;iJl
.,..-;T
T: T:

..

imn
.,.She
and
she
she

iJEJ7nl iJynr.l·l
T -:T
T: T:

stretched forth her hand to the tent-peg,
her right hand to a workma.n's mallet;
hammered Sisera, she smashed his head,
shattered and pierced his temple.

201 R . Boling, Judges, pp. 98 and 115.
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V. 27

LXX. Band Targ. reproduce MT exactly.

LXX. B

'he rolled down' or 'he buckled (his
knees)' is an indication of a standing position prior
to falling (or, perhaps prior to a blow being struck).
The shorter text of LXX. A does not represent the
second

Vulg. 'Between her feet he

collapsed, helpless and dying.

He rolled at her feet,

and lay motionless, lifeless and wretched.'

In the

second stich volvebatur 'rolled' may be an attempt to
render

In-the third stich there is

apparen tly nothing corresponding to

et jacebat exanimis et miserabilis renders
Pesh. does not represent the second stich
;~J

17"'~

of a tristich:

and

DEl 17-';; "'El~.1
717El

;~J

n7;~'"

77.1

and has a shorter text, a distich instead
'At her feet kneeling, he fell and lay.

In the place where he knelt, there he lay despoiled.'
Pesh.'s shorter text may possibly be accounted for as a
haplography, an accidental omission of the second stich
in view of its near identity with the first stich; or
it could be that the Syriac translator had before him a
shorter Hebrew text; or, it could represent a
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conjectural emendation by the Syriac translator.
Kimchi comments on
meaning is
erect.

'The

, in that he was no longer standing

Hence it is said:

"Where he crumpled up, there

he fell, despoiled of life.'"

,

)

as

LXX. B renders

sE;oosu{1s q;;

'having

made his exit', i.e. 'departed this life', and LXX. A
renders it

,

~aAaLnwpo~

'suffering misery'

(which

misses the sense).

Vulg. is difficult to correlate

with MT but

is perhaps rendered as exanimis et

717l!J

miserabilis 'lifeless and miserable' which looks like a
double rendering, a confluence of the senses of LXX. B
and LXX. A.

Pesh. and Targ. simply reproduce exactly

the past. part. of MT.
There is uncertainty about the text in the
Versions.

The first stich

2~l!J

in 18 MSS and is omitted in 8 MSs.
disagreement in the Versions about
represent it.

is wanting
202
2~l!J

But there is no
as they all

The disagreement in the Versions

concerns the second and third stichs:

Pesh. does not

represent the second stich; LXX. A does not represent
in the second stich; Vulg. does not
represent

in the third stich.

202 BH Stutt. n. 27 a - a ,b.

It could
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be argued on general grounds that the text of the 8
Hebrew MSS could be accepted if the series of verbs
used in the second and third stichs
followed, and

;9J

is

which appears only in the first

2;)l!J

stich is obtrussive.
could then be (with

A possible rendering of the verse
2;)l!J

deleted) :

;9J P1;) n7;~1 772
;9J P1;) n 7 ;J1 772
717l!J ;9J Ol!J P1;) 1l!JR2

None of the Versions, however, support the deletion of
2;)l!J

which might be thought to be the odd verb in the

.
203
serl.es.
The description of Sisera's death in v. 27 seems
to imply that Jael struck Sisera a crushing blow from
behind while he was standing (cf. LXX. B, Vulg.,
Kimchi).

This is at variance with the method of

killing Sisera described in Judg. 4:21 (i.e. as he lay

203 W• F . Albright 'The Earliest Forms of Hebrew
Verse,' p. 80, n. 3, considers ;£lJ Ol!J P1~ 1l!JR2
anything but poetical, and deletes the phrase.
Also he
believes
1l!J~2
is questionable in its use here, as it
is not found elsewhere in the poem; cf. Carl Gaenssle,
'The Hebrew Particle
il!JR
AJSL, 31 (1914-15), pp.
15, 18, 63, asserts that
1l!JR2
a relative adverb
of place, and was originally a noun of place as Aramaic
lnl!J
and Arabic )ataru(n).
j

--rs
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sound asleep), and at variance with the interpretation
that Jael gave him milk to make Sisera drowsy (v. 25).
It is quite possible that v. 26 and v. 27 may reflect
two variant traditions regarding the death of
,
204
5l.sera.

It is also possible that the verb

Vi~

which

refers to the buckling or crumbling of the knees, i.e.
'a crouch', which is followed by complete prostration,
is descriptive of Sisera's state of exhaustion, and his
collapse after having received the milk and curds.
LXX. A has noticed the repetition of

;9J v'~

in

the second stich, and Vulg. has difficulty with
in all three
stichs.

This may have been the result of di~tography

from stich one.

The third stich may have originally

intended to represent

,and

may have been

as in the previous two stichs.

added

It is suggested therefore that
stich two and
of
and

V'~

2~~

;9J V'~

be placed in stich two.

in stich three the verb
'9J

stich.
;9J V'~

be omitted in

v'~

Instead
is deleted

is inserted as the principal verb of the
The only emendation of words has to do with
, although the punctuation of MT is

204 James D. Mar t 'In, Ju d ges, p. 75 .
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radically emended.

However, the verse then is

metrically balanced, and the description of Sisera's
death is correlated with Judg. 4:21 and 5:26.

It is

suggested that v. 27 be rendered:

iP;.l"7

TI\:::-

17;].
..

7~7!1J O!1J ;~J
,~

T

-T

2;)!1J
-r

"7!1JN3

.. - . -

At her feet he crumbled, he fell,
he lay down at her feet;
where he fell, there (he was) despoiled.
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V. 28

2~7J11

~~7J11

LXX. A has expansions over against MT.
is rendered by

xa~a~aVaavEv

'she observed closely'.
)'

. . )

Then LXX. A has the addltlon ETILSAETIOUaa ETIL

\

~ous

'looking out for those
who were returning with Sisera'.

LXX. B

TIapaxuTI~w

means 'to peep' or 'to peer' out of the window.
a render ing of

,and

i19i'l!),J

represented in LXX. B.

~~7J11

is not

Vulg. renders

ululabat 'uttered a mournful cry'.

It is

as

Vulg. supposes that

the mother of Sisera is already distressed at the
non-return of her son.

Pesh. renders the first stich:

'And from the window she looked.

And the mother of

Sisera shouted (wybbt) from the balcony.'

Pesh. seems

to give a note of anxiety in her voice (cf. NEB
'shrilly cried!), which is also found in Targ. which
renders the passage:

'From the window she looked out,

and the mother of Sisera peered (i.e. looked with
anxiety) through the laths.'
.:z~7.'l1

Targ. supposes that
'she looked and

is a syncnym of

peered', and renders

~~7J11

Rashi says, commenting on

'peered J

as
~~7J11

•
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It is an expression of 'speaking' like 'fruit
of the lips' (Isa. 57:19). Our Rabbis explain
it as an expression for 'groaning' like ~V1'])
which is translated into Aramaic as
N227
But I say that it is an expression of 'seeing'
like 7J7V])22
(Zech. 2:12) and thus it is
derived by Menahem G. Saruq. 205
Rashi is influenced by contextual considerations in the
same way as Targ. is, and he supposes that
a synonym of

22 7 m

is

('she looked and peered').

qp~J

Rashi's lexicography which he takes from Menahem
assumes that
that

])22

7J7V

])22

means 'sight of my eye' and

is to be derived from the root

Kimchi comments on
Targ. translates

N227

227])1

'She cried out.

another way.

it as a reference to "peering".'

227

Targ. Jon. takes

Kimchi reproduces

both opinions, but seems to prefer 'cried (shouted)
out' which he gives as his own rendering.
The lexicographical question is whether
is a 'seeing' word like

qp~J

22 7 ])1

or a 'speaking' word.

Both BDB and KB3 think it is a 'speaking' word, and

205 Cf . Encyclopaedia Judaica, 2, p. 1305f., which
describes Menahem ben Jacob ibn Saruq as a 10th cent.
author and lexicographer. His most important work is
The Mahberet (The Book of Solutions).
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this is what the comparative philology indicates. 206
All the Versions render

n~p~l

'looked out, peered'.

Targ. and Rashi indicate 'peered' for

::1::17111

but

there is little doubt in view of the comparative
philology (LXX, Vulg., Pesh., Kimchi) that it must be
rendered 'cried' or the like.

Moore suggests that the separation of the subject
ON

from the two verbs

::1::17111 n~j11!JJ

in the first

stich is explained as a dramatic device, and that the
effect of the transition from the first stich to the
second is heightened by this postponement of the
207
' ' t su b'Jec t to the second st;ch.
exp l ~c~
...
B, Vulg., Pesh., and Targ. take
first stich.

NiD7D

ON

LXX. A, LXX.
into the

The Versions are simply making the Hebrew

easier to read and they are not really improving the
Hebrew as poetry.
subject of

However, the holding back of the

::1:17111 n!:Jj11!JJ

to the second stich is

206 KB 3 indicates that ::1::17
is a hapax legomenon.
It is supported by Aramaic ::1::17
which means 'sound an
alarm' and by Syriac ybb 'make a joyful noise',
'shout', and in non-biblical Hebrew it means 'to wail,
lament'; the Pael means 'lament' in Aramaic and Syriac.
207 G.F. Moore, Judges, p. 167.
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dramatically effective.

Certainly the verb 'looked'

has to be repeated in the second stich in an English
translation, and the two lines read:

'Through the

window she looked and cried, the mother of Sisera
(peered) through the lattice.'

::J.Jl?}Ni7

LXX. A renders

'through the lattice window'
has

....

""

),

E}('1:0G 1:0U 1:0~LXOU

narrow window)'.
render

::J.J1!1N

on

\

as

::J.Jl?}Ni7 iJ)::J.

(cf. 0'.,

8 .).

Vulg. de coenaculo and Pesh. ksstrwn

'balcony' or 'porch'.

Kimchi comments

And so "from the window

she went forward to look out" (Prov. 7:6).'
::J.Jl?}N

LXX. B

'through the loophole (i.e.

'Like "window".

interprets

...

~

Ol.a. 1:nG 0 t. }(.1:UW1:nG

as a 'window'.

specification of the more general

Rashi also
is a further

71;n

, and

indicates the precise type of window.
Y. Aharoni describes a plaque known as 'the woman
in the window' which shows the head of a woman in the
frame of a window, the lower part of which has a
railing of three or four columns.

The rows of

decorated columns, Aharoni says, are the balustrades of
windows.

The ornamented window adorning the facade of

the royal palace with the queen looking out is a common
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motif in the Old Testa.ment, according to Aharoni (cf.
Judg. 5:28; 2 Sam. 6:16; 2 Kings 9:30; Provo 7:6).

The

palace mentioned by Aharcni is a royal citadel and
palace at Ramat Rahel.

He states that Jeremiah singled

out the conspicuous ornamented windows which decorated
the facade of the main building (Jer. 22:13-14) of the
magnificent palace which had been built by
Jehoiakim.

17J1i::IYJr.J

208

7r.J1JEJ

LXX. A and B 'Why are the footsteps of his
chariots delayed?' are literal renderings of MT which
do not confront the problem of
Vulg. interprets

1 7 J11::IYJr.J

1 7 n1::J.YJr.J

7r.J1JEJ

to mean 'chariot-horses'

and must be considered a concentrated expression for
'horses of his chariot-horses'.

Vulg. quadrigarum is

genitive pl. of quadrigae 'a team of four horses', and
refer here to the sound made by the horse-drawn
chariots.

Pesh. renders the stich:

chariot of my son to come?
his chariot?'

'Why delays the

And why delays the din of

Pesh. solves the difficulty of MT

208 y • Aharoni, I Beth-haccherem,' in .Archaeology and
Old Testament Study: ed. D. Winton Thomas (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1967), p. 180f.
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('footsteps of his chariots') in a different way by
rendering

7~V~

as

~

'din'.

Targ. is a very free

paraphrase of MT which involves a significant change of
sense:

'What has delayed the runners who were to

deliver to me news of victory?'

Targ. removes any

suggestion of anxiety for her son's welfare.

What she

is wondering about is why the news of victory is so
long in coming through.
Both Vulg. and Pesh. are trying to resolve the
unevenness of 'hoof-beats of chariots'.
understand

in the sense of chariots pulled by a

7~V~

team of horses.

They

It is the hoof-beats of the

chariot-horses which the mother of Sisera waits to
hear, and she asks:
long in coming?'

'Why are his charlot-horses so

(i.e. 'Why do I have to wait so long

for the sound of the horses of his
chariot-horses?,).209

209 BDB DV~
'to thrust, impel' (prob. orig.
'strike, hit') has the poetic sense of 'hoof-beat' (f.
n.
Cpg
I
1, a), and in this verse may denote the
hoof-beats of the chariot-horses.
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v.

28 may be rendered:

2E~~2 ~;?r~ 7ib~Q 7E¥
2J~~~
If. T :

~.,..

7P~
- :

~'D7D
T'!
..

O~
-.

~~2~ i3~' ~~3 V~~~
T

••

-

-

17ni2~'~ 7~V9 ~'n~ V~~~
T

•• -

•• - : -

~.:, ...

-

-

Through the window she looked and cried;
the mother of Sisera (peered) through the lattice.
'Why is his chariot so long in coming?
Why do the hoof-beats of his horses tarry?'
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V. 29

LXX. A and B both render MT fairly closely.

A correctly takes the relationship between
as genitive

)1

apxoucra~

accurate.

)

-

au~n~

n1~~n

'1
. . . ) ....
(cro~a~ apxoucrwv au~n~

wisest of her female advisors').

LXX. B

LXX.

(

and

'the
\

a~

cro~a~

'her wise princesses' is less
n1~~n

LXX. A and B render pl.

and have a

plural subject in the first stich.
Vulg. una sapientior ceteris uxoribus ejus haec
socrui verba respondit 'One of the wiser among his
wives replied to her mother-in-law in these words' is
based on the assumption that

iJJ7JJJn

sing. + 3rd. feme sing. suffix.

is 3rd. feme

Vulg. then explains

'her' as 'mother-in-law' in virtue of the
identif ication of
wives.

iJ 7 nl111J m~~n

Vulg. 'mother-in-law' is connected with Vulg.'s

earlier exegesis of
wives' .

with one of Sisera's

Pesh.

~kymt

iJm111J

m~~n

'lymth

~

as 'one of Sisera's
(nt w)mr) Ih 'One of

the wiser of her attendants replied and said to her'
probably rests on the assumption that

iJJ7Jvn

3rd. feme sing. + 3rd. fern. sing. suffix.
close to MT but renders

as sing.

is a

Pesh. is
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and expands

which it also takes as a sing.

11)7J])17

into (nt w)mr) Ih.
Targ. is an exact rendering of MT and renders
11 7 171il?) 171r.I.:m

as

her noble ladies'
Targ. renders

Nil171R07'1Sl 17D 7 :Jn

'the wisest of

r'-

77T::':

(understanding the pl.
by

IlJ7J])17

171D~n

).

'answer her', the

act. part. feme pl. + obj. for MT impf. plus obj.
Rashi comments on
women among her
patah.'

'Wise

ilJ7J])17 1l 7 171'1l?) 171D::>n

Therefore it is pointed with

171'1l?)

Rashi then goes on to discuss

with qames-hatuph

pointed

) and he cites Provo 24:7.

More to the point is his explanation of Provo 14:1
111772 Il17J2 07l?)J

which he explains as:

n1~::>n

'''She

who is wisest among women has built her house."
however, should be approximated to Provo 9:1
il1772 il17J2

).

This,
171D::>n

should be deleted and

07l?)J

pointed

Rashi is simply reading MT and

commenting on it.
elucidation of

Rashi goes on to say:
is

IlJ"J])17

1l171N IlJ"JV17

'And the

He is

explaining it as 3rd. feme pl. + 3rd. fern. sing.
suffix.

So he continues:

serves in place of

'The dagesh in the nun
The passage which he

1l171N

cites from Lev. 6:14 (

il!1N72J.)
TI\';

.:

210 BDB suggests Provo 14:1
171D::>n

:T

) is not a correct

171u::>n

shoud be read
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analogy because

is an easily understood form

iJ.HP::zn

(2nd. masc. sing. + 3rd. feme sing. suffix with nun
energicum) .
Kimchi comments on

'Each one of her

iJ.J 7 .JJ]n

wise ladies answered her.'

The form is written in

Kimchi's commentary as

, i.e. a regular form,

3rd. feme sing. + 3rd. feme sing. suffix with nun
energicum.
G-K says that

nnDn
:T

appear to be a sing. form.
1:20

,

,

iJ:J"7J.)
T

T

Y:Jnn nnJ:Jn
-

streets' says:

:'T

in Provo 1:20 and 9:1
William McKane on Provo

'Wisdom cries aloud in the

'Albright explains

form ... In the form

~okmot

~okmot

as a singular

... Albright discerns a

"Canaanitism" and .•. derives it from a postulated
Qukmatu (Qukmatu normally appears as Qokma in Hebrew,
and the form l;1okmot (sing.) exemplifies a retention of
the final t, the lengthening of the short a and then
its change to 0 as is usual in Hebrew).

Albright cites

the parallel of Milkot for Milkat 'queen'
goddess).

(name of a

It is just possible that Qokmot" on the

analogy of Milk5t is another indication that Wisdom is
a surrogate or replacement of a goddess.'

211

LXX. A and B, and Targ. have rendered

211 W~. 11'~am Mc Kane, P_roveros
.
Ltd., 1970), pp. 272 and 363.

(T
~on d on:

iJ:J 7 .JJ]n

SCM Press

as
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3rd. fern. pl. + suffix, and have a pl. subj. in the
first stich (i.e.
her').

'The wisest of her ladies answer

Vulg. and probably Pesh. has read it as 3rd.

fern. sing. + suffix (i.e. 'One of the wiser of his
wives' -- Pesh. 'her attendants').
simply reproduce MT.
sing., the form is
suffix,

~JV]:]

TO. -.-

i

If

~~7Jvn

Rashi and Kimchi
is (a) 3 rd. fern.

; (b) 3rd. fern. sing. with

~JVJ)

.: -:-

or, (c) 3rd. fern. sing. with suffix

and nun energicum, the form is

If the form

is 3rd. fern. plural, it cannot be analysed as 3rd. fern.
plural with suffix.

It can only be analysed as 3rd.

fern. plural with an anomalous daghesh forte.

This is

how G-K takes it, although G-K tries to explain the
2
dagesh forte as affectuosum. l 2

In any case, the

daghesh forte here is an aberrant.

If, on the other

hand, the form is 3rd. fern. sing. with suffix and nun
energicum, it is not defective, but, on the contrary,
has an additional yodh.

Therefore,

~J7Jj)n

should be

read as 3rd. fern. sing. + 3rd. fern. sing. suffix with
nun energicum (

~:J7JVj.)
T ,,': - ; -

)

.

LXX. A and B (reading MT literally) and Targ.
render

.TJ11:Dn

and therefore have a plural subject in

2l2It is clear from the combination of 75r and 20i
that G-K favours the view that ~)7Jj)n
is fern. plural
with a daghesh forte affectuosum.
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the first stich.

The subject of

can resume the

::I 7 1?JJ1

subject of the first stich only if that subject is
singular.
by Vulg.

This is how the second stich is understood
'One of the wiser among his wives replied to

her mother-in-la.w in these words'.

Pesh. also has a

sing. subject in the first stich.

It is difficult to

analyse Pesh. and Vulg.
shorter text (from which

Either they are translating a
iJ; iJ 7 1r.l/'{ ::I 7 1?JJ1 N7iJ

is

C)/'{

absent) or they are telescoping this stich in their
translation.
subject of

If they are telescoping they take the
to be the same as the subject of

::I71?JJ1

iJJ7JJJJ1

Rashi comments on

'By way

of comforting herself, "Why am I expressing surprise at
my son's delay? J1

,

Kimchi comments on

iJ;

iJ 7 11'.m ::I71?JJ1

'As the wise ones gave an answer to her, so she
(Sisera's mother) on her part answered and said,
because of this (a ref. to v. 30) the footsteps of his
chariot-horses were delayed.'

Both Rashi and Kimchi

understand the subject of the second stich to be
Sisera's mother (a sing. subject).
LXX. A and B, Targ., Rashi and Kimchi suppose 'the
mother of Sisera' to be the subject in the second
stich, whereas Vulg. and Pesh. suppose the subject to
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be repeated in each stich. 213

The most probable

situation is that the ladies in attendance spoke
comforting words to Sisera's mother, while she
contemplated the delay and then expressed her own
thoughts.

Her 'advisors' supplied their reasons for

Sisera's non-appearance, but she had her own ideas and
expressed them.

In the first stich one of her advisors

is depicted as giving a reason for Sisera's delay, and
in the second stich Sisera's mother expresses her
thoughts.

Therefore the verb

in stich one is

best rendered as fern. sing. with suffix, and the verb
27~n

in stich two is rendered as a fern. sing. form.

v.

29 may be rendered:

n~7JV~
T~~-

n7nl'~

r

~

T

nl~~n

:T

~~ Q7~~~: 27~~ N7Q-g~

The wisest of her ladies answer her,
she too supplied her own answer.

213 H . W. Brekelmans, 'Some Translation Problems,' OTS
15 (1969), pp. 170 and 172, notes that 9N
as an
introductory particle may either resume the subject of
the first stich (cf. Isa. 26:9, 33:2; Provo 23:27-28)
or may point to a change of subject. He says that
N7 n-qN
(v. 29) refers to the wise lady in the first
stich (i.e. it resumes the subject) and renders the
verse 'the wisest of her ladies speak up, and replies
to her.'
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V. 30

LXX. A and B describe the mother of Sisera
reassuring herself, and render the first stich:
they not find him dividing the spoil.'

'Will

Vulg.

'Perchance he is now dividing the spoils'

(lNY~7

not

represented) and Pesh. 'Perchance he has gone off and
found great spoil' depict one of Sisera's wives as the
speaker (v. 29).
as sing.

Vulg. and Pesh. also render the verbs

It is Sisera who is dividing the spoil.

is against MT
follows MT:

lp;n 7

lNY~7

Targ. essentially

'Perhaps they have found booty to share.'

Rashi reproduces MT and comments:
them.'

This

'This is what delays

Kimchi comments on

'They

found abundant spoil in the land of Israel, because
they defeated them, and they divided the spoil between
them.

For this reason they delay in coming.'

Targ.

(cf. Rashi and Kimchi) in agreement with MT renders the
subj. as plural, and this seems more acceptable than

LXX., Vulg. and Pesh. which are not representing the
verb in MT.
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I

~~AO~~

')

,

E~~ KE~aAnV

...

6uva~ou

'showing friendliness to

friends (i.e. fraternizing) with the heads of the
mighty.'

Apparently LXX. A was reading

'fraternizing with friends'.

LXX. B on the other hand

is more difficult to correlate with the Hebrew text.
The rendering
J
/
av6po~

),/

O~K~E~P~WV

)

/

O~K~E~pnaE~

,

\

E~~ KE~aAnv

'Being merciful, he will show mercy on the

head of a man' is perhaps explicable on the assumption
that

on1

)
,/
O~K~E~P~WV

=

'-:-

and

)

,/

=

O~K~E~pnaE~

, but the position is not clear.

LXX. may be a

deliberate euphemism, a suppressing of the reference to
'women' as booty.

Vulg. et pulcherrima feminarum

eligitur ei 'The fairest of women will be chosen by
him' gives the sense of women as booty.

Pesh.

'And he

is dividing a mule (kwdny») to each man' has a
different punctuation from MT.

Again, as with LXX,

this may be a euphemistic device, but it is a curious
translation, as there is apparently no word similar to
oni

meaning 'mule'.
Targ. reads:

'Is it not that they have found and

are dividing the spoil.

They are giving a man and his

household to each (victor) in turn.'

LXX. A and B,
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Pesh. and Targ. are puz zled by

0711n., on.,

, and if

'woman' is correct, this is the only place in biblical
Hebrew where

on.,

has that sense.

Rashi commenting on

.,.:u

iZJln;

07JJl1n.,

meaning is "beautiful women in Israel".

says:

'Its

And each man

among them has for himself two or three women in his
bed.'

It is not necessarily 'rape' that is intended by

Rashi, although this is a reasonable interpretation of
how victorious soldiers would treat women.

Rashi may

intend this meaning rather than simply 'concubinage'
but one cannot be sure.
women as 'spoils of war'.

Kimchi simply refers to the
He comments on

on.,

'A damsel or two damsels' and on .,2J

~R";

'To each and every man there is a damsel or two damsels
for the spoil.

2l4

Whether 'wench, damsel' are

'dishonoured women' or not is not clear, except in so
far as they are slave-girls or concubines who become
prizes of war. 2l5
on.,

We are hampered by the obscurity of

,but all that may be intended is that they are

2l4cyrus H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook, p. 369, n.
424, suggests that ist.istm 'one fire, two fires' (text
137:32) is the same construction as 07JJl1n., on.,
'one
girl, two girls' (Judg. 5:30).
2l5 Deut • 21:10-14 dealing with the laws regarding
women captured in warfare attests to the practise of
taking women captive (as a. prize of war), but on.,
is
not used in the passage.
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women appropriated as concubines by victorious
soldiers.

Only Vulg. (cf. Rashi and Kimchi) renders

'damsel', which means 'womb' elsewhere in

on1

biblical Hebrew.

216

Burney observes that

on1

occurs in the plural

with the meaning 'girl-slaves' or 'maid-servants' (i.e.
'wenches') in the inscription of the Moabite Stone,
line 17, an account of captives taken from Israel and
slain:

'So I went by night and fought ... slaying all,

seven thousand men, boys, women, girls, and
mal'd -servants. ,217

Both LXX. A and B represent the second occurrence
of

and agree with the punctuation of MT.
....
,
as axuAa i3a~Ll.l.a-ru:rv
I

TtOI.}{'I.Al.a~

'spoils of dyed stuff with

a~broideries'

(i.e. 'spoils of embroidered dyed stuff').
\

i3a&n

~'6

L._

is an inner Greek corruption of

BDB

LXX. A

i3acpn

(so the

2 rendered 'woman-slave'.

217 H. Donner, W. R0 11~lg,
'
' h e un d Aramalsc
' he
KanaanalSc
Inschriften (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1962), p.
33, lMoabitische Inschrift', line 17:
n~n1T.n
N DWD npNl i1n~1ni1 W~;) iJiWV; 7;)
i 3cf. W.P. Albright,
trans., IThe Moabite Stone,' ANET , p. 320.
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miniscules abgln}, used of the dropping of cloths in
dye.

LXX. B

nO~~~A~WV

'those who embroidered them'

(i.e. 'the needle-women') apparently reads

(a

fern. part. pl. + 3rd. pl. suffix) instead of
Vulg. renders the third stich freely:

o7n~v'

'Garments of

various colours are handed to Sisera as spoil', as does
Targ. 'Great spoil is before Sisera, spoil of
embroidered dyed stuff upon his neck, and desirable
vessels which they have taken as plunder are before his
soldiers.'. Both Vulg. and Targ. seem to delete at the
end of the verse.

Pesh. is difficult to correlate with

MT and has the appearance of a very loose translation:
'A mule apiece for each man and great spoil, and dyed
stuffs and embroideries for Siserai and dyed stuffs and
embroideries on the necks of the spoilers'
looks as if the second
Also, the final

07J]:ZY

;;1:1

(bzwz').

It

is not rendered.

would appear to have been read

(understood as a collective and rendered as a
plural).

This agrees with NEB

;2~

'spoilers, i.e.

victors'} and seems to be the most suitable rendering
(the NEB translators do not seem to have noticed that
Pesh. supports them).
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\

LXX. A

nEpL

/

~paXnAOV

....

)

~W ~paX~AW a0~ou axuAa

his neck as spoil' and LXX. B

Vulg.

the stich.

t

L

7i~lY;

'for his neck as spoil' renders
11~U;

'round about

axUAOV

au~ou

as if it were

(see above) is a free rendering of

Pesh. has 'on the neck of the spoilers'

(cf. NEB 'the victor's neck' ) .

,

neck' for

71N1Y;

the text.

Kimchi comments on

Targ. has

'his

;:Pl1 Y

.. : -

but also is a free rendering of
;;E' 71~U;

'The

garments are set at the head of the spoil in order to
give them to the commander of the army.'
equates

wi th

l~lY

E'~1

Thus Kimchi

and 'at the neck(s) of the

spoIl' means 'at the head of'the spoil'

(i.e. as the

choicest spoil).
LXX. A and B, Pesh. (cf. NEB), include the final
;;E'

whereas Vulg. and Targ. delete it.

Also LXX. A

and B render the second occurrence of

07J):1Y ;;E'

and Vulg., Pesh. and Targ. delete it.

The second

occurrence of

,

could logically be deleted

07J):1Y ;;E'

(supported by Vulg. and Targ.).
suggested by some that

J):1Y

renders the last stich

rJ7])r.Ji'l iJr.Ji'l

It has also been

be deleted.

218

Moore

'a couple of

2l8BH Stutt. N. 30 c ; cf. C.A. Simpson, Composition
of the Book of Judges, p. 106, n. 75.
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pieces of embroidery,.2l9
r:]7m~ni oni

embroideries'

On the argument of analogy

rendered 'one embroidery, two
(i.e. 'an embroidery or two!) is matched
(which would now appear in stich

four).

With the deletion of the second occurrence of
and of

in stich five, the verse

P::lY

could be reduced to four stichs, and greater balance
would have been achieved.

The final

by LXX. and Pesh.) is retained.

(supported

Although the

emendation is quite radical, the deletions and
emendations mentioned above are suggested, and the
verse may be rendered:

;;!d
:] j7·;n 7
rr

: -:

.7 ~Y]j7 r{;i7
: :.

i.J:l rziNi? 07)1]jni oni
. -T-:-

..

.

07P::lY
.,. ;2/d
:
T:
7i:]
... Y;. 07)1]jj7i i7]jj7i
~i070;

.

;;i:?]
..

_

'-T

..

T

Are they not finding and dividing spoil?
a wench or two for each man;
spoil of dyed stuff for Sisera,
220
an embroidery or two for the necks of the spoilers.

219 G.P. Moore, Judges, p. 171.
220v. 31 appears to be added by the editor of the
Song to express an idea of a universal God who punishes
the wicked and rewards the just (a Deuteronomic
device), and therefore should be omitted from the
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context of the Song. There is no great divergence from
MT in Targ. or Versions in v. 31, apart from the
emendation of
77:2i7N
to
17:J.jJN
Rashi offers an
interesting comment on
Y'1NjJ Vlj1li1J17
'This is not
part of the words of Deborah, but is part of the words
of the writer of the book.'
Rashi recognized that the
last part of v. 31 is not part of the Song. Vulg. 'And
so for forty years the land was at peace' renders the
final line as a separate verse (i.e. v. 32). The final
line probably was written as a conclusion to the
deuteronomic chronology at the end of ch. 4 and serves
to include ch. 4 with the account of the victories of
Deborah and Barak (cf. J. Martin, Judges, p. 77). The
first stich:
'So perish all your enemies 0 Lord' is an
abrupt apostrophe, invoking destruction upon all the
enemies of Yahweh. W.F. Albright ('The Earliest Forms
of Hebrew Verse', p. 83) maintains that the entire
verse is formed by a very weak and awkward distich.
Throughout the Song, immediate issues are dealt with
(i.e. proclamation of Yahweh's help to Israel, the call
to battle, the response to the call, the battle, the
curse of Meroz, the death of Sisera). V. 31 suddenly
introduces a new thought (i.e. :J.jJN
'those who love
you') which is addressed to an audience separate from
the events, and which has little to do with the
immediate situation.
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CHAPTER II
THE 'rRIBES OF ISRAEL
IN
THE PERIOD OF THE JUDGES

1.

Introduction

The period of the Judges appears to have been
characterized by a fundamental religious allegiance to
Yahweh which gave the people of Yahweh their unity and
identity.

Leaders, summoned by Yahweh, arose in times

of crisis to lead the people, but there seems to have
been no attempt to institutionalize this leadership.
These leaders, who have the title of 'judge',
maintained a bond of unity among the people only during
periods of opposition to a common enemy.

The question

arises whether the judges maintained some effective
central authority which bound the tribes in a loose
federation, or whether each Israelite tribe maintained
its own leadership.
In the period from c. 1200 B.C. to 1000 B.C., the
Israelite tribes were struggling to maintain a foothold
in the land of Palestine, and were faced with attacks
by neighbouring peoples.

Each Israelite tribe could
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receive aid from neighbouring tribes who might join
them in battle against a common enemy (Judg. 5:14-17).
This loose bond of unity established by common cause
against the enemy, and centered in a fundamental
religious allegiance to Yahweh, probably was the only
bond which held the tribes together.

It is possible

that a twelve-tribe system did not come into being in
Israel prior to the establishment of the monarchy.
However, the boundary lists of tribes found in Joshua
chs. 13-19, which describe the location of the twelve
tribes after the settlement in Canaan (c. 1250 B.C.),
have suggested a broader organization of tribes in the
period of the Judges.
It is the purpose of this section to discuss the
amphictyony hypothesis, and alternative theories, which
suggest tribal activity and organization in the period
of the Judges.

The Song of Deborah is examined with

regard to each of these theories in an attempt to find
evidence which mayor may not be supportive of a
confederacy of Israelite tribes.

2.

The Amphictyony Hypothesis

An early suggestion of a relationship between the
tribes of Israel based upon worship at and maintenance
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of a central shrine appears in a work by H. Ewald in
the mid-nineteenth century.

1

Ewald did not use the

word 'amphictyony' but as George W. Anderson observes,
he drew attention to the importance of the number
twelve, and to the way in which the twelvefold division
could serve as a basis for the orderly registering of
opinions (voting) and for the arrangement of the clans
and their mustering for war (cf. Num. 1-2; 7).
Moreover, he noted possible parallels in ancient
Graeco-Italian literature and history

,2

This view

was more fully developed under the title of
'amphictyony' by Martin Noth, first in 1930,3 and in
his later work, Geschichte Israels, 1950 (English
title, The History of Israel).

Noth concluded that

Israel was organized in a sacred league which he
compared to the amphictyonies which existed among the

lH. Ewald, Einleitung in die Geschichte des Volkes
Israel, I, 3rd ed. (1864), pp. 519-531.
2George W. Anderson, 'Israel: Amphictyony:
'AM;
~AHALi 'EQAH,' in Translating and Understanding the Old
Testament, ed. Harry Thomas Frank and William L. Reed
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1970), p. 136.
3Martin Noth, Das System der zwolf Starnrne Israels,
BWANT 4. Folge, Heft 1. (1930)8 p. 47ff. (cf. pp.
122-132 on Hum. 26:5-50).
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Greeks, Old Latins, and Etruscans. 4
... for lists of twelve tribes ... the Old
Testament itself provides the nearest examples,
since it contains in Gen. xxii, 20-24 a list of
twelve Aramaean tribes, in Gen. xxv, 13-16 a
list of twelve Ishmaelite tribes, and in Gen.
xxxvi, 10-14 one of twelve Edomite tribes,
whilst in Gen. xxxvi, 20-28 there is a list of
six Borite tribes. The Israelite system of
twelve tribes does not therefore by any means
represent an isolated phenomenon ... the number
is the result of certain established principles
such as were customary in tribal societies
which were still lacking settled political
institutions •.. The fact that similar
associations of twelve tribes existed in
ancient Greece and Italy is more helpfuli and
of these there are various traditional accounts
which indicate that a cult observed in common
formed the centre and that the members of these
associations used to meet for particular
festivals at the central shrine, in fact that
certain cults were entirely sustained and
administered by such associations of twelve or
six tribes ••• the members of these
associations had to assume responsibility for
the upkeep of the common shrine and its worship
in a monthly or bi-monthly rota.
In Greece
such a sacred society was called an
amphictyony, a 'community of those who dwell
around' (around a particular shrine)
We are
thus concerned with a sacral association of the
Israelite tribes, an 'ancient Israelite
amphictyony'.
5

4 Noth ,s evidence is based in part upon studies of
the Greek sacral leagues by G. Busolt, Griechische
Staatskunde (Handb. d. Klas. Altertumswiss, IV, I, 1,
1926), revised by B. Swoboda, pp. 1280ff.
~

~Martin Noth, The History of Israel: 2nd ed., trans.
Stanley Godman from 2nd German edition and revised by
P.R. Ackroyd (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1960),
p. 87f. Cf. Martin Noth, The Laws in the Pentateuch,
and other Essays, trans. D.R. Ap-Tholuas (Edinburgh:
Oliver & Boyd, 1966), p. 28.
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The amphictyony hypothesis was supported by
Albrecht Alt who noted the existence, sometime after
the settlement in Palestine, of an alliance of the
twelve tribes of Israel in the worship of Yahweh at a
central sanctuary.

This sacred federation corresponded

to the early amphictyonies of Greece and Italy
according to Alt.

The union of tribes in the worship

of Yahweh, with its regularly occurring festivals, was
to Alt the means by which Israel was to realize its
national consciousness.

It did not, in his opinion,

encroach upon the individual political life of its
participants.

It imposed a moral obligation upon the

member tribes rather than a political authority.6

-

The chief characteristics of the Graeco-Roman
sacral leagues Noth believed were present in the tribal
leagues of eary Israel.

In the period of the Judges,

according to Noth, the people of Israel consisted of
twelve tribes, united in a sacred covenant, and grouped
around a central sanctuary where the tribes offered
common worship and from which an amphictyonic law was

6Albrecht Alt, Essays on Old Testament History and
Religion, trans. R.A. Wilson (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1966i, p. 180. Cf. Albrecht Alt, 'Die Staatenbildung
der Israeliten in Palastina' (Reformationsprogramm der
Universitat Leipzig, 1930) in Kleine Schriften zur
Geschichte des Volkes Israel, Band II (Munchen: C.H.
Beck'sche Verlagsbuchcandlung, 1959), p. 8.
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promulgated and accepted as binding upon all its
members.

Thus the unifying element of the Israelite

tribes was found in the religious sphere.

C. H. J. de

Geus expresses Noth's emphasis upon Israel's religious
nature:
What made Israel into 'Israel' was her religion
•.• and religion, certainly in those ancient
times, means cult. And if this cult were
spread over many (tribal) sanctuaries, then
instead of having a uniting 'Israel-forming'
effect, it would have had a dividing and
centrifugal effect. Thus a perfectly logical
chain of reasoning leads Noth to the conclusion
that there must have been a central sanctuary
.•• he finds it at Shechem. 7
Apart from this sacral confederation, the tribes were
independent and

autono~ous.

Israel was not a political

entity, and Noth saw Israel's tribal unity centered in
a cult.
The essential characteristics of an Israelite
amphictyony, based upon a comparison with amphictyonic
leagues in ancient Greece and Italy, in Noth's view
were:
(1)

an association of self-governing tribes in a
six or twelve-member league;

(2)

worship of Yahweh at a central sanctuary;

7 C . H. J • de Geus, The Tribes of Israel (Assen/
AL'"Tl.sterdam, the Netherlands: Van Gorcum & Compo B. V. ,
1976), p. 41.
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(3)

the acceptance of a divine law which was recited
at the tribal gatherings at regular intervals and to
which Israel committed itself in constantly renewed
acts of affirmation;

(4)

the election of official representatives of
the tribes, which group represented the
tribes at the federal assemblies.

8

Noth believed that the sacred Ark probably formed the
centre of worship.

Also the geographical and religious

centre of the ancient Israelite amphictyony was located
wherever the Ark was set up.

Although Israel's

organization resembled that of other amphictyonies, her
unique character lay in the worship of Yahweh which was
the visible expression of her communal life. 9
The following discussion deals with the four
characteristics of the amphictyony suggested by Noth,
along with criticism both in support of, and in
opposition to, the hypothesis.

(a)

An association of self-governing tribes.
Noth based his argument on an examination of the

lists of the tribes of Israel which he compared with

8Mart1n
. Not,
h Th e H1s_ory
. t
91-97, 101-109.
9 Noth , p. 97.

0

f I srae,
1 pp. 87f .,
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the amphictyonic leagues in ancient Greece and Italy,
among which were numbered the famous pylaean or Delphic
amphictyony, which according to Albright may be traced
back to at least the eighth century B.C., but which may
have been several centuries older.

10

These European

leagues consisted of groups of loose political units
which worshipped the same deity at a common shrine and
acted together in the care and protection of the
shrine.

The Israelite tribal league also consisted of

autonomous groups, in mUltiples of six or twelve, which
were united only by the worship of a common deity in a
common cult.

Noth suggests that 'the number is the

result of certain established principles such as were
customary in tribal societies which were still lacking
settled political institutions. ,11

The amphictyony

hypothesis formulated by Noth rests upon the literary
evidence of the twelve-tribe system as it is found
principally in (1) the narratives of the births of the
sons of Israel (Gen. 29:31-30:24) and in the Blessing
of Jacob (Gen. 49:lb-27) which include the tribe of

10William F. Albright, Archaeology and the Religion
of Israel (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press, 1953), p.
103.
llNoth, The History of Israel, p. 87.
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Levi, and in which Joseph appears as one tribei 12 and
(2) the great tribal list (Num. 26:5-51) in which Levi
is excluded, but Manasseh and Ephraim replace Joseph. 13
When Levi is omitted, the number twelve is maintained
by dividing Joseph into Manasseh and Ephraim, and by
transferring Gad to the position of Levi (Num. 26:15)
in the order of the list.

14

These lists describe

tribal prehistory before the settlement in Palestine,
and do not reflect the location of the tribes in the
land.

Hebrew tradition traces each tribe back to one

of the sons of Jacob, and the number twelve has
remained constant.

However, this schema does not imply

an amphictyony, but apparently means that this schema
is a genealogical list recording descent and
relationship.

The boundary lists found in Josh. chs.

13-19 are descriptions of the location of the tribes
after the settlement in Palestine, and reflect
conditions in the period of the Judges (c. 1250-1000
B.C.).

Noth maintains that soon after the settlement

in Palestine the "Israelite tribes were grouped together

12Noth , The History of Israel, p. 85 (cf. Gen.
35:23-26; 46:8-25; Ex. 1:2-4; Deut. 27:12-13; 1 Ch.
2:1-2; Ezek. 48:1-35).
13Noth , p. 85 (cf. Num. 1:5-15; 2:3-31; 7:12-83;
10:14-28).
l4 Noth , p. 88f.
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as a federation of twelve tribes, united in allegiance
to Yahweh.
Noth also points to the existence of a six-tribe
system (Gen. 36:20-28) outside Israel, and concludes
that the Leah tribes of Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah,
Zebulun and Issachar once formed a six-tribe
association, which was the forerunner and basis of the
later twelve-tribe association.

1S

The earliest

Israelite. amphictyony, therefore, consisted of the six
Leah tribes, and existed before the arrival of Joshua
and 'the house of Joseph'.

It was probably at Kadesh

Barnea, in his view, that these tribes of Leah were
assembled and were the first group to gain a footing in
Palestine in the opening phase of the occupation.

They

appear to have formed a six-tribe amphictyony with
.
He b ron as ltS
cen t reo 16

The six 'Leah' tribes thus

were established in the land prior to the occupation of
territory in the central hill country by the 'house of
Joseph' under the leadership of Joshua.

This southern

l5Noth, The History of Israel, p. 89.
16 Noth , p. 76f. Cf. A.D.H. Mayes, Israel in the
Period of the Judges, p. 100:
'The settlement of the
tribes which wen"t to make up Judah took place
apparently directly from the south.' Judg. l:lff.,
16ff.; cf. Caleb's conquest of Eebron in Deut. 1:22ff.;
Josh. 14:6ff.; lS:13ff.; Judg. 1:20; and Num. 13-14
presents the tradition probably pointing to a
settlement of Hebron by Caleb directly from the south.
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group may have been the 'Israel' mentioned in the
victory stele of Merneptah (c. 1220 B.C.).17
Although there is no direct evidence of these two
waves of settlement, Noth does establish the group of
six Leah tribes as an historical reality, and connects
them with the first wave of entry, and the 'Rachel'
tribes with the second.

It was this earlier

confederacy, according to Noth, which provided the
stimulus for the establishment of a larger confederacy
to include the Leah and Rachel groups, along with other
, th
d . 18
"
groups a 1 rea d y 1 lvlng
ln
e Ian
It is at Shechem, according to Noth, that the
Rachel tribes

19

made a covenant with the earlier

six-tribe Leah group (Josh. 24), and the alliance
expanded to include the twelve members, united in the
service of Yahweh who was worshipped as the 'God of

l7 Cf . M. Weippert, The Settlement of the Israelite
Tribes in Palestine, trans. James D. Martin, SBT,
Series 2, no. 21 (London: SCM Press, 1971), P:-42.
l8Noth , The History of Israel~ p. 89.
19Noth , p. 86:
'The "Rachel tribes" consist of
Joseph and Benjamin in the older and Manasseh, Ephraim,
Benjamin in the later form.
The rest of the tribes
appear in a third group, which is the least fixed in
form. According to Gen. xlix Dan, Gad, Asher, Naphtali
belong to this group whilst in the later form
represented by Num. xxvi Dan, Asher, Naphtali appear in
this group.'
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'
'
20
I srae l ' at t h
elr
s hrlne.

Noth holds that Yahweh

became the God of the amphictyony under the influence
of Joshua and the Rachel tribes.
According to Noth, this so-called amphictyony
appears to have been a loosely-structured tribal
confederation which recognized the full autonomy of the
individual tribes which lived side by side without
common leadership.

Noth recognizes that the settlement

of Palestine by the Israelite tribes was a gradual
process over a long period of time, that each tribe
occupied its own territory, and that the tribes did not
settle in the land at the same time.

2l

Also,

geographical conditions consisting of mountain ranges
separating the plains areas contributed to the
isolation of one tribe from another.

A system of

city-states divided the country into a number of small
regions, so that Judah was isolated from the rest of
the tribes in the north by the unconquered belt of
Canaanite cities which lay between Judah and the
north. 22

A further band of unconquered Canaanite

city-states in the valley of Jezreel separated the

20 Noth , The History of Israel, p. 92.
21 Noth , p. 69f.
22 A.D.H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 101.
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tribes in the central hills from those living in the
region of Galilee.

It was probably not until the time

of David that a central authority was established and
tribal autonomy was replaced by the monarchy.

At

first, the clans or tribal units settled in the
relatively sparsely populated wooded areas of the hill
country where they were free from the outreach of the
city-states and of Egyptian sovereignty.

Gradually

they adopted a sedentary life in a process of peaceful
development, and eventually expanded into the plains
and valleys which were occupied by the Canaanite
cities.

Noth states:
•.. at the time of the Israelite occupation the
mountains were as yet in general little
occupied by settlements, and only here and
there were there isolated towns or groups of
towns. Political and economic life took place
in the plains and on the high plateaus where 23
communications were comparatively favourable.

Noth emphasized that the tribal league was not a
political or a military association, and that the
tribes acted independently.

He states:

... the individual tribes each had their own
particular prehistory and ... their mutual
relationships were at best loose and fluid
before they entered into a solid and lasting

23 Noth , The History of Israel, p. 33.
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association with one another on the soil of
Palestine under the collective name of Israel
..• these tribes had not been self-contained
units at all before their occupation of the
land, but consisted of clans which did not form
themselves into tribes until they began living
together in Palestine.
24
Noth concluded that in the absence of any settled
political institutions among the Israelite tribes, it
was logical to assume the existence of an amphictyony.
Noth's hypothesis that during the period of the
Judges the tribes of Israel were united in an
association of self-governing tribes (an amphictyony)
was accepted by a number of Old Testament scholars.
Arguments by some of these scholars who subscribe to
the hypothesis are examined in the following
chronological order:

Albright (1940), Hallo (1960),

Bright (1972), and Anderson (1975).
Chief among the supporters of the amphictyony
hypothesis was William F. Albright.

He wrote:

The social and political system of the new
nation was exceedingly simple. Socially it was
divided into a number of clan-groups which are
known to us as itribes' ... The number and
identity of these tribes vary somewhat in our
lists; in theory there were twelve of them,
whose organization went back to Moses and
Joshua. Tradition uniformly emphasizes both
the religious character of the bond between the
tribes and the existence of a central sanctuary

24 Noth, The History of Israel, p. 72.
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at Shiloh, to which the tribes could send
representatives (Josh. 18:1, 21:2, Jud. 21:12,
1 Sam. 1-4, Jer. 7:12 and passim). A. A1t and
his pupils have correctly stressed the
amphictyonic nature of this system, which has a
number of extraordinary close parallels in the
Mediterranean basin during the early centuries
of the first mi11enium B.C. 25
Later Albright recognized factors which could
contribute to the weakening of the amphictyonic
hypothesis.

He still maintained that such a federation

of tribes would exercise a strong cohesive force to
unify the tribes in religion and politics and somewhat
also in language and custom.

However, he notes,

geographical conditions, such as the wedge of Canaanite
city-states between the hills of Ephraim and the hills
of Galilee, and between Judah and Ephraim, prevented
political unity and led to the creation of language,

25wil1iam F. Albright, From the Stone Age to
Christianity (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1940),
p. 214f. Cf. G.E. Wright and F.V. Filson, Westminster
Historical Atlas to the Bible (Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1974), p. 44b; Jacob B. Myers, The
Book of Judges, IB, 2 (1953), p. 685a.
---
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custom, and political boundaries. 26

In addition,

internal problems (the conflict between Yahwism and
Baalism) and external threats (the invasion of the Sea
Peoples) threatened to disrupt any unity of the
"
I srae I lte
trl"b es. 27
Albright also noted that a final blow was struck
at the Israelite amphictyony when Shiloh was destroyed
and the Ark was left without a central sanctuary.

28

26Salo Wittmayer Baron, A Social and Religious
History of the Jews (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1937), p. 54f., comments on the geographical
features of Palestine:
'From the perennial snow of
Hermon to the subtropical regions of the south which
never have snow, from the heights of Lebanon to the
lowest lying land found anywhere in the world, is but a
short distance. The Jordan does not serve, like the
Nile, or the Euphrates, as a unifying element, but
precipitous and unnavigable, it is a barrier between
Transjordan and western Palestine. It has been
estimated that not less than forty different climatic
and geographic units may be counted within the area of
this country ... thus the inhabitants were broken into
groups. Hence arose the numberous city states of the
EI-Amarna age and thereafter the permanent partition of
the country among many ethnic groups such as Ammonites,
Moabites, Edomites, and Philistines, apart from some
Phoenicians and Aramaeans, all of whom shared the tiny
area with the Israelites. Hence also the tendency
toward tribal divisions among the Israelites
themselves.'
27william F. Albright, The Biblical Period,
reprinted from The Jews: Their History, Culture and
Religion, ed. Louis Finkelstein (Philadelphia: Jewish
Publication Society of America, 1949. Pittsburg:
Presbyterian Board of Colportage of Western
Pennsylvania, 1955), p. 18f.
28 w•F . Albright, The Biblical Period, p. 22.
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Shiloh had been regarded by Israel as the central
sanctuary of Israel, according to Albright.

He notes

that the priest Phinehas appears as leader of Israel
with his place of worship (sanctuary) at Shiloh (Judg.
21:12), and that Samuel's mother, Hannah, worshipped
Yahweh there once a year (1 Sam. 1:3ff.).
Shiloh is stated repeatedly in Joshua to have
been the place where the Tabernacle was set up
and where the Israelites were assigned their
future homes by lot.
In Judges 21 it figures
as the place where an important annual festival
of Yahweh was celebrated. In Samuel we find
the Tabernacle and chief magistracy of Israel
established there at the beginning of Samuel's
career.
29
Albright recognized that Shiloh was not the only
sanctuary of Yahweh in the time of the Judges, and that
every Israelite town probably had its 'high place'
where sacrifices could be offered.

However, Judges

2l:l6ff., he believes, gives evidence of a well-known
festival of Yahweh which was celebrated at Shiloh
annually.

30

W. W. Hallo has demonstrated that a twelve-part
organization of Sumerian cities serviced the temples at

29W. F . Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of
Israel, p. 103.
30W. F . Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of
Israel, p. 104.
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Nippur during the Third Dynasty of Ur (c. 2060-1950
B.C.).

31

However, this system applies only to the

servicing of a temple, and not to the amphictyonic
concept of common worship at a common sanctuary.

De

Geus maintains that Hallo's parallel only holds for the
Solomonic system of monthly supplies delivered to the
court, an d d oes not d escr~'b e a true amp h'~ctyony. 32
John Bright describes the Israelite amphictyony as
a sacral institution based in faith and expressive of
faith.

Israel, he holds, was a people of faith, whose

history is not the history of a twelve-clan league, but
the history of the faith of its people.

The

amphictyony did not create its faith, but faith was
,
,
const~tut~ve

0

f th e amp h'~c t yony. 33

Th us I srae l '~s

first encountered in Palestine, according to Bright, as
an amphictyony within which her sacred traditions and
institutions developed and achieved normative form.

34

He further states that Israel's faith had been imparted
to her in her desert days, and the antecedents of it

31WoW . Hallo, 'A Sumerian Amphictyony,' Journal of
Cuneiform Studies, XIV (1960), pp. 88-114.
32 c . n . J . de Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 60.
33 John Bright, A History of Israel, 2nd ed.
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1972), p. 128.
34 Jo h n

' h t, A H'1S t ory

Br~g

0f

-~srae 1 I

p. 128 .
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reach back to the religion of the patriarchs.
If Israel be a people, specifically the people
of a faith, then one must begin one's history
with the beginnings of that people, and the
beginnings of its religion. One cannot begin
with the twelve-clan league in Palestine,
unless one is able to demonstrate conclusively
that neither people nor faith had existence
prior to that time.
35
Bright assumes that the component clans of Israel
existed in some form with a common history on the part
of at least some of them before their arrival in
36
·
Pa 1 es t 1ne.

He sees the origins of the amphictyonic

system, as well as the origins of faith in Yahweh, in
the.Sinai event.

The community formed at Sinai was not

an amphictyony, but smaller family units.

At Shechem

the amphictyony was normatively constituted in the
covenant between the clans and with Yahweh, and was in
reality a reaffirmation and extension of the covenant
. . 37

rna d e at S1na1.

Israel, then, is first encountered in

Palestine as a confederation of twelve tribes, an
amphictyony, which took place after the settlement.
Bright describes early Israel as:

35 Jo h n Br1g
. h t, Ear 1 y Israe 1 1n
.
.
Recent H1story
Writing (London: SCM Press, 1960), p. 115.
36 John Bright, Early Israel in Recent History
Writing, p. 120.
37 John Bright, A History of Israel, p. 145.
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... neither a racial nor a national unit, but a
confederation of clans united in covenant with
Yahweh. This covenant both created her society
and held it together. Though tribal
designations actually assumed a territorial
character with the settlement and the
absorption of peoples already sedentary,
Israel's structure remained in theory tribal.
She had no statehood, no central government, no
capital city, no administrative machinery. The
various tribes enjoyed complete independence of
central authority. Tribal society was
patriarchal in organization f and without the
stratification characteristic of the feudal
pattern of Canaan. Though elders of the clans,
by virtue of their position, adjudicated
disputes in accordance with traditional
procedure and were looked up to for the wisdom
of their counsel, anything resembling organized
government was lacking. The confederation had
its focal point at the shrine which housed the
Ark of the Covenant, through most of the early
period located at Shiloh.
There the tribesmen
would gather on feast days to seek the presence
of Yahweh and renew their allegiance to him,
and also to adjust matters of controversy and
mutual interest among the clans. 38
.

B.

w.

~~derson

subscribes to the amphictyony

hypothesis, and states:
One of the striking features of 'Israel' was
its organization into twelve tribes.
In the
book of Genesis this structure is read back
into the patriarchal period, for the sake of
unifying the traditions and making them
relevant for the whole people. Thus the
patriarch Jacob is renamed Israel after a
crucial experience (Gen. 32:28) and he is
regarded as the father of twelve sons, each one
the leader of a tribe (Gen. 29:16-30:24;
35:16-20). In the two centuries before David
(c. 1200 to 1000 B.C.), when the Israelite

38 John Bright, A History of Israel, pp. 143-144.
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tradition was being formed and transmitted
orally, the pattern of twelve was so sacred
that if one tribe dropped out, a way was found
to fill its place. So, for example, when Levi
lost tribal standing, 'the house of Joseph' was
split into the two tribes of Manasseh and
Ephraim (Gen. 48). 39
Israel understood herself as a worshipping community,
according to Anderson, and the number twelve signified
the totality of Israel bound together in a covenant
alliance and assembled on cultic occasions before
Yahweh.

He points to cultic occasions in which the

number twelve signifies the community of tribes:

Ex.

24:4 in which Moses set up twelve pillars according to
the twelve tribes of Israel to seal the covenant made
at Mt. Sinai; Josh. 4 in which twelve stones were set
up after the people crossed the Jordan.
Anderson,

According to

'these traditions show that the pattern of

twelve belonged fundamentally to Israel's
self-understanding as a worshipping community, bound in
covenant to the God who had delivered the people from
Egyptian bondage.'

40

Anderson sees the Shechem

covenant ceremony (Josh. 24) as the inauguration of the

39Bernhard W. Anderson, Understanding the Old
Testament, 3rd ed. (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975), p. 130.
40 B . W. Anderson, Understanding the Old Testament, p.
130.
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twelve-tribe confederacy, or amphictyony.

Shechem was,

for a while, the centre of the amphictyony, but later
on Shiloh, where the Ark was kept, became the location
of the central sanctuary.41
Opposition to Noth's hypothesis has grown since
1960, and arguments directed against the idea of an
amphictyonic organization of tribes existing in the
period of the Judges are examined in the following
chronological order:

Kaufmann (1960), Orlinsky (1962),

Rahtjen (1965), Campbell (1969), Anderson (1970), R. de
Vaux (1971), Mayes (1974), C. H. J. de Geus (1976),
Martin (1978), and Lindars (1979).
Noth did present good arguments based on the
literary evidence (Gen. 49; 29:31 - 30:24; Num.
26:5-51) for the existence of a twelve-tribe system in
the period of the Judges.

However, he also realized

that the number twelve was not always constant and the
twelve-tribe system often was based upon a purely
theoretical tradition.
Israel was constituted as a historical entity
in the form of an amphictyonic twelve-tribe
association; this fact was of basic

41B . W• Anderson, Understanding the Old Testament, p.
131. Cf. B.W. Anderson, 'The Place of Shechem in the
Bible,' in BA, 20 (1 Feb, 1957), pp. 10-19; reprinted
in BAR 2, p-.-269.
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significance for the whole subsequent course of
its history.
Israel, at any rate, always
thought of itself as a community of twelve
tribes, and upheld the conception in spite of
all later attacks on its external form.
To the
very end of Israel's history it never became a
pure fiction, since there were always
descendants of the old tribes to sustain the
tradition. On the other hand, however,
Israel's organization into twelve tribes later
tended to become part of a purely theoretical
tradition with no correspondence to the actual
facts.
To some extent this was the case from
the very beginning, since even in the older
twelve-tribe system members of the preceding
six-tribe system were included though only
scattered remnants of them survived. Probably
the same thing happened later on with other
tribes. Nevertheless, the system, of which the
fixed number of twelve was part, continued to
be maintained; and the system held together the
surviving remnants of tribes under the
traditional names.
42
We have seen that William F. Albright noted the
geographical barriers which separated Judah and Ephraim
and Galilee and restricted the formation of an
Israelite political unit.

He also saw the invasion of

the Sea Peoples as a disrupting influence in any
Israelite amphictyony.
,
.
weaKen~ng

These factors led to a

0 f '~nter-tr~. b a 1

.
h'~ps. 43
re 1 at~ons

However, it

was not until the 1960's that the tide of opinion began
to grow against Noth!s amphictyony hypothesis.

42 Noth , The History of Israel, p. 96.
43 w. F • Albright, The Biblical Period, p. l8fi cf.
A.D.H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p.
100f.
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Y. Kaufmann accepted only that the people of Israel
were organized as tribes, and he did not see an
amphictyonic structure in Israel's early history.
Israel had a political organization before the
monarchy, though it is difficult to detect
because of its excessively 'spiritual'
character. It was a confederation of
independent tribes whose unity became visible
only under certain conditions •.. Authority was
vested in two institutions. There was, first,
the secular, 'primitive democracy' of the
elders. This authority, unlike that of the
Greek amphictyony, was not religious in any
way; it was not connected with any temple and
had no sacral functions.
It arose out of the
ancient tribal council of elders ... '
44
In 1962, Harry M. Orlinsky claimed that the
Israelite tribes 'maintained complete autonomy during
the period of the"Judges and recognized no central
capital or shrine for all Israel.,45
••. no amphictyonic league ever met at a shrine
to decide a course of action or to pick a
'Judge'. One will go through all twenty-one
chapters of the book of Judges and fail to find
mention of Shiloh, or Shechem, or Bethel, or
Ramah, or Beth-shean, or Gilgal, or any other
shrine at which a confederacy of two, or six,
or twelve, or any number of tribes met as an

44Yehezkel Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel, trans.
and abridged by Moshe Greenberg (University of Chicago
Press, 1960), p. 256f.
45Harry M. Orlinsky, 'The Tribal System of Israel
and Related Groups in the Period of the Judges,' in
Essays in Biblical Culture and Bible Translation (New
York: KTAV Publishing House, Inc., 1974), p. 68.
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amphictyony. This is an outstanding anomalous
phenomenon in the midst of an allegedly
existing amphictyony, or of several smaller
amphictyonies. Thus Shechem is mentioned but
once in the entire book of Judges, in chapter
9, and it would have gone unmentioned
altogether had not its Israelite inhabitants
set up there a shrine to the non-Israelite
or perhaps in this region and period,
semi-Israelite -- god Baal-berith, and had not
Abimelech, one of the many offspring of Gideon,
tried to become ruler of the area. Nothing
amphictyonic appears in the entire chapter of
fifty-seven verses.
46
The absence of evidence of an Israelite amphictyony in
the book of Judges, which deals with the period in
which such a structure is argued to have existed, is
compelling evidence against the hypothesis.
Orlinsky further claims that the city-states of
Phoenicia, of the Philistines, and of the Aramean
states north and east of Israel, did not constitute
amphictyonies either.
The accepted idea of the political organization
of the Philistines as given in the Bible -- a
league of five city-states -- whose capital
apparently changed on a rota basis from city to
city -- should be treated with caution, in the

46orlinsky, 'The Tribal System of Israel,' pp. 70-71.
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absence of any corroboratory evidence ... no
Philistine written archives have yet been
found.
47
These places, Orlinsky

holds~give

evidence of no one

powerful king, but consist of coalitions of petty kings
and sheikhs.

He concluded that the exhaustive

investigation of the Transjordan by Nelson Glueck

48

has

not discovered any evidence of a centrally organized
government in that area during the period of the
Judges, and which would influence Israel in the
establishment of an amphictyonic structure.
There is no evidence available at the present
time, according to Orlinsky, to indicate that the
relatively small and independent groups of Ammonites,
Midianites, Israelites, Moabites, in the Transjordan
area consisted of anything amphictyonic that would
provide a model for an Israelite amphictyony.

Orlinsky

suggests that the picture of Edom given in Gen.
36:31-39, which gives a list of 'kings who reigned in
the land of Edom before any king of the Israelite

47orlinsky, 'The Tribal System of Israel,' p. 75.
Albrecht Goetze, 'Mesopotamian Laws and the Historian,'
JAOS, 69 (1949), pp. 115-120, has argued that the area
of Mesopotamia in the 12th century had no one powerful
king, but consisted of coalitions of petty kings and
sheiks.
48Nelson Glueck, ~Explorations in Eastern Palestine,
III,' AASOR, 18-19 (1939), pp. 82-97.
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reigned l

,

dces not point to a dynasty or anything

approximating centralized rule of monarchy.
On the contrary, the picture of Edom given
here, in the period prior to King Saul (or,
rather, David and Solomon), is exactly that of
Israel itself during the period of the Judges,
prior to the rise of centralized authority
under the monarchy - one of petty chieftains,
local military leaders, some of the rulers not
unlikely ruling contemporaneously in different
regions of the land. The fact that the
biblical text refers to Edom's chieftains as
melakim should not impel the reader to jump to
the conclusion that "king" in the classical
sense is meant, any more than biblical
shophetim in the book of Judges means "judges"
in the classical sense.
49
Archaeological and literary evidence is lacking, in
Orlinsky's opinion, to prove the existence of
amphictyonic structures in Israel or in the
neighbouring cultures.
In 1965, Bruce Donald Rahtjen pointed out that the
Philistine league of cities fits the classical pattern
of the amphictyony much better than did the Israelite
league of tribes.

It (the Philistine league) consisted

of a league 'of five cities (Ashdod, Ashkelon, Ekron,
Gath, and Gaza) which were independent, but did
cooperate in the event of a common external danger.
Thus it is parallel to the Graeco-Italian amphictyonies

490rlinsky, 'The Tribal System of Israel,' p. 73f.
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which consist of cities and never of tribes, and
appears in this sense to disqualify Israel as an
amphictyony modelled on the European amphictyonic
structure.

SO

Also, the Greek and the Philistine

central shrine, according to Rahtjen, was a temple,
whereas the Israelite center of cultic activity was
wherever the Ark of the Covenant was located.

The Ark

was mobile, and the central shrine was moved several
time~,

unlike the temple which was a permanent central

sanctuary.Sl

Rahtjen also pointed out that although

the Delphic league (organized around the temple of
Demeter at Arnphela near Thermopylae) consisted of
twelve members, others had odd numbers of members (the
Calaurian league had seven members; the Boeotian league
is variously reported as having ten, eleven, and twelve
members).

Thus the numbers six and twelve associated

with the Israelite tribal-league can not be tied
conclusively to the Greek and Italian models, and the
relationship is coincidental in Rahtjen's view.

He

also says that the tenuous relationship between the two
models (Israelite and European) can tell us nothing
about the relationship of the numbers six and twelve to

SOBruce Donald Rahtjer., 'Philistine and Hebrew
~~phictyonies,' JNES, 24 (196S), p. 100.

51 Ra ht"]en, p. 10~,.
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the organization or history of the Israelite tribes. 52
Rahtjen has shown that the hypothesis of an Israelite
amphictyony existing in the period of the Judges is
based upon conjecture and coincidence.
Edward F. Campbell, on the other hand, had deduced
from the list of tribes in the form of genealogies
found in the book of Genesis (Gen. 22:20-24; 25:2,
12-16; 36:10-14, 20-30) that there existed groups of
clans and tribes, very often six or twelve in number
which had some relation to a shrine. 53

These West

Semitic tribal structures, Campbell believes, can be
linked to Israelite tribal structure by a similar
terminology in the tribal lists which point to a
similarity of organization.
The terminology in these tribal lists points
..• to a similarity of organization. In
Genesis 25:16, for example, appear these words:
'These are the sons of Ishmael and these are
their names, in their villages and in their
encampments, twelve princes according to their
tribal units.'
The term prince here is the
exceedingly common designation in the Priestly
tradition's description of the religious
organization for the heads of the Israelite

52Rahtjen, 'Philistine and Hebrew kmphictyonies,' p.
104.
53Edward F. Campbell, Jr. and G. Ernest Wright,
'Tribal League Shrines in Ammon and Shechem,' BA, 32,
No.4 (1969), p. 113.
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tribes. Here as in many other instances, the
Priestly tradition is probably employing
54
terminology with a long tradition behind it.
Campbell argues that the old terminology from the time
of the Israelite tribal-league is also the terminology
of the old lists of related tribal groups in the area
east of the Jordan (e.g. the term alluph used to
designate Edomite chiefs in Genesis 36:15-30 and in
other passages may be related to the word eleoh
designating a clan and then a military unit, thus
indicating a conceptual connection between Israel and
Edom).

His argument, however, is weakened by his own

admission that evidence is lacking concerning the area
and its population, and evidence so far has revealed
only a sparsely settled area consisting of semi-nomadic
peoples without permanent settlement.

55

The evidence

for tribal confederacies existing in the Transjordan
area is mainly literary and is indirect, and it is
difficult to locate central sanctuaries in that area.
George W. Anderson points out that there is no
Hebrew expression corresponding to the word
'amphictyony'.

He states:

54campbell and Wright, 'Tribal League Shrines,' p.
114.
55campbell and Wright, p. ll5f.
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It is, of course, possible to have the reality
without the name. But when we consider the
range of words describing family, social, and
national groups in the Old Testament, it would
indeed be strange if an institution allegedly
so fundamental to the early constitution of
Israel was in fact anonymous, or else had a
name which is now lost without a trace. It
might, indeed, be claimed that the word
'Israel' itself is the required term. Against
this suggestion Fohrer has objected that a name
compounded with 'El' and not 'Yahweh' is a
quite inappropriate label for a confederacy
whose chief bond of union was the worship of
Yahweh.
56
Roland de Vaux maintains that there is not the
slightest evidence of a Philistine amphictyony with
Ashdod as the site of a permanent central sanctuary.57
He also argues that the parallel which has been
proposed between the grouping of the tribes of Israel
and the Greek amphictyonies is not justified.

The

number twelve, he maintains, is not a significant
argument for the existence of an Israelite amphictyony,
as amphictyonies with a different number of members are
known to have existed.

It is impossible to prove the

existence of a central sanctuary, nor is there found a
council of tribal delegates.

On the contrary, de Vaux

56 G • W• Anderson, 'Israel:
_
A
'EQAH,' p. 142.

Amphictyony:

.

, AM', KAHAL''

57Roland de Vaux, 'La These de 1111Amphictyonie
Harvard Theological Review, 64 (1971), pp.
415-436, p. 421.
Isra~lite",'
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finds evidence of a number of sanctuaries.

In addition

there is no historical example of a concerted action by
all the tribes.

The individual tribes follow the

common laws and customs of all the tribes, but this in
itself does not constitute an amphictyonic rite.

Even

if it could be proven that a Judge of Israel existed
who proclaimed the divine law at the central sanctuary,
this remains a function unknown to the Greek
amphictyonies.

All in all, de Vaux maintains that the

word 'amphictyony' in connection with Israel creates a
false impression of relations between the Israelite
tribes, and in his view, the term ought to be abandoned.
A. D. H. Mayes in his examination of the tribal
lists holds that Gen. 29:31-30:24 and 49:3-27 in which
Levi is included is probably a later list than Num.

1:5-15 and 26:5-51 in which Levi is omitted.

He

maintains that the tribal name Joseph, included in the
later tribal lists, is a collective designation of the
brother tribes Ephraim and Manasseh, and that the later
tribal lists (Gen. 29:31 - 30:24) presuppose tohe
.
eXlstence

0

f

58De Vaux,
p. 436.

.,
59
t h e t wo trl0es.

Num. 1:5-15, he

'La These de l' "Arnphictyonie Isra~lite",'

59 A • D. H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 30.
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believes, represents the original tribal list from
which are derived later lists which do not include
Levi.

Also this earlier list included the tribes of

Manasseh and Gad, and he concludes that these two
tribes come from a time after the events recorded in
the Song of Deborah which do not mention these tribal
names.

60

Mayes reconstructs the tribal system to account
for the appearance of Ephraim and

Mac~ir

as independent

tribes in the Song of Deborah and to account for the
absence of Manasseh.

In Num. 26:29, 27:1, Machir is

listed as the son of Manasseh and the father of Gilead,
occupying the territory in east Jordan.
Deborah~

In the Song of

Gilead is represented as independent of Machir

who is living in west Jordan.

It is only after the

events presented in the Song of Deborah that Machir is
designated as the father of Gilead and the son of
Manasseh.

Mayes suggests that the tribe of Ephraim was

forced north, into territory occupied by Machir, by the
Philistine encroachment into the interior.

Most of

Machir in turn migrated to the east Jordan area.

Those

left behind, remnants of the tribe of Machir and new
elements of the tribe of Ephraim, formed a new tribe

60Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 31.
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which was called Manasseh.

Later, according to Mayes,

Ephraim and Manasseh were genealogically related as
brothers, sons of Joseph.

Manasseh, which became a

more significant tribe than Machir, was made the father
,.
61
o f rMacnl.r •
Gilead, which is normally the name of a district,
is probably a reference to a tribe in the Song of
Deborah.

Gad is not mentioned in the Song, and

probably did not exist then as a tribe.

Gilead also

appears independently of Machir, as Machir had not yet
migrated to the east of the Jordan.

As Ephraim and

Machir are listed in the Song of Deborah as independent
tribes, not associated as brothers, and the name of
Manasseh is omitted, the tribal lists in Gen. 49 and
Num. 1:5-15 must come after the events described in the
Song of Deborah.

Mayes concludes:

... if an amphictyony ever existed, that is, if
there ever was such a federation of Israelite
tribes corresponding to either or both of the
groups of lists, arranged in the way which Noth
has described, it must have existed in the
period between the battle against Sisera and
the rise of the monarchy. However, this is
only the case if the proposed Israelite
amphictyony must correspond to the lists of
tribes.
62

61Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 29.
62 Mayes, p. 31.
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Mayes believes that the number of tribes given in the
lists is not in itself sufficient reason for assuming
or for denying the existence of an Israelite
amphictyony.63
It would seem, then, that the full number of
twelve tribes was not attained until just prior to or
at the beginning of the establishment of the monarchy.
However, the component groups are doubtless of earlier
date.

The fact that some tribes had ceased to exist

(Reuben, Simeon, Gilead) by the time of David, points
to the fact that some forms of the tribal system
predate the monarchy.

None of the lists of tribal

systems are accompanied by any reference to the
characteristics and activities of amphictyonies.

c.

H. J. de Geus also goes beyond an examination of

the outward form of the amphictyony and deals directly
with Noth's basic thesis of the twelve-tribe Israelite
league found in Gen. 29:31-30:24; 35:23-26; 46:8-25;
49:3-27; Ex. 1:2-4; Deut. 27:12-14; Ezra 48:31-35; and 1
Ch. 2:2, which contain the tribes of Levi and Joseph;
and the lists in which Levi and Joseph are omitted and
Ephraim and Manasseh are added found in Num. 1:5-15,
20-43; 2:3-31; 7:12-83; 13:4-15; 26:5-51; Josh. 13-19;

63Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 34.
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21:4-7, 9-39.

Noth considered the splitting of the

tribe of Joseph into the two tribes of Ephraim and
Manasseh as a basic principle to his twelve-tribe
hypothesis.
The most important descriptions of the tribal
boundaries are found in Joshua 15-17.

Josh. 16:1-3

begins a description of a theoretical unit 'Joseph' and
develops the process of the division of Joseph into
Ephraim and Manasseh.

64

De Geus believes that the

mention of the Josephites in Josh. 16:1-3 is a later
addition and that the original boundary description
only counted independent tribes.

He maintains that the

places where the tribe of Joseph is mentioned date from
the time of the monarchy, and the tribes of Ephraim and
Manasseh are found in the earlier texts.

65

Therefore

texts containing mention of Ephraim and Manasseh are
older than those in which Joseph and Levi are
mentioned.

He claims that a secular tribe of Levi

never existed, and hence a system of twelve equal
tribes could not have existed.

Levi was included in a

later list, along with Joseph.

According to de Geus,

'"Joseph" is not a real tribal name, but a

64 Noth , The History of Israel, p. 59.
65 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 83.
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comprehensive indication of the real tribes Ephraim and
Manasseh.

The whole formulation of the verses 16-18

(Joshua ch. 17), for that matter, with the expression
"sons of Joseph/Josephites" seems fairly late. ,66

This

later list, according to de Geus, was not a system of
tribes, but a genealogical system, 67 a list of eponyms,
which came into existence after the fall of the
northern state in c. 722 B.C. in an attempt to restore
the Davidic line and rule.
giving the territory of Ephraim and
Manasseh the collective name of 'Joseph' is not
ancient, but on the contrary late. Joseph is
not at the beginning of a chain of development,
but at the end!
The territory of Ephraim
seems to have 'lain fallow' until a fairly late
period. We know that Ephraim is one of the
youngest tribes, if not the very youngest. At
any rate it is a tribe which was only
constituted in the settled country and took its
name from the har 'efrayim. Ephraim was an
extremely militant, aggressive and expansionist
tribe. This is touched upon in various places
in the Book of Judges (8:1-3; 12:1-6; chs.
0

••

66 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 82.
67siegfried Hermann, A History of Israel in Old
Testament Times, trans. John Bowden (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1975), p. 148. Hermann sees the
twelve-tribe system as an attempt by the DavidicSolomonic state to give a genealogical basis to the
political unity then in existence. Under David a
national theology or ideology was developed in
Jerusalem, according to Hermann, to support the rule of
the house of David. This was accomplished by assigning
a cormnon historical experience to all Israel f and by
giving a genealogical basis to the political unity.
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9-21). The settlement and rise of Ephraim
seems to have been partly at the expense of
other Israelite tribes, particularly Manasseh
.•• and Benjamin. The process of Ephraim's
rise can be followed since the Song of Deborah,
where Ephraim is named beside the far older
Machir .•• 68
Ephraim eventually became the most powerful tribe in
the north as is evidenced by the later usage of calling
the whole northern kingdom Ephraim.

Later the order of

tribes was reversed from Manasseh-Ephraim, and,
according to de Geus, 16:1-3, referring to the
Josephites, was placed at the beginning of the tribal
list to claim the unity of the whole region.
Also the list in Josh. ch. 15 used for Judah, de
Geus argues, 'does not go back to the time of the
Judges, but clearly presupposes the kingdom of
Judah. ,69

It is an attempt, he maintains, to claim the

unity of the whole territory by describing not the
tribe of Judah but the state of Judah.

Thus it seems

improbable that the boundaries described here can be
regarded as those of an older southern amphictyony.

De

Geus maintains that,
... it is not only Judah's presence in the
system which is doubtful, but also that of Dan.

68 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 79.
69 De Geus, p. 84.
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Dan's former territory seems to have been
divided among Judah, Benjamin and Ephraim,
while the system attempts, in a very artificial
manner, yet to leave a region open for Dan ...
Whether the system of tribal boundaries also
contained a description of the regions in
Transjordan is very problematic •.• No
description of Issachar is given either. One
may therefore conclude that the ancient
document gave a description of the internal
boundaries of the following six tribes in
Central Palestine: Benjamin, Manasseh,
Ephraim, Zebulun, Asher, Naphtali. Together
with the towns or regions in Transjordan, this
region is not very different from the 'Israel'
which remains true to Ishbosheth in 2 Sam. 2:9
.•• The enumeration of just these tribes
therefore forms a very strong indication that
the original system of boundary descriptions
does indeed date from the later period of the
Judges .•. with this dating in the background,
one can be fairly certain that the addition of
the 'boundary description' of Judah together
with the note about the Josephites presupposes
the situation after the splitting up into two
states. 70
It is the opinion of de Geus that the expression 'house
of Joseph' first appears in the early monarchy.

71

He

suggests that 'Joseph' is not a real tribal name, but a
comprehensive indication of the tribes Ephraim and
Manasseh, and that the expression 'sons of Joseph' is

70 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 81.
71 De Geus, p. 95.
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late. 72

He notes that the expression 'house of Joseph'

first appears in the early time of the Kings, and the
Old Testament 'gives no occasion to think there was an
ancient independent tribe of Joseph.

Everywhere it

could be shown that mention of a tribe of Joseph was
either late, or secondary.

The earliest traditions

have only Ephraim and Manasseh.'

De Geus concludes

that a system of tribes containing Joseph can not be
very old and can not date from the time of the Judges.
He also points out that the list which includes Ephraim
and Manasseh is younger than the Song of Deborah, as
the Song includes Gilead and not Gad, as well as the
,
t
anC1en

tr1'b e

0f

Mac h'1r. 73

If the conclusions reached by de Geus are
accepted, it seems quite probable that both tribal
systems described by Noth are late, and probably
represent an idealization of tribal unity which was
accomplished only during the monarchy.

The Song of

Deborah possibly represents the heightening

72 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 95. Also see
pp. 82-94 for his examination of Josh. 17:14-18, 18:5,
24:32; Num. 27:1, 34:23, 36:1, 5, 12; Deut. 27:11-13;
Judg. 1:22, 35; 2 Sam. 19:21; 1 Kings 11:28; Ezek.
37:16, 19, 47:13, 48:32; 1 Chron. 1-9; the bles3ing of
Jacob and the blessing of Moses, Gen. 49:22-26 and
Deut. 33:13-16; Amos 5:5, 15, 6:6; Obad. 1:18; Zech.
10:6; Pss. 77:16, 78:67-69, 80:2-3, 81:6, 105:17.
73 De Geus, p. Ill.
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consciousness of tribal unity which saw its fruition
under Saul and David.
B. Lindars states that 'if there was a t.ribal
confederacy at this period, it was not identical with
any form of it that can be deduced from the tribal
lists on which Noth's theory was based. ,74

He believes

that the number twelve can not be taken back earlier
than the time of David.

Lindars notes that Noth did

not accept the list in Judg. 5 as having any bearing on
the twelve-tribe system, on the grounds that the Song
lists only participants in the battle, and also that
the tribal designations are geographical rather than
ethnic.

Lindars does not disagree with Noth's

argument, but notices that Noth's observations point
out that a genealogical system of the tribes had not
been constructed at this stage.

75

If the unification of Israel was mainly brought
about by the need to band together against the
strength of the Philistines, there is no need
to assume the interposition of a tribal
confederacy.
In such circumstances the
movement towards tribal unity is likely to pass
directly from local leadership to kingship.
It
is thus doubtful if it is appropriate to speak

74Barnabas Lindars, 'The Israelite Tribes in
Judges,' VTS, 30 (1979), p. 99.
75 Lln
. d ars, p. 103 .
Israel, p. 111.

Cf. de Geus, The Tribes of
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of a confederacy of the tribes at all, implying
some kind of military league, quite apart from
the difficulty of identifying a group of twelve
(or six) tribes as a coherent unit in this
period. It thus begins to look as if the
tribal lists are the result of a
rationalization of a more complex and confused
state of affairs, worked out subsequently. So
far as they have an historical basis at all,
this would seem to be derived from the tribal
positions which obtained when Israel settled
down under David, after the Philistines had
been suppressed and the lingering allegiance to
the house of Saul was ended.
76
Thus, Lindars finds no evidence which would enable us
to trace the lists of twelve tribes to an earlier
period.

The numbers ten and twelve which were used as

numbers denoting wholeness in the ancient Near East
were, according to Lindars, used' in Israel to represent
the totality of tribes rather than a specific number of
tribes.

'The sanctuaries at Gilgal and Shechem had

twelve stones, and cultic use of them to represent
tribal participants may have helped to fix twelve as
the "complete" number of Israelite tribes.,77
In the Song of Deborah there is a unity probably
based upon the consciousness of celonging to Israel.
There is no evidence that the clans are ethnically
related, but the designation 'Israel' seems to be

76 L1n
. d ars,

'The Israelite Tribes in Judges,' p. 100.

77 L1n
. d ars, p. 100.
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universally accepted as their collective description. 78
A. D. H. Mayes states that the only way to define
an Israelite tribe, as described in the Song of
Deborah, is that they were 'the people of Yahweh.'
They acknowledged Yahweh as their God, and waged battle
against the Canaanite forces on behalf of Yahweh. 79
Lindars also sees the particular tribes drawn together
in mutual help without an institutional organization.
Their common religion does not include cultic
gatherings of all the tribes at a central sanctuary,
nor does it impose mutual obligations based on an
' t yon1C
'h
amp h 1C
t eory. 80

Mayes b e l'1eves t h
at"1t 1S at

Kadesh that there can be found the origins of Israel's
unity as the people of Yahweh.

There they came into

existence and acknowledged Yahweh as their God, and
from there they entered the land of Canaan, one part
from the south and settled around Hebron, and another
entered from the Transjordan opposite Jericho.

Judah

and Simeon, according to Mayes, are as much the people
of Yahweh as were the tribes in the north.

It was

impossible for them to participate in the battle

78Lindars,

'The Israelite Tribes in Judges,' p. 110.

79 A • D. H • Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 99.
80Lindars, 'The Israelite Tribes in Judges,' p. 111.
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against Sisera because of the barriers (geographical
and military) separating them from the northern tribes.
Despite separation between the north and the south,
Mayes believes that Judah could have shared in a common
faith with the other tribes.

After the battle against

Sisera 'the now extended people of Yahweh was defined
in clearer terms, in the form of the descendants of
twelve brothers, the sons of the patriarch Jacob.

This

is a reflection, not of an amphictyonic organization of
twelve tribes, but of a community all of whose members
acknowledged Yahweh as their God, and whose unity had
been founded at Kadesh.,8l

When David established his

capital at Jerusalem to unite north and south, he
established the Yahwistic tradition which must have
been as much the heritage of Judah as it was the
heritage of the northern tribes.

82

It is only at this

period of history that the unity of all the tribes
found active and concrete expression in worship of
Yahweh in Jerusalem.

81Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 109.
82 Mayes, p. 107.
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(b)

Worship of Yahweh at a central sanctuary.

Noth maintained that the essential feature of the
Israelite amphictyony was the central sanctuary which
was the central place of worship.

The focal point of

the central sanctuary was the shrine housing the Ark of
the Covenant.

The sacred Ark probably was set up

there, and common worship 'before Yahweh'

(i.e. before

the Ark as the place of God's presence, cf. Judg.
20:26f.) was offered as the visible expression of
Israel's communal life.

83

Shechem was, according to

Noth, probably the first location of the amphictyonic
centre, and for a time Israelis amphictyonic worship
was performed there, although there is no evidence that
the Ark was located there.

84

Later Bethel (Judg.

20:26-28; cf. 20:18; 21:2) assumed the role of the
central sanctuary.

Josh. chs. 4 and 5 appear to place

the tribal center at Gilgal, but it is not certain that
the Ark was located there.

The Ark is finally located

at Shiloh (1 Sam. 1:3; 3:3; cf. Jer. 7:14; 26:9), and
here the tribes assembled for religious festivals.

83 Noth , The History of Israel, p. 97. Cf. Num.
10:35-36; Jer. 3:l6f. which indicates that the Ark was
thought of as the throne of the invisible deity.
84 Noth, p. 93.
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The Ark probably was a travelling shrine of wandering
clans (cf. Num. l2:35f.) and a portable sanctuary (cf.
Ex. l5:l0ffj 37:lff.) until it became a common cult
object of the association of twelve tribes. Then it was
set up in one place for a prolonged period as a central
place of worship.

However, it apparently had no

permanent resting place, as is evident from the various
locations of the Ark from time to time.
John Bright supports the identification of the
sacred Ark with the central sanctuary:
... because the Tabernacle is scarcely
mentioned through the period of the Judges, it
was once commonly assumed that Israel had no
central cult at that time. This is certainly
erroneous. Not only were great pilgrim shrines
the rule in most ancient Oriental countries,
but Israel's amphictyonic organization -- as
was true of similar organizations elsewhere -required a focal point at a central sanctuary.
Though worship at other places was not
excluded, the shrine of the Ark was the
official shrine of the tribal league and the
heart of its corporate life. 85
Noth acknowledges that other local shrines in
which local cults flourished existed, but for Israel as
a whole only the worship at the central shrine was
official.

Details of this worship are not forthcoming.

85 Br~gn,
, . t A H'~s t ory
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It may be assumed that it included regular
offering of sacrifices at particular times,
made in the name of the whole of Israel, and
the holding of pilgrim festivals probably at
least once a year. The old ordinances that
'three times in the year all thy males shall
see the face of Yahweh' (Exod. xxiii, 17;
xxxiv, 23) can only refer to the local shrines
throughout the country and to the three
agricultural festivals which were celebrated at
these shrines, as it would have been
impracticable to carry it out at the central
shrine. When, on the other hand, we hear in 1
Sam. i, 3ff. that Elkanah, the father of
Samuel, went with his family to Shiloh 'year by
year' (verse 7) 'to worship and to sacrifice
there in the house of Yahweh' it may have been
an annual amphictyonic festival at which all
the tribes had to be represented officially,
but to which many other Israelites came as
well, especially if the central shrine was as
accessible for them as it was for the
Ephraimite Elkanah.
86
John Bright holds that at the heart of the cultic life
was the celebration of annual feasts which became the
occasions upon which Yahweh's mighty acts on behalf of
Israel were celebrated (Ex. 23:14-17; 34:18-24; cf.
Lev. 23:1-44; Deut. 16:1-17; Passover-Unleavened Bread,
Weeks, and Ingathering).

Thus Israel gave to ancient

annual agricultural festivals a new rationale by
imparting to them a historical content (Exodus, the Law

,
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Historically, according to Noth, the formation of
the twelve-tribe confederacy is to be found in the
assembly at Shechem (Josh. 24) where the league of six
tribes known as Leah combined with the house of Joseph
and other elements to form a twelve-tribe system.

He

held that a central sanctuary was a vital element in an
amphictyony.

There the representatives of the various

tribes assembled and the amphictyonic law was
promulgated.

The central sanctuary was the place in

which the Ark was located, where the amphictyonic
representatives met, and where cultic and moral
stipulations found in the Book of the Covenant were
reaffirmed.

88

Mayes states that a central sanctuary

must fulfil three requirements:

(1) the Ark is lodged

there; (2) it is visited regularly by the tribes or
their representatives; and (3) a covenant renewal
festival is celebrated there.

89

Although the true central sanctuary was the place
where the Ark was located according to Noth, there is
no evidence that the Ark was located at one sanctuary
duricg the entire period of the Judges.

Orlinsky

points out that Shechem itself is mentioned in Judges

88Noth , The History of Israel, pp. 93f., 98, l04f.
89Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 35.
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chapter 9 with reference only to the attempt by
Abimelech to rule over the area.

The site is not in

any way described as an amphictyonic center.

No

mention is given of the Ark located there, not even in
Josh. 24.

90

The Ark is variously located at Gilgal

(Josh. 3-4; 7:6), at Bethel (Judg. 20:27-28), and at
Shiloh (1 Sam. 3-4; cf. Josh. 18:1; Judg. 18:31; Jer.
7:12).

However, these texts can not be used to support

the theory of the Israelite amphictyony.9l

The Ark is

referred to in Judg. 20:27 as simply located in Bethel.
There the Israelites inquired of God which tribe should
lead them into battle against Benjamin.

However, the

tribes involved had first gathered to take counsel
against the Benjaminites at Mizpah.

If the shrine at

which the Ark was housed formed the focal and assembly
point of the amphictyony, it is significant that the
tribes met at Mizpah.

92

Bethel is the location of an altar at which
sacrifices are offered (Judg. 21:2-4) as well as the
place at which the Ark is lodged.

The importance of

this site seems to be attested by these references.

90Noth , The History of Israel, p. 71.
9lMayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 53.
92orlinsky, 'The Tribal System of Israel,' p. 71.
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However, there is no tradition which points to Bethel
as a central sanctuary acknowledged and visited by all
the Israelite tribes.

Also, no covenant festival is

recorded as having been celebrated there. 93
Gilgal was certainly a sanctuary, and there is
evidence that Yahweh was worshipped there in the form
of a festival (Josh. 6:10-12, the Passover).94

Gilgal

is the only place which seems to comply with the
features of a central sanctuary.

However, 1 Sam.

7:15-17 says that Samuel made a yearly circuit to three
important sanctuaries, Bethel, Mizpah, and Gilgal.

De

Geus holds that each of these three sanctuaries held
its own special great festival, and so Gilgal was not
an exclusive sanctuary.

He comments on the three

sanctuaries in Benjamin and Ephraim, Behtel, Mizpah and
Gilgal:
There is every reason to suppose that these
three sanctuaries correspond to the three 'high
feasts' of ancient Israel. Each sanctuary had
its own special great festival. As there were
many more temples or sanctuaries in the rest of
Israel at this time, it is to be'presumed that
there were more of such Itriads'.
In any case
one may not deduce from Exod. 23:14-19 that the
Israelite was called upon to go up three times
a year to one and the same central sanctuary.

93Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 46.
94Mayes, p. 49.
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No doubt a number of famous sanctuaries, such
as those on Mount Gerizim and Mount Tabor, at
Gilgal, Bethel or Beersheba, will have
attracted great numbers of pilgrims every
year.
95
He concludes that there existed many famous sanctuaries
at which pilgrims gathered, as one would attend an
annual occasion such as a fair.
Shiloh became the place at which the Ark was
lodged toward the end of the period of the Judges.

It

was taken into battle against the Philistines (c. 1150
B.C.) and captured (1 Sam. 4:1-11).

Nothing dealing

with Shiloh, however, supports the theory that a
national or covenant festival was held there. 96
Josh. 24 gives evidence of a central sanctuary,
but not of the Ark; Bethel has the Ark lodged there,
but it is not the place at which the tribes gather, and
was not the one sanctuary esteemed more important than
others, as is evidenced by the recognition of Mizpah as
an important sanctuary at the same time; Shiloh had the
Ark but there is no evidence that the place held a
central position, as, for example, the people gathered
at Ebenezer (1 Sam. 4:1), and only subsequently sent
for the Ark from Shiloh (1 Sam.

4~3-4).

Orlinskyalso

95 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 199.
96Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 53.
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notes that the ark is not mentioned in the Song of
Deborah.

Also, the entire book of Judges makes no

mention of a shrine at which any number of tribes met
as an amphictyony.97

De Geus notes that neither the

central sanctuary nor a central cult is mentioned in
the entire book of the Covenant.

The obligations in

Ex. 23:14-19 requiring observance of the three high
feasts three times in the year make no mention of a
visit three times a year to one and the same central
sanctuary.

98

If there existed a multiplicity of sanctuaries at
which Yahweh was worshipped, and if the presence of the
Ark guaranteed not only the existence of the central
sanctuary but also the presence of Yahweh, it seems
probable that the Ark would have to travel from
sanctuary to sanctuary to give legitimacy to the
festival being celebrated there.

In other words, if

the Ark constitutes the sanctuary, it would of
necessity have to be mobile, moving from one sanctuary
to another.

Hence the Ark must be a mobile sanctuary

rather than a permanent central sanctuary.

It appears

that the Ark itself was sacred, and it did not make its

970rlinsky,

'The Tribal System of Israel,' p. 70.

98 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 199.
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home at all special. 99

None of the Israelite

sanctuaries appear to be a common central sanctuary,
nor do they in any way correspond to the amphictyonic
shrines at Delphi and Pylae. 100

Orlinsky believes that

the early Israelite conception of God was incompatible
with the exclusive centralization of worship at a
central shrine.

He notes that the deity was not

localized in the period of the Patriarchs, and that
covenants were made and renewed in several different
places.

This created a number of shrines throughout

the land in which God was worshipped.

Shrines were

found in practically every populated site, and this
condition continued in the period of the Judges.
Orlinsky also maintains that even Josiah's reformation
(c. 621 B.C.) failed to destroy the numerous
independent shrines found allover the country.10l
The Song of Deborah makes no mention of a site at
which a sanctuary may have existed.

V. llb 'Then down

to the gates came the people of the Lord' refers to the
place of local muster, the city gates of the individual
Israelite settlements, the assembly point for social

99 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 200.
lOOMayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 54.
lOlorlinsky, 'The Tribal System of Israel,' p. 76.
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and legal matters, and in this text appears to be the
place for muster of the peasant army prior to assembly
for battle.

The prose account (Judg. 4:5) mentions a

site where Deborah the prophetess 'used to sit under
the palm of Deborah between Ramah and Bethel in the
hill country of Ephraim.'

This is the only reference

to sites which may have housed sanctuaries.
Judges 2:1-5 describes a movement of the
Israelites from Gilgal to Bochim, and the establishment
of a sanctuary there.

If this is not Bethel, but a

site somewhere south of that place, it may be a
reference to Mizpah which is located between Bethel and
Ramah.

Mizpah is referred to as an assembly point for

the tribes in Judg. 20:1 (cf. Judg. 21:1-5) and in 1
Sam. 7:5, 7, 12, 16, 17.

Josh. 15:38 mentions Mizpah

as a city allotted to Judah, and in Josh. 18:26 as a
city of the tribe of Benjamin, located between the
tribe of Judah and the tribe of Joseph.
Whether the place where Deborah 'judged' is Mizpah
or any other place, it seems possible that she 'sat' at
a local sanctuary.

From this sanctuary in the hill

country of Ephraim, she, with Barak from Kadesh
Naphtali, formed an alliance of the southern tribes
with the northern tribes to wage a battle against the
forces of Sisera.

The hill country of Ephraim is the
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natural center of the land and a suitable place from
which to conduct a 'judgeship'.
We know of yet another Judge of Israel who carne
from Issachar, namely Tola. His place of
residency and action according to Judges 10:1
lay not in the region of his native tribe, but
'he lived in Shamir in the hill country of
Ephraim.'
That corresponds entirely to 'she
dwelt under the palm tree of Deborah between
Ramah and Bethel in the hill country of
Ephraim' in Judges 4:5. Here as there, a
descendant of Issachar performed a judicial
function in the hill country of Ephraim. 102
The prose account of the battle against Sisera
mentions another possible cultic site.

Judg. 4:9b-10a

reads:

'Then Deborah arose, and went with Barak to

Kedesh.

And Barak summoned Zebulun and Naphtali to

Kedesh ..• '

Excavations of Tel Kedesh (Tell Abu

Qudeis) by E. Stern in 1968 led to the discovery of a
level from the 12th century B.C.

Here was found a

cultic place with an altar, which Stern identified with
the Kedesh mentioned in Judges 4:11 as the dwelling
place of Heber the Kenite, and as the locality linked
with the battle near Taanach.

Tel Kedesh is situated

almost midway between Taanach and Megiddo in the

102Rudolf Smend, Yahweh War and Tribal
Confederation, trans. Max G. Rogers (New York and
Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1970), p. 58.
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Jezreel valley.103
Strata IV-VII. The next four strata all belong
to the Israelite period. These strata were
well preserved for the most part, with walls
and floors lined with stones, clay, or ground
chalk. The most important building was a large
structure in stratum IV, which was only partly
exposed in the excavated area.
It contained
one long chamber with an entrance that led to a
stone-flagged courtyard. Inside the chamber
were a number of jar bases stuck in the floor,
and adjacent to them was a limestone incense
altar with four horns. These finds led the
excavator to conclude that the building served
as a cult place .•. Careful examination of the
ceramic remains showed that the earliest
stratum (VII) belonged to the first half of the
twelfth century B.C. 104
B. Mazar has concluded that Hobab the Kenite was
the eponym of a clan which not only was involved in the
craft of the smith but was connected'with the function
of worship, first in Negeb Arad in the territory of
Judah.
Hobab entered into a family relationship with
Moses, attached his clan to the Israelites,
guided them through the wilderness, and
finally, through his descendants, attained land
inheritance within Judah in Negeb Arad. The
passage of Hobab the Kenite was included in
Judges 1 for no reason other than to emphasize
the special importance of this noble family,
which most likely tendered a religious-cultic
tradition from its nomadic days, and evidently

103 E. Stern, 'Kedesh, Tel,' EAEHL, 3, p. 702f.
104~t
~ ern,
p. 703 .
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also in order to preface that which follows in
Judges 4, concerning one branch of the clan
that of Heber the Kenite.
105
Mazar suggests that one branch of the clan, Heber the
Kenite, continued the religious-cultic tradition at
Elon Bezaannaim, by Kedesh.

It was there, Mazar

claims, that Sisera fled because Jael's dwelling-place
was recognized as a sanctuary and place of refuge where
.
.
protectl0n
was glven
even t 0 an enemy. 106

The borders of the three Galilean tribes,
Naphtali, Zebulun, and Issachar, converged at Mount
Tabor.

It is possible that Mount Tabor served as a

kind of border sanctuary_

Moses' blessing to

and Issachar may be an allusion to it:

Zeb~lun

'They shall

invite their kin to the mountain, where they offer
sacrifices of success'

(Deut. 33:19).

Of the Galilean

tribes, only Naphtali, Zebulun and Issachar fought in
the battle against Sisera, and they concentrated their
forces before the battle on Mount Tabor.

Also the

close proximity of unwalled villages in the region of
Upper Galilee, and the cooperation of the three tribes
Naphtali, Zebulun, and Issachar, may point to some kind

105 B . Mazar, 'The Sanctuary of Arad and the Family
of Hobab the Kenite,' JNES, 24 (1965), p. 300.
106 Mazar, p. 300.
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of tribal league.

However, evidence of a central

sanctuary is lacking, and the mention of Mount Tabor,
even if a sanctuary was located there, is only as an
assembly point for battle.
What is certain is that there were sanctuaries in
most settled areas.

The prose account of the battle

against Sisera implies that there were cultic sites,
but there is no evidence to indicate that they were
used as the centre of a religious confederation.
Orlinsky holds that,
There is a serious methodological error .•. in
assuming the existence of an amphictyonic
league almost whenever and wherever a biblical
Book records the existence of a shrine.
Shechem, Shiloh, Bethel, Gilgal, Kadesh ~- all
were shrines in the twelfth-eleventh centuries;
what does that prove for amphictyony? All
these sites were shrines in Canaanite,
pre-Israelite times; did amphictyony obtain in
Canaanite society? 107
Orlinsky further states that neither the poetic nor the
prose version of Judges chapters 4 to 5 makes mention
of any central shrine which could be described as an
amphictyonic centre.

The book of Judges, on the other

hand, gives the impression that there was no central
authority in the land.

In the period of the Judges,

God was worshipped at a number of sanctuaries or

107 Or l'~ns k y,

'The Tribal System of Israel,' p. 70.
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shrines, and not exclusively at one place, but
sanctuaries were scattered throughout the land.

He

notes that even in the reign of Josiah independent
shrines continued to flourish, and no one capital or
shrine could achieve any kind of centralized authority.
An amphictyonic structure, in his opinion, did not
exist in Israel any more than it did in Transjordan or
· wes t ern
anyw h ere e 1 se ~n

.

As~a

'
10 8
at t h
e t~me.

Biblical evidence points to the existence of
numerous local shrines or sanctuaries rather than to a
central sanctuary.

It is precisely the existence of

Canaanite city-states especially in the fertile valleys
that forced the Israelites to settle in the mountains
a'nd prevented formation of' an entity.

The tribes in

this period seem not to be engulfed by a larger
amphictyonic community, and appear not to be committed
to a central shrine in some cultic activity, or bound
to a central authority.

The existence of an

amphictyonic structure for all Israel is a hypothesis,
and there is no clear evidence to support the theory.
Also, the evidence of the Old Testament for a tribal
structure, consisting of a union of tribes, does not
suggest that there was ever a central sanctuary which

l08orlinsky, The Tribal System of Israel, p. 76.
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acted as a place of assembly for the Israelite tribes
in the period prior to the monarchy.109

(c)

The acceptance of a divine law.

An essential feature of the Shechem assembly
(Josh. 24), according to Noth, was the establishment of
a 'statute and ordinance' which was written in 'the
book of the law'.

This he believes presents a picture

of what Israel considered essential in the gatherings
of the tribes at the central sanctuary -- the
proclamation of the law.

110

At Sinai there was

revealed to a group of clans that revelation of divine
will which was to inspire and incorporate the later
t"ribes into a sacred confederation c ' ••• the encounter
on Sinai would have meant that sUbjection to the will
"
,Ill
' a d"~v~ne 1 aw was d
o f G0 d as f ormu 1 a t e d ~n
ec~s~ve.
This divine law, Noth suggests, was recited at the
tribal gatherings at regular intervals, and all Israel
committed itself to the upholding of the divine

l09James D. Martin, 'The Office of Judge in
Pre-Monarchic Israel,' TGUOS, 26 (1978), p. 64.
110Noth, The History of Israel, p. 100.
IllN o t'n, p. 133.
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stipulations.
the gate'

Elders of clans administered justice 'in

(at the entrance of the city or in the public

square in front of the gate) to settle local issues.
However Israel as a whole, according to Noth, was
subject to a divine law which was regularly proclaimed
and interpreted by the 'judge' of Israel who alone
interpreted the law, and instructed the tribes about
the meaning and application of its individual
clauses.

112

Noth holds that,

The oldest traces of genuinely Israelite legal
ordinances in the Old Testament may well be the
original federal law of Israel and the later
books of the law as far as and including the
so-called Holiness Code in Lev. xvii-xxvi, and
the deuteronomic law in Deut. xii-xxvi, may
well be seen as further developments of the
earliest statements. These earliest statements
are to be found within the so-called Book of
the Covenant in Exod. xxi-xxiii; and so the
genuinely Israelite part of the Book of the
Covenant, the religious and moral prohibitions
in Exod. xxii, 17ff. have most right to be
considered elements of the original divine law
of Israel. 113
John Bright also suggests that the legal material
of the Pentateuch goes back to the period of the
Judges.

The Book of the Covenant (Ex. 21-23; 34) he

claims is of early origin and that it reflects legal

112Noth , The History of Israel, p. 103.
113 Noth , p. 104 .
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procedure at the time of the amphictyony.

The

Decalogue too, he maintains, represents a fundamental
and original element in Israel's faith. 114
Noth holds that Israel was subject to a divine law
which not only dealt with tribal relationships, but
with the relationship between Israel as a whole and its
God.

The law was recited at regular intervals at the

assembly at the central sanctuary by the 'Judge of
Israel' and Israel committed itself to the law in
constantly renewed acts of affirmation.

Thus, the

Israelite confederacy was constituted by committment
to, re-enactment of, and obligation to the divine law.
Noth gives as an example of the importance and
seriousness of the divine law in the amphictyony the
incident recorded in Judg. 19 and 20.

In the

Benjaminite city of Gibeah, the wife of a Levite was
sexually assaulted.

The Levite had claimed hospitality

in the city for a night, and the assault was a
violation of the divine law.

An assembly of the tribes

was called in Mizpah to deal with the crime and to
, h t h ose wno
. ,na d V10
' 1 ate d th e d"lVlne 1 aWe 115
punlS
In 1965, Georg Fohrer raised objections to the

114Bright, A History of Israel, p. 130.
l15 Noth , The History of Israel, p. 105.
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assumption that Israel's religion since its origins was
based on a covenant with Yahweh which was proclaimed in
a covenant renewal festival held annually at the
central sanctuary.

116

Although the origin of Yahwism

was with the group under the leadership of Moses who
experienced the Exodus and the events of Sinai, the
acceptance of Yahwism by other groups and tribes was,
in Fohrer's opinion, a gradual process.

Israel's early

period was characterized by a multiplicity of clan and
tribal religions, and only gradually did Yahweh become
the God of all Israel.

Fohrer suggests that the group

under the leadership of Moses and then Joshua, who
brought Yahwism into Palestine, were absorbed by the
central group of tribes belonging to the house of
Joseph.
This group appears soon to have accepted the
new faith, which proved itself in the fighting
entailed by the occupation and self-assertion
of the tribes, thus showing that it was the
'true' faith.
In consequence of the political
and military superiority of the central
Palestinian group, as well as the activity of
the Levites, who acted as missionaries of
Yahwism throughout the land, Yahwism was
rapidly acknowledged among the other Israelite

l16Georg Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament,
trans. David Green (London: SPCK, 1970), p. 207.
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tribes. This process was probably essentially
complete as early as the middle of the twelfth
century. 117
After the initial victories of the Joshua group under
the protection of Yahweh, Fohrer sees the victory over
Sisera and the Canaanites (Judg. 5) as a further
influence upon the people.

The victory was attributed

to Yahweh who intervened directly on behalf of the
tribes (Judg. 5:4-5, 20-21).

Thus Fohrer maintains

that if his interpretation of the events is correct
'the victory song in Judg. 5 is also the acknowledgment
of Yahweh on the part of his new converts. ,118
Fohrer holds that Yahwism spread gradually from
tribe to tribe after its initial introduction as a
tribal religion into central Palestine, and that its
spread was aided by acknowledgment of victories won by
Yahweh on behalf of his people.

'Just as Joshua

conquered in the name of Yahweh, Deborah offered the
same opportunity to Barak, who was not yet a follower
of Yahweh, and accompanied him as a guarantee of divine
al"d . ,119

117 Georg Fohrer, History of Israelite Religion
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1972), p. 87.
118 Fonrer,
"
p. 88f.
119

Fohrer, p. 88.
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Fohrer sees Yahweh being adopted gradually, and
believes that it is possible that individual families
and clans continued to worship their clan god, equated
with El.

Gradually the worship of Yahweh gained a

footing at ancient sites, and the remnants of the
clan-god cults lost their support.

Yahwism adopted for

itself the tradition of the clan gods who had been
identified with local manifestations of El.

As a

result, the continuity between Yahweh and Israel was
established from the time of the patriarchs. 120
Fohrer regards the schema of twelve-tribes not as
a sacral tribal league, but as a genealogical list
recording descent and relationship.

By tracing descent

to a common ancestor, they become related as
'brothers'.
The schema of the twelve tribes of Israel is
therefore intended to comprehend the totality
of Israel living together in Palestine in a
single genealogical list that declares them to
be descendants of twelve related ancestors,
themselves descended from a single ancestor
It represents an abbreviated popular genealogy,
and constitutes the totality of Israel as a
whole united in blood relationship established
by their tribal ancestor Jacob/Israel and
ultimately, through the genealogical chain of

120 Fchrer, History of Israelite Religion, p. 99.
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the patriarchs, by Abraham. They are the (am
of Israel. Thus begins the process that forges
of them one people, the tam Israel. 121
The patriarchal clans probably settled gradually in
Palestine from as early as the 14th century B.C.

It is

not until the end of the 13th century B.C. that the
Moses group arrived in Palestine.

At Sinai, the Moses

group had become the (am of Yahweh, and they brought
with them to Palestine this new and fervent faith in
Yahweh.

The Moses group entered into relationship with

the tribes of Israel, and, by a gradual process, the
people of Israel became the people of Yahweh.
None of this means that Yahwism, once adopted
by the Israelite tribes, did not likewise
function as a unifying force binding them
together.
Indeed, it was precisely by its
assimilation of the Moses host, constituted as
the 'am of Yahweh, and by its adoption of
Yahwism that the 'am Israel as a whole became
the 'am of Yahweh-alld were drawn into community
with Yahweh. On the one hand, the Moses host
was assimilated into the (am Israeli on the
other, Israel was assimilated into the (am of
Yahweh. This observation helps us understand
why Israel preserved the patriarchal traditions
even after the adoption of Yahwism and equated
the clan gods, in the form identified with
local manifestations of El, with Yahweh.
Israel thus established continuity, so that the
(am Israel descended from Jacob/Israel could
appear from the very outset as the (am of
Yahweh. At the same time, this procedure made
it possible to continue using kinship

121 Fohrer, History of Israelite Religion, pp. 93-94.
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categories for the relationship between Yahweh
and Israeli these categories were natural to
both the clan religion and Israelis own
self-understanding. 122
Fohrer further sees Yahweh, like the patriarchal gods,
as not restricted to anyone site, but as a god who
accompanies his people and who comes to their aid in
time of need or crisis.
place at all,

If Yahweh does have a dwelling

' i t is the heavens, from which he

descends to appear upon the mountain of God, to
accompany those who worship him during their
wanderings, or to perform his deeds in settled
territory, by the sea, or in the steppes.'

123

In the Song of Deborah the tradition of the Sinai
covenant is preserved (Judge 5:4), according to Fohrer.
This he sees in the fact that in the battle against
Sisera the association between Yahweh and Israel is
maintained and extended.

The covenant is one of a

relationship between Yahweh and the people of Yahweh,
in which Yahweh's guidance and help are realized.
Fohrer can not find this relationship in a cult, nor in
a politico-military capacity, nor in an institution,
but in a people.

122 Fohrer, History of Israelite Religion, p. 94.
l23Fohrer, p. 78.
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W. Zimmerli comments on Fohrer's position:
... the historical event that established the
link between Yahweh and the people led by Moses
must not be interpreted by means of a covenant
formulary. Wha.t emerged was simply a
connection 'in the sense of a continuing
association of a nomadic kind', i.e. 'a kind of
kin-relationship in which the people led by
Moses count as (am Yahweh'. 124
G. W. Anderson also suggests that real unity of
the Israelite tribes was not in an amphictyony but in
the Sinai Covenant between Yahweh and the people.
Israel's origin and consciousness, therefore, lay in
'
h er un d erstan d lng

0

f

t h e S'lnal, Covenant. 125

C. H. J. de Geus also maintains that the Israelite
tribes were united in a religiqus covenant.

It matters

little, in his opinion, whether this covenant
originated at Sinai, at Kadesh, or in Canaan.

The

important matter is that it was a covenant with one
another and with Yahweh.
thus seen in its

co~rnon

Israel's consciousness is
'fund of thought' which de Geus

ascribes to Yahwism which was introduced into

124W. Zimmerli, 'The History of Israelite Religion,'
in Tradition and Interpretation, ed. G.W. Anderson
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979), p. 378.
125 G . w• Anderson, 'Israel:
KAHALi 'EDAH,' p. 150.

Amphictyony:

'AMi
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Israel. 126
According to de Geus, judicial power resided in
the clans who inhabited one or several townlets.

The

clan was ruled by a council of elders (called £ar1m or
tofetim) who administered justice 'in the gates' .127
These groups or clans, living together, maintained
order and promoted common interests, among which was
safety upon the roads to ensure travel and trade (cf.
Judg. 5:6 in which conditions prevent safe travel on
the main roads).

It also would be in the interest of

the clans to have agreement in the use of pasture and
wells among Israelite groups as well as neighbouring
peoples.

In the event of disputes or threat from

marauding groups, temporary union of groups came into
being through concerted action, under the leadership of
a strong character or a powerful clan.

The leading

figures of the townlets provided the temporary
leadership required in an emergency.

Larger groups,

composed of separate clans, united whenever the local
group could not muster sufficient strength to provide
safety and security.

De Geus does not visualize a

tribal league administering justice on behalf of all

126 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 120f.
" 27 De Geus, p. l39f.
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the tribes.

The tribes 'can only be said to have had a

true political function in so far as it was considered
desirable to belong to a powerful tribe.

If a tribe

could no longer provide the safety a clan thought they
had a right to, such a clan would join another tribe.
This started a process in which the large tribes tended
to grow still larger.,128
This is the situation which possibly existed at
the time of the battle against Sisera.

The more

powerful tribe of Ephraim responded to the call to
battle issued by the local judge Deborah, and united
with other tribes in the north to supress an enemy too
powerful and threatening to be dealt with by one or two
tribes.

The situation in the Song of Deborah does not

describe an assembly of tribes at a common sanctuary to
consider action, but the common reaction against a
common enemy by tribes whose only apparent unity is a
common faith in Yahweh.
After the introduction of Yawhwism into Palestine,
new sanctuaries dedicated to Yahweh came into being, so
that in time almost every Israelite settlement
possessed a Yahweh sanctuary.

Sacrifices were offered

at these shrines (1 Sam. 1:21, 2:l2ff.; Judg. 6:l1f.,

l28 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 149.
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13:19f.), and festivals were celebrated CJudg.
2l:19ff.; 1 Sam. 1:3f.).

There is no mention of a

central sanctuary, but rather many sanctuaries
associated with Yahweh existed in the period of the
Judges.

Yahwism was a religion

~f

life and conduct

according to hallowed rules expressing God's will, and
nowhere in the Old Testament is there evidence of laws
promulgated from a central sanctuary.

Ex. 23:14-19,

which deals with cultic prescripts, makes no mention of
a central sanctuary, nor does Lev. chs. 17-26, in which
acceptable worship is defined, refer to a central cult.
Judicial matters were administered within individual
tribes, and pantribal activity, such as united action
against a common enemy, resulted from a religious
consciousness rather than from a decision laid down by
a central authority from a central sanctuary.129

Cd)

The election of official representatives of the
tribes.

The central feature and function of the Israelite
amphictyony, according to Noth, was the proclamation of

129 Fohrer, History of Israelite Religion, p. 113ff.
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the divine law in the central cult, followed by a
solemn renewal of the covenant.

Israel did not

emphasize a form of worship, but placed emphasis upon
the fact that Israel was subject to a divine law, and
it was Israel's task to proclaim that law at regular
intervals during tribal gatherings at the central
sanctuary.

Noth maintains that it was the Judge of

Israel who was the guardian of that law .
.•• the central judicial office of Israel was
related to the law that was valid in the whole
of Israel, the divine law to which Israel was
subject and which had to be regularly
proclaimed anew, and ..• the 'judge' of Israel
was the one who had to know and interpret it
and give information about it, who had to see
that it was observed and perhaps had himself to
proclaim it in public, and whose duty it was to
apply it to new situations and thereby assume
responsibility for its development and
constantly instruct the tribes about the
meaning and application of its individual
clauses. 130
It is the office of Judge that Noth finds explicitly
mentioned in the oldest Old Testament tradition.
Noth further maintains that the so-called 'minor
judges' listed in Judges 10:1-5; 12:7-15 are the true
judges named s5f€tlm who played a leading role in the
administration of the law.

These were probably the

elected officials of the Israelite amphictyony who were

l30 Noth , The History of Israel, p. 102f.
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concerned with the law and the cult, and who were not
political or military leaders. 131

They owe their

success to their abilities as interpreters of the law
and as intertribal arbitrators.

The 'major judges', in

his opinion, were charismatic leaders of tribes who
arose in times of crisis, and were not elected
officials.

They were incorporated in the list of

'judges! by the deuteronomistic historian because one
of these leaders in time of conflict, Jephthah, was
also listed as a 'minor judge'.

The military heroes

thus were called sofetim because one of their number
(Jephthah) was represented in that list (minor judge),
'and was therefore a genuine judge.

By extension the

e
title s6f tlm was given to the charismatic leaders as
well.

These major judges had the task of delivering

the people on behalf of Yahweh.

They were known and

rose to power by their qualities of courage, skill,
strength, and leadership, which were believed to have
been bestowed upon the individual by Yahweh, and thus
they were given charismatic gifts.

They did not

exercise authority by virtue of a formal election, and
their period of office was local and temporary.
Alt held that military heroes, known by their

131Noth , The History of Israel, pp. 101, 103.
Bright, A History of Israel, p. 151.
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deeds of martial prowess, acted by virtue of a personal
gift and power from Yahweh regarded as charisma, and
not by virtue of an authority given to them by a tribe .
.•• there is one feature common to all of them:
they did their warlike deeds to protect the
Israelite territory against foreign
encroachments, not by virtue of an authority
given to them by their own tribe, or which was
previously provided for in the constitution for
special cases, but on the strength of the
sudden appearance of a personal gift and power
which was regarded in Israel simply as a
charisma, a free gift of Yahweh to the
individual, and which therefore swept the
populace along with it. It is, however,
inherent in the nature of such charismatic
leadership that it allowed no institutional
consolidation, and, above all, that it could
not be transferred to, or inherited by, another
person. It ceased to exist after the death of
the man who possessed it at any given time, if
it had not already done so at the very moment
when he returned victorious from his military
and political task. 132
On the other hand, the list of minor judges (Judg.
10:1-5; 12:7-15), in Alt's view, gives evidence of
s6f€tim who were not military heroes with charismatic
powers, but of individuals who were the guardians and
proclaimers of the casuistic law, fragments of which
are embodied in the Book of the Covenant (Ex. 21-23,
v

~

the mispatim), and is a fragmentary legal code of the
same category as the Code of Hammurabi, the Hittite

l32Albrecht Alt, Essays on Old Testament History and
Religion, p. 178.
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laws (c. 14th century B.C.), and the 12th century
Assyrian laws.

It represents the corpus of laws which

developed in Canaan and was adopted by the Israelites
living in the period of the Judges. 133
William F. Albright did not see the sharp
distinction between the minor and major judges as did
Noth.

The judge, in Albright's view, was a respected

leader who arose in times of crisis or danger, and was
followed, regardless of tribal affiliations, because it
was believed that the leader was endowed with divine
grace or charisma.

The judge would most likely have

been a military hero like Ehud, Barak, or Gideon,
adventurers like Jephthah and Samson, or a Canaanite
like Shamgar ben Anath.

However, men of wisdom and

justice like Jair, Ibzan, and Abdon might also be
placed on a level with the military hero and recognized
for their charismatic qualities.

134

According to

Albright, most of the judges, like Ehud the Benjamite,
were men of military prowess and not recognized for
their judicial functions.
and not magistrates.

They were rnilitary heroes

Filled by an outpouring of the

133 Alt , Essays on Old Testament History and
Religion, p. 97f.
l34 w. F . Albright, From the Stone Age to
Christianity, p. 216.
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spirit of God they excelled in valour and wisdom, and
were commanders of armies. 135

He suggests that the

Israelites probably adopted the word s6fet from a
cognate Canaanite word having the sense of 'prince',
and found later among the Carthaginians to designate a
'magistrate, civic leader' or the head of the state.
The Israelite Judge would play not only the role of
arbitrator, but in a society of frequent lawlessness
and blood fueds, he would be called upon to exert his
physical prowess and shrewdness in strategy in making
..
136
d ec~s~ons.
John Bright sees the authority of the judge
resting solely on his charisma (cf. Judg. 3:10).

The

judge arose in times of danger and, as the
representative of Yahweh, called out the clans to repel
the foe.

137

B. W. Anderson understands the role of the judge
as involving either military action or the judging of
legal disputes.

Primarily the judge is looked upon as

a deliverer or military champion (cf. Judg. 2:16), but
also as an arbitrator whose authority extended beyond

l35Albright, The Biblical Period, p. 20.
l36Albright, The Biblical Period, p. 20. Cf.
Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity, p. 216.
137Bright, A History of Israel, p. 159.
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the locale of his tribe, and was recognized by all
Israel.

138

H. C. Thomson presents an argument which defends
the role of the judge as both charismatic leader and as
arbitrator of legal decisions.

He believes that in the

prose narrative of Deborah (Judg. 4:4-6) there is
eV1'd ence

0

f the so
v -f et
- wh 0 was a source

0

f m1spat.
,v 139

He holds that Deborah was a charismatic person who was
qualified to get a decision from Yahweh, and who was
looked upon as one who could obtain a reliable
decision.

Her message to Barak to intervene in the

emergency, which Thomson renders 'Has not Yahweh said,
Go up?', is the mi~pat which the people sought in the
crisis.

Thus Thomson sees Deborah as a s6fet who was a

source of mispat, divining the will of Yahweh on
matters affecting the well-being and safety of the
' t yony. 140
amp h 1C
Thomson also sees the s6fet as the arbitrator of
civil matters:

138 B.W. Anderson, Understanding the Old Testament,
pp. 148-149.
l39 H . C . Thomson, '5hophet and Mishpat in the Book of
Judges,' TGUOS, 19 (1961-62), po 76.
140 mh
.I.:
omson, p. 83 .
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It would not then be surprising if in times of
comparative security the powers of the shophet
would be sought to obtain decisions on civil
matters, in cases where the elders in the gate
could not, or would not, decide the issue. One
would suppose that the shophet would do as
before, and put the question 'Shall we do soand-so?' and convey the answer to the parties.
Mishpat would then tend to be a term used more
and more for such case-law
decisions. 141
Thomson believes that mi~pat implies the idea of a
divine decision rather than the idea of man-made laws
or social justice.

Although he admits to the lack of

evidence of the role of the minor judge, he holds that

. ~ - in civil
they probably acted as sources of m1spat
rather than in military affairs.

At any rate, he

concludes that there seems to be no real distinction
between the role of the major and the minor judges, as
they both appear in the book of Judges to be s6f e tlm,
sources

0

142
.v f m1spat.

In 1962, Harry M. Orlinsky launched an attack upon
the idea of a central sanctuary with its accompanying
cultic, legal, and administrative functions.

He held

that judges of this period (c. 1200-1000 B.C.) were
local individuals, not associated with any shrines, who
exhibited exceptional military prowess in time of

141

Thomson, 'Shophet and Mishpat in the Book of
Judges,' p. 84.
142Thomson, p. 85.
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crisis and delivered their kinfolk from the enemy.143
Their function was as 'deliverers' from the enemy, and
not as proclaimers of the law.

Orlinsky also questions

the use of the words 'amphictyony' and 'charisma' as,
these terms are not found in the Bible •
.•. when God's 'spirit' is said to have come
over a man, he proceeded to go into action as a
deliverer of his oppressed people ..• but
nowhere does the text say that the people made
that man (shophet) a leader because they
recognized in him something of the divine.
It
would seem that 'charisma' and 'amphictyony'
are among several other concepts of nineteenthtwentieth century sociology
144
Orlinsky also suggests that there is no evidence
whatsoever of any society on either side of the Jordan
that is highly organized with a ceritral authority or
central shrine.

Twelfth century Israel, as well as the

adjoining states of Ammon, Moab and Midian, were
relatively small and independent groups, each led by a
local chieftain (cf. Judg. 3; 6 - 9).

Also he sees

Gen. 36:31-39 (the list of kings who reigned in the
land of Edom) as a picture of petty chieftains and
local military leaders, corresponding to the situation
in Israel during the period of the Judges.

143 0 r 1"lns k y,

He sees

'The Tribal System of Israel,' p. 69.

144 0 r 1"lns k y, p. 70, n. 8.
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Israel as autonomous tribes which recognize no central
capital or shrine during the period of the Judges.

145

A. D. H. Mayes also maintains that there is no
evidence that the judge occupied an office recognized
by all Israel, and which would imply the existence of
conditions favourable to the theory of an amphictyony
in Israel.

The judge, in his opinion, was a local

official who had jurisdiction over a limited area, and
was probably appointed by the tribal leaders for the
judicial administration of that area. 146
v

Mayes points to the use of the root spt in
connection with charismatic deliverers and the judges
in the list of Judg. 10:1-5; 12:7-15.

He believes that

these two groups should be kept separate, and he holds
that the present book of Judges is the result of an
editorial conflation of two categories of traditional
material.

One series of narrative deals with tribal

heroes and their victories over enemies, and another
section contains a list of judges who are said to have
'judged Israel'.

He suggests that the editor of the

book of Judges integrated both traditions into his own
chronological scheme for the period of the Judges.

145 0 rllns
~.
k y,

'The Tribal System of Israel,' p. 73f.

l46Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 67.
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The use of the term sPt to describe the
activities of the charismatic deliverers is
probably the work of an editor who wished to
harmonize to some extent the two sources which
he conflated in order to present a history of
the period of the judges; on the other hand,
the editor's use of the root spt was not
totally illegitimate since this can have, as we
have seen, the significance 'deliver'. 147
The title 'judge of Israel', Mayes notes, is not used
of the judges of Judg. 10:1-5; 12:7-15, and only occurs
" M"1ca h 4 : 14"1n wh"1C h 1"t S re f erence 1S
"b
1n
am"19UOUS. 148
It can not be implied, he maintains, that the members
of the list in Judg. 10:1-5; 12:7-15 occupied an office
recognized by all Israel as Noth concludes simply
because it says that they all 'judged Israel' .149

147

The

Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 61.
Cf. Mayes, p. 57:
'In the majority of cases the root
has the legal significance of "pronounce judgment",
"give a decision". Yet, while this is apparently its
primary significance, there are a number of passages in
the Old Testament where such a restricted meaning is
not suitable. In Isa. 1:17,23, for example, "judge the
fatherless to their rights", or "defend, or deliver the
fatherless from oppression"; and the idea of
deliverance is also clearly required by II Sam. 24:16
(EVV v. 15) where the root is used twice, once in the
sense of "decide between", and once in the sense of
"deliver". Furthermore, it is to be noted that the
occurrences in II Sam. 18 do not stand in a legal
context, although this may be the context of Isa.
1:17,23. It is, therefore, evident that the root spt
does have the general sense of "deliver" beside the
specific legal sense of "pronounce judgment".'

-

148 G . w. Anderson, 'Isra.el:
- ~
'EQAH,'
p. 148.

~AHALi

149

Mayes, p. 65.

Amphictyony:

'AMi
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clearest example of a judge who fits the description of
one who 'judged Israel' is Samuel •
••• of all the individuals outside the list of
judges it is Samuel who has most claim to
having originally been a member of this list.
Not only do the literary forms used in the
context of the Samuel tradition correspond to
the forms used in the list of judges, but the
further details which the tradition provides
conform well with Samuel's representation as a
judge. 150
Mayes notes that 1 Sam. 7:16 gives evidence of the
activity of Samuel as judge in a strictly local
territory (among the mid-Palestinian tribes).

Samuel

made a yearly circuit in order to act as judge and
arbitrator for the local people living in the vicinity
of Bethel, Gilgal and Mizpah.

His functions were in a

sense judicial rather than military, although he could
issue the call to arms (cf. 1 Sam. 15:18f.).151
Although the precise function of the judges is
obscure, Mayes concludes:
It is unlikely that military exploits formed
part of their activities. Jephthah forms an
exception to this, but he is the exception
which proves the rule, for had the other judges
taken the lead in military expeditions, these,
just as Jephthah's war with the Ammonites,

150
151

Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 65.
Mayes, p. 65.
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would have been handed down in the tradition.
Furthermore, even with Jephthah it is by no
means certain that it was in his capacity as
judge that he undertook the war with the
Ammonites. Since this exploit is narrated
before the notice of Jephthah's having 'judged
Israel', it would seem to have been the
intention of the editor to indicate that in his
belief Jephthah did not fight as a judge, but
became judge after his victory over the
Ammonites. So, if the Jephthah tradition is to
be ruled out there is no support for the view
that leadership in war belonged to the
functions of these judges. On the other hand,
it is clear from the fact that Samuel made an
annual circuit that the functions of the judge
were, as the title indicates, judicial in some
sense. 152
Mayes holds that the jurisdiction of judge is of a
limited area, is not an office of significance for all
Israel, and the office gives no support for the
amphictyony hypothesis.
De Geus also maintains that ' i t is not possible to
draw a strict line between the "lesser" Judges as
bearing an amphictyonic office, and the "greater"
Judges as political and military "saviours"' as Noth
did.

The terms sofetlm and ~arim indicate the

principal men in power in the small settlements of the
pre-monarchial period, according to de Geus.

'Actual

power was in the hands of the council of "elders" and
the most prominent among these may be called s5fet

152Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judqes, p. 66.
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and/or ~ar.,153

The judge was, according to de Geus, a
7~

municipal official (a

)

whose position rested upon

the authority of the council of elders.

The titles

s6fet and ~ar were also used in the period of the
monarchy to designate municipal governors.

The

activity of the judge, de Geus holds, was focused in
the city or settlement in which the judge lived, but
occasionally the influence of the judge transcended the
limits of the city.

Thus de Geus describes the judge

who had influence in the local area as a 'minor judge'
and the judge with national importance as a 'major
judge'.

The only distinction between a major and a

minor judge is seen by de Geus in the extent of their
influence, and no real difference is seen in their
· ro 1 e as ur b an a d"
b aS1C
m1n1strators. 154
James D. Martin notes that in the book of Judges
there are only two places (4:5 and 11:27) where a
judicial sense of 'judge' is clearly demanded.

In

Judg. 4:5 reference is made to the practice of going to
Deborah for justice and judgment, which may imply a

153De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 206. Cf. Ex.
2:41; Isa. 3:2-4; Hos. 7:7; Mic. 7:3; Zeph. 3~3; Job
9:24; 12:17. From Ex. 18:21-22 and Hos. 13:10 it is
evident that the activity of a sar can be expressed
with the root SE!.
--154

De Geus, p. 206.
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legal or consultative function on her part. 155
In the accounts of the major judges, only in two
places (Judg. 3:10 and 4:4f.) is the verb spt used to
describe these figures where a judicial sense is
intended.

Deborah (4:4f.) is said to have been 'judge'

(sopetah) over Israel, and the Israelites are said to
have come to her for 'justice/judgment'

(mispat).156

v

The usage of spt in 4:4f. is, according to Martin,
unique in the book of Judges, 'and can be used only
with extreme caution as the basis for any argument
about the significance of spt or the role and function
of the judge. ,157
The judges of Israel are not described as
fulfilling any kind of legal function, and only in the
case of Deborah is there any reference to the
dispensing of justice (4:5).

The hero sagas found in

the book of Judges deal with a series of confrontations
between Israelite groups and non-Israelite groups in
Palestine.

The role of the tribal hero appears to have

been primarily a military one, which Martin suggests is

l55 J ames D . M~'
'Th e Off'lce
ar~ln,
Pre-Monarchic Israel,' p. 69.
156 Martln,
'
p. 74 .
157 Martln,
'
p. 75 .

0

f J u d ge ln
'
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similar to the role played by the sapitum at Mari.

The

Mari texts give evidence of the function performed by
officials there.
In the Mari texts there figures a high official
known as the sapitum (=Hebr. s5pet) who is
entrusted with the government of town and
country, his duties involving not only the
administration of justice but also the
mustering, despatch and ultimate dismissal of
troops, the securing of booty and the
protection of the countryside from plundering
nomads. The sapitum in the context seems to
have been some kind of local governor rather
than a 'judge' in any kind of restricted
sense. lS8
The minor judges appear to have operated in fairly
circumscribed areas, according to Martin, and there may
have been many more such functionaries than are given
.

~n

t he

'

m~nor

, d ges ' 1 '~st. lS9
JU

The only indication of

the activities of these functionaries is given by the
v

verb sapat, which in the Old Testament has the general
sense of 'rule', and is not restricted to a legal
sense.

Martin suggests that the functionaries in the

list of minor judges are probably local governors

lS8Hartin, !The Office of Judge in Pre-Monarchic
Israel,' p. 70.
l59Martin, p. 72, points to Tola (10:1-2) who is
associated with Shamir; Jair (10:3-S) with Kamon;
Jephthah (12:7) with a city of Gilead, probably Mizpah
(11:34); Ibzan (12:8-10) with Bethlehem; Elon
(12:11-12) with Aijalon; Abdon (12:13-15) with a town
in the Ephraimite hill-country.
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operating within fairly limited spheres of
. ~l uence. 160
LnL

He suggests that there is not a great

difference in kind between the major judges and the
minor judges, and that they may have been 'the same
type but operating in different social and political
situations at different periods in the process of
settlement and urbanisation in Israel. ,161
It may ... not be too wide of the mark to
regard the 'major judges' as an earlier
equivalent of the later 'minor judges'. If the
latter were the local governors in an urbanised
situation, might it not be that the former were
local raiders in a pre-urbanised situation, at
a time when the tribal unit was still of first
importance? The figure of Gideon, for example,
fits perfectly the Mari concept of the sapitum
as someone who protects the countryside from
plundering nomads. Instead, then, of thinking
of the two types of 'judges' mentioned in the
book of Judges as two totally different types
of figure, we can think of them as being
essentially of the same type. 162
Martin basically agrees with the view presented by de
Geus, but would allocate 'minor' and 'major'

judges to

different periods of the settlement process.
B. Lindars holds that the minor judges were men of
local eminence and, like Jephthah, often achieved their

160Martin, 'The Office of Judge in Pre-Monarchic
Israel,' p. 73.
161MartLn,
.
p. 77 .
162 MartLn,
.
p. 76 .
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position through military prowess.

Judg. 11:11 (the

oath of the chieftains at Mizpah) does not point to the
conferring of inter-tribal status upon Jephthah, but is
a local matter at a local sanctuary.

163

According to Lindars, Judg. 12:8-10, which deals
with Ibzan of Bethlehem and his policy of exogamy for
his numerous family, illustrates Ibzan's attempt to
extend his influence as judge among the clans which
probably dwelt within the confines of his tribe.

This,'

Lindars suggests, points out that the tribal structure
of Israel in the period of the Judges is primarily a
matter of kinship and marriage.
The 'father's hou~e' (extended family) is
obviously the basic unit, but is too restricted
for the needs of a settled society. Hence the
clan (mispa~ah) is the endogamous unit, which
is usually limited topographically to
relatively enclosed areas by the rough terrain.
The Samaria ostraca have proved that the clan
names continued to be attached to these places
well into the eighth century. The larger group
of the tribe is a voluntary association of
clans cutting across natural barriers,
extending the range of inter-marriage. As the
name (~eQet or matteh) implies, the tribe was

163Lindars, 'The Israelite Tribes in Judges,' p. 97.
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presided over by a chief who holds the staff of
office (cf. Jud. v. 2, 9, 14). This need not
have been a permanent office. 164
Evidence of the judge performing an official
function at a central sanctuary (proclaimer of the
divine law) is meagre.
Even more scanty is the evidence that tribal
representatives, whom Noth referred to as n e £f'1m, met
at a central sanctuary in the period of the Judges.
According to Noth, the elders of the clans administered
justice 'in the gate', but there is no evidence for a
council of elders for the whole of Israel.

Priests

apparently administered justice at the. country shrines.
But the divine law which encompassed all Israel, and
~hich

was publically proclaimed at the central

sanctuary, was the duty and responsibility of the judge
of Israel in Noth's view.

He holds that the official

representatives of the tribes at the central sanctuary
were the ne~i'im.

Each tribe was represented by its

fA

leader, the nasi', at the great festival gatherings by

164Lindars, 'The Israelite Tribes in Judges,' p. 97.
Cf. De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, pp_ 133-139. James B.
Pritchard, ed., The Ancient Near East: An Anthology of
Texts and Pictures, p. 211, describes the Samaria ostraca
as 63 ostraca (inscribed pottery sherds) assigned to the
reign of Jeroboam II (about 786-746 B.C.). These
documents are significant for the script, spelling,
personal names, topography, religion, administrative
system, and clan distribution of the period.
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all the tribes at the central shrine.
/A

A list of twelve

~

nesi'im, one belonging to each of the twelve tribes, is
given in Num. 1:5-16; 13:4-15; 34:17-28. 165
fA

The term nasi' has the general sense of 'leader'
or 'prince' (cf. Gen. 34:2).

According to Num. 7 these

leaders bring tribal offerings to Yahweh at the central
sanctuary.

Also Num. 1:5-16; 2, and 7 indicate that

the term denotes a tribal representative who performed
duties related to the promo1gation of the law at the
sacred tribal gatherings.

na§i'

Noth does not translate

as 'prince', and regards the term as having been

derived from the expression nasa' gol 'to raise the
voice' and translates it as 'Sprecher', that is,
tspeaker' or representative of the trlbe at the central
sanctuary.166

Noth contends that these passages (Num.

7; Num. 1:5-16; 2 and 7) embody ancient tradition, and
it seems probable that if there did exist such an

l65 Noth , A History of Israel, p. 98. Gen. 25:16
refers to twelve n€~t'fm who evidently belong to the
Ishmaelite twelve-tribe league; Ex. 22:28 forbids the
cursing of the n e si'lm who by virtue of their position
are granted special protection under the law; Ex. 16:22
refers to the
n e sl'lm as rulers of the
congregation; cf. Ex. 34:31; Num. 4:34; 31:13; 32:2;
Josh. 9:15, 18, 19 y 21; 22:30.
166 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 157. In Gen.
34:2 nasi' seems to have the general meaning of
!leader' or 'prince'. In Ezekiel (Ezek. 45:7ff.) it is
applied to rulers for whom it is not thought
appropriate to use the term melek.
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institution as an amphictyony, these leaders performed
specific duties in that system.

However, the role of

- I';

the nasl.' as perceived by Noth is predicated upon the
assumption of the existence of the amphictyony, and
then of representatives who fit into an amphictyonic
pattern.

The amphictyony and the parallel theory of

tribal representatives elected to the central shrine of
the amphictyony are mutually dependent, and if the
argument for the amphictyony hypothesis is valid, then
it would seem probable that the term na~i' reflects an
ancient amphictyonic practice as described by Noth.
No details are given about the office and tasks of
_/~

t h e nasl.'.

Noth poses the question whether these

ne~i'im elected the judge of Israel as the official who
proclaimed the law on behalf of the tribes.

Although

the question cannot be answered, Noth clearly views the
/'"

A

nesi'im as the representatives of the tribes at the
federal assemblies, and the Judge as the guardian of
the divine law proclaimed there.

He seems to be

implying that the Judge could not function without, at
I~

t:\

least, the approval of the nesl.'l.m.
Noth had pointed to Ex. 22:27 ('not revile a
nasi, ') as belonging to the Book of the Covenant, the
collection of law which he held originated
framework of the amphictyony.

wi~hin

Her.ce, Ex. 22:27

the
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derives, in his view, from the ancient amphictyonic
law.
Mayes, on the other hand, argues that Ex. 22:27
does not support the meaning of tribal representative
/A

for a nasi' •
..• if Noth's suggestion were correct the most
natural formulation of Ex. 22:27 would be:
'you shall not curse God nor revile the nesI'Im
(plural) of your people'.
In its present form
Ex. 22:27 presents the na~I' as a chief or
leader in general, but no representative
function is indicated except in so far as every
leader is a representative. Apart from the
late P passages there is nothing to indicate
that the nasI' was the representative of an
individual tribe. This understanding is not
contradicted by the general content of the book
of the covenant, for this compilation does not
necessarily presuppose the existence of an
amphictyony as such; the group whose activities
are regulated by it could be large or
small. 167
Also, the term nasi, only appears in passages of a late
date, and, according to Orlinsky, the term occurs
nowhere in the book of Judges, the one book which is
alleged to have come from an amphictyonic society.168
I~

~

De Geus holds that the list of nesiiim in Num.
1:5-15 may well be ancient names, but this is an
assumption without definite proof.

It is impossible,

l67Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 55.
l68orlinsky, 'The Tribal System of Israel,' p. 69,
n. 7.
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in his opinion, to date the list decisively, or to
IA

A

assign a definite function to the nesi'im on the basis
of Num. 1:16 which describes them as 'leaders' of
Israel.

He holds that it is not the name of one of the

principal functionaries of the amphictyony but that it
is a title that indicates a certain position.

He

states:
The title of na~I' may be borne by various
distinguished Israelites, and in the vast
majority of cases it indicates a fully mundane,
political function.
It does seem that a
certain 'position' was always required.
According to Num. 7:2 and Josh. 22:14 the
nEsI'Im had to be ros of a bet 'aQ. Noth is
right, then, that the translation 'prince' is
definitely incorrect. Any person holding a
high office in ancient Israel could be called
nasi'. Since these functionaries were
recruited from particular families, the term
na~r' may be regarded not only as a title, but
also as a social (here ;noble') predicate. 169
I'"

According to de Geus, then, the office of nasi' is a
title indicating a fully secular political function.
I'" ""
The association of the nesi'im
with an official

function at a central sanctuary can not be proven.

(e)

The amphictyony theory in the light of Judg. 5.

The Song of Deborah does not mention the term

l69 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 157.
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_/A

nasi', nor a central sanctuary.

v

It is as sofet, a

local arbitrator, that Deborah arouses to battle the
commanders (Q5g e qim), and the wielders of the marshal's
staff (mosk1m beJebet soger), v. 14, and the leaders
1-

~

(sar~m),

v. 15, all of whom appear to be leaders of the

local clans.

Authority appears to reside with the clan

leaders, and Deborah's call extends beyond her local
territory and influence to unite temporarily numerous
clans against a common enemy.

Deborah appears to

maintain a role of local judge who gains prominence as
a charismatic leader in the arousal to battle against
Sisera.

She herself is not pictured as a warrior, but,

like Samuel later, she is an arbitrator in a defined
area (possibly Mizpah) who issues the call to arms
which involves other clans and leaders.

Her role is

primarily that of a 'minor judge' who becomes a 'major
judge' because of the prominent, and intertribal, part
she plays in the battle against the Canaanites, and as
such is proclaimed 'a mother in Israel'

(Judg. 5:7).

Nothing is mentioned either in the prose account or in
the Song of further activity among the tribes by
Deborah.
The Song of Deborah does not give evidence of the
existence of an amphictyony of Israelite tribes in this
period of the Judges.

There is a consciousness of
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belonging to Israel, as this is their collective
description in the Song.

They are also referred to as

'the people of Yahweh' joined by a common faith and
united temporarily to participate in a battle in which
Yahweh actively fights and gains the victory on behalf
of his people.
The tribal situation in the Song also indicates a
period of tribal unity, in which tribes join together
for concerted action against a common enemy, but not
yet the formal league of twelve tribes as indicated by
Noth.

Mayes has pointed out that the full number of

tribes was not attained during the period recorded in
the Song of Deborah, and that the tribal lists undergo
considerable changes prior to the lists in Gen. 49 and
Num. 1:5-15 (Machir and Gilead appear as tribes in the
Song; Manasseh is omitted; Reuben ceases to exist by
the period of the monarchy).

De Geus' argument that

'Joseph' is a late addition (possibly during the period
after 722 B.C.) to claim the unity of the northern
state (as is the case of Josh. 15 dealing with Judah),
and therefore a system of tribes containing 'Joseph'
can not date from the period of the Judges, adds
further doubt to Noth's theory.

The tribal lists

examined by Noth represent an idealization of tribal
unity which was accomplished only during the monarchy.
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In the Song of Deborah there is no mention of a
central sanctuary, and in fact the muster of the
peasant army is at the gates of the Israelite
settlements (v. lIb).

Also, the victory is recounted

not at a sanctuary, but at the 'watering places' and on
the roads where the people gather or travel for secular
purposes rather than for sacred ones (vv. 10-11).
There is no mention in the Song of any obligations
or laws regarding the upkeep of a sanctuary, nor is
there mention of any type of decision-making process
taking place at a meeting of the tribes at a central
sanctuary.

The call to action is spontaneous, and the

peasant soldiers respond to Deborah's rally cry, not
because of a sacral obligation imposed by a central
authority or law, but through a common identity as the
'people of Yahweh'

(as suggested by Mayes) against a

common enemy in a period of crisis.

Vv. 2 and 9

emphasize the volunteer action of the clans or tribes
as participants in the battle.

Thus the commonly held

characteristics of an Israelite amphictyony are missing
from the Song of Deborah.

3.

The Holy War Theory

Martin Ncth held that the twelve-tribe association
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did not appear to be a political and a military
, t'ltutlon.
,
170
lns

'f
'd
Th e waglng
0
war was carrle
out'oy

individual tribes, and in some cases, by a voluntary
amalgamation of one or two or seve-ral tribes.

There

were no professional soldiers such as was evident by
the ruling class in the Canaanite cities.

The

individual clans formed volunteer units, which were
called a 'thousand'

), a term occasionally used

for 'clan', and which possibly indicated the
' te war s t reng th
approxlma

0

f a 1 arge f aml'1 y. 171

In

Noth1s study of the clan lists found in Num. 1:20-46
and ch. 26, he notes that the word Jel ep was understood
in the sense of 'thousand' only at a later stage, -and
the original significance of the word may have
originated in Israel's pre-monarchical period.

He

suggests that Jelep originally was understood as the
designation of a military unit, such as a troop which
may vary in size from an average of 5, 9-10, or 17 men
per troop.

The clan list was used to transmit the

results of a census of the men of the Israelite tribes
who were fit for military service.

Num. 1 and 26 Noth

attributes to different censuses, taken at different

l70 Noth , The History of Israel, p. 105.
171 Noth , p. 107.
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times, of the military potential of the old Israelite
t rL'b es. 172

Max Weber emphasized the military and legal
functions of the confederacy, and was less precise
concerning cultic activities and a possible central
sanctuary.

The unity of the confederation he saw

existing only in the function of warfare.

The term

'charismatic' he applied to the Israelite leaders, the
war heroes, who were recognized beyond the boundaries
of the local tribe as sources of legal decisions.
The Israelite confederacy itself, according to
unambiguous tradition, represented a war
confederation under and with Yahwe as the war
god of the union, guaranteeing its social order
and creator of the material prosperity of the
confederates, especially of the requisite rain.
This is brought to expression by the name
'Israel' which was meant to designate directly
'the people of the fighting god' ... In any
case, 'Israel' was no tribal name but the name
of an association, at that, of a cult
league. 173
Based on Noth's amphictyony hypothesis, and his
analogy with the Greek amphictyonies which waged

172 MartLn
' Not h , Numbers: A Commentary, trans. James
D. Martin (London: S.C.M. Press Ltd., 1968), pp.
203-4).
173 Max Weber, Ancient Judaism, trans. H.H. Gert and
Don Martindale (Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1952),
p. 81.
In this translation of Weber's book 'Yahweh' is
spelled 'Yahwe'.
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'sacred wars', G. von Rad connected the 'holy war'
theory with the amphictyony.

It was, in his opinion,

in holy war even more than in the covenant festival at
Shechem that ancient Israel first saw its fulfillment.
The war of Yahweh, then, is an event of the
amphictyony, and took place under cultic auspices.
The amphictyony was not, in the last analysis,
a religious union assembling simply for the
communal performance of sacrifice and for
hearing the rule which God gave it for its
life. Rather was it a band of tribes which,
besides engaging in cultic activities in the
narrower sense, also, also safeguarded and
defended its whole political existence, sword
in hand. Now, of course, this second side of
its activity was not secular, but cultic just
like the other, and subject to definite laws
and ideas. We refer to the institution to
which we give the name, the Holy War. Perhaps
it was in the Holy War even more than the
Covenant Festival at Shechem that ancient
Israel really first entered into her grand
form.
174
These holy wars were in principle a reaction of the
amphictyony.

It was in the period of the Judges, the

period of the Israelite amphictyony, that the holy wars
took place, according to von Rad.
-¥~

,

a mOS1a , a 'savior' •

It was always led by

The ideology of the holy war is

l74Gerhard von Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy, SBT, No.
9, trans. David Stalker (London: SCM Press, Ltd.,
1953), p. 45. Cf. G. von Rad, Der heilige Krieg im
alten Israel (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
1952), p. 25f.
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found mainly in Deuteronomy, and is, according to von
Rad, one of the basic cultic institutions of early
Israel.

175

Von Rad saw a cultic pattern emerging from the
conduct of holy war:

(1) first there is consultation

of the deity at the central sanctuary; (2) the
able-bodied men submit to certain restrictions, and are
consecrated; (3) the 'people of Yahweh' assemble at the
war-camp, and the camp is purified by sacrifice;
(4) the people submit confidently to Yahweh who is the

sole agent of the holy war; (5) the enemy is filled
with terror sent by God; (6) the spoil (gerem) taken in
war is the exclusive property of Yahweh, and is
dedicated to him.

176

Von Rad is convinced that the Sitz im Leben of
Israel's faith in Yahweh is to be found not in the
religious life of the individual, but in the collective
practices of the cult and the realization of Yahweh's
active role in the arena of history which is
discernible in Holy War.

177

He admits that quite often

l75von Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy, p. 50.
l76 von Rad, p. 48.
l77 von Rad, p. 50f. Cf. G. von Rad, 'The Origin of
the Concept of the Day of Yahweh,! JSS, 4, No.2
(1959), p. l03f.
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it is only the individual tribes which acted in
warfare, and not until the period of the monarchy was
there a concerted effort on behalf of all the tribes in
war.

However, he maintains that even these wars of

individual tribes manifest the individual
characteristics of the holy war, each in a different
manner.

Thus it is possible for von Rad to see the

Song of Deborah as one of the sacred wars of Israel
within the amphictyony.
E. W. Nicholson points out that the book of
Deuteronomy was compiled in a much later period than
that of the period of the Judges and deals with the
needs of the period of the monarchy.178

Nicholson

further suggests that the term for military officials
) used in Deuteronomy came into being only
during the period of the monarchy when a standing army
was formed.

Also, the nature of holy war in

Deuteronomy contrasts with the early period in that it
is offensive rather than defensive.

179

W. Zimmerli questions von Rad's thesis about holy
war on the grounds that there is no indication in the
Old Testament of the participation of all twelve tribes

l78 E . W. Nicholson, Deuteronomy and Tradition
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1967), p. 52.
179 N~c
. h 0 1 son, p. 52 .
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in such an undertaking, and that the connection with
Shechem as the central sanctuary of Yahweh is nowhere
'
'bl e. ISO
d lscernl
In 1970, R. Smend questioned the theory that the
Yahweh war is an event of the cultic tribal
confederation (he preferred the term 'Yahweh War'
rather than 'Holy War').

Although he accepted both the

amphictyony and the war of Yahweh concepts, he
concluded that the war of Yahweh should not be
associated with the cultus, and that a distinction
should be made between the elements of Yahweh War and
sacral tribal federation in the tradition. lSI

From his

examination of the Song of Miriam (Ex. 15:21) he noted
that the words speak solely of the power and action of
Yahweh, while nothing is said of accompanying cultic
phenomena.

lS2

Also, Judg. 5 portrays Yahweh as 'the

l80W. Zimmerli, 'The History of Israelite Religion,'
p. 361.
lSlRudolf Smend, Yahweh War and Tribal
Confederation, p. 37. Cf. W. zimmerli, 'The History of
Israelite Religion,' p. 361:
'A distinction must
accordingly be made between the tribal federation based
on the central sanctuary of the amphictyony, whose life
was determined by Yahweh's Law (Sinai tradition)
proclaimed there, and the faith of the Moses group
which came out of Egypt and which for its part brought
with it the element of the Yahweh war.'
182

Smend, p. 3S.
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god of Yahweh war'
the amphictyony'.

1

and does not deal with the 'war of
However,

... the participants were indeed the same.
Yahweh is the god of Yahweh war and of the
amphictyony.
Indeed, in the Song of Deborah he
is being praised with the name :nn1!J 7 7i7:m i77i77
(Judges 5:3, 5), which is in a special way
connected with Shechem, the principal site of
the amphictyony. Certainly he does not come in
his role as the god of the amphictyonYi he
comes not from Shechem but from Sinai (verse
5). But because Yahweh is there, in some sense
Israel is also there. The
i7PV~
of the
threatened tribe is relevant for the
neighbouring tribe which also worships the god
Yahweh and therefore also belongs to the
amphictyony. Thereby the first takes
precedence unconditionally over the second, for
it is indeed the war of Yahweh and not the war
of the amphictyony. But because Yahweh is 'no
tribal god, but the god of "Israel,"' his war
is surely in principle also a war of
Israel ... 183
War was the dynamic element in Israel's history, and
the periods of peace between wars saw only the covenant
structure operative, but politically static.

The war

of Yahweh thus leads to national unity but does not
have its nucleus in national unity.

Thus we see in the

Song of Deborah what Smend calls the 'still
semi-impotent "amphictyonic will J1

'

which only found its

full expression in the formation of the state.

At the

time prior to the Song of Deborah the tribes existed in

183smend, Yahweh War and Tribal Confederation, p. 39f.
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a cultic yet politically powerless confederation.

The

battle against Sisera was an impulse leading to the
tribal confederation, which in turn shaped the
political path leading to the formation of the state.
Smend suggests that Yahweh war was 'unlike the
tribal confederation ... unthinkable without the god
Yahweh, and it is often perceived as the noblest sphere
of the confederation's activity. ,184

However, the

amphictyonic confederation as such is not related to
Yahweh war.

'If it had been, then the refusal to

participate would have been a breach of the
confederation and also would have been evaluated
differently in the song. 118S

He points to the Song of

Deborah in which the entire tribal confederacy is not
represented, and ten tribes constitute the portion of
the sacred confederation capable of action.

Smend

suggests that the missing tribes of Judah and Simeon
were a part of the confederation at the time of the
battle, but that, because of their isolation behind a
belt of hostile Canaanite city-states, they were not
reprimanded for their absence.

As the military

alliance acted separately from the sacral league, the

l84Smend, Yahweh War and Tribal Confederation, p. 42.
185 Smend, p. 18.
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failure to respond to the call to battle on the part of
some tribes was only treated with derision, and they
were not sanctioned as a consequence of a breach in a
confederation covenant.

Von Rad's position which

connects the holy war with the amphictyony would have
seen this non-participation of certain tribes in the
Song of Deborah as a breach of the covenant.
According to Smend, the Rachel tribes introduced
Yahwism and the Yahweh war tradition into central
Palestine.

It was among the Leah tribes that the

amphictyony existed.

These two elements were united in

the Yahweh amphictyony, according to Smend, but the two
elements were not connected, and Yahweh war was not an
undertaking of the amphictyony.186
It is significant that Smend accepts the
amphictyony hypothesis yet disassociates the holy war
or Yahweh war from the sacral confederation.

In view

of the difficulty in finding evidence pointing to the
existence of an amphictyony of Israelite tribes,
Smend's theory of Yahweh wars independent of an
amphictyony seems plausible, whereas his suggestion of
a sacral confederation existing along with Yahweh wars
is less defensible.

l86 Cf • De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 203f.
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A. D. H. Mayes notes that the Old Testament,
is silent on the amphictyony while it has much
to say about the holy war; the amphictyony does
not appear in the holy war; the commissioning
of the leader of the holy war does not come
from the amphictyony but from Yahweh; there is
no original connection between such
amphictyonic institutions as the judge of
Israel and the central sanctuary on the one
hand, and the holy war on the other. Holy war
and amphictyony are two originally distinct
institutions; the former had its origin with
the Rachel tribes coming out of Egypt, while
the latter belongs with the Leah group of
tribes which were at this time already settled
in the land. The two were gradually fused, and
the original distinction between them
consequently became blurred on account of the
settlement of the Rachel tribes in the land,
their becoming members of the amphictyony, and
the God of the holy war (Yahweh) being accepted
by the Leah tribes as the God of the
amphictyony. 187
Mayes states that there is no evidence of the Israelite
tribes as a whole united in battle, and thus there is
no support for the theory of an amphictyonic connection
of the Israelite tribes in the period of the Judges.

188

In the case of Othnie1, Ehud and Shamgar (Judg. 3) only
a limited group was involved.

The action under the

leadership of Gideon against the Midianites involved
only the tribes of Manasseh, Asher, Zebu1un, and

187Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judqes, p. 75.
188 Mayes, p. 78.
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Naphtali (Judg. 6:35), and not of all Israel. 189
Abimelech's attempt to become king over Shechem (Judg.
9) involved only the city and its environs, and not any
tribe.

Jephthah defeated the Ammonites with a force of

Gileadites (Judg. 10:9) and gives evidence of a purely
local tradition.

The Samson stories are of the nature

of border disputes.

The war between Benjamin and the

rest of the Israelite tribes (Judg. 19 - 21), in Mayes
opinion, preserves a tradition which relates originally
a dispute involving only two tribes, Ephraim and
Benjamin.

He believes that it was at a later stage

that this local dispute assumed significance for all
I srae l

'
th e trad"ltlon. 190
ln

"
Ben]amln
was no t exc 1 u d e d

from the amphictyony, which was the penalty which the
Greek amphictyonies imposed on themselves for breach of
amphictyonic law.

There is no evidence of an

amphictyonic war waged against Benjamin in Judg. 19 21, according to Mayes.

He concludes that there is no

support for the theory of the existence of an Israelite
amphictyony in the tradition involving disputes between
tribes and foreign adversaries, or in inter-tribal
conflicts.

189 Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 76f.
190Mayes, p. 81.
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Gwilym H. Jones maintains that the Holy War theory
is a late development, arising out of the early
practice of Yahweh War, and that the wars of Yahweh
were not an amphictyonic exercise.

Jones suggests that

certain rituals were performed in preparation for
battle, principally to secure Yahweh's help.

191

Also,

the joint action or cooperation between a war leader
(Barak) and an inspired person (Deborah) may suggest
that this consultation was part of the ritual of Yahweh
War.

A dedication of troops before the battle may have

occurred at the sanctuary of Tabor under the guidance
of Deborah and Barak (Judg. 4:6, 12).

As the troops

moved out to battle they may have raised the war-cry
(Judg. 5:2lb), which may have been a part of the
traditional customs.

However, in Jones' view, there

does not appear in early Israel a standard cultic
pattern associated with the practice of war, even
though customs of a ritual and cultic nature were
attached to Israelite warfare.

In Jones' view,

recognition of cultic practices does not prove that
Hely War was a cultic event.

192

Jones agrees with G. von Rad that it is possible

191GWl.'1 ym H • uones
~
'"Holy War" or "Yahweh War"?,'
I
VT, 2 5 (19 7 5 i, p. 6 4 9 •
192

Jones, p. 651.
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to describe a Holy War scheme.

He sees this appearing

in Judg. 6:33 - 7:22, and notes three structural key
points:

'(1) a summoning of troops (vi 33f.); (2) a

rallying together and formation for battle (vii 1);
(3) a statement that victory was won (vii 22).,193
Jones suggests that to the basic tradition about Gideon
(Judg. 6:33 - 7:22), a redactor has added this
framework to give the present form of the narrative a
Holy War character.
Within this Holy War outline lies a basic
tradition about Gideon, which related firstly
how he visited the camp during the night and
was encouraged when he overheard a soldier
relating his dream, and secondly how he divided
his men and planned his action against the
enemy (vii llb, 13-32) ... In addition to
supplying key points which have given the
present form of the narrative its structural
outline, the redactor also made some
insertions, which again emphasise
characteristic Holy War themes. An example of
such an insertion is the short section in vii
9-lla .•• whose basic contents are the
handing-over formula ... and the Do-not-fear
theme in v. la, both of which are prominent in
Holy War sections. In this case, therefore, it
would appear that the redactors provided a
framework for the original tradition and also
made some insertions; in this way the old
tradition has been transformed into a typical
Holy War narrative. Yet another version of the
Holy War scheme appears in another section of
the Gideon narrative, vii 23 - viii 21 ... this
was basically a narrative describing Gideon's
revenge on the men of Succoth (viii 5-9,

193Jones, '"Holy War" or "Yahweh War"?,' p. 651.
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14-21), but in its present setting it stands
within a Holy War scheme which includes again a
summoning of troops (vii 23f.), a rallying
together and formation for battle (viii 4) and
a statement that victory was won (viii 10-13);
it has thus been transformed into a typical
Holy War account. The redactors did not
interfere with the contents of the received
narrative, but succeeded in giving it a Holy
War character by supplying the framework,
mostly at the beginning (vii 23 - viii 4) and
to a lesser degree at the end (viii 10-13). 194
Although Jones sees the Holy War scheme presented
mostly in the framework of narratives and through the
insertion of a structure, he maintains that the Holy
War tradition was not carried out always according to a
tight formula.

195

It is at a later stage in Israel's

history that the Holy War scheme was adopted into the
Deuteronomic tradition.
In earlier practice Israel's wars, although
containing customs of a cultic and ritual
nature, do not give the impression of a set
form or of being conducted according to an
accepted scheme. It was later that the
material was manipulated and set within the
framework of a Holy War scheme; the pattern,
which was superimposed on narratives and
traditions that existed in an unschematised
form, emerged when the material was
standardized in pre-Deuteronomic times, and the
process reached a climax when the traditions
were accepted into the Deuteronomic historical
scheme. Whereas von Rad described a theory

194 Jones, '"Holy War" or "Yahweh War"?,' pp. 651652.

195Jone~,
- p. 653 .
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that was established before the practice, the
presupposition of this approach is that the
theory represents later development, and is a
formulation of what existed previously in the
ancient Yahweh tradition. 196
Jones suggests that the Holy War theory was built on a
tradition that already existed in the Yahweh War
experience.

The basic element of the early tradition

was that Yahweh fought battles on behalf of Israel.
The formula or structure, which later was superimposed
upon the early accounts, was used to emphasise Yahweh's
activity and part played in war.

Hence, there

developed the Holy War theory, which, although built on
historical events, had in itself no historical
reality.197

The actual event, therefore, is described

by Jones as 'Yahweh War' in preference to the term
'Holy War' used by von Rad to describe an amphictyonic
and cultic institution.

Jones maintains that Yahweh

War was not an undertaking of the amphictyony.

Also

Yahweh War, in his opinion, was not confined to one
group, but was carried on by various groups which acted
independently of each other.

Thus, the war of Yahweh

in which they fought was not an amphictyonic

196Jones, '"Holy War" or "Yahweh War"?,' p. 655.
197Jones, p. 656.
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exercise. 198
De Geus suggests that the name 'Israel' was
originally the battle-cry and watch-word of the tribe
of Jacob and means 'El-fights'.
became the name of the people.

The battle-cry later
The name 'Israel'

became a profession of faith in the god Yahweh
introduced by Moses.

The determinant element in

Israel's national character, de Geus suggests, was its
religion, and it was through Yahweh that Israel found
her identity.

Israel understood Yahweh as warrior god

who came to Israel's aid.

He does not believe that

this religious faith was expressed in a sacral
.
199
con f e d erat~on.

In view of the scarcity of evidence linking the
tribes of Israel to a sacral confederation, or to holy
warfare, that is, warfare conducted by an amphictyony
of tribes, it appears unlikely that the tribes did
gather at a central sanctuary to make military
decisions.

The prose account of the battle against

Sisera (Judg. 4:6 'Go, gather your men at Mount Tabor')
suggests an amphictyonic sanctuary at Mount Tabor (cf.
G. von Rad, Old Testament Theology, I, p. 21).

198 Jones,

'"Holy War" or "Yahweh War"?,' p. 648.

199 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, pp. 9 and 17.
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Although vv. 6, 12, 14 mention Tabor as the rallying
point of the troops, vv. 9, 10 suggest Kadesh as the
place of muster.

There is some inconsistency regarding

the actual gathering place.

Also Deborah is possibly

identified with a sanctuary in the south, in the hill
country of Ephraim (v. 5).

The Song of Deborah itself

makes no mention of a sanctuary, and the peasant army
is pictured as gathering 'at the gates' of the
settlements (Judg. 5:llb).

The absence of the mention

of a sanctuary in the Song, and the mention of more
than one possible sanctuary in the prose account,
provides no conclusive evidence of the existence of a
central sanctuary at which the tribes gathered before
the battle.

Although Judg. 4:6, 12, 14 presents the

possibility of a dedication of troops before battle at
the sanctuary of Tabor, with Deborah as the judge
promulgating a military decision, no set pattern for
holy war emerges in either the prose account or in the
Song.

The performance of a set form of rituals

according to a given formula are not evident in either
account, nor does a standard pattern for the practice
of war emerge.

Certain practices do emerge such as the

allowing of hair to grow long (Judg. 5:2), but this can
not be connected to a ritual emanating from a pledge
signifying dedication to a cause or particular action.
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Despite these customs of a ritual nature, they do not
appear in a set form or common scheme.

Such practices

seem to have been schematized or formulated in the
period of the monarchy and reached a standard form in
the deuteronomic historical scheme.

4.

Yahweh War and Mythological Warfare

C. H. J. de Geus suggests that von Rad's concept
of holy war 'is the result of the study of the Old
Testament in isolation of the study of the cultures of
the ancient Near East in toto.

The notion of the Holy

War belongs to the ideology of many Near Eastern
cultures. ,200
Patrick D. Miller, Jr., has focused his study of
divine warfare in ancient Israel upon its mythological
background.

He develops 'the role of the divine or

cosmic hosts of Yahweh in Israel's conceptions of how
Yahweh was involved in her wars and fought for her.,201
He holds that Israel understood Yahweh to be the
commander of the armies of heaven and earth who fought

200 De Geus, The Tribes of Israel, p. 204.
201patrick D. Miller, Jr., The Divine Warrior in
Early Israel (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1973), p. 5.
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for Israel, unlike the gods of Canaanite mythology and
religion who fought their wars for selfish gain, to
punish or save man, and to preserve order in the
,
202
un1verse.
Miller suggests that the 'conjunction of the human
and the cosmic' is most clearly seen in Judg. 5.

In

the Song of Deborah the focus is on Yahweh as 'creator
and leader of the warrior hosts of the cosmos coming to
Israel's aid.,203

The biblical host of heaven, which

include the sun, the moon, and the stars, in Miller's
view, makes up the divine assembly which has a military
function on behalf of Israel. 204

The divine assembly

consists of an array of divine beings (cf. 1 K. 22:21;
Amos 8:14; Isa. 14:13; 44:26; Jer. 23:18; Ps. 82:1,6;
89:6,8; 104:3-4; Job 4:18; 15:8; 16:19; 33:23; Dan.
7:13); mythical creatures (cf. Gen. 3:24; Isa. 6:2-6);
all the host of heaven are mentioned in II K. 22:19; it
includes the sun, moon, and stars (cf. Deut. 4:19;
17:3); the angelic host (cf. Ps. 103:20-21; 148:2-3);
it served as a judicial court (cf. Fs. 82; Job 1-2;
Zech. 3); it was addressed by Yahweh or one of his

202 M1'll er, The Divine Warrior in Early Israel, p. 64.
203 M1'll er, p. 66.
204 M1'11 er, p. 66f.
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messengers, the rnal'ak yhwh, who in turn addresses
Israel as Yahweh's messenger (cf. Isa. 40:1ff.; Jer.
23:18,22).

Unlike the independent, self-sufficient

heavenly beings of other cultures of the Near East, the
divine assemblies of Israel were subject to the will of
Yahweh.

Deut. 33:2-5, 26-29 'present a hymn of praise

to Yahweh, describing the conquest of Canaan in terms
of a theophany of Yahweh and his heavenly host leading
the armies of Israel.,205

The scene is of Yahweh

marching forth from Sinai in the south,
who rides the heavens to'your help,
riding the clouds in his glory ... (Deut. 33:26)
marching forth in conquest of the land of Canaan.

At

Sinai Israel was formed as the community of Yahweh, and
his kingship was established over the people, not by a
mythological battle of the gods in which he emerged as
supreme divinity, but by virtue of his coming (with his
heavenly army) to fight the adversaries of Israel.

His

rule over Israel was evident in the historical
victories he won over the enemies of Israel rather than
, any pr1meva
' 1 VlC
' tory. 206
1n
In Judg. 5:11 the picture is given of the people

205 M1'll er, The Divine Warrior in Early Israel, p. 75.
206~l'l'
~l
~er,
p. 83.
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of Yahweh assembling to give praise to Yahweh for his
victories over Israel's enemies.
When the players of stringed instruments make music
at the watering places,
it is Yahweh's victories which they recount there,
the victories of his open settlements in Israel. 207
The Song of Deborah also depicts Yahweh as marching
forth from the south, the ancient geographical abode of
Yahweh.

The divine warrior marches forth with his

hosts to fight on Israel's behalf (cf. Deut. 33; Ps.
68; Hab. 3),

o Lord, when you went out from Seir
when you marched out from the plains of Edom,
the earth shook, the heavens lowered,
also the clouds dropped rain.
The mountains flowed in torrents before the Lord,
before the Lord God of Israel.
(Judg. 5:4-5)
This passage, in Miller's view,

'is a key element in

the hymn, linking the great theophany of Yahweh (and
his army) to the holy wars of the people of Israel.
Her wars were Yahweh's wars (1 Sam. 18:17; 25:28; Num.
21:14), her victory dependent upon his mighty
intervention .•. the theophany cannot be separated from
its content; it describes Yahweh's coming to the aid of

207 This and the following renderings of Judg. 5 in
this section are those suggested by the exegesis
oresented in ch. 1 of this thesis.
~
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Israel against Sisera.,208
Judg. 5:20,
From heaven fought the stars,
from their -courses they fought against Sisera ...
outlines the cosmic scope of the battle.

The heavenly

host, the servants of Yahweh, join in this holy war on
behalf of Israel.

V. 21,

The Wady Kishon swept them away,
the Wady Kishon barred their flight.
March on in might, my soul ...
points to the involvement of the elements, the sudden
rain storm and the torrent Kishon.

Although these are

natural elements they follow the line of thought in v.
20 and point further to the involvement of all the
elements of the universe in the batt1e.

209

Although Yahweh, the divine warrior, fights and
wins the battle for Israel, there is an obligation on
the part of the tribes and clans to come to the aid of
Yahweh.

V. 13,

208 M1'11 er, The Divine Warrior in Early Israel, p. 91.
209 M1'll er, p. 98.
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Then the survivors came down with their chieftains,
the people of the Lord came down like warriors ... 210
along with vv. 2 and 9 which praise the volunteers,
indicate that Yahweh does not fight alone.

Israel is

bound by covenant to Yahweh, and joins in the battle.

The

victory belongs to Yahweh (cf. v. 11 sidqot yhwh) , and the
numbers of Israelite warriors are insignificant (as is
evidenced by the defeat of Midian by Gideon's small force,
Judg. 7), but the obligation remains for Israel to
participate.

The command to curse Meroz (v. 23),

Curse Meroz, said the messenger of the Lord,
curse forever her inhabitants;
for they did not come to the help of the Lord,
to the help of the Lord along with his valiant soldiers ...
is delivered by the malJak yhwh for the town's
violation of the covenant obligation to come to the aid
of the suzerain in battle.
Miller sees holy warfare as a 'synergism', a
fusion of human and divine activity, which does not
exclude Israel's fighting.

2l0 Cf . G.W. Anderson, 'Israel: Amphictyony:
(AM;
(EQAH,' p. 150f. Anderson points out that where
Israel is assembled for war the term
n7~
is replaced
by o~
which may be applied to an individual as a
term of kinship, or to the men of the community who are
capable of bearing arms (I K. 20:15). However, this
does not necessarily imply a reference to an
amphictyony.

~AHALi
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At the center of Israel's warfare was the
unyielding conviction that victory was the
result of a fusion of divine and human
activity. As the centuries passed and the
traditions grew, there came a tendency to
ascribe the victory solely to the miraculous
intervention of Yahweh apart from any
participation of the people but in the early
period of Israel's history there was no such
abdication on the part of the people. While
might of arms and numbers were not the
determining factors .•. it was yet possible for
the people to see themselves as going to the
aid of Yahweh in battle (Judg. 5:23). The
emphasis, however, lay on the activity of the
divine, the involvement of Yahweh as warrior
and commander of the heavenly armies. The
theophany of Yahweh and his coterie was the
foundation stone. Yahweh fought for Israel
even as Israel fought for Yahweh (Josh. 10:14;
Judg. 7:20-22; and so on); the battles were
Yahweh's battles (I Sam. 18:17; 25:28). Thus
Yahweh was general of both the earthly and
the heavenly hosts.
211

5.

Poetic Imagery in the Song of Deborah

The Song of Deborah is a song of praise which
acknowledges Yahweh as the warrior god, and that the
battles won are the 'victories of Yahweh' on Israel's
behalf.

Stephen G. Dempster describes Yahweh as

Israel's divine warrior who goes fort.h as a 'man of

2llMiller, The Divine Warrior in Early Israel, p.
156.
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war' to destroy his own enemies.

2l2

In Judg. 5:4

Yahweh is described as 'going forth'

lmU'2 i71i77

accompanied by Deborah and Barak and the
warriors, the people of the Lord.
the verb

Dempster holds that

with Yahweh as subject has peculiar

military connotations in other passages of scripture
such as Isa. 42:13,
~~7

The verb

i12..l.J

i71i77

is used to indicate the military attack

of one force against another (2 Sam. 11:1):213

0.7 i7;~

The verb is used with

as subject (1 eh.

14:15):
i7iV~i7
i7~n;~2

i7Jn~-n~ n1.Ji7;

;1p-n~

~~n

r~

17J~;

lV~~.J

07~.J2i7

07i7;~i7

7i771
7~~'j2

~~7-7.J
o7n~;~

It is used in connection with cosmic forces (Jer.
23:19):

212 Stephen G. Dempster, , Myt_o
h 1 ogy an dH1story
'
.
1n
the Song of Deborah,' Westminster Theological Journal,
41 (1978), p. 46; cf. p. 46, n. 77: Ruth 1:3; II Sam.
5:24; Isa. 42:13; Jer. 4:7; Mic. 1:3; Hab. 3:13; Zech.
14:3i Ps. 68:7(8); 81:5(6); 60:10; 108:11.
213 Cf. I Sam. 18:30; II K. 19:9; I Ch. 20:1; Judg.
3:10; 9:29,38; 20:14,28; Isa. 37:9; Jer. 37:5.
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Miller has pointed out that the imperatives
and

01i'

711V

are 'common terminology for initiating or

stirring up battle' and 'apply to Israel in her holy
wars (Josh. 8:1; Judg. 7:9; 7:15; 18:9) when Yahweh
commands her to arise and fight because he has already
given the enemy into her hand. 2l4
Dempster suggests that these imperatives applied
to Deborah serve to depict her role as a warrior who
goes forth with Yahweh to fight the enemy.

Yahweh, who

fights for Israel, does not fight alone, but is
accompanied by Deborah.

Dempster makes a comparison

between Deborah, the mother of Israel (Judg. 5:7), and
Anat, the Canaanite goddess of love and war.

He

suggests that Deborah is cast in a role similar to that
of Anat, as warrior par excellence, and in this battle
against Sisera, Deborah and Yahweh render Anat and Baal
powerless in that it is Yahweh who has control over the
cosmic elements and Deborah is his deputy fighting
alongside him.

Thus Dempster suggests that the author

of the Song of Deborah gives the battle against Sisera
cosmic significance by borrowing foreign mythological

214M'll
J: 1.
er, The Divine Warrior in Early Israel, p.

94.
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elements. 215
Dempster's analogy between Deborah and Anat, and
Yahweh and Baal, is purely hypothetical, but does
provide an interesting contrast between the
mythological Canaanite gods and Yahweh and his forces.
P. C. Craigie also observed that the use of poetic
imagery associated with Deborah is based on the premise
that there is a 'general similarity between the role of
Anat in the heavens and that of Deborah in the
Canaanite war.,216

It is possible, according to

Craigie, that the reputation of Anat was well known to
the northern Israelite tribes, and that warlike
epithets associated with Anat were used to describe
Deborah's role as leader of the tribes of Israel.
Craigie sees a parallel between Deborah's charismatic
role as inspirer and leader (Judg. 5:7b 'mother in
Israel') and Anat's designation as ybmt.limm !leader of
.

warr~ors

,217
•

The battle-cry tdrky npsy ~ (v. 21b),

Craigie interprets as the battle-cry uttered by Deborah
in the heat of battle to inspire the warriors to

215Dempster, 'Mythology and History in the Song of
Deborah,' p. 50f.
216 P.C. Cralg1e,
. . , De b ora h an d Ana:
t
A St u d y 0 f
Poetic Imagery (Judges 5),' ZAW, 90, No.3 (1978), p.
375.
217 Cralg1e,
..
p.

?78
J.

•
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victory.

As Anat commands a host of stars, Craigie

suggests, following Deborah's lead, the stars fought in
. t t h e Canaanltes.
.
218
th e b a ttl e agalns

.

(Ja~are~a

Craigie also suggests that Judg. 5:l4b

binyamln) may well have been the war cry of the tribe of
Benjamin who were probably in the vanguard of the fighting
force.

2l9

He also compares the Epic of Tukulti-Ninurta

and the Song of Deborah to find points of interrelationship.

Similarity is noted in the use of

theophany, war-cries, treatment of enemy leaders, and the
function of women in battle.

Literary similarities are

also noted such as taunt songs as a literary device to
indicate taunt and sarcasm as a part of victory
jubilation; the poetic use of simile and metaphor (the
language of storm and flood, and the activity of the
stars); short lines to create the greatest tension, atmosphere and dramatic effect (the staccato-type short line).
There appears to be a high degree of probability that
there exists an interrelationship between the two poems,
but this is hypothetical and can not be submitted as fact.
However, both poems do express the sentiments of war

218 Cralgle,
..
'D e b ora h an d Ana:
t
Imagery (Judges 5),' p. 380.

A ~~t u d Y

0

f Poe t'lC

219 p . C . Craigie, 'The Song of Deborah and the Epic
of Tukulti-Ninurta,' JBL, 88 (1969), p. 257.
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and victory in a very effective manner, and point to
the conclusion reached by Craigie that 'in both bodies
of literature the victory poem was a recognizable
220
. h
Iy·
·
1
genre, pro b a bl y W1t
an ear
or1g1n.
The imagery serves to emphasize the power of
Deborah in the Canaanite war. Second, the use
of this poetic imagery may serve a religious
function, and this may be far more significant
than the dramatic function.
It is suggested
that the goddess Anat was one of the divine
leaders of the enemy on the battlefield; she
may even have been represented by her female
priestesses. Against the Canaanite foe, human
and divine, the Hebrew victory was attributed
to Yahweh, though it was won through his
'friends' (Judg. 5:31). In this context, the
poetic imagery makes an important point. The
power attributed by the Canaanites to their
violent goddess was as nothing; poetically
speaking, similar power could be seen in a
human Hebrew woman, though that strength was
not her own, but was-rooted in her commitment
to Yahweh.
221
The poetic imagery of the Song of Deborah does
point to a language of warfare which is descriptive and
sophisticated, and seems to indicate a vocabulary which
developed over a period of time.

It is probably the

language of a late period in the time of the Judges
when the concept of holy warfare had been understood.

220craigie, 'The Song of Deborah and the Epic of
Tukulti-Ninurta, , p. 265.
22lcraigie, 'Deborah and Anat:
Imagery (Judges 5),' p. 381.
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However, amphictyonic holy war lan'guage is nowhere to
be found in the Song.

Rather, the language points to a

concept of a divine warrior and Yahweh wars, but not to
holy war understood as warfare conducted by a sacral
confederation or amphictyony.

Tribes are not described

as gathering at a central sanctuary to make military
decisions.

The only warfare we have evidence of in the

Song is that fought by the

i17i77

OJ]

who had fai th in

Yahweh, the divine warrior, who fought on Israel's
behalf in battle.

6.

Conclusion

The Song of Deborah supports the theory of 'Yahweh
Wars', of Yahweh coming to the aid of his people
Israel, marching in theophany from the region of Seir
(v. 4a), marshalling the cosmic forces (v. 20) and the
forces of nature (vv. 4b, 5, 21), to overthrow the
Canaanite enemy.

The peasant soldiers gather at the

gates of the settlements (v. lIb) to form the volunteer
army of Israel (vv. 2, 9).

The warrior-people of

Yahweh (v. 13) marched into the plain of Esdraelon to
do battle alongside their warrior-god.

The entire

scene is one of volunteers called to battle by the
charismatic leader, Deborah, who confirms Yahweh's
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support and victory over the enemy.

The action begins

and unfolds as a result of faith in Yahweh, a
spontaneous reaction to a military threat, based on the
assumption that the warrior-god will fight and win the
battle for Israel.
Georg Fohrer holds that,
A 'holy' war as a sacral institution of the
ancient period is nothing more than the result
of a late systematization of the actual
religious conduct of an ear~y cultural stage,
conditioned by religious hostility to
everything alien. One can speak of a 'war of
Yahweh' only in those cases in which the
Israelites believed Yahweh had personally
intervened in the battle. Since there were
exceptional cases, we are usually faced with
nothing more than the fact that the practices
associated with the conduct of war were
included in the general religious permeation of
life.
222
The Song of Deborah is an instance in which Yahweh
was thought to have intervened against Israel's enemy.
Not only is there expressed faith in Yahweh who
originally led his people in the conquest of Canaan (v.
4), but a conviction that he intervened in the battle
against Sisera (vv. 20-21), filled the enemy with
terror (v. 22), and brought about the complete
destruction, not only of the Canaanite army but of
Sisera himself.

The Song does not support in any way

222 Fahrer, History of Israelite Religion, p. 118.
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the theory that the war against Sisera was the result
of an amphictyonic military decision at a central
sanctuary, which could be called a 'Holy War', but
rather supports the faith expressed in the Song that
the battle was a 'War of Yahweh'.

The ultimate

military hero is Yahweh, and it is his help, his power,
and his victories which are recorded, while the
achievements of the people of Yahweh are praised yet
minimized.
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CHAPTER III
'rHE DA'rING OF THE EVENTS
COMMEMORATED IN
THE SONG OF DEBORAH

1.

'At Taanach, by the waters of Megiddo'

(Judg. 5:19)

William F. Albright's attempt to correlate biblical
data and archaeological evidence led to the proposal
that Judg. 5:19 'at Taanach by the waters of Megiddo'
offered the most reliable evidence for dating the events
commemorated in the Song of Deborah. l

Literally

rendered 'In (the district of) Taanach, on (the stream
called) Waters-of Megiddo', the biblical verse
identifies Megiddo with the stream Kishon which flows
within a half mile of Megiddo and not the city itself,
whereas Taanach, five miles to the south-east, is
specifically named.

Albright contends that the wording

of the verse implies that Megiddo was not occupied at
the time of the battle, but lay in ruins, and Taanach
was the nearest prominent town by which to fix the

lWilliam F. Albright, 'The Song of Deborah in the
Light of Archaeology,' BASOR, 62 (April 1936), p. 27.
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.
2
1 ocat1on.

He argues that the two towns were never

occupied simultaneously, and the omission of any
reference to Megiddo is clear evidence that the site
was unoccupied.

Therefore the dating of the battle

against the Canaanites under the command of Sisera must
be set within an occupational gap of the Megiddo site. 3
In Albright's judgment, the battle against Sisera dates
from between Megiddo VII and VI, about 1125 B.C. 4
Archaeological evidence indicates periods in the
occupational history of the Megiddo site.

About the

middle of the 15th century B.C., prosperous late Bronze
Age Megiddo (Stratum VIII) was brought under Egyptian
control (Thutmose III, c. 1468 B.C.).5

Stratum VIII

was destroyed during the early years of the reign of
Ramses II, possibly during the rebellion in the fifth

2Albright, 'The Song of Deborah in the Light of
Archaeology,' p. 27.
3William F. Albright, 'Further Light on the History
of Israel from Lachish and Megiddo,' BASOR, 68 (Dec.
1937), p. 25.
4Albright, 'Further Light on the History of Israel,'
p. 25.
(As this section deals with the dating of the
events commemorated in the Song of Deborah, and the
principal event is the battle against the Canaanite
forces under the co~nand of Sisera, the events will be
referred to hereafter as: the battle against Sisera.)
5James B. Pritchard, ed., Ancient Near Eastern Texts
Relating to the Old Testament, 3rd. ed. (Princeton
University Press, 1969), p. 234.
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year of Ramses II, c. 1285 B.C.

An immediate

rebuilding program followed without a cultural break.
This site (Stratum VII) was to remain until the
destruction of the city about the middle of the 12th
century B.C.

6

The Megiddo of Stratum VII-B exhibits

characteristics of the last period of material wealth
in the Bronze Age (13th century B.C.) whereas Stratum
VII-A is ascribed to early Iron Age I (12th century
B.C.).

7

Since Strata VII-B and VII-A indicate two separate
Strata of occupation, two phases of repair and
reconstruction are credited to Strata VII-B and VII-A
(c. 1250-1140/1100 B.C.).

8

Stratum VII-B probably

suffered destruction c. 1175/65 B.C. 9

The rebuilding

of the VII-B palace included the addition of a
three-roomed 'treasury' in which excavators found a

6J . N. Schofield, 'Megiddo,' in Archaeology and Old
Testament Study, ed. D. Winton Thomas (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1967), p. 318.
7Yigael Yadin, 'Megiddo,' in EAEHL, 3, English eds.
Michael Avi-Yonah and Ephraim Stern (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jerseyg Prentice-Hall Inc., 1975), p. 847; cr.
W.F. Albright, 'The Song of Deborah in the Light of
ArchaeologYr' p. 28.
8 G . Ernest Wright, 'The Discoveries at Megiddo,
1935-1939,' BAR, 2 (1957), p. 232.
a

. . Sh. Yeiven, The Israelite Conquest of Canaan
(Leiden: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeo10gisch
Instituut, 1971), p. 61.
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large collection of 'Phoenician ivories' which were
tentatively dated between 1350 and 1150 B.C. 10

The

majority of these ivories belong to the VII-B palace. ll
An ivory plaque bearing the inscription of Ramses III
(1184-1153 B.C.)12 indicates that the treasury was in
existence during the reign of this pharaoh; also a
model pen case of an Egyptian envoy bears the name of
Ramses III, setting the latest possible date for the

10ANET 3 , p. 263.
lly. Yadin, 'Megiddo,' in EAEHL, p. 849.
l2Egyptian chronology is based on: Jack Finegan,
Archaeological History of the Ancient Middle East
(Boulder, Colorado: westview Press, 1979), Nineteenth
Dynasty, p. 295, and Twentieth Dynasty, p. 315; cf.
Roland de Vau~, The Early History of Istael, trans.
David Smith (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1978), p.
836 (who essentially agrees with Finegan's dating
scheme); and, G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville, Chronology of
World History: A Calendar of Principal Events from
3000 BC to AD 1976, 2nd ed. (Totowa, New Jersey:
Rowman and Littlefield, 1978), pp. 8 and 10.
(Roland
de Vaux notes:
'Any detailed chronology of this period
inevitably depends on the precise date when Ramses II
began his long reign of sixty-six years and two months
and this date has been disputed. If it is correct that
the sign of a full moon corresponds to one day in the
Egyptian calendars, then the two possible dates of
Ramses' accession according to astronomical
calculations are 1304 or 1290 B.C. Scholars are not in
agreement about which of these dates is correct and
opinions have varied frequently.
In my opinion, there
is more evidence in favour of 1290. So far, no totally
convincing arguments have been put forward, but most
scholars who have examined this question in recent
years have come to accept this second date. '
Roland de
Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p. 489.)
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collection.

13

Stratum VII-A's end can be dated c. 1150

B.C. by an inscribed bronze statue base of Ramses VI
(c. 1142-1135 B.C.) found in the ruins.

14

It seems

possible that Megiddo VII-A was destroyed no earlier
than Ramses VI's accession (c. 1142 B.C.) and no later
than the end of his reign (c. 1135 B.C.) if the
pedestal bearing the cartouche of this pharaoh does
belong to Stratum VII-A.

15

A continuous occupation of

Megiddo from the Middle Bronze Age to the fall of City
VII-A is indicated from the inscriptions of Ramses III
and Ramses VI.

They also show that the city was under

Egyptian influence at the time.

16

The settlement of

Stratum VII-A came to a sudden end as is evidenced by
the signs of destruction separating Strata VII-B and
VII-A.

13

Albright suggests that the destruction of

3
ANET , p. 263.

14w•F • Albright, 'The Song of Deborah in the Light
of Archaeology,' p. 28; cf. D. Winton Thomas, ed.,
Archaeology and Old Testament Study (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1967), p. 320.
15 w•F . Albright, !The Song of Deborah in the Light
of Archaeology,' p. 28.
16 w•F • Albright, 'Further Light on the History of
Israel,' p. 25.
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Stratum VII occurred between 1140 and 1100 B.C. 17

An

approximate date of 1130 B.C. is suggested by Yigael
' 18
Ya d In.

No evidence is available to show whether

Stratum VII was destroyed by Egyptian, Philistine, or
Israelite forces. 19
Evidence of the complete and violent destruction
of City VII-A is seen in the material and cultural
decline in Stratum VI.

The buildings were poorly built

and the temples and high-places which had existed
throughout the Bronze Age and early Iron Age were no
" eXlstence. 20
1 onger ln

The site (VI-B) remained

unfortified for a short period.

J. N. Schofield

believes that the city continued to be occupied by
Canaanites. 21

However, according to Yadin, the sharp

decline in culture as seen in VI-A may indicate an
occupation by a new and different group of people. 22

l7W• F . Albright, The Archaeology of Palestine and
the Bible (Cambridge, Mass.: American Schools of
Oriental Research, 1974), p. 226; cf. G.E. Wright, BAR
2, p. 226.
--18 y . Yadin,

'Megiddo' in EAEHL, p. 850.

19 J • N. Schofield, 'Megiddo,' p. 320.
20 W• F . Albright, 'The Song of Deborah in the Light
of Archaeology,' p. 28; cf. Y. Yadin, 'Megiddo,' in
EAEHL, p. 850.
21 J • N. Schofield, 'Megiddo,' p. 321.
22y. Yadin,

'Megiddo' in EAEHL, p. 850.
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Stratum VI-A exhibits construction of adobe-type buildings,
some fortifications, and a ceramic culture which is typical
of the 11th century B.C. and identical with Iron I at Bethel
and with the latest culture of Shiloh before the Philistine
destruction (c. 1050 B.C.).

This Stratum (VI-A) was

destroyed by a fierce conflagration, and the site appears to
have remained unoccupied until the reign of Solomon. 23

23Cf . John Day, 'The Destruction of the Shiloh Sanctuary
and Jeremiah VII 12, 14,' in Supplements to Vetus
Testamentum, 30 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1979), pp. 87-94, who
notes that the Danish re-evaluation of the excavations at
Shiloh in 1969 concluded that the evidence points to a
destruction of the site in the 8th century B.C. rather than
in the 11th century B.C., and that the biblical data does
not support an 11th century B.C. destruction.
(M.-L. Buhl
and S. Holm-Nielsen, Shiloh, the Danish Excavations at Tell
Sai1un, Palestine, in 1926, 1929, 1932, and 1963
(Copenhagen, 1969), pp. 34 and 56-59.) H. Kjaer had argued
for an 11th century dating of the destruction based upon the
presence of a number of large 'collared-rim' jars, typical
of Early Iron I sites (cf. R. Ami ran , Ancient Pottery of the
Holy Land (Jerusalem, 1969), pp. 232f.). Buhl, on the other
hand, supports an 8th century B.C. dating of the
'collared-rim' jars at Shiloh, based upon a comparison of
similar 'collared-rim' jars from Early Iron II found at
Hazor. John Day argues that the 'collared-rim' jars from
Shiloh resemble those from other Early Iron I sites rather
than those from Hazor of Early Iron II (cf. John Day, p.
88). Day also refers to the biblical reference to Shiloh in
Jeremiah 7:12-14 as evidence of an 11th century B.C.
destruction of Shiloh:
'According to the Deuteronomists
there was only one legitimate place where Yahweh caused his
name to dwell (cf. Deut. 12:14) and from the 10th century
B.C. onwards this was Jerusalem, specifically its Temple
(cf. 1 Kings 9:3; 11:36; 14:21; 2 Kings 21:4,7). In view of
this, the reference in Jer. 7:12 to the destruction of
Shiloh, the place where Yahweh caused his name to dwell,
cannot refer to an 8th century B.C. destruction but only cne
prior to the building of the Jerusalem Temple i.n the 10th
century B.C.' Until more evidence is brought forward, Day's
argument seems the most convincing.
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All the archaeological finds testify to the Canaanite
city which was destroyed at the end of the 11th century
B.C. apparently by David, in Yadin's view. 24
Stratum V contains inferior remains, with pottery
reminiscent of Gibeah in the period of Saul.

25

Houses

in Stratum V-B were built of rubble and sun-dried
brick.

This appears to be the first Israelite

occupation of Megiddo, and probably dates to the
Davidic period.

26

The culture of the new town is

similar to that found in the hill country during the
11th and early 10th centuries B.C. and indicates that
the Israelites had finally succeeded in conquering the
C1' ty.

27

24y. Yadin, 'Megiddo' in EAEHL, p. 850; cf. Y.
Yadin, Y. Shiloh, and A. Eitan, 'Notes and News:
Megiddo,' IEJ, 22 (1972), p. 161ff.
25w. F . Albright, 'The Song of Deborah in the Light
of Archaeology,' p. 28.
26 y . Yadin, 'Megiddo' in, EAEHL, p. 851.
27 G . Ernest Wright, 'Archaeological Observations on
the Period of the Judges and the Early Monarchy,l JBL,
60 (1941), p. 33; cf. Judg. 1:27f. in which Megiddo is
described as remaining Canaanite until Israel grew
stronger, possibly not before the lOth century B.C.
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Albright, as we have seen,28 dates the battle
against Sisera during the period when the City VII-A lay
in ruins, approximately 1125 B.C.

He argues that the

new, relatively crude culture which is found in Stratum
VI is characterized by a pottery which is contemporary
with Israelite pottery found in the earliest strata at
Shechem, Shiloh, Bethel, Ai, Gibeah and Beth-zur and
which, therefore, is Israelite as well.

29

then, in his view, an Israelite settlement.

Stratum VI is
He also

maintains that there was a complete interruption in the
settlement of the site between Strata VII and VI (c.
1150-1075 B.C.) and that a new and different people
. d t h e sLte.
.
30
occupLe

Later research has proven that

City VI remained Canaanite 3l and that there· was a

28 Cf . W.F. Albright, 'The Song of Deborah in the
Light of Archaeology,' p. 29:
'We may ... place the
battle of Taanach and the Song of Deborah about 1125
B.C. in round numbers. By that time the weak Ramesses
IX was on the throne of the Pharaohs, and the decline
of the Egyptian power, which reached its nadir at the
end of the 20th Dynasty, cir. 1070, was far advanced.
The career of Sisera may be dated in the third quarter
of the century and that of Shamgar somewhere in the
first half.'
29 w•F . Albright, 'Further Light on the History of
Israel,' p. 25.
30 W. F . Albright, 'Further Light on the History of
Israel,' p. 25.
31 J.N. Scho
. f'Le l d
. -d
, ' MegLd
0,' p. 321 .
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stratigraphic continuity between VII and VI. 32

It is

in Stratum V that is found the marked change in
pottery, and evidence of a catastrophic and
stratigraphic break is evident at the end of Stratum
VI. 33
The contrast between Canaanite fortress cities
such as Megiddo and Beth-shan in the 12th century B.C.
and those built by the early Israelites on the
hill-country sites such as Shiloh, Bethel, Mizpah,
Gibeah, Beth-zur, and Kiriath-sepher is clearly marked.
Canaanite cities were well-built and possessed a fairly
high degree of cultural advancement.
settlements were not built well.

Israelite

'Stones were gathered

wherever possible, and no attempt was made to draft
them to fit.
chinks.

Smaller stones were used to fill up the

Little evidence of town planning is observable

from the remains ... no good fortifications were
b Ul'lt

•••

,34

This type of construction is

characteristic of Stratum V.

Thus, Robert M. Engberg

32Robert M. Engberg, 'Historical Analysis of
Archaeological Evidence: Megiddo and the Song of
Deborah,' BASOR, 78 (April, 1940), p. 5.
33 Engoerg,
'
p. 5 .
34 G . Ernest Wright, 'Archaeological Observations,'
p. 31ff.
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proposes to place the battle against Sisera between
Megiddo VI and V, probably before 1050 B.C., rather
than between VII and VI (c. 1150-1075 B.C.>.35

He

believes that the Song of Deborah not only recounts the
victory over the forces of Sisera, but also suggests
that as a result of the battle the Israelites occupied
Taanach and Megiddo.

This event marks the beginning of

Israelite control in the north, including these two
Canaanite fortresses. 36

Beginning with Stratum V,

Israelite presence in these sites seems continuous,
whereas from Stratum VI backward there appears to have
been a continuous Canaanite presence as far back as the
second millennium. 37
Albright's reply to Engberg is inclined to accept
the revised chronology suggested.

He writes:

Dr. Engberg is right in emphasizing the
likelihood that the Israelites did settle on
the site of Megiddo after their great victory
over the Canaanites at the Battle of Taanach.
If he is right about dating this battle between
strata VI and V, we shall have to lower its
date to after cir. 1100 B.C., since we can
hardly place the fall of Megiddo VI less than a
generation after that of Megiddo VII on any
theory, and since Megiddo VII may not have

35Engberg, 'Historical Analysis,' p. 7.
36Engberg, p. 6.
37Engberg, p. 7.
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fallen until well along in the third quarter of
the twelfth century.
If the events
commemorated in the Song of Deborah must be
dated somewhere in the early eleventh century,
the career of Shamgar of Beth-anath, who
defeated the Philistines, must be correlated
with the phase of Philistine expansion which
culminated in the Battle of Shiloh (cir. 1050)
rather than with an earlier movement as I have
hitherto inferred.
The Song of Deborah and the
following careers of Gideon and Jephthah then
fall between 1100 and 1050, while the brief
reign of Abimelech in Western Manasseh may come
down to the last years before Saul's accession
to the throne.
This telescoping of events does
somewhat upset our usual views, but there is no
serious historical objection ... The Song of
Deborah certainly presupposes a long period of
settlement and a century and a half is not
excessive.
38
Albright assumes that the book of Judges recounts
events in a chronological order.

A. D. H. Mayes on the'

other hand claims that the book of Judges is a
collection of what- were originally local traditions,
taken together by a later editor, and presented as a
record of events descriptive of Israel's history
throughout the period of the Judges.

Mayes states that

the chronological order of the book of Judges is
.
39
uncerta1n.

He suggests, as an example of the

difficulty in dating events in the period of the

38 W. F . Albright's reply to Robert M. Engberg in
'Historical Analysis,' pp. 7-9.
39 A . D . H . Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 76.
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Judges, that the Othniel tradition (Judg. 3:7-11 - the
ancestor of the Kenite clan, a tribe of Judah) probably
was written to provide a charismatic deliverer for
Judah, as none of the other judges came from Judah, and
is probably late in date.

40

Shamgar (Judg. 3:31)

according to Mayes is impossible to place historically,
and the editor's intention may have been to show
Philistine aggression prior to the time of David. 4l
The story of Gideon (Judg. 6-8) which involves Ephraim,
one of the younger tribes in his view, probably belongs
to a late period when the tribes had become settled. 42
Abimelech1s attempt to rule over Shechem probably
occurred at an early time when Canaanite kings ruled
over the city-states of Palestine, rather than near the
period of the reign of Saul. 43

Mayes dates the

activity of Jephthah early (probably before or shortly
after the battle against Sisera) as Gilead took part in
the event (Judg. 10:9) rather than Gad which appears as
a tribe only after the Song of Deborah.

40

44

Mayes

A.D.H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 76.
41
42
43
44

Mayes, p. 76.
Mayes, p. 77.
Mayes, p. 77.
Mayes, p. 78.
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believes that the war between Benjamin and the rest of
the tribes (Judg. 19-21) actually refers to an
unsuccessful attempt by Benjamin to free itself from
the dominance of Ephraim at a later time in the period
of the Judges.

He also notes that the tribe of Ephraim

occupies a prominent position throughout the book of
Judges (the story of Gideon, Judg. 8:1ff; the Jephthah
tradition, Judg. 12:1ff; the Ehud tradition, Judg.
3:15ff; and the Deborah tradition, Judg. 5:14), which
creates difficulty in dating the various events. 45
Roland de Vaux maintains that,
... it is not possible to write a well-ordered
history of the period of the Judges. Despite
this, however, the book has considerable
historical value. Both the deuteronomistic
editorial work and the final editing with the
appendices have preserved genuine traditions
concerning this period during which the people
of Israel was formed and for which the Book of
Judges is our only source of information.
In
it, we are aware of the tribes becoming more
firmly settled in the possession of their
territories, defending them against pressure
from their enemies in the land or against
invasion from abroad, fighting amongst
themselves to establish a hegemony and
preparing the way for the unity which was
eventually to be brought about by the setting
up of the monarchy. We are also confronted
with the social and political crises caused by
the people's change from a semi-nomadic way of
life to the urban life of Canaan. This
encounter with Canaanite institutions also took

45 A . D . H . Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 82.
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place in the religious sphere and the Book of
Judges shows us how the Yahwism of the
semi-nomadic life of the desert was preserved
and yet at the same time became adapted to a
settled way of life in Canaan and how its
institutions developed there. The task of
reconstructing this history is both fascinating
and difficult.
46
Thus it appears impossible to list the events in
the book of Judges in a chronological order as Albright
suggests.

The dating of the events in the Song of

Deborah can not be calculated by placing the battle
against Sisera within a chronology of events as found
in the book of Judges.

On the other hand, the

archaeological evidence of Israelite settlement at
Megiddo (Stratum V) does point to the possibility that
the battle against Sisera may have occurred at the time
of the destruction of the city (Stratum VI).

However,

there is no evidence in the Song of Deborah that the
Israelites attacked and destroyed Megiddo at this time.
Excavations at Taanach have shown little evidence
of an occupation of the site in the 13th century B.C.

46R . de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p. 693.
De Vaux notes that the deuteronomistic Book of Judges
comprises the section of the Book of Judges as we have
it from 2:6 to 16:31; to this were added certain
traditions concerning the earliest stages of the
settlement in Canaan (1:1-2:5), and, at the end,
traditions concerning the tribes of Dan (17-18) and
Benjamin (19-21), prior to the monarchy, in Early
History, p. 689.
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However, by the 12th century B.C. occupation does seem
to h ave b een

.

extens~ve.

47.

Th~s

.

occupat~on

was

completely destroyed c. 1125 B.C. as is evidenced by
the ceramic tradition.

A courtyard used throughout the

12th century B.C. shows evidence of a destruction at
this time:

48

••. one of the best-preserved for any ancient
Palestinian building, the courtyard contained
several other interesting installations ... a
hearth and an oven, a large stone-lined
plastered basin •.. west of the basin was a
curious jumble of stones which may have
originally been a partial curtain wall formed
on supporting pillars for a roof. The floor
immediately west of this was covered with heavy
flagstones. Built against two of these
supports from the east was a bin constructed of
large stone slabs. They may have been a
manger, especially if the suggestion that this
court was part of a guardhouse adjacent to the
town gate has any merit. This courtyard was
used through much of the 12th century B.C. and
was destroyed about 1125 in a massive
destruction which heaped its mudbrick
superstructure on the tramped earth courtyard
floor, in places over a meter and a half deep.
Similar and contemporary constructions at three
other excavated spots attest the same
destruction. Whether or not this destruction
is to be attributed to the victory celebrated
in the Song of Deborah, it is not far-fetched
to suggest that some occupants of this building
may have been numbered with the forces of
Sisera.
49

47paul W. Lapp, 'Taanach by the Waters of Megiddo,'
BA, 30, No.1 (February 1967), p. 8.
48

Lapp, p. 8.

49 Lapp, pp. 15-16.
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After the destruction of Taanach in 1125 B.C.,
archaeological evidence shows only a minor occupation
of the city in the 11th century B.C., followed by a
larger 10th century presence. 50
If the destruction of Megiddo VII-A is dated
between 1150 and 1130 B.C. (during or shortly after the
reign of Ramses III, c. 1184-1153 B.C.), and the
suggested date of about 1125 B.C. for the destruction
of 12th century Taanach is accepted, it would appear
that the 12th century occupation pattern at Taanach is
very similar to that of Megiddo.

Both suffered a major

destruction about the middle or the last quarter of the
12th century B.C. followed by an occupational gap at
Taanach, and at least a major decline of the Megiddo
site.

5l

It is fairly certain that both sites existed

simultaneously in the 12th century B.C. and that the
Song of Deborah did not refer to Megiddo as being in
ruins while Taanach was occupied.

Lapp offers the

50 A . E . Glock, 'Taanach,' in EAEHL, 4 (1975), p.
1147.
51 John Bright, A History of Israel, 2nd ed.
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1972), p. 172,
n. 81, states:
I •••
both Taanach and Megiddo were
violently destroyed ca. 1125 or a little earlier and
left in ruins, Taanach for over a century.'
Cf. J.
Maxwell Miller, 'We F. Albright and Historical
Reconstruction,' BA, 42, No.1 (Winter 1979), p. 41;
and W.F. Albright~The Archaeology of Palestine, rev.
ed. (New York: Penguin Books, 1961), p. 117.
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hypothesis that the victory of Deborah and Barak be
associated with the destruction of these two
fortresses, c. 1125 B.c.

52

However, neither the Song

of Deborah nor the prose account in Judg. 4 makes
mention of a conquest of these cities and probably
would have done so if such an important event had
occurred.

It was only during the reign of David that

these two sites were occupied by the Israelites. 53
The possible occupational gap at Taanach and the
cultural decline which occurred after the destruction
of Megiddo (Stratum VII-A) and continued until c. 1000
B.C. may point to a period in which the Israelite
forces were able to exercise military superiority over
the area, and would support Engberg's dating of the
battle shortly before 1050 B.C.

The destruction of

both cities c. 1125 B.C. refutes Albright's
interpretation of Judg. 5:19, but leaves c. 1125 B.C.
as a possible date for the battle against Sisera.

2.

lIn the days of Shamgar, ben Anath'

She Yeiven suggests a date

52 paul

M.
n

Lapp,
_

C.

(Judg. 5:6)

1175 B.C. for the

'Taanac'n by the Mat-rs
of Meg~ddo
9
V'f
t:::
L
....
' 'p ••

53Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
795.
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battle against Sisera, and argues that this date fits
the period during which the Sea Peoples were invading
the northern coast of Syria and Canaan.

He connects

this invasion of the Sea Peoples with Judg. 3:31 in
which Shamgar 'killed six hundred Philistines with an
ox-goad, and he too delivered Israel' and with Judg.
5:6 which describes the unsettled conditions at the
time of Shamgar.

Yeiven considers the Philistines as

one of the groups of Sea Peoples.

He believes that

detachments of Philistine warriors may have descended
from the western hills of Lower Galilee into the plain
of Megiddo and destroyed that town (Stratum VII_B)54
prior to Ramses Ill's campaign against them (c. 1176
B.C.) and, as a result, may have cut off the northern
tribes of Israel from their kinsmen in the south.
Yeiven suggests that the action attributed to
Shamgar ben-Anath was against such marauding invaders,
and that the marauders were not of sufficient strength
to mount a punitive attack.

Shamgar's feat, he

believes would not have been possible at a later date
when the Philistines were more numerous and more

54 Sh . Yeiven, The Israelite Conquest of Canaan, p.
104.
(Cf. p. 61, the violent destruction of the palace
in Stratum VII-B, c. 1300- 1175/65 B.C. is noted.)
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securely established in the area. 55
There appears to be evidence of the invasion of
the Sea Peoples down the coast from Syria in the north
to the mouth of the Nile in the south.

Egypt seems to

be their immediate goal, and there is no clear evidence
that they stopped on the way to conquer other places,
or to carry out acts of plunder.

R. de Vaux notes in

reference to the invasion of the Sea Peoples:
..• there is clear archaeological evidence of
the destruction of the majority of sites in
Cyprus, of Tarsus on the coast of Asia Minor,
of Ugarit, Alalah (to the east of Ugarit) and
Tell Sukas (to the south of Ugarit) in Syria.
This is in accordance with the inscription of
Ramses III at Medinet Habu ... 'No land could
stand before their arms, once Hatti, Kode
(Cilicia?), Carchemish, Arzawa, and Alashiya
had been cut off at one stroke. A camp· was set
up in one place in Amor (Coele-Syria?). They
destroyed its people, and their land was as
though it had never been.'
The destruction of the great Hittite sites
in the interior of the country is not, however,
explained by the invasion of the Sea Peoples.
These sites were destroyed by other
peoples .•. 56

55 Sh . Yeiven, The Israelite Conquest of Canaan, p.
104; cf. W.P. Albright, 'The Song of Deborah in the
Light of Archaeology,' p. 27; and, W.P. Albright,
Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins Press, 1953), p. Ill.
(Albright
considers Shamgar to be a Canaanite from Beth-anath in
Galilee who fought against the Philistines.)
56Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
500.
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There is no mention of a campaign against the city of
Megiddo.
The incursion of the Philistines inland seems to
have been a gradual process.

After having become

established on the southern coastal plain and south of
the Carmel range at Dor, the Philistines, according to
Yeiven, gradually extended their hold eastwards and
northwards.

Their further progress north-eastwards was

then effectively stopped by the small Canaanite
city-state of Gezer, which remained independent until
the days of Solomon, so that the Philistine territory
on the north does not seem to have extended further
than the latitude of Jabneh (at the western end of the
maritime plain), or the confines of the city-state of
Gezer (at the eastern edge of that plain).57
It is difficult to place Shamgar in the context of
the invasion of the Sea Peoples.

His activities are

against Philistines, according to Judg. 3:31.

The

Philistines have been connected with the Sea Peoples,
as one group of the invading peoples.

They may have

been among the group which settled in the plains area
after their defeat by Ramses III, and 'Philistine' may
have become the name by which these Sea Peoples in the

57 Sh . Yeiven, The Israelite Conquest of Canaan, p.
113.
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area of the southern plain were known.

But this

process of settlement in the plains area was gradual,
and the expansion of this people inland was over a
longer period of time.

It seems more probable that an

encounter between Shamgar, on behalf of some
Israelites, and Philistine bands, would have occurred
during the later period of expansion inland by the
Philistines.
It is not only difficult to place Shamgar in a
definite period of Israelite history, but it is equally
difficult to connect him with the Shamgar in the Song
of Deborah and with the events commemorated in the
Song.

Shamgar ben-Anath may be the same person in both

Judg. 3:31 and in Judg. 5:6;

R. de Vaux however,

considers the reference to Shamgar in Judg. 3:31 as an
intrusion into the text,
since verse 4:1 (the death of Ehud) is a
continuation of verse 3:30, without any
allusion at all to Shamgar.
It was probably
added to the text by the main deuteronomistic
editor and may have included the figure eighty
instead of forty for the period of rest after
Ehud, this figure covering both Ehud and
Shamgar. The words 'he too was a deliverer of
Israel' emphasize the fact that it was an
addition.
It was probably inserted at this
point in the text because Shamgar is mentioned
in the Song of Deborah (Judges 5:6) together
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with Jael and he was regarded as one who had
delivered Israel.
58
About all that can be said about the biblical account
(Judg. 3:31) is that Shamgar appears to have been a
local leader (possibly Canaanite) who warded off a raid
upon his neighbourhood, and in so doing he 'also
delivered Israel'

(Judg. 3:31).

G. F. Moore believes that a reference to the
slaughter of the Philistines is premature in Judg. 5:6,
as the Song deals with the struggles of the central and
northern tribes against the Canaanites and not with
oppression by the Philistines.

Therefore the time is

too early for Shamgar to appear as a champion of Israel
,

aga~nst

t h e P h'l"
~ ~st~nes. 59

Paul Haupt suggests:
successor of Shamgar.

'Sisera may have been the

Both names seem to be Hittite.

In the days of Shamgar, the Canaanites blockaded the
trade routes traversing the great plain so that the
Israelites in the mountains were cut off from the
'
,60
Me d ~terranean.

Burney also connects Shamgar with a

58Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
822.
59 G • F . Moore, Judges, p. 105.
60 paul Haupt,

'Armageddon,' p. 419.
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ruling Hittite dynasty in Canaan, and suggests that he
may possibly be the father of Sisera. 61
Benjamin Maisler connects Shamgar with the period
of oppression prior to Deborah, and suggests that he
was a Hurrian lord who was ruling in Palestine at the
beginning of the period of the Judges and oppressed the
Israelites.

Maisler also considers it most probable

that the author of the later reference to Shamgar in
Judg. 3:31 actually derived the Israelite Judge from
Judg. 5:6, and that the transformation of this
oppressor into a judge is due to a misinterpretation on
the part of the editor of the book of Judges.

He

further suggests that the deeds of Shammah, son of Agee
the Hararite (2 Sam. 23:11-12), were transferred to
Judg. 3:31, and attributed to Shamgar.

62

However, if

Shamgar is a non-Israelite oppressor, it is difficult
to explain why his name is coupled with that of Jael, a
non-Israelite heroine.
An arrow-head, published by J. T. Milik, dated
early Iron I

(c. 1200 B.C.), and containing the

inscription "the arrow of Zakkur son of Bin 'ana" has
been connected with a census-list of soldiers from

61 C . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 113.
62 BenJam~n
.
. M'
alS 1 er,
(1934), pp. 192-194.

'Shamgar ben 'Anath,' PEQ, 66
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Ugarit where the onomastic category Ibn plus the divine
name or epi"thet' seems to have been popular among the
army of Ugarit.

This also suggests that there was in

Syria-Palestine of the late Bronze - early Iron Period
a mercenary body of soldiers whose profession was
hereditary among certain families.

Rather than Shamgar

being connected with Beth-anath in Naphtali, it is
probably a Canaanite name designating a hero who
exhibited characteristics of Anath, the great goddess
of war.

Milik believes that Shamgar's Canaanite name

and origin could easily connect him with the tribe of
Asher who 'dwelt among the Canaanites' (Judg. 1:32).63
A. van Selms" points out that the number 600 given
as the number of the enemies slain by Shamgar is found
elsewhere in the Old Testament in connection with
m1"1"1tary

" 6 4 an d appears t
exerC1ses

battalion of warriors.

0

b e a re f erence t

0

a

He suggests that the 600

warriors slain by Shamgar was a battalion or task force

63 J • T • Milik, 'An Unpublished Arrow-Head Phoenician
Inscription of the 11th - 10th Century B.C.,' BASOR!
No. 143 (October 1956), p. 3ff; cf. P.C. Craigie, 'A
Reconstruction of Shamgar ben Anath (Judg. 3:31 and
5:6),' JBL, 91 (1972), p. 239f., in which Craigie
suggests-that ben Anath may be the name of a military
family, or a military title or ephithet, based upon the
warlike character of the goddess Anath.
64 Cf. Judg. 18:11; 1 Sam. 13:15; 14:2; 27:2; 2 Sam.
15:18; 18:2.
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which probed into the northern plain during the
migration of the Sea Peoples southward.

Its purpose

may have been to pillage food rather than conquer, and
such a raiding party was driven off by Shamgar. 65

The

exploits of this non-Israelite became a part of
Israel's folk-lore, and in Israel's later history when
the Philistines were her hereditary foes, Shamgar was
celebrated as one who vanquished the enemy.66
John Gray offers the suggestion that Shamgar may
have been a Hurrian mercenary commandant of Egypt who
was active in the resistance of the Sea Peoples,
including the Philistines, who invaded the coastal
plain of Palestine in the first half of the 12th
century B.C.

67

It is evident from the Song of Deborah that the
action of Shamgar took place before the clash with
Sisera.

If the action was against a marauding band of

Sea Peoples, it could have occurred either shortly
before or shortly after Ramses III's campaign against
the Sea Peoples (c. 1176 B.C.).

The Egyptian empire

65 Cf . 1 Sam. 13:17; 14:15.
66 A . van Selms,
294ff.

'Judge Shamgar, , VT, 14 (1964), p.

67 John Gray, Joshua, Judges and Ruth (London:
Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd., 1967), p. 278.
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was weakened at this time.

Canaanite power, weakened

by the defeat of Hazor, maintained limited but
aggravating control over the plains area, preventing
expansion by the Israelites.

Yeiven suggests that the

battle against Sisera may have taken place in this
power vacuum (c. 1175 B.C.) .
••• these events that took place in the plains
of Israel (the coastal plain as well as the
central belt of the Megiddo, Jezreel and
Beth-Shean valleys) did not affect the
mountainous regions of Cisjordania, where the
practically unhampered expansion of
agriculturalized settlement of the Israelite
tribes proceeded apace and strengthened their
sense of freedom and self-reliance, especially
among the Rachel tribes. Here it was that the
weakened hold of Sisera on his Galilean
territory, and the rapid decline of Egyptian
control were properly assessed; and from this
region sounded the call of Deborah the
prophetess, to challenge in a final and
decisive battle the Canaanite supremacy in the
north. 68
It may have been Shamgar's local success that
inspired more extensive action by the Israelite tribes.
Certainly it was a time in which travellers kept to the
byways (Judg. 5:6) because of the fear of marauding
bands, and the security of the northern settlements was
threatened.

Perhaps this period of struggle, after the

victory of Ramses III over the Sea Peoples and the

68 Sh . Yeiven, The Israelite Conguest of Canaan, p. 106.
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peripheral victory of Shamgar, resulted in the
conditions described in Judg. 5:6-7, 'In the days of
Shamgar ... caravans ceased, and wayfaring men went by
roundabout paths ... open settlements ceased to exist
in Israel ... '

Aharoni proposes that Shamgar's action

may have resulted in a disruption in the security of
the northern settlements, and so precipitated the
conflict between Sisera and Deborah. 69

However, the

real decline in Egyptian control over its Asiatic
provinces was between the reigns of Ramses IV to Ramses
XI (c. 1151 - 1087 B.C.) rather than during the reign
of Ramses III.

Yet a period of instability could have

resulted from the military exhaustion of the Egyptians
in the struggle against the Sea Peoples (c. 1174 B.C.,
in the eighth year of the reign of Ramses III), and it
is possible that this may have created the conditions
favourable for expansion of Israelite tribes into the
plains area.
Another context for the exploits of Shamgar is
suggested by the story of Wen-Amon (c. 1070 B.C.) which
describes the rapid expansion of merchant shipping and

69 y . Aharoni, 'New Aspects of the Israelite
Occupation in the North,' in Near Eastern Archaeology
in the Twentieth Century; essays in honor of Nelson
Glueck, ed. J.A. Sanders (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1970), p. 255.
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the struggle for control of northern trade which led to
perilious conditions for traders and travellers, so
much so that groups were organized for better
protection against pirates and raiders. 70

This story

indicates the complete absence of Egyptian influence
which began to decline in the reign of Ramses IV and
appears to have reached a decisive point by c. 1126
B.C. (twenty-five years after the death of Ramses III).
The real disruption in the security of the northern
settlements may have been during the period c.
1126-1070 B.C.

Shamgar's defense of a village or group

against pirates or raiders (possibly Philistine
raiders) in the 'trade wars' of the 1070's B.C. appears
more likely than a defensive action against marauding
bands of Sea Peoples seeking food supplies in the
1170's B.C.
There is no firm evidence to suggest that the
action attributed to Shamgar himself resulted in the
battle against Sisera.

Reference to him in Judg. 5:6

seems to have the purpose of depicting conditions prior
to the appearance of Deborah upon the scene and the
resulting battle against Sisera.

Unsettled conditions

70James B. Pritchard, ed., The Ancient Near East:
An Anthology of Texts and Pictures (Princeton
University Press, 1958), pp. 16-24; cf. William F.
Albright, The Biblical Period, p. 23.
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existed in c. 1174 B.C., but also in 1126-1070 B.C.
Shamgar may have fought his skirmish during either
period.

However, it does seem probable that his action

is contemporaneous with that of the battle against
Sisera, although this is hypothetical.

In both

references (Judg. 3:31 and 5:6) Shamgar is named in a
very obscure context, and it is almost impossible to
place him chronologically, and the evidence is too
meager to point to a definite date for the battle
against 5isera (based upon Shamgar's activities).
However, the period c. 1126-1070 B.C. appears to be a
very probably time in which to date Shamgar.

3.

'And Dan had its home beside ships'

(Judg. 5:17)

The location of the Danites at the time of the
battle against 5isera is the only reference in the Song
of Deborah of a possible datable event which may be
examined to determine a possible date for the battle.
Judg. 17-18 describes the movements of the tribe of
Dan.

According to Judg. 18:1 the Danites were looking

for territory to occupy because the Amorites had
pressed them back into the hill-country and had not
allowed them to occupy the southern plains area (cf.
Judg. 1:34).

50 the Danites set out from Zorah and
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Eshtaol to look for a place to settle (Judg. 18:11).
They eventually reached Laish, took the city, rebuilt
it and settled in it (Judg. 18:27-29).71
R. de Vaux notes that the dating of the Danite
migration is difficult to ascertain.

He suggests that

it must have taken place after the conquest of Hazor,
c. 1200 B.C. (Josh. 11), because 'it is clear that the
little tribe of Dan could not possibly have reached
Laish while the king of Hazor was still in power in the
.

reg~on.

.72

Avram Biran believes that a date in the first half
of the 12th century B.C. is safe to assume for the
Danite migration northward.

He presents the

archaeological evidence discovered at Tel Dan:
.•• after the Late Bronze Age there is a
definite change in the material culture, which
ushers in the Iron Age. Whether this took
place in the late 13th century or in the early
12th century is difficult to say. Certainly by
the 12th century it is fully developed and it
flourished till the destruction of Stratum V,
about the middle of the 11th century. The

71

Roland de Vaux, The Earlz Historz of Israel, p.

777.
72Roland de Vaux, The Earlz Historz of Israel, p.
778.
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material culture at Dan is similar to Hazor XII
and XI. If the abundance of collar-rim jars is
considered to be a distinctive element of
Israelite settlement, then there is additional
support for the conclusion that, in the Iron I
period, Tel Dan was settled by Israelites. 73
The distinctive collar-rim jars, characteristic of
Israelite settlement, were found in the final phase of
Stratum V as well as in its earlier stages.
Archaeological evidence ascribes this level of
occupation to the Danite conquest that probably took
place, according to Biran, in the middle of the 12th
century B.C.

74

Y. Aharoni places the migration of the Danites
early in the 12th century B.C., after the fall of
Hazor, and at a time when Canaanite forces had been
defeated in the north and their strength weakened.

He

assumes a time not long after the arrival of Judah in
Canaan, and takes Judg. 17:7-8 as evidence that the
grandson of Moses came to Mount Ephraim from Bethlehem
of Judah in a movement of the tribe of Dan northward.
Aharoni states:

'There is no reason to doubt the truth

of this tradition concerning the cause of their
northward shift.

The tribe was still mobile, camping

73Avram Biran, 'Tel Dan,

,

~,

,

BA, 37 (1974), p. 38.

74Avram Biran, 'Tel Dan (Tell e1-Qadi),' in EAEHL,
p. 316.
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temporarily and then travelling on

R. de Vaux

suggests that the genealogy in Judg. 17:7 may be
incomplete, and this passage may be only an attempt to
·
.
h 00 d W1t
. h Moses. 76
connec t t h e D·
an1te
pr1est
Aharoni also places the battle against Sisera at
the beginning of the 12th century B.C.

He notes that

the description of the tribes in Judg. 5 closely
resembles the list in Numbers 34, and is therefore an
earlier document than Judg. 1. 77

He states that no

doubt can be cast on the antiquity of Num. 34, as the
description of the border of the land of Canaan in vv.
1-12 resembles a description of the province of Canaan
in Papyrus Anastasi I, 'A Satirical Letter', a letter
of a royal official named Hori, written at the time of
the late 19th Egyptian Dynasty (end of the 13th century
B.C.>. 78

The list of Judg. 1 omits reference to

Issachar, which has lost it place in the tribal league,
and does not mention the Transjordan tribes.

Machir

has been replaced by Manasseh, and the cities of Dan

75 y . Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, p. 221.
76Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
780.
77 y • Aharoni, 'New Aspects of the Israelite
Occupation in the North,' p. 260.
78 ANET 3, pp. 475-479.
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have been incorporated as cities of Ephraim and
Manasseh.

The list in Judg. 6:35 (Gideon's call of the

tribes to battle) gives only the northern Galilean
tribes as the ones called to action (Asher, Manasseh,
Zebulun, and Naphtali), and messengers are sent to
Mount Ephraim (Judg. 7:24).

Issachar is not listed at

all although the battle took place in his territory.
The lists found in Num. 34 and Judg. 5 are older than
those found in Judg. 1 and 6:35 and, according to
Aharoni, help to place Judg. 5 closer to the beginning
of the 12th century B.C.

79

He fixes the date of the

battle against Sisera at a time shortly after the
migration of the Danites northward.
H. H. Rowley believes that the battle against
Sisera occurred later than the Philistine entry into
Canaan, and before the Philistines had begun to press
inland. 80

He notes that the biblical account

attributes the dislodging of the Danites to the
Amorites (Judg. 1:34; Josh. 19:47), and this may imply
that the Philistine incursion first dislodged the

79 y • Aharoni, lNew Aspects of the Israelite
Occupation in the North,' p. 260.
80 H.H. Rowley, From Joseph to Joshua,
University Press, 1950), p. 81.

(Oxford
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Affiorites who in turn pressed the Danites. 8l

Rowley

believes that the Philistines took some time to extend
their hold over the maritime plain before they began to
press into the central highlands.

The migration of the

Danites, therefore, is likely to have taken place about
the middle of the 12th century B.C., shortly after the
defeat of Sisera, when Canaanite prestige was low. 82
William F. Albright maintains that there is no
proof that the southern part of the plain of Sharon was
occupied by the Philistines until comparatively late in
the period of the Judges, when they began to expand
northward. 83
She Yeiven fixes the date of the Danite migration
about 1100 B.C., after the battle against Sisera which
he dates C. 1175 B.C.

84

He suggests that the spread

inland of the Philistines caused the tribe of Dan to
leave their original territory around Beth Shemesh,
Zarah, Eshtaol and Aijalon and to move northward to
Laish.

He states:

81 H . H . Rowley, From Joseph to Joshua, p. 84.
82 H . H . Rowley, p. 85.
83 w. F . Albright, 'The Song of Deborah in the Light
of Archaeology,' p. 27.
84 sh . Yeiven, The Israelite Conquest of Canaan, p.
124.
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We have no definite chronological indications
with the help of which we could gauge the exact
date of the course of the events described
above. But having examined the Philistine
military potential, it is hardly possible to
assume that their spread inland proceeded at a
very speedy rate. It is more likely that the
gradual extension of their rule, till they
reached the middle course of the Soreq (the
Danite territory), lasted through most of the
XII century B.C.E.; the Samson episodes should
be, therefore, assigned approximately to the
last quarter of that century; while the Danite
migration northwards would then be fixed about
the turn of the century (ca. 1100 B.C.E.). 85
Yeiven dates the battle against Sisera c. 1175 B.C. and
the migration of the Danites c. 1100 B.C.

He assumes,

therefore, that the Danites are in the south at the
time of the battle.

Rowley also located the tribe of

Dan in the south at the time of the battle against
Sisera (middle of the 12th century B.C.), as he places
the battle prior to the migration.

Aharoni suggests

that the migration of the Danites took place early in
the 12th century and prior to the battle against Sisera
which he dates shortly after the fall of Hazor and
early in the 12th century B.C.

If the archaeological

evidence is accepted for the fall of Laish in the north
(c. 1150 B.C.), the Danites would probably have been in
the north in the middle of the 12th century B.C.

R. de

85 Sh . Yeiven, The Israelite Conquest of Canaan, pp.
116-117.
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Vaux tentatively locates the Danites as probably living
in the north c. 1200 B.C., shortly after the fall of
Hazor, and prior to the battle against Sisera.

He

points to the closeness of Dan and Asher in parallel
lines (Judg. 5:17)
And Dan had its home beside ships.
Asher resided by the sea-shore.
as probable evidence that Dan had already settled in
the north, and he suggests that the Danites may have
served the Canaanites in the coastal ports as the men
of Asher did.

86

However, de Vaux points out that the

'connection between the Danites and the ships can apply
equally well - or equally inadequately - to Dan still
in the south and to Dan already settled in the north,
since Zorah and Eshtaol were no further from the
Mediterranean coast than Laish in Dan was.

Before they

migrated, the Danites might have served the ship-owners
on the coast in the Jaffa region as hired men.,87

At

best, Judg. 5:17 'And Dan had its home beside ships'
can only refer to a situation in which the Danites
lived beside the sea and served in ships.

It may be

86Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
778f.
87Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
779.
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not unconnected with the situation of Asher in the
following line,

'Asher resided by the sea-shore', and

may imply a northern location for Dan by the time of
the battle against Sisera.

The reference may be to

work activities in the Phoenician cities of the Syrian
coast in return for settlement in the inland area
around Laish.

Thus, if the Danites were in the north

at the time of the battle, and if a date c. 1150 B.C.
is accepted for Dan's conquest of Laish, the battle
against Sisera would have occurred after 1150 B.C.,
probably some time in the period from 1125 B.C. to 1070
B.C.

However, as de Vaux points out, there is no

certainty that the Song of Deborah follows a
'
1 or d er 1n
'
,
l'1st
geograp h 1ca
1ts

0f

tr1'b es .88
.

Despite

this, Judg. 5:17 does seem to point to the tribe of Dan
as residing in the north along with Asher, and prior to
the battle against Sisera, and thus to a date for the
battle some time after c. 1150 B.C.

4.

The relationship between Josh. 11 and Judg. 5

Yohanan Aharoni attempts to find a historical
relationship between the two Galilean battles recounted

88Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
779.
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in Josh. 11 and Judg. 5.

Josh. 11:1-11, the account of

the battle at the waters of Merom, in which Joshua and
the Israelite forces conquered Jabin, king of Hazor,
concludes:
At this point Joshua turned his forces against
Hazor, formerly the head of all these kingdoms.
He captured the city and put its king to death
with the sword. They killed every living thing
in it and wiped them all out; they spared
nothing that drew breath, and Hazor itself they
destroyed by fire.
Judg. 4:1-2 mentions this same Jabin, and connects him,
through the commander of his forces Sisera (cf. Judg.
5:25-30), with the battle fought against the
Deborah/Barak forces in the plains of Jezreel near the
waters of the Kishon.
After Ehud's death the Israelites once again
did what was wrong in the eyes of the Lord, so
he sold them to Jabin the Canaanite king, who
ruled in Hazor. The commander of his forces
was Sisera, who lived in Harosheth-of-theGentiles.
According to Aharoni, the victory over Sisera was
followed by the battle of the waters of Merom which
resulted in the destruction of Hazor and the consequent
control of the northern region by Israelite tribes.
Hazor, he states,
suffered a total destruction at the end of the
late Bronze Age ... No inscriptions were
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discovered by which one could fix an exact date
for its devastation, but in the two latest
Canaanite levels (XIV and XIII) there were all
the pottery types typical of late strata from
the late Bronze Age, including Mycenaean III-B
imports which, according to all opinions,
belong to the 13th century. 89
The decline of the Egyptian 19th Dynasty, from the
reign of Seti II (c. 1200-1194 B.C.) until the
resurgence of the empire in the 20th Dynasty in the
reign of Ramses III (c. 1184-1153 B.C.) provided the
power vacuum in which these events were possible.
The Canaanite cities in the plains and in the
north which up to now had been under the
protection of the Egyptians, who preserved a
nominal 'status quo', were suddenly left alone
to face the attacking Israelite tribes ... At
first they succeeded in imposing their
authority upon- the Galilean tribes by virtue of
their chariot force, but at one fell swoop the
battle of Deborah shifted the balance of power
decisively in favour of the Israelites. In
this battle the Canaanites were still the
attackers, and the King of Hazor dominated an
alliance of cities distant from his own. But
afterwards ,came the battle of Merom, in which
the Israelite tribes were already on the
offence, storming northward towards Canaanite
Upper Galilee. 90
Aharoni assumes here that the events described in Josh.
11 came after those described in Judg. 5.
A sharp decline took place at Hazor (between

89 y • Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, p. 207.
90 y . Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, p. 208.
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Strata XIV and XIII) and this, Aharoni believes, came
about as a consequence of the battle against Sisera.
He cites archaeological evidence of pottery found on
the site (Stratum XII) which points to attempts to
settle upon the ruins by squatters at the end of the
13th century or the beginning of the 12th century B.C.
He had conducted a survey of Upper Galilee and found
the remains of many small hamlets and settlements with
typical Iron Age (12th century B.C.) pottery.

The

settlements were, in his opinion, evidence of the first
peaceful infiltration by Israelite tribes into Galilee.
The attempt at settlement by squatters at Hazor was an
extension of the Upper Galilee Israelite settlements.
The pottery of Stratum XII resembles that of the
Israelite settlements discovered in Aharoni's survey.
This wave of settlement did not spread equally
over the whole of Galilee, and these settlers
are not found in areas suitable for settlement.
They are concentrated in harsh mountain areas
where there was no Canaanite population - areas
which until that time were most probably
wooded.
They did not penetr~te into Canaanite
Upper Galilee. This picture does not fit in
with the theory that the Israelites penetrated
Galilee in one big military campaign in which
they defeated the Canaanites led by the king of
Hazor. On the contrary, it fits in with the
views of those scholars who think that in
Galilee, too, the penetration into unsettled
regions preceded the decisive military
encounters ... Even though these facts
contradict the description of a united military
campaign in the days of Joshua, they explain
why the battle was fought by the waters of
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Merom. The struggle was now between the dense
Israelite population in Lower Galilee, and the
older Canaanite population in northern Upper
Galilee ..• The action of the king of Hazor
now clearly appears to be a last effort to
defend himself against the onslaught of the
Israelite tribes from their settlements in
Central Galilee.
91
Aharoni suggests, in the absence of further and
more precise details, that the date c. 1125 B.C. 'is
changed from a terminus a quo to a terminus ad quem:
the event had to take place when both Taanach and
Megiddo were still strong Canaanite cities in the
region .•• ,92

Judg. 5, however, refers to both as

geographical sites and not as cities, and does not
state whether they were occupied at the time.

Aharoni

also cites evidence to date the destruction of Hazor
near the end of the 13th century B.C., and the
settlement of possible Israelite squatters on the site
near the middle or end of the 12th century B.C.
However, according to his argument, the battle against
Sisera preceded the destruction of Hazor, and if Hazor
was destroyed no later than 1200 B.C., it follows that

91 y • Aharoni, 'Problems of the Israelite Conquest in
the Light of Archaeological Discoveries,' in The Holy
Land: Antiguity and Survival, II, No. 2-3 (1957), p.
142.
92y. Aharoni, 'New Aspects of the Israelite
Occupation in the North,' p. 260.
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the battle against Sisera took place in the 13th
century B.C., and not as he maintains, towards the
middle or end of the 12th century B.C.
According to de Vaux, Hazor was destroyed and
razed in the second half of the 13th century B.C. (c.
1250 B.C.).

Mycenaen VI-B pottery found in

considerable quantities at Stratum XIII, the level of
the destruction, gives evidence of the date of the
destruction.

Stratum XII gives evidence of an

occupation similar to the poorer Iron Age I settlements
in Upper Galilee.

G. Cornfeld supports this

conclusion:
... the excavations of Hazor, the largest city
in Canaan, demonstrate beyond question that it
was destroyed around the end of the thirteenth
century B.C. A new population, presumably
Israelites, who had lived in modest villages in
Galilee, settled over the vast ruins, as
indicated by the distinctive types of pottery.
Moreover, the fall of Hazor serves as a
chronological marker for the northern military
campaigns, indicating that they took place
during the interregnum between the Xlxth and
xxth Egyptian dynasties (roughly 1200 B.C.).
The decline of Egyptian power had opened the
way for the decisive wars between Israel and
Canaan.
93
It therefore follows that if the battle against Sisera

93Gaalyah Cornfeld, David Noel Freedman, consulting
editor, Archaeology of the Bible: Book By Book (New
York: Harper & ROW, 1976), p. 76.
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is dated somewhere between the middle of the 12th
century to the middle of the 11th century B.C., at that
time there was no town at Hazor, and the inhabitants
were the semi-nomadic people of Stratum XII.

De Vaux

also notes that Judg. 1:27-37 is regarded as
historically more accurate than Josh. ch. 11, and
indicates that in the list of Canaanite cities in the
north not conquered, Hazor is not included, which
points to an early conquest of the site.

94

Yigael Yadin believes that the pottery found in
Stratum XII (similar to that found in small Iron Age
settlements in Galilee) represents the earliest efforts
of the semi-nomadic Israelite tribes to settle in
Canaan, but these do not represent a peaceful
infiltration that preceded the battle against Sisera.
These were tentative attempts at settlement, and it is

94Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
661; cf. William F. Albright, 'The Song of Deborah in
the Light of Archaeology,' p. 26ff.; 'Further Light on
the History of Israel,' p. 22ff.; and 'The Israelite
Conquest of Canaan in the Light of Archaeology,' BASOR
74 (1939), p. Ilf. in which Albright accepts the
chronological and historical basis of Josh. 11 and
Judg. 5. The battle against Sisera, in his opinion,
took place at a later period, and the reference to
Jabin, king of Hazor, in Judg. 4, is a later
interpolation, influenced by Josh. 11; and, Y. Yadin,
'Excavations at Hazor, 1955-58,' BAR, 2 (1978), p. 207,
in which Yadin concludes that Judg:-S is the true
historical record of the battle, and not Judg. 4 which
he attributes to a later editor who tried to connect
the battle against Sisera with Jabin, king of Hazor.
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not until the 11th century B.C. that a small
unfortified settlement was made on top of the ruins of
the first semi-nomadic site. 95
Yadin states that 'this huge city with a
population of thousands came to an abrupt end by fire
in the second half of the 13th century never to be
rebuilt.

The discovery of the Mycenaean III-B

fragments in the topmost stratum shows that the city
existed while such pottery was still extant, namely
until 1230 B.C.

Most probably the city was destroyed

sometime in the second third of the 13th century (i.e.
th e re1gn
.
.
d ur1ng

0

f Ramses II). ,96

Therefore, a gap in

the Canaanite settlement of Hazor existed between
Stratum XIII (destruction of the city by Joshua) and
Stratum X (rebuilding under Solomon).

If the battle

against Sisera took place in the late 12th century,
there was no city of Hazor during Deborah's time.
As far as Judg. 5 is concerned, the identification
of Sisera with Jabin has nothing to do with the story.
The events described in Josh. 11 and Judg. 5 are not

Yadin, Hazor (New York:

Random House, 1975),

Yadin, Hazor, p. 145; cf. Y. Yadin,
Aspects of the Material Culture of Northern
During the Canaanite and Israelite Periods,
Light of Excavations at Hazor,' in The Holy
Antiquity and Survival, II, No. 2-3 (1957),

'Some
Israel
in the
Land:
p. 166.
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related historically as Jabin had nothing to do with
the battle against Sisera.

Also, the location of

Harosheth-ha-goiirn (Judg. 4:2b which pictures Sisera as
dwelling at this site) has not been positively
established to date, and its relationship to the Song
of Deborah remains a matter of conjecture.

5.

The relationship between the battle against Sisera
and the battle at Aphek

A. D. H. Mayes argues for a date of the battle
against Sis era shortly before the Philistine victory
over Israel at Aphek (second half of the 11th century
B.C., c. 1050 B.C.).

97

He maintains that the Song of

Deborah provides no datable historical allusions (other
than the reference to the settlement of the tribe of
Dan in the north), and that archaeological evidence
itself is not conclusive.

He does suggest that fa

historical context can be proposed· which has a good
measure

0f

pro b a b LOloLty Ln Lts f avour. ,98
0

0

Archaeological investigation is not dismissed outright

97 A . D . H . Mayes, 'The Historical Context of the
Battle Against Sisera,' VT, 19 (1969), pp. 353-360.
98Mayes, 'The Historical Context,' p. 355.
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by Mayes, but he believes that it is the literary
sources of the Old Testament which constitute the
,

pr~mary

'd ence. 99

ev~

The biblical evidence shows no concerted action by
the tribes in the early period.

This could happen only

when the tribes carne to realize that united action was
necessary for their survival.

The Song of Deborah,

according to Mayes, suggests that a large number of
tribes were involved in the battle against Sisera, and
Judg. 5:14-18 accurately presents the assembly of the
Israelite tribes in battle against a cornmon enemy.
However, in the prose account (Judg. 4) only the tribes
of Zebulun and Naphtali assembled at Kadesh (v. 10) in
response to the call of Barak.

Mayes suggests that the

tribes of Ephraim, Benjamin, Issachar and Machir joined
in the battle.

100

Whether this is an historically

reliable fact has been strongly questioned by some
scholars.

Martin Noth suggests that the conflict was

initiated by the neighbouring tribes of Naphtali and
Zebulun (Judg. 4:6, 10).

Barak, of the tribe of

Naphtali, led the two northern tribes from their
assembly point at Kadesh to Mount Tabor where they

99 Mayes, 'The Historical Context,' p. 356, n. 1.
lOOA.D.H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 91.
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moved out against the forces of Sisera in the plain of
Jezreel.

101

Thus Noth would see the list of

participating tribes in Judg. 5 as a later composition.
Aharoni believes that the references to Zebulun and
Naphtali in Judg. 4:10 and 5:18 suggest that these two
Galilean tribes took an active part in the battle.
However, he agrees that Judg. 5:15-17 is an accurate
description of participating tribes, and that the
battle took place in the territory of Issachar.

102

Mayes sees vv. 12-30 as the 'kernel of the Song of
Deborah' and vv. 14-18 as the reference to those tribes
which participated in the battle and which stayed
away.

103

Judg. 5, in his view, is the first occasion

in the period of the Judges in which is recorded the
concerted action by a wide alliance of tribes.

This

united action by such an alliance of tribes against a
common enemy, is a unique event in the history of
Israelite tribes, and must have taken place after a
long period of settlement and consolidation of
territory.

It represents to Mayes a period in the 11th

101Martin Noth, The History of Israel, p. 150.
102 y . Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, p. 204.
103 A . D . H . Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 92.
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century B.C. rather than in the 12th century B.C. l04
Mayes notes that vv. 12-30 express concern with
the individual Israelite tribes, and is in contrast to
vv. 2-11 which are directed towards Yahweh who is
praised (cf. vv. 4-5, the theophany of Yahweh; v. 11,
the triumphs of Yahweh).

Vv. 2-11, Mayes suggests;

'comes from a time when the already existing Song was
adapted in order to fit a cultic context. ,105

Vv.

12-30, on the other hand, do not support a cultic
background to the Song but belong ,

to an early

time, before the Song was brought into a cultic
context .•. ', and before the Song became a cultic
·
o f pralse
to Ya h we h . 106

h~~

h t vv.
Th us Mayes h 0 ld s t a

14-18 which describe the tribes who took part in the
battle and the tribes which stayed away as an early
account of the battle, and is praise of those tribes
which actually participated in the battle.

He

therefore sees v. 18 as a repeated reference to Zebulun
and Naphtali which was done in order to 'point out the
contrast between these two tribes and those mentioned
in the previous verses which had remained in the

104 A . D . H . Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 96f.
105

Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 90.

106 Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 90.
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security of their own tribal territories. 107
Roland de Vaux suggests that the two major battles
against the Canaanites, the battle at the waters of
Merom (Josh. 11) and the battle against Sisera (Judg.
5), have been combined in Judg. 4.

Jabin, king of

Hazar, is, in de Vaux's opinion, an intrusion into the
account in Judg. 4, as Israel's adversary here is
Sisera and not Jabin.

Jabin, he believes, was

introduced into Judg. 4 because the two tribes, Zebulun
and Naphtali, were the two tribes nearest to Hazor and
consequently played an important part in the overthrow
of that city.

Judg. 5:18 shows that these two tribes

also played an important part in the battle against
Sisera.

De Vaux supports his argument by reference to

Judg. 5:18 which he renders 'The tribe of Zebulun
fronted death, Naphtali too, on rising ground.'

The

action, he suggests, took place on 'rising ground'
('al merome ~adheh), and this he believes to be an
allusion to the name Merom.

Thus Judg. 5:18, he says,

is an early saying about Zebulun and Naphtali which
referred to the battle of the waters of Merom and was

l07Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges, p. 91.
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inserted into the Song of Deborah. 108

However, his

correlation of merome ~adeh (Judg. 5:18) with me merom
(Josh. 11:5) is difficult to understand and each
reference appears to point to a different location.
However, his argument that Jabin, king of Hazor, had
nothing to do with the battle against Sisera, and Judg.
5:18 is a pointed reference to the bravery of these two
tribes in contrast to the reluctance of some tribes to
participate is convincing.
Mayes' hypothesis that vv. 2-11 suggest a cultic
origin is difficult to accept as there is no evidence
of cultic activity nor of a cUltic site in the Song
itself.

Vv. 2-11 suggest the spontaniety of praise to

Yahweh delivered at the time of victory which is
attributed to the action of Yahweh on behalf of the
tribes of Israel, rather than a subsequent cultic hymn
of praise adapted to an original victory song.

Judg.

5:14-18 also strongly suggest a spontaneous appraisal
of tribal involvement or non-involvement in the battle
with an emphasis upon the bravery of Zebulun and
Naphtali on the field of battle, and as such is quite
possibly an accurate historical account of the actual

l08Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
665; cf. A.D.H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the
Judges, p. 89.
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event which took place late in the period of the
Judges.
Only the Song of Deborah accounts for a major
advance of Israelite tribes into the northern plain,
and this advance, Mayes suggests, belongs to a fairly
advanced stage of their process of settlement, probably
shortly before the rise of the monarchy.

Mayes states

that 'in the latter half of the 11th century B.C.
Israel defeated a coalition led by Sisera, and in turn
was shortly afterwards met in battle and defeated by
the Philistines at Aphek.,109

Mayes believes that the

victory over the forces of Sisera precipitated
retaliatory action on the part of the Philistines and
resulted in the battle at Aphek.
Mayes suggests that the real threat to Israelite
existence came from Philistine expansion and
encroachment upon Israelite settlements.

Border

skirmishes, such as those recorded in the Samson
stories, characterized early engagements.

The Samson

narratives (Judg. 13:1-16:31) indicate that Zorah and
its environs belonged to Judah (Jud. 13:2; Josh. 15:33)
and that Philistine pressure was being exerted on the
tribe of Judah (Judg. 15:9f.).

It appears that it is

l09 A .D.H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 96.
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not until the middle of the 11th century B.C. that the
Philistines attempted to impose their rule on the hill
country, and prior to thi$ time they confined
themselves to the coastal plains.
'P~ilistine

Aharoni notes that

expansion began precisely at the time when

the Israelites were becoming firmly established and
asserting their independence.

It was probably then

that the Philistines began to feel the presence of a
serious opponent who posed a threat to their security.
Thus they tried to smash this new force while it was
st~'11'~n

'
a f
ormat~ve
stage. 110

It is suggested by Mayes that Sisera is to be
identified with the Sea Peoples with whom the
Philistines entered the land, and that Sisera created a
Canaanite/Philistine coalition which suffered initial
defeat but shortly afterwards was to meet and defeat
the Israelites at Aphek.

l1l

The invasion of the Sea

Peoples appears to have taken place c. 1174 B.C.

If

Sisera, Israel's foe, was a leader of the Sea Peoples
who headed a Canaanite confederacy, it seems highly
improbable that one from among the Sea Peoples could so
quickly establish himself as leader of a group of

110y. Aharoni, The Land of the Bible, p. 252.
lllA.D.H. Mayes, 'The Historical Context,' pp.
358-359.
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Canaanite kings and fight a decisive campaign in c.
1175 B.C.

Such an undertaking of leadership would

probably have required a fairly long period of contact
with the Canaanites before mutual trust and acceptance
of Sisera could be achieved.

112

This would support a

later date suggested by Mayes.
The concerted action by the Israelite tribes as
described in the Song of Deborah (vv. 14-18) is
probably a unique event which could only have occurred
after a long period of settlement in the land, and when
Israelite tribes were able to expand from their
hill-country settlements into the plains.

This

probably took place when the Canaanite cities were
weakened (towards the last part of the 12th century)
and when Philistine expansion into the hill country
from the plains began (the beginning or middle of the
11th century).

This movement or expansion of both

Israelites and Philistines was bound to clash, and
according to the biblical account (1 Sam. 4) reached
its climax at the battle of Aphek.

A prior battle

between the weakened Canaanites and expanding
Israelites could have precitipated the
Israelite-Philistine showdown at Aphek shortly

112william F. Albright, YGC, p. 218.
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afterwards to determine who would succeed the
Canaanites as the dominant force in land.

Mayes

concludes:
... it seems best to see the victory over
Sisera in the general context of Israelite
expansion into the plains of Palestine rather
than as an isolated victory on the part of
Israel without much cause or really appreciable
effect. Israelite expansion into the plains,
however, as a recognizable tendency on the part
of Israelite tribes, belongs to a fairly
advanced stage of their process of settlement;
and, indeed, in so far as such a tendency would
have provoked an immediate reaction on the part
of the inhabitants of the plains, particularly
the Philistines and other Sea Peoples, it seems
that it was not until shortly before the rise
of the monarchy that such attempts to expand
into the plains were seriously undertaken. The
battle between Israelite tribes and the
Philistines at Aphek towards the end of the
eleventh century B.C. also belongs in this
context, and provides an eminently suitable
sequel to Israel's first success represented by
the victory over Sisera. The latter event
should then be seen as the cause of a reaction
which led to Philistine subjugation of Israel
during the reign of Saul, and so also to a
temporary halt in Israel's attempts to enlarge
her territory. We would argue, therefore, that
in the latter half of the eleventh century B.C.
Israel defeated a coalition led by Sisera and
in turn was shortly afterwards met in battle
and defeated by the Philistines at Aphek. 113

113 A . D . H . Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 96.
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6.

The contemporaneous extra-biblical sources

She Yeiven assigns the clash with Sisera to about
117S B.C. and suggests the period of Egyptian weakness
in Canaan after the death of Merneptah as the proper
' 1 context. 114
'
h lstorlca

He points out that the

Israelite incursion into northern Canaan was impeded by
the Galilean Canaanites who were organized in the
powerful confederacy of Hazor.

The Israelites were

compelled to settle in the wooded and uninhabited part
of the region in Upper Galilee.

After the collapse of

Hazor (c. 1230/20, in Yeiven's dating), Sisera
established his headquarters somewhere in western
Galilee and maintained a loose hold on northern
Galilee. llS

Yeiven connects this military activity in

the north with the campaign of Merneptah (c. 1220 B.C.)
undertaken to quell the disturbances.

In the last poem

of Merneptah's Hymn of Victory (the 'Israel Stela')
mention is made of his triumph over Asiatic peoples,
and Israel (an ethnic designation, and the only
instance of the name in ancient Egyptian writing) is

114 Sh . Yeiven, The Israelite Conquest of Canaan, p.
91.
115 y elven,
8A
,
pp. 83 -~.
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named as the most northernly people involved. 116
The reign of Merneptah was followed by a period in
which several pharaohs of less importance and power
reigned (e.g. Seti II, c. 1200-1194; Siptah, c.
1194-1188; Tawosre, c. 1194-1186).

According to de

Vaux, the end of Tawosre's dynasty was chaotic, and the
Papyrus Harris I states that the country was run by an
Asiatic, a foreigner who exercised great power at the
end of the Nineteenth Dynasty.

117

Conditions at this

time are described as chaotic:
The land of Egypt had been cast aside, with
every man being his (own standard of) right.
They had no chief spokesman for many years
previously up to other times. The land of
Egypt was officials and mayors, one slaying his
fellow, both exalted and lowly. Other times
came afterwards in the empty years, and
(
)*, a Syrian with them, made himself
prince. He set the entire land as tributary
before him. One joined his companion that

l16 Cf • ANET 3 , p. 378,n. 18, 'Much has been made of
the fac·t that the word Israel is the only one of the
names in this context which is written with the
determinative of people rather than land. Thus we
should seem to have the Children of Israel in or near
Palestine, but not yet as a settled people.'
l17Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
492.
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their property might be plundered. They
treated the gods like the people, and no
offerings were presented in the temples.

118

De Vaux further notes that the founder of the Twentieth
Dynasty, Sethnakhte, resumed control of the country and
then two years later handed the throne over to his son
Ramses III (1184-1153 B.C.).119
In the eighth year of the reign of Ramses III (c.
1176 B.C.) the Egyptian empire faced a serious
incursion of Sea Peoples, a confederacy of sea-faring
northerners who established themselves in Syria,
Palestine, and in the Egyptian Delta. 120

Ramses III,

in a boastful speech addressed to his sons and his
courtiers, tells how he met the attack by the Sea
Peoples at his Asiatic frontier in Djahi and within the
river-mouths of the Delta:
The foreign countries made a conspiracy in
their islands •.• They were coming forward
toward Egypt, while the flame was prepared

118

3
Cf. ANET , p. 260 (note 6, p. 260 states:
' .•. the actual name of the Syrian has dropped out. f ) ;
R. de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p. 492, gives
this Asiatic the name Irsu, and notes that there is
evidence of this personal name at Ras Shamrah and in
Egypt.
l19Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
492.
l20Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
493.
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before them. Their confederation was the
Philistines, Tjeker, Shekelesh, Denye(n), and
Weshesh, lands united. They laid their hands
upon the lands as far as the circuit of the
earth, their hearts confident and trusting:
'Our plans will succeedl' Now the heart of
this god, the Lord of the Gods, was prepared
and ready to ensnare them like birds ... I
organized my frontier in Djahi, prepared before
them: princes, commanders of garrisons, and
maryanu.
I have the river-mouths prepared like
a strong wall, with warships, galleys, and
coasters, (fully) equipped, for they were
manned completely from bow to stern with
valiant warriors carrying their weapons. The
troops consisted of every picked man of Egypt.
They were like lions roaring upon the mountain
tops. The chariotry consisted of runners, of
picked men, of every good and capable
chariot-warrior. The horses were quivering in
every part of their bodies, prepared to crush
the foreign countries under their hoofs. 121
At Medinet Habu there are also several scenes of Ramses
Ill's campaign in Asia.

One scene depicts him

attacking two Hittite towns, one of which is labelled
'the town of Arzawa'.

In another scene the town of

Tunip is being stormed, and in a third scene, the town
of Amor is on the point of surrendering.

A. Gardiner

believes that all these pictures are anachronisms, and
must have been copied from originals of the reign of
Ramses II, and that evidence points to extensive
borrowing from the neighbouring mortuary temple of

l21 ANET 3, p. 262 (Accounts of this war come from two
great inscriptions at Ramses Ill's temple at Medinet
Habu at Thebes).
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Ramses 11.122

Existing papyrus tells only of a

campaign against Semitic nomads in the area south of
the Dead Sea, and no mention of a Syrian or Hittite
campaign is made.

All that is said is that Ramses III

'destroyed the people of Seir among the Bedouin
tribes' .123

R. de Vaux also notes:

'It is generally

believed that these campaigns are without any
historical basis and the battle scenes are regarded as
copies of the battles fought by Ramses 11.,124

It

looks as if Ramses III, after checking the advance
southward of the Sea Peoples, could only manage to
defeat these unimportant tent-dwellers.

Although

successful in holding back the advance of the Sea
Peoples, it appears that an accommodation was made with
these intruders.

Some measure of Egyptian control was

exercised over the north of Palestir.e by the use of
Philistine mercenaries in garrison towns with Egyptian

l22 sir Alan Gardiner, Egypt of the Pharaohs (Oxford:
The Clarendon Press, 1961), p. 288; cf. ANET 3, p. 262,
n. 21.
l23 ANET 3, p. 262 (Papyrus Harris I, which contains a
summary of the northern wars).
l24Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
493.
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consent.

125

Inscriptions of Ramses III from Beth-shean

show that during his reign the Egyptian base was
reestablished there and the temples rebui1t. 126

Ramses

III apparently maintained a garrison at Beth-shean
until his death in c. 1153 B.C.
The victory, however extensive, lasted only for
the lifetime of Ramses III.

Power declined swiftly

under his successors (Ramses IV-XI, c. 1151-1087 B.C.),
and the Egyptian Empire in Asia collapsed completely.
Within twenty-five years after the death of Ramses III
(c. 1126 B.C.), Egypt was too weak to command respect
abroad.

Scarabs of Ramses IV and Ramses XI have been

found at Gezer, but a bronze statue of Ramses VI (c.
1140 B.C.) discovered at Megiddo is considered to be
the last evidence of an Egyptian presence in Canaan.
Also, the Sinai mines exploited by Egypt ceased during
the reign of Ramses VI and Egyptian influence fell back

125 G •M. Fitzgerald, 'Beth-shean,' in Archaeology and
Old Testament Study, ed. D. Winton Thomas (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1967), p. 191f.
126 For eVl'd ence 0 f a P.h'l'
,
l lS t 'lne presence In
Beth-shean, cf. Trude Dothan, 'Anthropoid Clay Coffins
From A Late Bronze Age Cemetery Near Deir e1-Ba1ah'
(Preliminary Report), IEJ, 22 (1972), p. 72; and, Henry
O. Thompson, tTe11 e1-Husn -- Biblical Beth-shan,' BA,
30, No.4 (Dec. 1967), p. 128; and, G. Ernest Wrigh~
'The Discoveries at Megiddo, 1935-1939,' BAR 2, p. 233;
a.nd, H.J. Franken and C.A. Franken-Batterski11, A
Primer of Old Testament Archaeology (Leiden: E.J.
Brill, 1963), p. 70.
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to its own borders. 127
After the defeat of the Sea Peoples by Ramses III,
it appears that the defeated invaders were allowed to
settle on the coast of Palestine, and after the
collapse of Egyptian rule in the area, the Philistine
settlements became independent.

The bible mentions

Philistine settlements from Jaffa to Gaza, and a
confederation of five towns, Gaza, Ashkelon, Ashdod,
Ekron and Gath.

At the beginning of the 11th century

B.C. there is reference to three princes who possibly
ruled over Ashdod, Ashkelon and Gaza.

Warkatara is

mentioned as the prince of Ashkelon, who carries on
trade with the king of Sidon.

128

The decline ~f Egyptian power in Palestine is
illustrated by the disregard shown Egyptian
representatives sent to Palestine on behalf of the
pharaoh.

About the time of the reign of Ramses IX (c.

1134-1117 B.C.) Egyptian messengers were detained at
Byblos by the local Syrian prince for seventeen years
and eventually died there having been unable to secure

127Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
494.
128

509.

Roland de Vaux,

~e

Early History of Israel, p.
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their freedom. 129
The report of the Egyptian envoy wenamum 130
mentions the pharaoh (probably Ramses XI, c. 1099-1070
B.C.), and shows that the power and prestige of Egypt
have sunk to a low point as the envoy is subjected to
humiliating treatment.

More importantly, the report

shows that the Sea Peoples were competing actively with
the Canaanite cities on the Phoenician coast for
control of the lucrative sea trade. 131

This expansion

of merchant shipping is perhaps reflected in the Song
of Deborah which mentions the maritime activity of
members of the tribe of Dan and Asher (Judg. 5:17).
The conditions encountered by Wenamum continued to
prevail and in the XXI Dynasty (c. 1087-945) conditions
were favourable in Palestine for the exercise of
independence by the remaining groups (Philistines,
Canaanites, Israelites) in the power vacuum left by

129 ANET 3, pp. 25-29 ('The Journey of Wen-Amon to
Phoenicia', cf. p. 28b).
130 Cf . Jack Finegan, Archaeological History of the
Ancient Middle East (Boulder, Colorado: Westview
Press, 1979), p. 434, n. 70: The Golenischeff Papyrus
which was found at el-Hibeh in middle Egypt and placed
in the Moscow Museum.
It dates to the early XXI
Dynasty, and the events probably took place shortly
before, probably in the reign of Ramses XI, last
pharaoh of the XX Dynasty.
131w . F . Albright, The Biblical Period, p. 20.
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Egypt.
The Canaanite population was concentrated in the
numerous fortified cities located in the plains.

This

allowed the Israelite tribes to gradually gain a
foothold in the sparsely inhabited regions, in the
wooded hills where there was no opposition to their
settlement.

The Philistines settled along the coastal

plain, and only gradually penetrated into the hill
country.
The period from the reign of Ramses II (c.
1290-1224 B.C.) to the reign of Ramses VI (c. 1142-1135
B.C.) is generally considered the period during which
the Israelites were gradually settling in canaan. 132
An Israelite presence in Canaan is possibly attested by
the Israel Stele erected by pharaoh Merneptah (c. 1220
B.C.).

However, from that time until the last known

period of Egyptian influence in Palestine (c. 1140
B.C.), there is no contact by the Israelite tribes with
the Egyptians.

R. de Vaux states:

... neither Joshua nor Judges contains a single
reference to Egyptian troops or even to Egypt
itself. The reason for this can only be that
there was no occasion when the Israelites came
into contact with the Egyptians. Only the
coastal plain, including Gaza and the strategic

132 Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
496.
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route to the north, and the plain of Jezreel
and Beth-shean were effectively controlled by
the Egyptians. As we shall see later, none of
the cities where evidence of Egypt's presence
has been found -- Gaza, Gezer, Megiddo,
Beth-shean and even Lachish -- was occupied by
the Israelites at the time of their settlement
in Canaan. In the rest of Palestine, moreover,
Egyptian rule was purely nominal.
133
Any connection made between the external
contemporaneous Egyptian sources and the Israelite
presence in Canaan is very tenuous.

The chronology of

the settlement of the Israelite tribes in Canaan can
only be approximate.

If the reign of Ramses II (c.

1290-1224 B.C.) is taken as the probable period of the
oppression in Egypt (cf. Ex. 1:8-14), the exodus itself
might have occurred c. 1250 B.C. or before, and the
entry into Canaan a generation later, c. 1225 B.C., if
the biblical evidence concerning the wilderness
wanderings is accepted.

Archaeological evidence places

the destruction of Hazor at c. 1200 B.C., and by the
Israelites if the biblical evidence of Josh. 11 is
accepted as ,reliable.

This gives a probable date for

an Israelite presence in Canaan c. 1200 B.C.
The invasion of the Sea Peoples is mentioned in
the inscriptions of Ramses III (c. 1184-1153 BoC.) as

133Roland de Vaux, The Early History of Israel, p.
496.
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having taken place in the eighth year of his reign (c.
1174 B.C.).

The period between 1225 B.C. and 1175 B.C.

would have allowed the Israelites sufficient time to
settle in the hill-country without opposition from a
rival group of invaders such as the Sea Peoples.

From

the reign of Ramses IV (c. 1151-1145 B.C.) to the reign
of Ramses XI (c. 1117-1114 B.C.), Egypt's power
declined very rapidly, and all her Asiatic possessions
were lost at this time.

This power vacuum left by

Egypt is vividly described in the treatment of the
Egyptian envoy Wenamum, c. 1070 B.C.

It seems that at

this time the Sea Peoples were exerting their power by
control of the sea-trade on the Phoenician coast.

The

period c. 1126-1070 B.C. (from the period twenty-five
years after the death of Ramses III to the period of
Ramses XI) appears to be favourable for conflicting
power groups to struggle for control of land and trade
in Canaan.
After Egypt ceased to maintain sovereignty over
Canaan, the numerous Canaanite city-states which had
been the vassals of the Pharaohs, ceased to display any
political cohesion between themselves, and split into
independent city-states consisting of no more than the
walled-city and its environs, and ruled by individual
kings unable to exercise any power beyond their
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city-state.

134

Thus the Canaanite city-states, without the
guidance and support of Egypt, were divided and
vulnerable to the incursions of invaders.

Both the

Canaanites and the Israelites were left in a power
vacuum, and an inevitable struggle for control of the
area resulted.

The weakened city-states may also have

looked upon this time of political unrest and social
upheaval as an opportunity to reassert their influence
over the area.

The battle against Sisera, leader of a

coalition of Canaanite kings, may have been the last
great effort to regain the greatness of that once
powerful kingdom alluded to in Josh. 11:10:

'At this

point Joshua turned his forces against Hazor, formerly
the head of all these kingdoms.'

7.

Conclusion

An examination of the biblical evidence shows that
it is very difficult to arrive at an exact date for the
battle against Sisera.

Judg. 5:6 can refer to an early

date for the activities of Shamgar (c. 1170 B.C.) or to
a late date (c. 1126-1070 B.C.).

1~4
J

Hypothetically, a

Martin Noth, The History of Israel, p. 33.
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date c. 1070 B.C. seems logical if the engagement is
against Philistines who probably were making incursions
into the hill-country at a late date.

Judg. 5:17 also

seems to point to a time after the conquest of Laish by
the Danites, which is set archaeologically in the
middle of the 12th century B.C. (c. 1150 B.C.).
Therefore, the battle against Sisera could have
occurred, if Dan is in the north at the time of the
battle, any time after c. 1150 B.C.

However, the

biblical data gives no clear indication of the
whereabouts of the Danites at the time of the battle
against Sisera, other than the allusion to the maritime
activity of the Danites and possibly alongside the
members of the tribe of Asher.
Engberg places the battle against Sisera between
Megiddo VI and V, probably before 1050 B.C. (it is in
Stratum V-B that an Israelite presence is noted, c.
1000 B.C.).

Mayes places the battle in the latter half

of the 11th century B.C. when Philistine expansion
began into the interior.

The battle against Sisera,

which indicates Israelite expansion of its territory,
was countered by Philistine forces in the battle of
Aphek (c. 1050 B.C.), according to Mayes.
The extra-biblical evidence, although very
tenuous, suggests the period between 1126 B.C. and 1070
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B.C. as the most propitious for this concerted action
by the tribes of Israel.

Albright's suggestion of a

date c. 1125 B.C. appears acceptable, as does Engberg's
and Mayes' suggested date of c. 1050 B.C., for
different reasons.
Judg. 5:6 'In the days of Shamgar ... caravans
ceased, and wayfaring men travelled by roundabout
paths' seems to describe trade conditions c. 1070 B.C.
if the journey of Wenamum can be accepted as reliable
evidence of conditions at that time throughout the
north of Canaan.
The meager evidence seems to point to a late date
in the period of the Judges for the battle against
Sisera rather than to an early date.

However, this

still leaves a wide margin of possible dating (c. 1126
B.C. to 1050 B.C.).

As the period around 1070 B.C. is

a time of maritime trade wars, a lack of Egyptian
hegemony over the area, Philstine expansion, lack of
cohesion among Canaanite cities, Israelite ascendancy
over the hill-country and expansion into the plains,
and general unsettled conditions in the north, a date
between c. 1070 B.C. and 1050 B.C. seems appropriate
for the battle against Sisera.
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CHAPTER IV
THE DATING
OF
THE SONG OF DEBORAH

1.

Introduction

The Song of Deborah has been described as a
firsthand, and possibly eyewitness, account of the
historical event, the battle against Sisera, and as one
of the oldest passages of extant Hebrew literature in
the Old Testament

l

Robert Boling notes that certain

parts of the Song appear to be archaic.
v. 23

r7i~

7i7N

The 'curse' in

) and the 'blessing' in v. 24 (

are, according to Boling, possible
quotations from the earliest traditions of the battle.
The Song, in its present form, he suggests, probably
dates about a century after the events it relates, that
is, in the late 11th century B.C.

2

Boling also

suggests that vv. 2, 3, and 4b-5 of the Song 'display

lBernhard W. Anderson, Understanding the Old
Testament, 3rd ed. (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975), p. 151.
2Robert G. Boling, Judges, p. 114.
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patterns of repetitive parallelism that are closely
comparable to Ugaritic epic forms and mark the Song as
'
3
arc h a1.c.

Ugaritic poetry is older than Hebrew poetry (the
literature from Ugarit dates from the 16th to the 12th
century B.C.), and the appearance of some elements of
Ugaritic poetry in Hebrew poetry (e.g. repetitive
parallelism) may indicate an early date for some
biblical Hebrew poetry.

Also, the indication of

elements in Hebrew poetry which are rare in Ugaritic
poetry (e.g. paronomasia) may indicate a later date of
composition of some biblical Hebrew poetry.

The style

of poetry observed in Ugaritic literature and biblical
Hebrew may provide criteria (repetitive parallelism,
paronomasia, etc.) to determine a pattern of change
from the 13th to the 10th century B.C. in biblical
Hebrew poetry, according to Albright, and thus
establish a relative chronology based upon the
arrangement

0f

'
the poems 1.n
sequence. 4

Therefore, the

style and structure of Hebrew poetry, with reference to
Ugaritic poetry, is examined to determine whether the
Song of Deborah can be dated to a given period of

3Boling, Judges, p. 106.
4W1.~
" l'1.am F. Albr1.ght,
,
YGC, p. 8ff •
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Israelite history or development.

2.

(a)

The Style and Structure of Hebrew Poetry.

Parallel lines.

Menahem ben Saruch (c. 960 A.D.) hinted at a
structure in Hebrew poetry and observed:
the line teaches about the other.,5

'One half of

David Kimchi (A.D.

1160-1235) suggested that Hebrew verse was
characterized by a reduplication of the same thought in
two parallel lines.

Kimchi's comment on Judg. 5:22

('Then hammered the hooves of his horses; his steeds
galloped, galloped away') notes that the same thought
is expressed twice over by means of synonymous terms:
'For it is evident that
standing') and

n:v;z

iJ?nr.1iJ

iJY11r.1iJ nJJ2

('excitedly

('excitedly running

about') are in synonymous parallelism as is seen in
(Nah. 3: 2)

iJ7Pir.1

iJ2~ir.11

iiJ17 0101

horse and bounding chariot').'
07P7iJ

In his comment on

in Isa. 19:8 Kimchi wrote:

l.un

nlJ1l<7 n1?r.1.:1

( 'and galloping

7"J]).:1

?1.D

i'10.9i7

('The verse is reci ted twice in

5ef • William R. Watters, Formula Criticism and the
Poetry of the Old Testament (Berlin, 1976), p. 92; and
James Ba.rr, Comparative Philology and the Text of the
Old Testament (Oxford, 1968), p. 62.
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corresponding words of repetition').

Ibn Ezra (A.D.

1093-1168) also observed that many poems found in the
Pentateuch were characterized by a style in which the
same thought was repeated by means of synonymous words.
G. B. Gray mentions examples cited by Ibn Ezra which
exhibit the same characteristics of the divided line in
which the writer repeats his thought by means of
synonymous terms: 6
17.:171 17:lN ;NFJ
1;-1"')lJN 7 7

;N
~1u7

(b)

~::zp

OVT N;

N;

17JPT

( Deu t . 32 : 7 )

::ZPN ~lJ

OVTN ~lJ1

(Num. 23:8)

Parallelismus membrorum

In 1753 Robert Lowth emphasized the categories of
parallelism in Hebrew verse to be the foundation of
classical poetry:
The correspondence of one verse or line with
another; I call parallelism, when a proposition
is delivered, and a second is subjoined to it,
or drawn under it, equivalent, or contrasted
with it, in sensei or similar to it in the form
of grarrmatical constructioni these I call

6 G . B . Gray, The Forms of Hebrew Poetry (London:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1915), p. l8i cf. Gen. 49:6
7FJElJ
,and Num. 24:l7b
V::ZFJ
::Z:J1:J

77:1:J
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parallel lines; and the words or phrases
answering one to another in the corresponding
lines, parallel terms. 7
Lowth observed a structure of the sentence the nature
of which he found consisted of complete sentences in
each stanza:
.•. a complete sense is almost equally infused
into every component part, and .•• every member
constitutes an entire verse •.. the poems
divide themselves in a manner spontaneously
into periods, for the most part equal; so the
periods themselves are divided into verses,
most commonly couplets, though frequently of
greater length. This is chiefly observable in
those passages, which frequently occur in the
Hebrew poetry, in which they treat one subject
in many different ways, and dwell upon the same
sentiment; when they express the same thing in
different words, or different things in a
similar form of words; when equals refer to
equals, and opposites to opposites ... 8
This division of the members into short and equal
sentences Lowth termed the 'sententious style,.9

The

verse extended only to the conclusion of the sentence,
and lines do not run into each other but are complete
in themselves.

Enjambement is not a characteristic of

7Robert Lowth, Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the
Hebrews, Vol. II, trans. G. Gregory (Londen, 1787),
Lec. 19, p. 32, n. 10; cf. R. Lowth, Preliminary
Dissertation to Isaiah (London, 1778),9. 10.
8Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 3, p. 68.
9Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 4, p. 98f.
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·
He b rew poetry accor d lng
to Lowth. 10
The earliest application of Hebrew poetry Lowth
saw in the praise of God through hymns and songs
offered in the service of worship.

Sacred music, the

vehicle of hymns and poems, was sung antiphonally by
leader and choir or congregation (e.g. the Song of
Miriam, Ex. 15:20,21, in which all the women followed
Miriam with timbrels and dance, and sang the responses
to the chorus of men).ll

This manner of singing led to

composition of poems into equal stanzas and equal
distichs which consisted of verses or parallelisms
corresponding to each other, a form which pervaded the
whole of Hebrew poetry.
The poetical conformation of the sentences ...
consists chiefly in a certain equality,
resemblance, or parallelism between the members
of each period; so that in two lines (or
members of the same period) things for the most
part shall answer to things, and words to
words, as if fitted to each other by a kind of

lOStephen A. Geller, Parallelism in Early Biblical
Poetry, Harvard Semitic Monographs, 20 (Missoula,
Montana: Scholars Press, 1979), p. 379, notes that
enjambed units such as Ps. 2:6 which he renders:
'I
have anointed my king / On Zion my holy mountain,' are
the very model of the non-parallel couplet. He
suggests that non-parallel units play an important role
in poetic systems, and that these non-parallel units
are not 'synthetic parallelism' as Lowth would
maintain.

ll~owth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, pp. 24-26.
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rule or measure. This parallelism has much
variety and many gradations; it is sometimes
more accurate and manifest, sometimes more
vague and obscure ...
12
Parallelism of members (a term coined by Lowth as
'parallelismus membrorum i
(i)

)

consisted of three species:

Synonymous parallelism.

This is the most

frequently employed species and has great variety in
form.

The parallelism is formed by:

a) repetition of the same sentiment in different but
.

equ~va

1 ent terms: 13

(Ps. 114:1)
b) reiteration of the former member either in whole or
part:

14
i71i77

Jll~i7J

;N

J) 7 91i7

Jl1~PJ

;N

(Ps. 94:1, 3)
c) repetition of a word or phrase from the first member
to complete the meaning of the second:

1S

12

Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 34.

13

Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 35.

14

Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 39.

15

Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 4l.
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CPs. 105:20)
d) the whole of the second member answers only to some
part of the first:

16

CPs. 97:1)
3) triplet parallelism in which the second line is
generally synonymous with the first, while the third
line either begins the stanza or concludes it, and
frequently refers to both the preceding: 17

iJli17 JlliiJJ

71'{1!JJ

0 7 ::;)7 JlliiJJ

11'{1!J 7

iJliJ7 01i1:J.J. i'71'{

CPs. 93:3,4)

f} in stanzas of five lines, the line that is not
parallel is generally placed between the two

16
- Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 41.

17 Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 42.
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' t 'l.C h s: 18
d J.s

1~1V-;.v

07.v1 N;~

17;.v

17~;)i71

N1p7 1~N

nn 7 N; 0;1p~

(Isa. 3l:4a)
g) in stanzas of four lines which generally form two
regular distichs, line one is parallel to line three,
and line two to line four:

19

n7J~i7

1n2~-71;)~~

Y1Ni7 72~7-;;) ;N

(Ps. 33:13,14)

h) an alternate correspondence is formed between the
members and line one is parallel to line four, and two

18 Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 42.
Chiastic parallelism is also found in which a group of
four or more lines in which the outer lines match each
other while the inner lines have the same thought or
correspondence, e.g. Ps. 6:9-11,
7iN 7;.v~ ;;) 7J~~ 1110
77;)2 ;1p i71i77 .v~~-7;)
7JUDn i1ii77 Jm~
np7 7;J;~J1 i7ii77
72 7 N-;;) 7N~ 1;i12 7 1 1~27
.v~1

7~::Z7

i2~7

Lines one, five and six express the same thought as do
lines two, three and four.
19
.
Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 43.
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is parallel to three: 20

(Ps. 113:5,6)
(ii)

Antithetic parallelism.

a) the thought of

the first line is emphasized or confirmed by a
" th e secon d 1"Lne: 21
con t ras t e d th oug ht expresse d Ln
2~lN
NJ1~

7V~9

nlp7~J

07J~NJ

nlinVJl

(Prov. 27:6)

b) a contraposition of parts of the same sentence
('swarthy ••. as the tents of Kedar; comely ... as the
pavilions of Solomon,):22
O~~li7

nlJ2 ~lNJ7 7J~ ~iln~

~~7~ n1V 7 i 7 J

i7P 7~~NJ

(Song of Solomon 1:5)
(iii)

Synthetic or Constructive parallelism.

a) the lines answer to each other, not by repeating or
contrasting the thought of the first member, but by
supplementing or completing it.

No term of the second

line is parallel to any term in the first, but the
second line consists entirely of what is fresh and

20

Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 44.

21

Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 45.

22 Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 46.
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additional to the first: 23

(Ps. 19:8)
b) triplets are frequent: 24
JJ12V O'Y.l
lJ'j7nl!]
l.::?JiJJJ'

PJJJ

lY.l1T
:J1j7

l'::nln-C')N

?J.:I?J.l.J lY.lV1

?Jlj7

?J2JJ O'i'12 11'NiJ
Y1NiJ l!]V1JJl

iJT.:I1

(Ps. 77:18,19)

c) one line or member may contain two sentiments: 25
(Ps. 46:7)
d) a definite number may represent an indefinIte
term:

26
j7l!]Y.l7 'Vl!]~ iJl!]?Jl!]-;V

lJ2'l!]N N?J iJV21N-;Vl

(Amos 1:3)

The variety in the form of this synthetic parallelism
presented by Lowth is very great, and the degrees of
resemblance almost infinite, so that sometimes the
scheme of the parallelism is very subtle and obscure.

23Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 49.
24Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lee. 19, p. 5l.
25Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 5l.
26Lowth, Lectures, Vol. II, Lec. 19, p. 54.
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(c)

Complete and Incomplete Parallelism

George Buchanan Gray adopted Lowth's poetic
theories and presented a thorough analysis of
'parallelismus membrorum,.27

He recognized that

parallelism was not peculiar to Hebrew poetry only, but
was the common heritage of the entire ancient Near
East.

28

The discovery of Babylonian literature a

hundred years after Lowth's thesis revealed that
parallelism was a characteristic of much of its poetry,
as is illustrated in the opening lines of Enuma elish:
When above the heavens was not named
And beneath the earth bore no name,
And the primeval Apsu, the begetter of them,
And Mummu and Tiamat, the mother of them all ... 29
In his analysis of 'parallelismus membrorum ' Gray
27

Gray, The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, pp. 37-83.

28william F. Albright, 'The Earliest Forms of Hebrew
Verse,l p. 72£., also notes that biblical poetry is
derived from the poetic style of Mesopotamia and Egypt.
29 G . B . Gray, The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 38
(following Gray's translation); cf. D. Winton Thomas,
Documents From Old Testament Times (Edinburgh: Thomas
Nelson and Sons, Ltd., 1958), p. 5, whose translation
articulates the parallelism in the stanza more clearly:
When the heaven (-gods) above / were as yet uncreated,
The earth (-gods) below / not yet brought into being,
Above there exited primordial Apsu / who engenaered them,
Only Mummur and Tiamat / who brcught all of them forth.
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noted that the term 'synthetic parallelism' admitted to
a wide variety of forms and infinite degrees of
resemblance, and in his opinion was really not
parallelism.

Its subtlety and obscurity led him to

redefine the term 'synthetic parallelism' which he
believed was really a subdivision of 'synonymous' or
'antithetic parallelism'.

He found some verses in

which the first and second lines were not parallel in
thought, but in which line two contained an entirely
new idea.

Therefore, those lines which were not

parallel in terminology or meaning were not complete
parallels but incomplete parallels, and the degrees
must be distinguished from one another rather than use
the term synthetic to cover so wide a range of form.
Gray wrote:
The vulnerable point in Lowth's exposition of
parallelism as the law of Hebrew poetry lies in
what he found it necessary to comprehend under
the term synthetic parallelism: his examples
include, indeed, many couplets to which the
term parallelism can with complete propriety be
applied; in such couplets the second line
repeats by means of one or more synonymous
terms part of the sense of the first, and by
means of one or more terms adds something
fresh, to which nothing in the first line is
parallel.
In virtue of the presence of some
parallel terms such lines may be called
parallel, and in virtue of the presence of some
non-parallel terms they may be called
synthetic, or in full the lines may be termed
synthetic parallels, and the relation between
them synthetic parallelism; but more convenient
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terms for such lines, which are of very
frequent occurrence, and for the relation
between them, would be incomplete parallels and
incomplete parallelism.
30
(i)

Complete parallelism.

The simplest form of

complete parallelism, two lines consisting of two
terms, each of which corresponds to a term in the
corresponding position in the other line, was
represented, according to Gray, by a.b:a'.b' :31
op;nN

2PP'2
;Ni~'2

OY'~N1

(Gen. 49:7b)

The most frequent form of complete parallelism found in
Hebrew poetry, Gray notes, is the three-term line,
I
bl . c,32
represen t e d b y a •b. c:a.
:

7"~ O'J'P ';';~n
2;n~ O'J~

72;1

(Gen. 49:12)

Complete parallelism may also be found in lines with
four terms each, represented by a.b.c.d:a'.b'.c'.d':

(prov. 15:1)

30 G . B . Gray, The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 49.
31 Gray , The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 60.
32 Gray , The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 61; cf. Ps.
24:3,
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Alternate parallelism is found in which line one is
parallel to line three, and line two is parallel to
line four, represented by a.b.c.d:e.f:a'.b' .c'.d':

e, . f" . 33

111:1

yn;

7)1:)7£171

(Isa. 49:2)
Numerous variations occur in the rhythmic scheme of
complete parallelism, as Gray illustrates:
two-term line:
three-term line:

a.b:b'.a'

(a) the

(cf. Ps. 2:4); (b) the

a.b.c:a'.c'.b' (cf. Provo 2:2),

a.b.c:b' .a' .c' (cf. Deut. 32:30), a.b.c:c' .a' .b' (cf.
Deut. 32:3), etc.; (c) the four-term line:

a.b.c.d:

c' .d' .a' .b'. 34
(ii)

Incomplete parallelism.

The simplest form

of incomplete parallelism is illustrated by the

33Gray , The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 62; Gray
renders Isa. 49:2,
He
in
he
in

made / my mouth / like a sharp / sword
the shadow of his hand / he hid me
made / me / for a polished / arrow
his quiver / he hid me.

which gives his scheme of a.b.c.d:e.f:a' .b'.c'.d' :e' .f'.

34 Gray, The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, pp. 62-72.
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two-term line, represented by a.b:b'.c:

(Job 3:12)
which also may be treated as a three-term line if the
interrogative particles are counted as one term,
represented by a.b.c:a ' .c ' .d. 35
Gray further divides incomplete parallelism into
two categories:
(a)

Incomplete parallelism without compensation, in

which one line contains a given number of terms and
another line a smaller number of terms, represented by
I
36
a .b. C: b ' .c:

(Ps. 22:21)
(b)

Incomplete parallelism with compensation, in which

two lines contain the same number of terms, and only
some of the terms in the two lines are parallel,
represen t e d b y a. b . c : aI . b l .d: 37

(Ps. 29:1)
Examples of incomplete parallelism with compensation

35 Gray , The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 73.
36 Gray , The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 74.
37 Gray , The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 76.
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are found in Judg. 5:12, represented by a.b.c:a'.b'.d:
iJi7:J7 7i7)) 7i7))
i7~-7i:J7

717)) 7ii))

and in Judg. 5:23, represented by a.b.c:b' .c'.d:

Gray illustrates the phenomena of complete and
incomplete parallelism as found in one verse,
represented by a.b.c:a'.c'.d:e.f:e' .f': 38

7iJJj?
")7

i1~

))7 7

~JJJ:J rJ 7 :J N i 12m 1

))7 7 N;
7J 1:JJli7

;Ni~7

N;

7r.J))

(Isa. 1:3)

There is nothing in the second line to balance the verb
'knows' in the first line, and the object 'owner' is
expanded into two units 'master's crib' in the second
line.

This is an example of incomplete parallelism

with compensation.

In line three the subject 'Israel'

is paralleled in line four to 'my people', and the verb
'know' to 'understand'.

This is an example of complete

parallelism.
Gray viewed with suspicion any metrical theory

38 Gray, The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 80f.i cf.
T.H. Robinson, 'Hebrew Poetic Form,' VTS I (Leiden,
1953) r p. 136.
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that found all parts of the existing text equally
metrical, and emendation made to accommodate meter he
'
39
conS1'd ered ar t'f"
1 lCla 1 an d 'lnconc l
uSlve.

His study of

Lamentations led him to conclude that the same poem may
contain distichs of different metrical character. 40

He

maintained that the laws of Hebrew poetry did not
require either that a single type of distich must be
used throughout the same poem, or that all poems must
be divided into equal strophes.

41

There is no

regularity of distich or strophe found.

Parallelism

and rhythm of Hebrew poetry are associated with the
sense.

A single rhythm need not always be maintained

through a poem.

The important unit was, to Gray, the

distich, and he believed it was better to measure and
classify by distich rather than stich even in
rhythmical classification.

The stichs owe their

rhythmical character to the fact that they contain the
same number of stressed syllables as the halves of the
distichs among which they occur.

s.

42

R. Driver also suggests that the distich, the

39 Gray , The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 125.

40

Gray, The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p . 135.

.11

. Gray, The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 224.

42 Gray , The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, p. 159.
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couple of lines in poetry which are detachable from the
context, is the measurable unit in Hebrew poetry.

A

monostich, the single line (i.e. stich), is
occasionally used to emphasize a thought at the
beginning and end of a poem.

Verses of three lines,

the tristich, occur in which a and b are parallel in
thought and

£

completes the thought, or band care

parallel, or a and c are parallel and b is of the
nature of a parenthesis.

Various forms of the

tetrastich, the four-beat line, are:
band

a is parallel to

£ is parallel to d; a is parallel to £, and

~

is

parallel to d; a corresponds to d, and b corresponds to
Ci

~,

b, c are parallel and d is independent; a is

independent and b, c, dare parallel.

43

Georg Fohrer reduced the stylistic analysis of
Hebrew poetry to two general principles or rules:
Verses consist of two (alternatively, two or
three) members ... The structural principle is
parallelism (parallelismus membrorum).
This
approach, however, is much too narrow and
schematic to describe and explain all the
observed facts.
Quite apart from the solution
of the metrical and rhythmic problems, we must
instead take as our point of departure two
principles more loosely formulated:
(1) A
verse can consist of one, two, or three

43 S . R . Driver, Introduction to the Literature of the
Old Testament, 9th ed. (Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark,
1913), p. 364f.
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members. A verse need not have more than one
member, even though most extant verses do in
fact have two or three. We may say at most
that a verse potentially consists of two or
three members.
(2) The wording of the members
is not absolutely determined by parallelismus
membrorum.
It is therefore more correct to
speak of a repetitional and often parallelizing
style ... The style is truly parallelizing in
the first two categories of so-called
parallelismus membrorum:
(1) 'synonymous
parallelism' in which the second member repeats
the content of the first in different words,
e.g., 'But his delight is in the law of Yahweh
/ and on his law he meditates day and night'
(Ps. 1:2); (2) 'antithetical parallelism' in
which the second member illuminates the content
of the first by means of a contrasting idea,
e.g., 'For Yahweh knows the way of the
righteous / but the way of the wicked will
perish' (Ps. 1:6). There are also long verses
whose members are not linked by any kind of
parallelism and some consisting of three
members, one of which is not parallel to the
other two. The third category usually
mentioned, 'synthetic parallelism' is not
parallelism at all, because the second member
advances and supplements the thought of the
first, e.g., 'He is like a tree / planted by
streams of water' (Ps. 1:3). 44
Robert Gordis, in his study of the book of Job,
observed that the fundamental virtue of parallelism is
its power:
... the repetition in the second stich
reinforces the truth of the idea set forth, or
intensifies the depth of the emotion expressed,
in the first stich. The ever-present danger of

44Georg Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament,
pp. 44-46; cf. Stephen A. Geller, Parallelism In Early
Biblical Poetry, p. 375ff.
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parallelism is monotony, particularly in a long
composition. Hence. the poet will use every
conceivable device for preserving the vigor and
avoiding the monotony by modifying either the
metrics or the parallelism. Thus the poet may
(a) vary the meter pattern, (b) change the
number of stichs in some verses, (c) modify the
word-order within the stichs, so that a,b,c
will be parallelled not only by a',b' ,c', but
by a',cl,b', or c',b',a', etc. He may change
the parallelism from (a) the most frequent
structure, the consecutive, in which a//b and
c//d, to (b) the alternate, in which a//c and
b//d, as, e.g., Hos. 5:3; Ps. 33:20f • . . . In
virtually every poem of any length, a variety
of metric patterns is to be expected, either
because of changing moods of the poet or out of
the natural desire to avoid monotony ..• This
mUltiplicity of meters is evident in 'The Song
of the Sea', Exodus, chapter 15, and 'The Song
of Deborah' ••• as well as throughout the Book
of Job. Thus 'The Song of the Sea' exhibits
virtually every biblical meter:
4:4 (v. 1),
3:3 (v. 2), 3:2 (v. 3), 5:5 (v. 4), 2:2 (v. 9)
••• An unbroken succession of distichs,
particularly in a long composition, would
become exceedingly monotonous. The poet will,
therefore, not hesitate to vary his pattern by
introducing tristichs at various intervals.
The efforts by some critics to place biblical
poetry on a procrustean bed by eliminating all
tristichs in favour of a uniform distich
pattern •.. or, conversely, by deleting all
distichs or converting them into tristichs
is an all-too-corr~on methodological error.
45

(d)

Climactic Parallelism

C. F. Burney's analysis of Judg. 5:5 indicated for

45Robert Gordis, The Book of Job: Commentary, New
Translation and Special Studies (New Ycrk: The Jewish
Theological Seminary of F~erica, 1978), pp. 502-3.
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him an example of yet another characteristic of
parallelism, which he termed 'climactic'.

The first

line is complete in itself, while the second line uses
words from the first to complete the meaning of the
distich:

This is, according to Burney, a four-beat line,
a.b.c.d:c'.d'.e.f, in which the last two beats of line
one (c.d, 'before Yahweh') and the last two beats of
line two (e.f, 'the God of Israel) complete the sense
of the distich and form a climax.

He states:

In this form, stichos 'b l of a distich does not
offer a more or less complete echo of stichos
'a' in different words (synonymous
parallelism); nor, on the other hand, is it
merely formally parallel to stichos 'a', while
in matter it offers an advance in thought
(synthetic parallelism) •.. stichos 'b' is
partially parallel to stichos 'a' but adds
something further which completes the sense of
the distich, thus forming, as it were a
climax ..• 46
This type of parallelism described by Burney is
observable in Ps. 29:1-2:

46 C . F . Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 169.
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07;N 7J2 ~1~7;

12~

T~1

112~ ~1~7;

12~

1~~ 112~ ~1~7;

12~

~1V-n~1~2

~1~7;

llnn~~

Here the parallelism reaches a climax by the gradual
addition of new words or elements in each line, hence
the term climactic or stair-like parallelism.
Burney places vv. 6, 7b, 9, 11, l2a, 18, 19a, 20,
23, 28, and 30 of the Song of Deborah in this category
of climactic parallelism.

Vo 5 of the Song also seems

to fit into this assumed category, as does the phrase
'a mother in Israel' in v. 7b.

However, the intention

of the poet in these cases may not only have been to
create a 'climax' of lines, but also to achieve balance
for the length of the line.

Without

5) the verse would remain awkward and unbalanced.

(v.
The

balance in these verses appears to be achieved by the
addition of words rather than an attempt to balance the
lines with an equal number of stresses or syllables.

(e)

Repeated Words and Phrases

Prof. Milman Parry's studies of the Iliad and the
Odyssey stressed the importance of tradition in the
composition of ancient poetry.

The verses abound in
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stock expressions, consisting of repeated words and
phrases, which are part of a traditional diction
according to Parry.

The same diction was common to all

singers and could be drawn upon whenever the poet
performed.

Poets, over a period of time and usage had

found the word and phrase to tell the tale, and every
poet knew how to make use of the traditional.
Without writing, the poet can make his verses
only if he has a formulaic diction which will
give him his phrases all made, and made in such
a way that, at the slightest bidding of the
poet, they will link themselves in an unbroken
pattern that will fill his verses and make his
sentences.
47
Parry showed that the language of oral poetry was
highly formulaic, and this formula extended from the
repeated words and stock expressions to whole passages
which had been passed on to him orally.
One oral poet is better than another not
because he has by himself found a more striking
way of expressing his own thought but because
he has been better able to make use of the
tradition. He strives not to create a new
ideal in poetry, but to achieve that which
everyone knows to be the best.
This is true
even of the poetry which may tell of happenings
of the singer's own day:
the event may be new,
but it will be told in the traditional way on

47 Adam Parry, ed., The Making of Homeric Verse, The
Collected Papers of Milman Parry (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1971), p. 317.
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the pattern of passages from other poems, and
in more or less the same phrases as were used
in those passages, so that the only difference
between the poem made about the present and
that which tells of the past is that the former
will be made from the memory of a larger number
of different poems.
48
A collection by Milman Parry of Slavic epic poetry
revealed to Albert B. Lord, a student of Parry's, the
creative genius and literary style of the talented
singers of tales.

Lord showed that an elaborate epic

tale was developed by a skilled poet with a minimum of
effort by the use of composite patterns and stock
phrases.

These repeated phrases were a traditional

diction which could be

dra~n

upon by the poet and used

to assist in the oral composition of the poem. 49
Stanley Gevirtz, in a discussion of Prof. Parry's
work, noted that:
•.. repetition of stock expressions were not
the result of accident, nor of an impoverished
imagination, but of a long established
tradition. So extensive in Homer's work did

48

Adam Parry, ed., The Making of Homeric Verse, p.
334; cf. William F. Albright, 'Some Oriental Glosses on
the Homeric Problem,' AJA, 54 (1950), p. 162, in which
Albright also recognizes stereotyped modes of
describing almost any typical situation in the Homeric
style which he identifies as stock phrases from which
the poet could build up an elaborate epic.
49Albert B. Lord, 'Homer, Parry, Huso,' AJA, 52
(1948), p. 42.
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Parry find the use of such formulas, as he
termed them, that the poems have come to be
recognized ... as having been composed almost
entirely, if not entirely, of set phrases. 50
Parry, according to Gevirtz, believed that the poet had
the use of formulaic phrases which could easily be
adapted to his specific needs.

However, Gevirtz

maintains that the Hebrew poet structured his verses
with whole formulaic phrases only on occasion, and
primarily used fixed pairs of parallel terms.

The poet

was capable of manipulating, in a meaningful and
coherent manner, the familiar word patterns which
O
O t 0 f poe to1C tec
hO
cons t 1Otu t e d th e h 19 hp01n
n1que. 51
Parallelism of thought and line is possible 'by reason
of the negative or positive correspondence in meaning
of the terms which compose it. ,52

The word-pairs are

the essential components of the parallelism, and
whereas Lowth had viewed the entire hemistichs as

50stanley Gevirtz, Patterns in the Early Poetry of
Israel, Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization, 32
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), p. IIi
cf. Robert C. Culley, Oral Formulaic Language in the
Biblical Psalms (University of Toronto Press, 1967), p.
6.

51

0

Gev~rtz,

Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel,

pp. 6 and 12.
S2 GeV1r t z, Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel,
p. 23.
0
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synonymous, Gevirtz maintains that the lines are
synonymous only because the word-pairs are synonymous.
Gevirtz cites Lamech's Song to his wives as an example
of parallel terms:
7;1P

1vn~

7n~nN nJTNn

n;Y1

n7V

In;

7~J

(Gen. 4: 23)
He sees three sets of parallel terms here:
'Adah and Zillah' / 'wives of Lamech','hear' /
'give ear', and 'voice' / 'speech'. Though the
first of these, 'Adah and Zillah' / 'wives of
Lamech', does not recur, it may nevertheless be
regarded as having been constructed according
to the manner of the Syro-Palestinian poets,
for the setting of a noun or proper name in
parallel formation with a descriptive or
identifying word or epithet was a pattern, a
regular feature of their style. We cite but
one example from Ugaritic and one fro~ Hebrew
verse:
Udm is a gift of Il,
And a present of the father of Man.
(UM Krt 135-36)
Until thou didst arise Deborah,
Didst arise a mother in Israel.
( Judg. 5: 7 )

53

The word-pairs are to Gevirtz the essential components
of the parallelism in both Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry.

53Gevirtz, Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel,
p. 26f., cf. Judg. 5:3a 'Hear, 0 kings; give ear, 0
rulers' in which Gevirtz found an example of fixed
pairs in the verbs 'hear' and 'give ear'.
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William R. Watters suggests that there can be no
parallelism without a word-pair, as the sense of the
line is based upon the word-pair, and the word-pair is
the tool which the poet used to construct
parallelism. 54

Watters notes that Bishop Lowth's

thesis not only pointed out 'parallelismus membrorum'
in Hebrew poetry, but also made specific reference to
the components of the line which make up the
parallelism.
A close examination of Lowth's definition of
parallelism clearly shows that he was fully
aware of the components of the verse which go
together to make up the parallelism ... 'words
or phrases answering one to another in the
corresponding lines', we now call word pairs
and phrases ••.
55
Word-pairs stand out clearly in the Song of
Deborah and provide balance between the hemistichs:

(Judg. 5: 3)

(Judg. 5:4)
A series of related words provide balance:

54william R. Watters, Formula Criticism and the
Poetry of the Old Testament, p. 70 and p. 107.
55Watters, Formula Criticism, p. 95.
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(Judg. 5:4b-5)56
Lines one and two contain the same verb (
well as the word-pairs

79VJ

), as

and

Lines four and five contain similar words in

n1n 7

pairs

7J9r.J

and line five adds

to

balance the length of line four (cf. v. 3c
and v. 7d

).

These extra words fill out

the line, and although they are not essential to the
understanding of the line which has been given by the
word-pairs, they are critical to the balance of the
whole stanza (cf. climactic parallelism).
The word-pairs in the Song of Deborah are an
essential component of the parallelism, where it
exists.

However, word-pairs are not found throughout

the Song and strict repetitive parallelism i.s often
,

rep~ace

d b y assonance an d

.

paronomas~a.

57

Although

56 The words
7J 7 0 nT
between lines four and five
have been dropped; cf. exegesis of vv. 4-5 in this
thesis.
57cf . above, Sec. C, 'The Dating of Early Hebrew
Poetry,' and the use of paronomasia in early Hebrew
poetry.
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word-pairs form one characteristic of Hebrew poetry,
many poetic lines lack parallelism and word-pairs, and
it is difficult to assume that a fixed traditional
diction based only upon word-pairs existed.

The poet,

rather than regimented by a certain pattern of
word-pairs, retains a creativity of style which takes
many forms of expression.

3.

The Style and Structure of Ugaritic Poetry

Between the years 1929 and 1973 the religious
texts of Ugarit (Ras-ash Shamrah), dated between the
sixteenth and twelfth centuries B.C., were discovered
by C. F. A. Shaeffer.

Numerous parallels between the

Ugaritic and Hebrew literary style and vocabulary were
noticed by Charles Virolleaud who published the first
texts of the Canaanite Ugaritic epics.

58

In 1936, H. L. Ginsberg isolated a form of
'repetitive parallelism' in Ugaritic which he believed
to be also characteristic of Hebrew poetry.

The form

a.b.c:a.b.d, in which each letter stands for a separate
word or pair of short words, the first two of which are

58Charles Virol1eaud, La D~esse 'Anat (Paris:
Librairie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1938), p. 15ff.
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repeated in the second half of the poetic line, is
found in Hebrew and in ugaritic. 59

Ginsberg also

showed that this basic form was often expanded to a
tricolon in both literatures.

He quotes the following

trico10n (a.b.c:a.b.d:a.d.b):
Lo! thine enemies, 0 Ba'lu,
10, thine enemies wilt thou smite;
10, thou wilt cut off thine adversaries.
which to him was a prototype of Ps. 92:10 in which
practically the same rhythm is present in the first two
lines, and in which there is a verbal congruence that
in his opinion can not be due to chance:
For lo! thine enemies, 0 Yahweh,
for 10, thine enemies shall perish;
all the workers of iniquity shall be scattered. 60
Many examples of the distich, the tristich, and
verses of four or more lines, are found in Canaanite
t ure: 61
·
1 ltera

59 H . L . Ginsberg, 'The Rebellion and Death of Ba'lu,'
Orientalia, N.S. 5 (1936), pp. 161-198.
60Ginsberg, 'The Rebellion and Death of Ba'lu,' p.
180.
61James B. Pritchard, ed., The Ancient Near East:
An Anthology of Texts and Pictures (Princeton
University Press, 1958), pp. 103, 112, and 123 (Baal
and Anath poems are translated by H.L. Ginsberg).
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(1) a.b.c:a.c.b
Every mount to the heart of the earth,
every hill to the earth's very bowels.
( Text: g. I AB. vi. 29)
(2) a.b.c:a.b.d:b.d
Ask for life, 0 Aqhat the Youth,
Ask for life, and I'll give it thee;
For deathlessness, and I'll bestow it on thee.
(Text: AQHT A. vi. 28)
(3) a.b.c:a.d.b:a.b.d:a.d.b
Quickly, a house, 0 Kothar,
Quickly raise up a palace.
Quickly the house shalt thou build,
Quickly shalt raise up the palace.
(Text: e. II AB v, 114)
Cyrus H. Gordon also found that the essential
feature of Canaanite poetry is the repetition of
meaning in parallel form:
..• even a simple utterance like tpr.wtdu (1
Aqht:134) 'mayest thou flee and fly' is to be
classified as poetry. By the same token,
poetic effect may be attained by the mere
listing of parallel items .•. However, the
paralleled unit is generally longer than a
single word. Thus there may be two words to
each unit:
in.smt
in. zm (1 Aqht:117)

'there is no fat,
there is no bone.' 62

The most frequent length of the paralleled unit is

62cyrus H. Gordon, Ugaritic Grammar, Analecta
Orientalia, 20 (Pontificum Institutum Biblicum, 1940),
p. 79.
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perhaps three accented words:
wng.mlk.lbty
rhq.krt.lhzry

And depart, king, from my house;
be distant, Krt, from my court!
(Text: Krt:131)
63

W. F. Albright's translation of the lines from B
III A 8-9, although differing slightly from that of
Ginsberg, showed the classic example of Canaanite
repetitive style to be a tricolon (3+3+3) with the
word-pattern a.b.c:a.b.d:a.d.b:
Behold, thine enemies, 0 Baal,
Behold, thine enemies, shalt thou crush,
Behold, thou shalt crush thy foes!
64
Albright notes that a number of Psalms such as 29 and
68 contain words and phrases similar to those in
Ugaritic.

He points to the alteration to monotheistic

purposes in Ps. 29 where the original 'Baal' has been
replaced by 'Yahweh,.65

Various repetitive patterns

also appear in bicola (distich) with the word-pattern
a.b.c:b.c.a, which became a common feature of early
Israelite poetry:

63Gordon, Ugaritic Grammar, p. 79.
64William F. Albright, YGC, p. 5.
65William F. Albright, 'The Old Testament and
Canaanite Language and Literature,' CBQ, 7 (1945), p.
28.
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The wings of the eagle shall Baal break,
Baal shall break their pinions.
(Text: Aqht. I, 148-150)

66

The tricolon also appears in the Aqhat Epic:
Do thou ask for life, 0 lad Aqhat,
Do thou ask for life, and I'll grant (it) thee,
Eternal life, and I'll accord (it) thee.
(Text: 1 Aqht. vi:28)
67
A similar stylistic device (the tricolon) was noted by
Albright in the Song of Deborah, Judg. 5:30
(a.b.c:a.b.d:b.d.e):
A spoil of dyed stuffs for Sisera,
A spoil of dyed stuffs embroidered,
Dyed and embroidered for the necks of the spoiled. 68
This verse, as rendered by Albright, does show the
rhythmic repetition of words which is a common feature
of Canaanite poetry and Hebrew poetry.
Albright also suggests that Judg. 5:12 is similar
in form to the Canaanite pattern of distich,
represented by the pattern a.b.c:a.b.d:

66Albright, YGC, p. 6.
67william F. Albright, The Archaeology of Palestine,
rev. ed. (New York: Penguin Books, 1961)~ p. 232.
68Albright, The Archaeology of Palestine, p. 232
(following Albright's translation).
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Awake, awake, 0 Deborah,
Awake, awake, chant a song.

69

Judg. 5:3, he suggests, has a 2+2 beat in the
repetitive pattern a.b:a.c in lines two and three in
which there is repetition of single words in different
patterns.
Even I to Yahweh,
Even I will sing.

70

However, the distich quoted by Albright (Judg. 5:3) is
only a part of the stanza (as is the example of v. 12
above), and Albright may not be justified in chopping
the verses. into pieces to prove the existence of
stylistic elements which are common to early Hebrew
poetry and to Ugaritic poetry.
Robert Gordis notes that,
... poems from Ugarit, written in a dialect
closely related to Hebrew, clearly demonstrate
that the poet varies his rhythm as he chooses.
Here there is obviously no possibility of
attributing the changes to the mUltiplicity of
sources or to late glossators ... The most
dangerous foe of the poetic spirit is a slavish
attachment to rules.
It is therefore

69Albright, YGC, p. 12.
70Albright, YGC, p. 13.
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impossible to lay down hard and fast principles
with regard to the use of meter and its
variations.
71
Early Hebrew poetry does have features which are common
to Ugaritic literature, but the Ugaritic evidence does
not support regular patterns of either rhythm or meter.
Early Hebrew poetry and Ugaritic poems are alike in the
various patterns (e.g. a.b.c:a.b.c; a.b.c:b.a.c;
a.b.c:a.b.d:a.d.b; a.b.c:b.c; a.b.c:b.c; a.b.d:b.d),
but it is impossible, by comparison with Ugaritic
poetry, to assume a fully developed rhythmic pattern in
Hebrew poetry.

4.

72

The Dating of Early Hebrew Poetry

Jacob B. Myers notes that the same metric elements
are present in the Song of Deborah as are found in the
Ugaritic texts.

This indicates the influence of

71Robert Gordis, Poets, Prophets, and Sages, Essays
in Biblical Interpretation (Bloomington:
Indiana
University Press, 1971), p. 69f.
72william Sanford LaSor, David Allan Hubbard,
Frederic Wm. Bush, eds., Old Testament Survey (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1982), p. 313f.; cf. H.L. Ginsberg, 'The
Rebellion and Death of Ba'lu,' pp. 161-198; Cyrus H.
Gordon, Ugaritic Grammar, p. 79; and, William F.
Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan, p. 5ff.
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Ugaritic poetry upon early Hebrew poetry, and at the
same time points to the relative antiquity of the
song. 73
Cross and Freedman, in their examination of the
Song of Miria.m, which as a song of triumph closely
resembles the Song of Deborah, noted a metrical style
and strophic structure which fits into the pattern of
old Canaanite and early Hebrew poetry.

They note that

the archaic poetic structure a.b:a.c found in Judg.
5:3, the staccato style of Judg. 5:25-26, the omission
of the conjunction between connecting parallel lines,
and the omission of the definite article, are all
stylistic characteristics of early Hebrew poetry and
are common in Ugaritic literature.

The repetitive

parallelism, mixed meter, and the complex makeup of the
strophes suggests an early date of composition for both
the Song of Miriam and the Song of Deborah.

They

suggest that the Song of Deborah is of the same period
as the Song of Miriam which they date not earlier than
the 12th century B.C. and not later than the 11th

73Jacob B. Myers, 'The Book of Judges,' IB, Vol. II,
p. 718.
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century B.C.

(a)

74

The literary sequence-dating suggested by Albright

William F. Albright has fixed the date of the Song
of Deborah at c. 1150 B.C.

75

This dating is suggested

to Albright by reference to Ugaritic poetry which is
older than biblical Hebrew poetry and which contains
stylistic elements common to early Hebrew poetry.
Albright was able to arrange the poems in a basic
sequence-dating from the 13th century B.C. to the 10th
century by using the stylistic phenomena as a point of
reference.

This provided him with a method of looking

at the poems in stylistic sequence and to develop a
pattern of literary sequence-dating. 76
David Noel Freedman notes that the determinative
criteria of the poems in sequence by Albright is
repetitive parallelism and paronomasia.

74 Fran k Moore Cross, Jr. an d Dav~. d Noel Freedman,
'The Song of Miriam,' JNES 14 (1955), p. 23B, p. 240,
and pp. 244-246.
75Albright, YGC, p. 11.
76Albright, YGC, p. Bf.
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Albright proposed a basic sequence dating,
using certain stylistic phenomena as
determinative criteria. Chief among these were
repetitive parallelism and paronomasia or
wordplay. Relative chronology is fixed by
reference to Ugaritic poetry which is
substantially older than practically all
surviving biblical verse. Since repetitive
parallelism is frequent in Ugaritic poems, its
occurrence in Hebrew poetry would be an
indicator of early date. On the other hand,
paronomasia is rare in Ugaritic, so its
occurrence in Hebrew poetry would point to a
somewhat later date of composition. Albright
was able to discern a pattern in early Hebrew
poems exhibiting a gradual decline in the use
of repetitive parallelism with a corresponding
increase in the use of paronomasia. 77
The Song of Miriam, which Albright dates in the
first quarter of the 13th century B.C., contains, he
suggests, three instances of full repetitive
parallelism: 78

(Ex. 15: 6)

(Ex. 15: 11)

77David Noel Freedman, iDivine Names and Titles in
Early Hebrew Poetry,' in Magnalia Dei: The Mighty Acts
of God, ed. Frank Moore Cross, Werner E. Lemke, and
Pa.trick D. ~1iller, Jr. (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1976), p. 55; cf. William F.
Albright, YGC, p. 8f.
78 AIb rlgn,
. ' t ___
YGC , p. 10 .
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7n91

nnD'~

on';p

72~~

iD7' 1Pl'T ;7J2

;9n

nln' 1DP '2P' 7P
n'Jp 1T-OP '2P' 7P

(Ex. 15:16)

and v. 3 is an instance of partial repetitive
parallelism:

lDRJ nln'

(Ex. 15:3)

The Oracles of Balaam (c. 1200 B.C. according to
Albright) contain one example of repetitive parallelism
similar to the Ugaritic style a.b.c:a.c.b: 79 "

n!!n'

077~

,'PRJ nRJ"

iPnl
iPnl

(Num. 24:18)

He also gives the following example of one word
repeated in parallelism:

7'pn onRJ i2Jn

O~Jl

(Num. 24: 3 , 15 )

The repetitive style is not found at all, in his view,
in Num. 24:20-24.

The gradual replacement of

79Albright, YGC, p. l3f.
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repetitive parallelism for assonance is found in this
Oracle.

An example of etymological assonance which has

begun to displace repetitive parallelism is found by
Albright in Num. 23:8 (cf. Num. 23:10, 20; 24:4, 7,
10) :

;N

n2p

N;

2PN

n1n 7 OVT N; OVTN

n~
n~1

80

Psalm 78, which Albright considers to be an
archaic poem composed prior to the destruction of
Shiloh, contains only one example of repetitive
parallelism (v. 8):81
n1~1

1110 117

Deut. 33, which Albright dates before the fall of
Shiloh about the middle of the 11th century B.C.,
contains in his opinion instances of one-word
repetitive parallelism (vv. 13-16 repetition of
v. 17b which repeats a single thought

... .82
)

JJ1221

At this stage (c. 1100 B.C.) paronomasia

appears as the more prominent stylistic device.

80A1bright, YGC, p. '14.
81

.

-A1br~ght,

7~~~

YGC, p. 22.

82A1bright, YGC, p. 15.
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Deut. 32 (dated by Albright c. 1025 B.C.) shows
very little evidence of repetitive parallelism. 83

It

dates from a time when assonance and paronomasia had
become the characteristic features of poetic style.

84

Poems attributed to David (10th century B.C.)
represent, according to Albright, the next stage in the
development of early Hebrew poetry.

David's lament

over Saul and Jonathan (2 Sam. 1:18-27) contains only
three examples of repetitive parallelism of single
words (v. 20
JJ::J.iJNr.J

.. 0 •

Jl1J::J.

)

.

i

v. 21

; v. 26

Pr.J

V7::J.n1~

Assonance appears in occasional

repetition of unaccented negative particles (e.g. v. 20
and

; vv. 19, 2 5 , 27

; the

interrogative is used as an exclamation of lament in v.
;N

and in v. 22

use of conjunctions, e. g. v. 22
the use of suffixes, e.g. v. 23

07i7::J..:i

.

in the

::J.im

JJEJi'

in

0Jl1r.J21

(cf. Num.

a play on words in v. 20a
23:8

N;

i72i' N; ::J.i'N

'I

l;ElJ 17N

(cf. vv. 19, 25, 27, and the opening

I

and in the use of a refrain

refrain of vv. 23 and 27) .

85

83Albright, YGC, p. 15f.
84Albright, YGC, p. 17.
85Albright, YGC, p. 21.

P_lbr ight also dates the
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final words of David (2 Sam. 23:1-7) in the 10th
century B.C.

This poem contains single words repeated

in parallelism (vv. 3b, 4a, 5b, 6), and assonance (vv.
.
86
8, 11, 26-27).
The Song of Deborah, which Albright dates c. 1150
B.C. or a little later, shows, he suggests, a marked
deterioration in the form of repetitive parallelism.
Of the eighteen examples of repetitive parallelism he
finds in the Song, only vv. 12, 23, and 30 display a
pattern similar to that of Ugaritic poetry, whereas the
others are, as he describes them,

'secondary imitations

of the standard structures of the Bronze Age.,87

V.

12a,
n1127 711V 711V

is an example of the ancient pattern a.b.c:a.b.d, and
v. 23b is composed in the Canaanite pattern
a.b.c:b.c.d,

and v. 30b,

86Albright, YGC, p. 21f.
87Albright, YGC, p. 12.
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is an example of the old normative a.b.c:a.b.d form. 88
Albright also notes that there is no evidence of
repetitive parallelism in vv. 14-18, possibly because
of the deterioration of this style at the time of
composition of this description of the tribes. 89
Albright further notes the use of assonance, which
has replaced strict repetitive parallelism, in vv. 2,
6 , 19 ,an d 30.

90

This gradual abandonment of

repetitive parallelism for various forms of assonance
and paronomasia points to a later composition of the
Song of Deborah, possibly in the 11th century B.C. or
earlier.

91

It is more often the repetition of single

words in different patterns or positions through a
series of lines that becomes the dominant style of
'h
, d . 92
t '1S per10
b 1' bl'1ca 1 poetry 1n
Thus Albright sees the gradual abandonment of
repetitive parallelism, and the presence of assonance

88Albright, YGC, p. 10f.
89Albright, YGC, p. 13.
00 Albr1ght,
'
YGC, p. 13.
J

91Albrlght, YGC, p. 24f.
92Albright, YGC, p. 13.
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and paronomasia as evidence of a late date of
composition for the Song of Deborah, possibly in the
11th century B.C.

The Song resembles the poems found

in Deut. 32 and 33 (c. 1050 B.C.), and Ps. 78 (prior to
c. 1050 B.C.), which contain few examples of repetitive
parallelism, but do not appear to be as late as 2 Sam.
1:18-27 (10th century B.C.) which contains no evidence
of strict repetitive parallelism.

On the basis of

Albright's basic sequence dating, composition of the
Song of Deborah could be dated in the same period as
Deut. 32 and 33, and Ps. 78, possibly toward the end of
the 12th century B.C. and the beginning of the 11th
century B.C. prior to the fall of Shiloh (c. 1050
B.C.).

(b)

The linguistic evidence suggested by Robertson

David A. Robertson proposes to date biblical
poetry to the period from the 13th century B.C. to the
10th century B.C. by means of linguistic evidence.

He

attempts to reconstruct early Hebrew poetry by
correlating it with earlier Ugaritic poetry to
determine if a linguistic form in Ugaritic poetry was
present in early Hebrew poetry.

If the linguistic

forms in Ugaritic are present in early Hebrew poetry,
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this, he suggests, may constitute evidence in favour of
an early date for early biblical poetry.
Robertson notes that poetry datable on
non-linguistic grounds is known from the 8th century
B.C. onwards (e.g. Amos, c. 750 B.C.; Hosea, c. 730
B.C.; Micah and Isaiah, c. 730-700 B.C.; Nahum,
Zephaniah, Habakkuk, Obadiah, Jeremiah, pre-exilic;
Joel, Isaiah 56-66, Zechariah 9-14, post-exilic) which
he calls 'standard' poetic Hebrew.

However, no datable

poetry exists from the 13th century B.C. to the 10th
century B.c.

93

He maintains that if similarity between

a poem of unknown date, such as the Song of Deborah,
and early poetry from Ugarit can be established, this
would favour an early date for the early biblical
poetry.

Also, if similarity between such a poem of

unknown date and 'standard' poetry can be established,
this may point to a date in the 8th century B.C.
Robertson suggests that 'it is best to think of the
thirteenth and eighth centuries as poles, with the
poetry of unknown date attracted to one or the
other.,94

93David A. Robertson, Linguistic Evidence in Dating
Early Hebrew Poetry, SBL Dissertation Series 3
(Missoula, Montana: University of Montana, 1972), p.
2f.
9~

·Robertson, Linguistic Evidence, p. 5.
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Robertson states that the pattern of verbal forms
in past narrative in early biblical Hebrew closely
resembles the Ugaritic pattern in which the pref conj
(i.e. the Imperfect, indicating incomplete action in
past time) and the suff conj (i.e. the Perfect,
indicating complete action) are the forms predominantly
used to narrate past events.

The

~-pref

conj (i.e.

waw-Imperfect) seldom occurs and is merely a
conditioned variant of the pref conj.

In 'standard'

Hebrew poetry the suff and w-pref conj are used, and
the pref conj occurs occasionally.

The

~-pref

in

'standard' poetry is an independent verbal form.

In

early Hebrew poetry the w-pref conj is almost always
medial, whereas in 'standard' poetry it is more often
. . . 1 . 95
LnLtLa

In Ugaritic poetry the w-pref conj is very

rarely initial and almost always medial (i.e. it occurs
within lines, not at their beginning).

Thus, this

positioning of finite verbal forms in past narrative in
early Hebrew poetry closely resembles the verbal
pattern of Ugaritic.

Robertson suggests that Exodus 15

is an early poem as 'the distribution of verbs ... is
similar to that in those Ugaritic poems where both the
pref and suff conjugations occur abundantly but the

95Robertson, Linguistic Evidence, p. 27f.
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suff predominates. 96

Also, the pref forms in Ex. 15

'are understood as syntactically equivalent to suff
..,97
.
f orms as 1n Ugar1t1c.
Robertson's examination of Judg. 5

~ndicates

a

strong resemblance between Ugaritic poems in which the
pref and suff conjugations occur, but in which the suff
conj predominates.

The pref and suff conjugations also

are syntactically equivalent, as is shown by the
1~nn

pattern of verbal parallelism in v. 6
and in v. 17

In v. 26 Robertson

11.;17

notes that three w-suff forms

i1Y~i11

i1::mY1

are parallel with a suff form (
. .
f as h'10n . 98
the Ugar1t1c

•

;Z2 7 n1

In v. 28 the

~-pref

i1pnn

in

form

occurs medially as in Ugaritic but follows

a suff form

).

'This is the only resemblance

between Judges 5 and the verbal pattern of standard
. He b rew. ,99
poet1c
Robertson notes that the total number of early
forms in Judg. 5 is more than the total number found in
'standard' poems.

It appears, therefore, that Judg. 5

96Robertson, Linguistic Evidence, p. 30.
97Robertson, Linguistic Evidence, p. 31.
98Robertson, Linguistic Evidence, p. 32.
99Robertson, Linguistic Evidence, p. 32.
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was composed at a time when verbal patterns of early
poetry were found extensively, but also when 'standard'
poetry was beginning to influence the style in which
poems were composed.

It is not until the 8th century

B.C. that 'standard' poetic Hebrew completely
supplanted early Hebrew poetry.

Robertson concludes

that most poems written in 'standard' poetic Hebrew
contain examples of archaizing, and most undatable
poetry (13th to lath centuries B.C.) contain some
elements resembling 'standard' poetry.

It can only be

supposed that poems are of an early date when a
concentration·of archaic forms are found in them.
Robertson states:
..• only the forms in Ex. 15 can be used
without qualification as evidence of an early
date, for it lacks standard forms. The use of
early forms in Dt 32, Jud 5, 2 S 22 = Ps 18,
Bab 3 and Job must be qualified, for each one
contains standard forms. None of them, with
the possible exception of Job, exhibit any
significant number of verbal forms
characteristic of standard poetic Hebrew. But
they do have other standard forms: Dt 32, 2 S
22 = Ps 18, Bab 3 and Job a considerable
number, Jud 5 a very few, most of which are
textually suspect. 100

lOORobertson, Linguistic Evidence, p. 154, notes:
The relative pronoun v. 5 ze, which is omitted in this
study, and v. 27 'sr, Robertson conside~s textually
dubious.
--
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Robertson suggests that only a very small number
of poems contain linguistic evidence of an early date
(Ex. 15, Deut. 32, Judg 5, 2 Sam 22 = Ps. 18, Hab. 3
and Job).lOl

Ex. 15, he proposes, is the oldest, and

possibly next Judg. 5 (at the end of the 12th century
B.C., c. 1100 B.C.) which manifests numerous early
forms.

l02

However, as noted by Robertson, the archaic

elements in Judg. 5 are dispersed throughout the Song
and do not offer conclusive evidence for an early date.
Ex. 15 can be considered early on the basis of his
evidence which proposes the following relative
chronology:
.•. oldest is Ex 15, which contains no standard
forms; possible next, at the beginning of the
transition period, should come Jud 5, which
manifests numerous early forms, a very few
standard ones; next, in the transition period,
come Dt 32, 2 S 22 = Ps 18, Hab 3 and Job, all
of which contain numerous examples of both;
then, shortly after this period, when the forms
of standard poetic Hebrew have become firmly
rooted, comes Ps 78, where standard forms are
overwhelmingly predominant, but where early
ones are more numerous than in standard
poetry ...
103
Robertson's study points to the lack of precision

101Robertson, Linguistic Evidence, p. 153.
lO2Robertson, Linquistic Evidence, p. 155.
103Robertson, Linguistic Evidence, p. 154.
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in dating early poetry, and notes that early Hebrew
poetry can not be convincingly reconstructed on the
basis of Ugaritic poetry.
gives for early and

1

104

At best, the evidence he

standard' forms in Judg. 5

suggests a date for composition of the Song sometime in
the latter part of the 12th century B.C. or early in
the 11th century B.C.

(c)

The use of the divine name in early Hebrew poetry

David Noel Freedman's study of the use of divine
names and epithets in Hebrew poetry notes that a
traceable evolutionary pattern from the 12th to the
10th-9th centuries B.C. is discernible.
show that the term

7Ji~

His studies

was not in use until the
07~~~

10th century B.C. or later, and the term

was

in use in early times, but was not used as a name for
God until the lOth century B.C. or later

(

07~~~

not used regularly for God until the Psalms).
term

07~~~

105

is
The

was used only to' apply to other gods as a

numerical plural (cf. Judg. 5:8; Deut. 32:17, 39) until

104Ro b ertson, L1ngu1s
. . t·1C E·
V1 d ence, p. 4 .
105Freedman, 'Divine Names and Titles,' p. 85.
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the 10th century B.c. 106

The construct form

7n;N

is

an exception, and is found in several early poems from
the 12th to the 10th century B.C.

The term

;Ni~7-7n;N

occurs twice in the Song of Deborah (cf. Pss. 68 and
72).

From the middle of the 10th century B.C. onwards

D7 n;N

was used as a designation of God, and a

surrogate for Yahweh. 107
The divine name

;N

occurs in the poems of the

11th to the 10th century B.C., but does not appear in
early poetry such as Ex. 15, Judg. 5 and Ps. 29.
Freedman states:

'The divine name El was not in use

during the earliest phase of Israelite poetry; neither
Exodus 15 nor Judges 5, which are overwhelmingly
Yahwistic in character and tone, have it. 108

In the

Oracles of Balaam, Yahweh is identified with El, and is
dated in the 11th century B.C. by Freedman.

In Num.

23-24 El occurs eight times; Yahweh three times;
Yahweh/El twice; and Jacob/Israel eight times (Num.
23:7, 10, 21, 23; 24:5, 17, 18-19; cf. Deut. 33 and
Gen. 49).

106

109

Freedman, 'Divine Names and Titles,' p. 88.

lO7Freedman, 'Divine Names and Titles, ' p. 88.
108
_
Freedmc:.n, 'Divine Names and Titles, , p. 89.
109 Freedman, 'Divine Names and Titles, ' p. 68.
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The term

, according to Freedman, was

iJ 1 iJ 7

introduced into general use during the 13th century

B.e. 110

;R

It is not equated with

of God of Israel is attributed to
In the Song of Deborah
exclusion of
the term

"liJ 7

iJ 1 i77

, and the title
iJ1iJ 7

is emphasized to the

(vv. 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 13, 23 us e
; vv. 3 and 5 use the term

in

iJ1iJ7

) .111
In the Song of Deborah, the people of Yahweh is
identified as Israel (vv. 2, 9), and Yahweh is
identified as the God of Israel (vv. 3, 5).112

The

name Israel appears for the first time in the Song of
Deborah in vv. 2, 7, 8, 9, and 11 (as the God of Israel
in vv. 3 and 5).

It does not occur in Ex. 15 or Ps.

29, though in both the term
reference to Yahweh.

113

OJ]

is used with direct

In Judg. 5,

iJliJ 7 -OJ]

is used

along with Israel, whereas in Num. 23-24, Gen. 49,
Deut. 33, 2 Sam. 23, Deut. 32, and Ps. 78 the two names
Jacob/Israel are linked, which does not appear,
according to Freedman, in poetry of the 12th century

110
. . . Freedman,

'Divine Names and Titles,' p. 87.

111
. . . Freedman,

'Divine Names and Titles, , p. 63.

112Freedman, 'Divine Names and Titles, ' p. 62.
113 Freedman,

'Divine Names and Titles, ' p. 95.
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B.C. but is typical of the 11th and lath centuries B.C.
The term

ov

is used from the 12th to the 11th

centuries B.C., and in the lath to the 9th centuries
" tent 1 y. 114
B .C. L"t"LS use d 1 ess conSLS
The repeated occurrence of the pair Jacob/Israel
(cf. Gen. 49:2, 7, 24) reflect the period in which the
tribes were organized, probably in the first half of
the 11th century B.C.

The tribal lists of Gen. 49 (cf.

Num. 1:5-15) probably come from a time after the battle
against Sisera.

A. D. H. Mayes states:

.•. neither of the two basic types of tribal
list can be derived from, or can be based on a
prototype which derives from, a time earlier
than the battle against Sisera. This means
that if these tribal lists reflect historical
conditions, that is, if they are based, not on
a theoretical idea of Israel, but on an actual
Israel consisting of precisely these tribes,
and if, moreover, they are to be claimed as
reflections of conditions before the rise of
the monarchy, then the Israel which is
reflected her was the Israel which existed in
the short period, of about fifty years, between
the battle against Sisera and the rise of
Saul. 115
Freedman sees

as a description of the

Israelite tribe in the early period.

In the Song of

Deborah the term is descriptive of those who took part

114Freedman, 'Divine Names and Titles,' p. 94f.
l15 A • D. H • Mayes, Israel in the Period of -the Judges,
p. 105.
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in the battle.

They are the

n1n 7 -DV

(Judg. 5:13,

23), the people who acknowledged Yahweh as their God,
and who saw the battle against Sisera as a battle waged
on behalf of Yahweh.

Freedman assigns Judg. 5 to the

12th century B.C., and agrees with David A. Robertson
who dates Ex. 15 in the 12th century B.C. and Judg. 5
at the end of the 12th century B.c. 116

5.

Conclusion

It has been suggested that early Hebrew poetry and
the poetry of Ugarit have similar features such as
repetitive parallelism (Lowth and Gray) and word-pairs
(Gevirtz and Watters).

However, Gray is suspicious of

any metrical theory, and finds no regularity of distich
or strophe.

To him, the important unit is the distich.

Burney suggests a form which he terms 'climactic'
parallelism, a device which was used to balance lines.
Gevirtz sees formulaic phrases as an essential
component of parallelism in Ugaritic and in Hebrew
poetry.

However, word-pairs do not constitute a major

part of the Song of Deborah, and more often it is
assonance and paronomasia which is employed.

116Robertson, Linguistic Evidence, p. 155.

When
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there are word-pairs, these are used freely and
creatively, and do not appear to be limited to a strict
pattern of either rhythm or meter.

Robert Gordis notes

that it is impossible to formulate stylistic rules for
Hebrew poetry, and it can not be assumed that a fully
developed rhythmic pattern exists.

Neither does

Ugaritic evidence support a regular system of meter.
The same metric elements found in early Hebrew and
Ugaritic poetry do suggest an early date for the Song
of Deborah.

Cross and Freedman have found stylistic

characteristics common to both literatures, and suggest
the late 12th century B.C. or early 11th century B.C.
as a date for the Song.
Albright's method of literary sequence-dating,
based upon evidence of assonance and paronomasia, dates
the Song of Deborah c. 1150 B.C.

He notes the

deterioration of the use of repetitive parallelism in
the Song at the time of composition, and the increase
in the use of assonance and paronomasia.

This, he

suggests, indicates a date in the beginning of the 11th
century B.C. or earlier.

According to Albright, the

Song of Deborah also resembles Deut. 32 (c. 1025 B.C.)
and Deut. 33 and Ps. 78 (which Albright dates in the
period before the fall of Shiloh).

This, he suggests,

places the Song of Deborah in the same time period
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before the fall of Shiloh.
Robertson cites patterns of verbal forms which are
similar to both Hebrew and Ugaritic literature.

He

notes that the Song of Deborah has a greater number of
early forms than 'standard' forms (8th century B.C.),
and suggests that the Song was composed at a time when
verbal patterns of early poetry were common.

He dates

the Song of Deborah in the latter part of the 12th
century B.C. or in the early part of the 11th century
B.C.

However, he points out that the archaic elements

in the Song are so dispersed throughout the poem that
they can not be used to give conclusive evidence of an
early date.
Freedman suggests that the word

07n;N

was not

used until the 10th century B.C. as a designation of
God, and appears in the Song of Deborah only as a
numerical plural to apply to other gods.
name

;N

The divine

,which also is not used in the Song of

Deborah, occurs in poetry of the 11th century B.C. to
the lOth century B.C.

The term

uln7

(identified as

the God of Israel) which is used in the Song of
Deborah, is used in the early period (13th century B.C.
onwards), and indicates an early composition of the
Song.

In addition, the Song of Deborah identifies

Israel as the

nln7-Ov

,an early designation (12th
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to 11th centuries B.C.) of the people of Yahweh.

In

the poetry of the 11th to 10th centuries B.C. (e.g.
Num. 23-24, Gen. 49, Deut. 33, 2 Sam. 23, Deut. 32, and
Ps. 78) Israel is linked with the designation 'Jacob'
(Jacob/Israel) as a reference to the people.
not occur in the Song of Deborah.

This does

Therefore, Freedman

concludes that the Song of Deborah is earlier in
composition than poems containing the reference
Jacob/Israel, and can be dated in the 12th to 11th
centuries B.C. with poems which designate the people as

The linguistic evidence found in the Song of
Deborah points to a date of composition either late in
the 12th century B.C. or in the first half of the 11th
century B.C. (c. 1125 B.C. to 1050 B.C.).
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CONCLUSION

The study of the Song of Deborah in the light of
the Versions, Rashi and Kimchi, has not produced a
radical emendation of the Masoretic text, and hence
offers a fairly conservative rendering of the text.
Not all exegetical difficulties have been resolved, and
a cautious reliance upon the Versions to sort out
differences of interpretation is favoured rather than
leaning toward extra-biblical evidence.
is rendered 'open settlements.

I

However,

In v. 7,

71T'~

'peasant

warriors' remains an attractive alternative, and there
is a tendency to give a rendering which would include
both meanings,

'the inhabitants' and 'the open

settlements'.

V. 8 is extremely difficult to

understand, and an exact rendering may be impossible.
V. 27 has been emended radically to give continuity to
the meaning of vv. 25-27 of the Song, and to correlate
Judg. 4:21 with the poetic account.
has been deleted.

In v. 5

7)70

Despite these and other slight

emendations to the text, the basic account of the
battle, the tribal situation, and the activity of
Yahweh in the battle on behalf of Israel, are
reproduced as found in MT.

0T
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The Sitz im Leben is presented in this study as a
struggle by Israelite tribes for supremacy over the
northern plains area, the Esdraelon Valley.

It is

noted that there is no evidence of an earlier alliance
of such a large number of tribes in this period of the
Judges, and therefore the battle against Sisera is a
unique occurrence, and probably the first time an
alliance of tribes was involved in a concerted action.
The Song also marks a period in which the tribes
living in the north and south of the Valley of
Esdraelon were able to meet in a common effort.

Prior

to this, the plains area was occupied by a line of
Canaanite city-states from Dor on the coast to
Bethshean in the east.

It probably represents a time

in which the Canaanite cities were militarily weak and
unable to exert effective control over the area.
Philistine and Israelite forces seeking to extend their
control over the plains were a threat to Canaanite
supremacy.

Mayes notes that the victory over Sisera is

the only major advance of Israelite tribes into the
valley of Esdraelon that is known of for this period.
This expansion into the plains from the hill-country

1

-A.D.H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 95.

l
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occupied by the Israelites, represents an advanced
stage of settlement of the Israelite tribes, probably
in the middle of the 11th century B.C.
This study also concludes that in this period of
the Judges the unity of the Israelite tribes was
primarily ethnic, and that a system of tribes did not
exist prior to the establishment of the monarchy, and
came into being only at that time to provide a cohesion
of tribal groups which heretofore existed as
independent groups.

It appears that a system of twelve

tribes came into being only after the fall of the
northern kingdom (c. 722/1 B.C.) as a genealogical
system which would hopefully be the basis of
restoration of the Davidic order and empire.

Thus, the

tribal lists of Gen. 49 and Num. 1:5-15 appear to come
from a time after the battle against Sisera.
It is also impossible to find evidence in the Song
of Deborah which would demonstrate the existence of an
amphictyonic office or institution.

There is no

mention of a central shrine or of a central cult in the
Song.

The Judges themselves appear to be local

officials or administrators who gain prominence among a
wider group of tribes because of their specific deeds.
They do not assemble at a central sanctuary and issue a
call to the tribes to act in concerted action.

Hence

493

the wars of Yahweh do not originate from an
amphictyony, and the cohesiveness of the tribes is
based upon their common religious unity as the

n7n 7 DV

and in the belief that Yahweh acts on behalf of his
people to aid them in the struggle against a common
enemy.
This study would agree with Mayes

2

that the battle

against Sisera is best placed in the period of
Israelite and Philistine expansion in the 11th century
B.C. in which Israel first defeated a
Canaanite/Philistine coalition, but shortly afterwards
was defeated in her turn by the Philistines at the
battle of Aphek (c. 1050 BoC.).

The extra-biblical

evidence also suggests that the opportunity for
Israelite expansion occurred during the period in which
Egyptian hegemony over Palestine had ceased and the
Canaanite city-states, without the support of Egypt,
were divided and vulnerable to incursions by other
peoples.

This power vacuum (c. 1126-1070 B.C.) seems

the most probable period favourable for conflicting
groups such as the Israelites and Philistines to
struggle for control of land and trade in northern

2A.D.H. Mayes, Israel in the Period of the Judges,
p. 96.
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Canaan.
The biblical evidence, contemporary historical
data, and archaeological discoveries, do not offer
conclusive evidence to date the events commemorated in
the Song of Deborah.

However, the arguments favour a

late date rather than an early date in the period of
the Judges, and this study is inclined to accept c.
1070 B.C. as the most probable date for the battle
against Sisera.

The linguistic evidence also favours a

date for the composition of the Song late in the period
of the Judges, and if the Song (or the major part of
it) is contemporary with the battle, this would date
the Song itself sometime shortly after c. 1070 B.C.
Also, discussion of the amphictyony hypothesis has
concluded that the tribal situation noted in the Song
of Deborah is that which existed prior to the
establishment of the monarchy and late in the period of
the Judges.

Although the individual arguments are not

conclusive, it is the opinion of this study that the
cumulative evidence drawn from biblical and
contemporary extra-biblical evidence favours a late
date for the time of the battle against Sisera, and for
the composition of the Song of Deborah.
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APPENDIX

THE SCANSION OF HEBREW POETRY

1.

Rhythmic Stresses.

C. F. Burney regarded Hebrew poetry as having a
definitely marked rhythmical system, and counted the
rhythmic stresses which occur in each stich as the most
observable pattern of meter.

1

Burney suggests:

We speak of a rhythmical, rather than of a
metrical, system, because there seems to exist
in Hebrew poetry no regularly quantitative
system of meter (i.e. a strict form of scansion
by feet consisting each of so many syllables in
regular sequence), but rather a system of so
many ictus or rhythmical beats in each stichos,
the number of intervening unstressed syllables
being governed merely by the possibility of
pronunciation. 2
Although the ground rules or principles of
stress-accentuation are not only difficult to define
but imprecise in application, Burney did attempt to

1

C.F. Burney, The Beok of Judges, p. 170.

2C.F. Burney, The Poetry of Our Lord (Oxford
University Press, 1925), p. 22.
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formulate rules in determining the rhythmical character
of Hebrew poetry.

His main principles of

stress-accentuation were:
1.

3

Every word, with the exception of monosyllabic
particles, normally receives one
stress-accent.
e • g. Ex . 15: 6 ,

271~
I

2.

YP1n
n1n7
.I
\,

J17~7

Two words closely connected receive one stress
when the second word following the first has
an accent on the first syllable.
e . g. Gen. 4: 23 ,

.

1~~-7l?Jl

3.

..

A long vowel two places before the
stress-accent (marked with methegh by the
Masoretes) normally receives an additional
stress.
e.g. lsa. 1:14,

.

'\
O.J7jP1~:j
.: ., -;
i

4.

The word which has a long vowel two places
before a stressed syllable and is the first
syllable of that word, and normally receives
an additional stress, does not receive a
stress if it is immediately preceded by a word
with a stress-accent on its last syllable.
e.g. lsa. 33:15,

3Burney, The Poetry of Our Lord, pp. 44-58.
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(7E
does not receive a stress as it is
preceded by the stress-accent in 1271

"

5.

).

:

(a) The negative ~
is normally unstressed.
(b) Prepositions are normally unstressed
except in suffix forms.
(c) If two particles are in juxtaposition one
is normally stressed.
e • g. Lam. 3: 8 ,

However, it is not necessary that one of two
conjoined particles should receive a
stress-accent.
e.g. Micah 6:8,

Burney found that the greater part of the Song of
Deborah (five-eights of the poem) contained the
three-beat measure, a six-foot line of verse in which
each three-beat stich is complete in itself, and the
two lines of the distich are usually parallel in sense.
Judg. 5:4 Burney identified as 3:3,4

,

17P~D

:

OliN n..?~D

v.

.

nln 7

JnNY2
l

17PY2

5 he identified as a four-beat measure (4:4) found

4Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 98; cf. Burney, The
Poetry of Our Lord, p. 33.
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in three-eights of the song: 5

ulu 7

7J~D

;~j~7

l;rJ 07ju

~

A

,

,:

~

J

uln7
\.

7u;~
.I

7J9D

Occasionally the four-beat line is followed by a
three-beat line (4:3) as in v. 4b (cf. vv. 15b, 18,
2Gb, 27a): 6
l~VJ

07D~-OJ

A

u~Vj yj~

~

07D

~

l~VJ

J

I

072P-OJ
..

or, in the reverse order 3:4 (v. Ga; cf. v. 9):
)

nJP-72
nlnj~
~

l;in
~

q

jJD~

7D72

.(

;v 7

7D72
~

William F. Albright believed that early Hebrew
poetry contained not only repetition of words and
phrases, but was accentual with verse-units of a 3:3 or
2:2 beat.

7

He followed the lead of his teacher Paul

Haupt, who, in the manner of the traditional school
represented by Be11ermann, Saa1schutz, Ley, Budde, and
Sievers, scanned most of the poems he examined 3:3 or

5Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 97.
6Burney, The Book of Judges, p. 99.
7 w~·11.~am F. Albright, 'The Earliest Forms of Hebrew
Verse, , p. 70.
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3:2 with occasional 2:2.

8

An example of metric

alternation was found by Albright in the Gezer
Calendar:
•.. the text on our plaque is definitely
mnemonic, being a poetic ditty composed of a
tricolon 2:2:2, a tricolon 3:3:3, and two cola
2:2. First we have three double months, then
three single months, lastly a double month
followed by a single month. For a grown
peasant, to whom the succession of agricultural
activities was as familiar as the use of his
senses, such rhythmic enumeration would have no
importance; to a child who had not yet learned
the immediate sequence of activities, it would
be just as useful as our familiar 'thirty days
hath September ••• '
9
Meter patterns or beats per colon which developed
before the 10th century B.C. according to Albright were
2:2,

2:2:2~

3:3, 3:3:3, and 4:3.

10

Albright reconstructs the Song of Deborah as he
believes it to be preserved in the Masoretic Bible with
hardly any alteration, except that he changes four-foot
strophes into two-foot strophes in accordance with what
he believes to be the general rule in Hebrew verse.

8 Cf • Douglas K. Stuart, Studies in Early Hebrew
Meter, Harvard Semitic Monograph Series, 13 (Missoula,
Montana: Scholars Press, 1976), p. 7.
9William F. Albright, 'The Gezer Calendar,' BASOR,
92 (1943), p. 25.
lOAlbright, 'The Gezer Calendar,' p. 25.
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The Song of Deborah falls without a single
disturbance of the order of stichoi, and with
the excision of only a very few variant lines
and obvious glosses, into fifteen strophes,
with the scheme 3:3, 3(2:2). A few stanzas are
incomplete, having only two lines 2:2.
11
Stanley Gevirtz points out the difficulties
involved in counting stressed syllables, and suggests
that Hebrew poetry follows no discernible regular
pattern.
Meter in Hebrew poetry has generally been
described in terms of the number of stressed
syllables. But meter, in the strict sense of
the word, must account for unstressed syllables
as well. Lowth's argument against the
likelihood of defining the meters of biblical
Hebrew poetry has never adequately been
refuted:
namely that the correct pronunciation
of· ancient Hebrew, the syllabification of many
words, and the quantity and accent of the
syllables are all highly uncertain. Recourse
to the sub- and supra-linear signs of the
Massoretic text, the so-called "accents" or
cantillation signs, for the purpose of
determining accent is of questionable value
Ugaritic preserves case endings, while Hebrew,
with rare exceptions according to the received
text, does not. Since Hebrew does not preserve
the case endings found in Ugaritic, while it
does preserve the very specific word pairs, the
meters would nec~ssarily differ.
It is merely
a begging of the question to ignore all these
difficulties and, in counting stresses alone

llwilliam F. Albright, 'The Earliest Forms of Hebrew
Verse,' p. 73 (cf. pp. 74-80 for his Hebrew
reconstruction of the Song of Deborah, and pp. 81-83
for his translation of the Hebrew).
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(when even the exact placement of them is often
uncertain!), to speak of meter. For what is
counted most often is simply the number of
words, or "significant" elements, in each
colon. 12

2.

Syllable Counting.

Frank Moore Cross, Jr. and David Noel Freedman
observed that syllable counting as a means of measuring
meter was imprecise but that it does give a clue to the
rhythmic structure of Hebrew poetry.

A purely

accentual system for measuring meter would be, in
Freedman's opinion, inadequate to reflect differences
in length of syllables.

13

... a remarkable regularity obtains in the
oldest Hebrew verse (as in early Canaanite
poetry); this is easily recognized in spite of
numerous corruptions in the preserved text.
This regularity lies somewhere between a simple
stress meter (i.e. matching accented syllables
without regard to the number of unstressed
syllables), and a complex meter involving
syllable count and division into metrical feet.
The symmetry is exhibited chiefly in parallel
cola. It rarely extends beyond this to whole
strophes, nor does it apply to word or syllabic
subdivisions of the colon. The strong sense of
balance seems to have required the same

12 Stan 1 ey Gevlrtz,
.
P a tt erns ln
. th e Ear 1 y P oe t ry
Israel, p. 12£.
13

0

f

.
Davld N. Freedman, 'Archaic Forms in Early Hebrew
Poetry,' ZAW, 72 (1960), p. 102.
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time-length for balancing cola, i.e.,
approximately the same total number of
syllables in each of the two cola. Since in
practically all cases the number of stressed
syllables would be the same, the unstressed
syllables would also balance. This does not
mean that there was a regular pattern of
unstressed syllables in relation to stressed
syllables (that is, a sequence of regular
metrical feet, as suggested by Sievers), but
only that there is a correspondence in the
total number of unstressed syllables in
parallel cola ... the balance or equality in
the number of stressed syllables has always
been regarded as a fundamental principle of
Hebrew metrical structure. 14
Cross and Freedman, from their examination of the Song
of Deborah, found that the main body of the poem
follows the mixed pattern 3:3 and 2:2, which is a
..
f eature
c h aracter~st~c

0

f
'
anc~ent
Ya h"
w~st~c poe t rye 15

Although rigid rules can not be applied, they suggest
that early Hebrew poetry is regular in structure and is
susceptible to quantitative metrical analysis.

Early

poets may not have counted syllables, yet their verses
are carefully balanced.

Parallel cola frequently have

the same number of syllables, e.g., there may be one or

14Frank Moore Cross, Jr. and David Noel Freedman,
Studies in Ancient Yahwistic Poetry, SBL Dissertation
Series 21 (Misso~la, Montana: Scholars Press, 1975),
p. 9; cf. David Noel Freedman, 'Archaic Forms in Early
Hebrew Poetry,' pp. 101-107.
lScross and Freedman, Studies in Ancient Yahwistic
Poetry, p. 20f.
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two syllables between stresses but not three, and as a
result a two-stress colon will contain from four to six
syllables and a three-stress colon will contain from
six fo nine syllables.

16

Freedman notes that a special

metrical purpose is deducible in several cases whereby
one colon or half-line is lengthened to balance the
parallel colon or half-line.

This, he believes, is

employed to achieve a symmetrical pattern.

However,

Freedman does not suggest that the poet consciously
used a numerical process, but only that it is a
characteristic of early Hebrew poetic structure which
is derived from its musical framework, such as rhythmic
".
aanclng
an d "
slnglng. 17
Robert G. Boling expanded upon Freedman's
suggestion that the number of stressed syllables offer
a basis for scansion of Hebrew poetry.

His

investigation of the Song of Deborah supports the
syllable-counting system.
It is now clear that the strophes need not be
of uniform length. A line by line count of
syllables in a poem will often disclose that it
was the overall length of line or strophe, and

16Frank Moore Cross, Jr., and David Noel Freedman,
'The Blessing of Moses,' JBL, 67 (1948), p. 197.
17Freedman, 'Archaic Forms in Early Hebrew Poetry,'
p. 101.
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not the recurring accent pattern, that was most
important to the poet ... Our division of the
Song into nine parts of considerably varying
length is based largely upon (Freedman's)
syllable counting system, together with the
observation that the contents of the Song are
readily correlated to the patterns which
emerge. This is clear in the outline of the
Song according to length of lines. Verse 2 is
a bicolon of ten syllables per segment
(10+10=20) echoed in the concluding verse of
Part I by the bicolon of vs. 9 (9+12=21). The
three short bicola of vs. 3 total 36 syllables,
balanced by two longer bicola totaling 33
syllables in vs. 8. Verses 4-5 have a bicolon
and two tricola for a total of 61 syllables,
where vs. 6-7 use four bicola with a total of
62 syllables. Such a clearly chiastic
arrangement in balanced sub-units of nearly
identical length was deliberate on the part of
the poet who produced the written version of
the Song. 18
Boling's arrangement of the Song into nine parts
appears to have been prompted by the counting and
arrangement of syllables into subunits of near-equal
length, rather than from an analysis of the contents of
the Song.
James D. Martin comments on Boling's use of
syllable counting:
I find the syllable-count approach less than
convincing ... Is it in fact more than
coincidence that Parts II and VIII of the poem
have 107 and 106 syllables respectively,
narrowly missing the total of 108 found in
Parts IV and VII? If it is more than

18 Ro b ert G. Bo l'1ng, J u d ges, p. 106 .
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coincidence, ought they, too, to have 108? If
not, what is the significance of the number
they do have? Might not all this lead us back
to the dangerous era of metri causa emendations
which so disfigured the poetic books in the 3rd
edition of BHK? Professor Boling ends up with
a division of the poem into Parts which
sometimes seem to cut across a more natural
sense division. For example; surely vv.
lSb-17, all of which (pace Professor Boling's
translation of vv. 15b-16) reproach various
tribes for failing to participate in the
battle, belong together and do not permit of a
division between vv. 16 and 17. Perhaps more
cogently, surely v. 19 which begins the account
of the battle marks a new section, whereas in
Professor Boling's division it occurs in the
middle of Part IV. 19
Boling's analysis of the Song leads to a radical
emendation of the text.

It causes further

sense-divisions to appear (as does his division of vv.
13-18 which should be included as one section, which
lists all the tribes, participants and non-participants
in the battle), and casts serious doubt upon the
originality of the Song as it appears in MT.
In his reply to Martin, Boling supports his method
of syllable counting as a key to structure by an appeal
to its more cautious approach than other methods he has
examined and which allows few emendations to the text.
He states:

'If the symmetry thus disclosed yields

rhetorical organization that is obscured by the

19James D. Martin, 'Review of Boling's Judges,'
JSOT, 1 (1976), p. 39£.
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one-dimensional scrutiny of "content", the problem may
be as much an old method as a new one.,20

This

argument does not seem to deal directly with or answer
the objection raised by Ma.rtin to the syllable-count
analysis Boling presents.
Boling appears to count the vocal shewa (simple or
compound) as an independent syllable.

This rule is not

followed by others, which points to the diversity of
method and the uncertainty involved in the syllable
counting system.

21

As pointed out by Gevirtz, the

syllabification of many words, as well as the quantity
and accent of the syllables is very uncertain.

22

Douglas K. Stuart finds a basic problem of
establishing meter in the lack of some knowledge of
pronunciation of the language.

He observes:

Every past theory of metrics has relied heavily
upon Masoretic vocalizations. As a result,
every system has had at least some trouble with
the treatment of vocal shewas, furtive patahs,
anaptyctic vowels, etc. As is well known, the
Masoretes represented only one tradition of
spoken Hebrew in matters such as these. To
expect their pronunciation(s) of Hebrew from

20Robert G. Boling,
(1976) r p. 51.

'Response to Reviewers,' JSOT, 1

21 Cf . G-K, 26m.
22

'.L

Gev~r\:.z,

p. 12.

Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel,
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ca. 600 to 900 A.D., both provincialized and
influenced by other Semitic tongues, to reflect
accurately the language of our poems from a
period as much as two millennia earlier, is
most unreasonable.
23
Stuart maintains that the question of internal feet
within individual cola is unresolved not only because
it is based upon the analysis of Hebrew poetry in the
Masoretic tradition, but because investigation in this
area has not produced a consistent or convincing system
of scansion.

Nevertheless, he does consider the method

of scansion by syllable-count as more reliable than the
counting of stresses, as it does not depend upon any
theory of internal stress.
The quantity of syllables per colon will
continue to be a precise measure cf couplet and
triplet length regardless of other advances. A
couplet whose cola are each eight syllables in
length (8:8), for example, will remain 8:8
whether found to be iambic, trochaic,
anapestic, dactylic, or any combination of
rhythms.
24
Stephen A. Geller suggests that until the matter
of the true nature of Hebrew meter is determined, it
may be necessary to take a position somewhere between
competing accentual and syllabic interpretation.

23Stuart, Studies in Early Hebrew Meter, p. 24.
24

Stuart, Studies in Early Hebrew Meter, p. 16.
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In general, couplets that display syllable
support an accentual understanding of
meter; conversely, examples in which the
assignment of stresses according to any regular
pattern is difficult, tip the scales toward a
syllabic interpretation. However, syllable
counts also play a role in interpreting the
accentual evidence, since the assigning of one
stress to both a word of one syllable and a
word or compound of, say, five syllables is
most problematic. 25
asyrr~etry

G. Douglas Young's analysis of the poems of Ugarit
has shown that Hebrew and Ugaritic poetry are formally
alike in that they have the same features of
parallelism and meter.

However, he suggests that there

is no consistency in the sequence of similar stich
combinations within a poem or within sections of a
poem, nor is there a consistency of an accent per word
pattern for the successive stichs. 26

He states:

' •.. if an accentual meter existed at Ugarit, it might
be seen in consistency between parallel passages within
single poems, if meter were important to the composer,
singer or reciter of the poetry.'

27

Young found no

such consistency of accent-per-word pattern for the

25Stephen A. Geller, Parallelism in Early Biblical
Poetrx, p. 371.
26 G . Douglas Young, 'Ugaritic Prosody,' JNES, 9
(1950), p. 125.
27 Young, 'Ugaritic Prosody,' p. 128.
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successive stichs in the Keret epic, lines 110-158. 28
Young was unable to find either an accentual metrical
system or a syllable-counting system in the poetry of
Ugarit:
... Ugaritic poetry manifests no regularity in
the manner in which stichs may be combined to
form sentences, that is, complete thought
units. Nor does it manifest any regularity in
the sequence of similarly combined stichs. Nor
does it show any evidence of an accentual
metric system, or syllabic metric system.
Variation is the norm, not the exception ...
the poet of Ugarit felt no constraint to abide
by strict poetic codes. The one outstanding
mark of his poetry is the phenomenon of the
repetition of thought in parallel stichs. He
does not repeat every thought. His poetry is
the telling of a single story ornamented
with a liberal sprinkling of parallel
thoughts.
29

3.

The Scansion of the Song of Deborah.

The following rules are applied in determining the
scansion of the Song of Deborah:
(1)

A single consonant with vocal shewa, simple

or compound, will not have the value of an independent
syllable, but rather is attached to the following

28Young, 'Ugaritic Prosody,' p. 126.
29Young, 'Ugaritic Prosody,' p. 132.
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syllable, so that it forms practically one syllable. 30
(2)

Furtive pathah which is pronounced before the

consonant, does not constitute an additional syllable,
but is attached to the preceeding syllable.

The pathah

is placed under the guttural, but sounded before it.
It is thus merely an orthographic indication not to
neglect the guttural sound in pronunciation

( 1. • e •

. . ) • 31

-J)r.1liJ:
(3)

The preformative

~

will constitute an

additional syllable.
(4)

The rules of stress-accentuation formulated

by Burney, along with the stress as indicated by MT,
will be followed.

30 Cf . G-K, 26m.
31

Cf. G-K, 22f.
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4.

The Pattern of Stresses and Syllables in the Song
of Deborah

Analysis of the Song of Deborah indicates that
there is evidence of the three-beat measure (3:3) in
vv. 8, 13, 19, 21, 22, and 24; the four-beat measure
(4:4) in vv. 3, 5, 18, 25, 28, and 29; the three-beat
line followed by the four-beat line (3:4) in vv. 14,
15, 27, and" 30; and the four-beat line followed by the
three-beat line (4:3) in vv. 4, 11, 16, 17, 20, 23, 26,
and 27.

However, there does not appear to be a

consecutive or consistent pattern of beats-per-line as
the meter-may vary with an unequal number of
beats-per-line (2, 3, or 4) in a verse, or may have two
or more lines with an equal number of beats-per-line.
Each verse has its own pattern of beats-per-line and
although some verses display a similarity of beats
(e.g. 3:3, 3:3:3, 4:3:4:3, etc.) there is no evidence
of a consecutive pattern of meter from verse to verse.
A syllable-count of the Song of Deborah shows that
the number of syllables per line varies:

a two-word

line containing two or three stresses may have from
four to six syllables; a three-word line containing
three stresses may have 5, 6"

7, 8, or 9 syllables; a

four-word line containing four stresses may have 7, 8,
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9, 10, or 12 syllables; a four-word line containing
three stresses may have 6, 7, 8, or 10 syllables.
Again, there is no evidence of a consistent or
consecutive pattern of syllables-per-line, as these
appear to vary in almost every line.
A number of lines have similar patterns of
words-syllables-stresses (e.g. 3:7:3 in vv. la, 4a, 7d,
9a, 15c, 19a, 22b, 23b, 24a and b, 30a; 4:8:4 in vv.
lb, Sa, 6b, lla, 18b, 23c, 26c, 27a, 28c, 29b), but
these are dispersed throughout the Song, and show no
evidence of a consistent or consecutive pattern of
syllable-counting.
The Song of Deborah does not show evidence of a
consistent accentual meter, nor a consistent syllabic
metric system.

The poet appears to vary his rhythm at

will, and it is the poet's spontaneity that is noticed
and not a formulated and complicated system of meter.
Lowth's analysis of Hebrew poetry found that the
poems were composed of an animated language, incapable
of being reduced to a system of scansion.

He observes:

.•. consider the proper genius and character of
the Hebrew poetry. It is unconstrained,
animated, bold, and fervid. The Orientals look
upon the language of poetry as wholly distinct
from that of common life, as calculated
immediately for expressing the passions; if,
therefore, it were to be reduced to the plain
rule and order of reason, if every word and
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sentence were to be arranged with care and
study, as if calculated for perspicuity alone,
it would be no longer what they intended it,
and to call it the language of passion would be
the greatest of solecisms.
32

32Robert Lowth, Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the
Hebrews, p. 330.
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